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Chiral spintronics of helimagnets  

 

Ustinov V.V. , Yasyulevich I.A. 

 

Institute of Metal Physics, Ural Branch RAS, 620108, Ekaterinburg, Russia 

 

The features of spin and charge transport in conductive helimagnets (HM), which are 

due to the action of an inhomogeneous exchange magnetic field on the spin of conduction 

electrons, are theoretically studied [1]. The interaction between the spin of moving particles and 

an inhomogeneous external magnetic field has been first recorded in the famous Stern-Gerlach 

experiment when investigating the quantum nature of spin.  

In the present paper, we have demonstrated that two physical effects – the electrical 

magnetochiral effect (EMChE) and the kinetic magnetoelectric effect (KMEE) – can be 

explained through the interaction of the spins of itinerant electrons in chiral HM with spatially 

inhomogeneous effective magnetic field of exchange origin [2]. All parameters of the EMChE 

and KMEE are presented in terms of both the characteristic frequencies of spin relaxation of 

conduction electrons in a helimagnet and the frequencies of their Larmor precession in external 

and internal exchange fields.  

It has been shown that the effective frequency of conduction electron spin relaxation in 

a HM contains three components: i) the rate of spin-lattice relaxation caused by spin-orbit 

scattering of conduction electrons by defects of the crystal lattice, ii) the rate of change in the 

average spin of electrons due to their “diffusion” escape from a region with a given direction 

of the average spin to a region with a different direction of spin density, and iii) the contribution 

of the Larmor precession of the spins of electrons moving in the helimagnet’s exchange field 

that assigns the precession axis altering its direction in space. The peculiarities of the EMChE 

and KMEE that substantially depend on the ratio of the above-listed spin relaxation rates and 

the angular frequencies of electron precession are described.  

The numerical estimates performed show that the mechanism of generating EMChE 

provides the effect magnitude sufficient to be experimentally detected in metallic helimagnets. 

The frequency regions of spin relaxation and spin precession are determined to observe a giant 

electrical magnetochiral effect (GEMChE) and resonant behavior of the chiral 

magnetoresistance. We have called the appropriate effect as “magnetochiral kinetic resonance” 

(MChKR). The physical nature of MChKR is elucidated. The latter arises due to the coincidence 

of the Larmor precession frequency of an electron in the effective field and the phase change 

frequency of the helicoidal exchange field acting on the electron moving along the helicoid’s 

axis with a speed equal to that of the electron flow. We have demonstrated how the experimental 

studies of the KMEE can be used to directly determine the chirality of HM. 

Suppose that the wave vector q of the magnetic helix of a monoaxial HM, the vector of 

the external magnetic field B and the vector of the electrоn current density I are oriented along 

the OZ-axis, the direction of which is defined by the unit vector ze . Apart from the vectors B 

and I,  the unit vectors Bb B  and Ii I should be introduced. Suppose that the local 

magnetization M depends only on the z-coordinate, and the OZ-axis rests on the screw axis of 

symmetry. When exposed to the magnetic field B directed along the axis of the helicoid, a 

simple spiral can transform into a conical one.  
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The direction of the helicoid’s transverse magnetization vector is given by the unit 

vector  zh h . To characterize the direction of the “twisting” of the magnetic helicoid, we 

introduce the unit vector h  that sets out the direction of the  z z  h  derivative vector 

through the relation  z z q   h h . The direction of the “twisting” of the magnetic helix is 

unambiguously determined by the vector   k h h  called the HM chirality vector. Also, the 

vector qq k  and the scalar characteristic of the helix,  zK = k e , should be entered. They 

bear the name of the wave vector of the magnetic helix and the chirality of the HM, respectively. 

A positive chirality value +1K =  corresponds to a right-handed helix, whereas a negative 

chirality 1K =  refers to a left-handed helix. The symmetry of conical magnetic helix (CMH) 

is defined by two unit vectors: the chirality vector k and the vector b that determines the 

direction of the axis of the magnetic cone. The common characteristic of CMH is the tensor 

dyadic product k b . Fig. 1 schematically shows four possible configurations of the k and b 

vectors together with a symbolic image of the cone of the corresponding magnetic spiral. 

Magnetiresistive properties of a helimagnet are completely determined by the value of 

 3    k b ie  that can take only two values: 1   and 1   , depending on the mutual 

direction of the vectors k, b, and i. Fig. 2 shows all the possible magnetoresistive states of HM.  

 

 

 

  

 

Fig.1. Schematic representation of possible 

configurations of a conical magnetic helix, 

defined by the k and b vectors and the k b  

tensor. The left and right patterns reflect 

enantiomorphic states with symmetry of the 

group of right and left screws, respectively.  

 

Fig.2. A state diagram for a helimagnet in 

the variables zB , zI , zq . Regions for 

1    are shown in red, regions for 1    

are green. The colored arrows indicate the 

directions of the unit vectors k, b, and i. 

 

The research was supported by RFBR (project No. 19-02-00057). 
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Transverse magnetic routing of light emission and plasmon-to-exciton spin conversion in 

semiconductor-metal hybrid nanostructures 

 

Akimov I.A.1,2 

1Experimentelle Physik 2, Technische Universität Dortmund, 44221 Dortmund, Germany 
2Ioffe Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia 

 

Tailoring the optical and magnetic properties of semiconductor structures by bringing 

them together with plasmonic and ferromagnetic materials can be used to establish new 

functionalities in spintronic and photonic devices. The talk is focused on manifestation of novel 

magneto-optical phenomena in hybrid structures, which combine semiconductors quantum 

wells (QW) with excellent optical properties and metalic (plasmonic) nanostructures (gratings) 

with strong localization of electromagnetic field and tailored polarization properties. 

First, a new class of emission phenomena where directionality is established 

perpendicular to the externally applied magnetic field for light sources located in the vicinity 

of a surface is presented. Here, we revealed transverse magnetic routing of light emission for 

excitons in a diluted-magnetic semiconductor QW [1]. When the distance between the excitons 

and the surface is large, the transverse spin of the emitted light is caused by the far-field 

interference effect and the routing is weak. The strongest directionality is achieved for a QW 

located several tens of nm apart from a metal-semiconductor interface. At such distance the 

QW is coupled to surface plasmon polaritons, that carry large transverse spin (spin flux) and 

are efficiently controlled by the magnetic field direction. In hybrid plasmonic semiconductor 

structures the directionality can reach up to 60%, which means that the ratio of light intensities 

for opposite emission angles is equal to 4. 

Second, we demonstrate optical orientation of electron spins by linearly polarized light 

via plasmon-to-exciton spin conversion in the same type of hybrid plasmonic structures [2]. 

The metallic grating is exploited for the generation of plasmonic spin fluxes on ultimately short 

timescales. Using a pump-probe Kerr rotation experiment with 30 fs optical pulses we resolve 

in time the THz Larmor precession of photoexcited electron spins in external magnetic field, 

which is applied in-plane of the QW structure along the SPP propagation direction. It is 

demonstrated that the pump induced orientation of the photoexcited electron spins is locked to 

the propagation direction of the optically excited SPPs in hybrid nanostructure. Next, we show 

that using the polarization of the incident light as an additional degree of freedom, one can 

adjust not only the longitudinal, but also the transverse electron spin components normal to the 

light propagation at will. 

 

References 

[1] F. Spitzer, A.N. Poddubny, I.A. Akimov, et al., "Routing the emission of a near-

surface light source by a magnetic field", Nature Physics 14, 1043 (2018). 

[2] I. A. Akimov, A. N. Poddubny, J. Vondran, et al., Plasmon-to-exciton spin 

conversion in semiconductor-metal hybrid nanostructures, Phys. Rev. B 103, 085425 (2021).  
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Tunable spin-wave transport in magnonic microstructures  

 

Sadovnikov A.V1., Beginin E.N.1, Nikitov S.A.1 

 
1Saratov State University, 410012, Saratov, Russian Federation  

2Kotel’nikov Institute of Radioengineering and Electronics, RAS, 125009,Moscow, Russian 

Federation 

 

 

In recent years much research has been directed towards the use of spin waves for signal 

processing at microwave and subterahertz frequencies due to the possibility to carry the 

information signal without the transmission of a charge current[1]. In the framework of the 

2021 magnonics roadmap the straintronic is separated as the versatile tool to control the spin 

wave propagation [2].  The strain-mediated spin-wave channels can be used to route the 

magnonic information signal. The magnon straintronics could provide to fabricating magnonic 

platforms for energy-efficient signal processing [3]. Recent theoretical and experimental studies 

suggest that strain can be used to engineer energy-efficient complicated 2D and 3D piezoelectric 

heterostructures such as ferromagnetic/piezoelectric bi- and multilayers[4-7]. The strain-

mediated control of spin-wave propagation was demonstrated via the experimental observations 

of the spin-wave coupling phenomena in different magnonic structures based on the adjacent 

magnonic crystals and adjacent magnetic yttrium iron garnet stripes in the form of magnonic 

spin-wave couplers. The model describing the spin-wave transport was proposed based on the 

self-consistent equations via the solution of the micromagnetic task in couple with the finite-

element simulation of the static strain/stress in the ferromagnetic/piezoelectric structure. The 

obtained results open new perspectives for the future-generation electronics using integrated 

magnonic networks both in micro-  and nanoscale [8]. 

 
Fig.1. (a) BLS map of spin-wave propagation in magnonic crystal. (b) The distribution 

of z-component of dynamic magnetization under the influence of induced stress on the surface 

of YIG stripes. (c) Spin-wave intensity in lateral YIG stripes. 

 

Here we report on strain mediated control of the spin-wave transport along the magnonic 

crystal with PZT layer. Magnonic crystal consists of yttrium iron garnet (YIG) “alligator-type” 

waveguide. We demonstrate the voltage-driven and laser-induced nonreciprocity of spin waves 

in the ferromagnetic-semiconductor and ferromagnetic-piezoelectric structure. The numerical 

model based on micromagnetic simulation was proposed. The multimode coupling regime was 

revealed by means of Brillouin light-scattering (BLS) spectroscopy and microwave 

spectroscopy techniques. The proposed structure can be used for frequency  selective spin-wave 
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wave separation (demultiplexing) with the energy efficient tunability of microwave 

characteristics. 

This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation (Project #20-79-10191). 
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Exchange interaction under optical pumping and ultrahigh pressure in magnetic 

insulators 

 

Gavrichkov V.A.1, Polukeev S.I.1, Ovchinnikov S.G.1 

 

1 Kirensky Institute of Physics, Federal Research Center KSC SB RAS, 

660036, Krasnoyarsk, Russia 

 

 Magnetic order results from the interatomic exchange interaction of magnetic moments 

of ions that usually are in the grounds state. We discuss two situations when a contribution of 

the ionic excited states to the exchange interaction is important [1], the effect of resonant optical 

pumping of the d-d excitations and the effect of spin crossover under static high pressure. In 

both cases ionic spin in the initial and final states are different. Thus, the induced forbidden d-

d excitations, for example, from the ground term of Fe+3 with S=5/2 into the excited term with 

S=3/2 may be considered as a dynamic spin crossover. The ultrafast magnetic dynamics under 

optical pumping have been studied by several groups, for example [2]. Recently we have shown 

that the d_d transitions from the 6A1 ground state to the 4T2 in FeBO3 result in the exchange 

interaction sign inversion. While two Fe+3 ions with S=5/2 have the antiferromagnetic (AFM) 

interaction, the excited ion in 4T2 state has the ferromagnetic interaction with its high spin 5/2 

neighbour, and this conclusion agrees with the experimentally found origin of the ultrafast 

magnetic dynamics in FeBO3 [3]. 

Under static high pressure the exchange interaction sign changes was also predicted. 

When the AFM high spin state in FeBO3 transforms into the low spin S=1/2 state above the 

spin crossover pressure, the exchange interaction becomes the ferromagnetic one [4]. Recently, 

ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy under high pressure in the diamond anvil cell conditions 

became available [5]. The time-resolved ARPES study of the MoTe2 has revealed the dynamical 

modulation of the electronic correlations, particularly the decrease of the Hubbard U and Hund 

exchange coupling J resulting from the pump pulse [6]. It opens the possibility to realize the 

dynamical spin crossover under high pressure. 

 

We are thankful to the RSF for a financial support under the project No. 18-12-00022 P. 
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Light-matter interactions in metal-dielectric nanocavities with tunable permittivity: 

fundamentals and applications 

 

Nicolò Maccaferri1,2 

 
1Department of Physics and Materials Science, University of Luxembourg, 1511 Luxembourg, 

Luxembourg 
2 Department of Physics, Umeå University, 901 87, Umeå, Sweden 

 

Metal-dielectric multilayers composed by nm-thick films support a wide landscape of 

sub-diffraction optical modes, which can be excited via coupling with nanoscale diffraction 

gratings [1] or by local excitations, for instance by using high-energy electron beams [2]. In 

this framework, we experimentally demonstrate how disc-shaped multilayered metal-dielectric 

nanostructures can couple to far-field radiation and enable a full control of absorption and 

scattering of light at visible and near-infrared frequencies [3]. At the same time, we show that 

these nanostructures can enable a resonant magnetically induced modulation of the light 

polarization by exciting either electric or magnetic optical modes [4]. Moreover, the 

exploitation of the metal-dielectric interface-induced symmetry breaking has been explored as 

possible route to achieve enhanced nonlinear optical emission [5], largely independent from the 

exciting polarization and angle of incidence, unlocking promising applications of these 

structures as solvable nanostructures to generate visible light by using near-infrared (NIR) 

radiation. These multilayered metal-dielectric nanoparticles exhibit also a high (> 70%) 

absorption efficiency in the NIR region, and their light-to-heat conversion is demonstrated by 

a much larger temperature increase than that of metallic nanostructures with the same geometry 

and volume. As proof-of-concept, we introduce an approach for efficient in vitro hyperthermia 

of living cells with negligible cytotoxicity [6]. This type of architectures can also be used for a 

plenty of applications spanning from the detection of deep sub-wavelength deformation [7] and 

ultra-high-resolution imaging [8], to temperature sensing [9] and tailored ultrafast all-optical 

switching of light states with a relative modulation depth exceeding 100% [10]. 

 

References 
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Resolving chicken-or-egg causality dilemma for magneto-structural phase transition 

 in FeRh in high magnetic fields 

 

A. V. Kimel 

Radboud University, Institute for Molecules and Materials. Nijmegen, The Netherlands  

 

The debates about the nature of the counter-intuitive heat induced ferromagnetism in FeRh have 

been going on already for 60 years resembling a dispute about chicken-or-egg causality 

dilemma[1-3]. While FeRh is antiferromagnetic at low temperatures, heating above 370 K turns 

the material into a ferromagnet with an expanded lattice. If it is a magnetic phase transition, 

which drives the lattice, or structural phase transition, which causes the changes of magnetic 

order, is a question, which is constantly raised ever again. Here we resolve this magnetism-or-

lattice causality dilemma by accelerating the magnetic dynamics in high fields up to 25 T while 

observing both structural and magnetic changes in time domain with the help of optical and 

magneto-optical measurements, respectively [4]. We discover the regime of the ultimately fast 

emergence of ferromagnetism in step with the structural changes showing that magnetism-or-

lattice causality dilemma is resolved by simultaneous evolution of the both actors. 
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Control of interlayer exchange interaction in multilayer magnetic nanostructures: 

magnetoelectric and magnetocaloric effects  

 

А.А.Fraerman 

 

Institute for physics of microstructures RAS, GSP-105, Nizhny Novgorod, 603950, Russia 

 

The problem of reducing energy losses is universal and fully concerns the use of magnetic 

materials. First, very large electric currents are required to control the magnetic state and 

dynamic properties of memory cells and magnetic nano-oscillators. This leads to heating of the 

working elements and low efficiency. the entire device. One of the possible ways to solve the 

problem is magnetization reversal under the influence of an electric field, i.e. use of the 

magnetoelectric effect. There are different approaches to implementing this feature. In 

particular, it is possible to electrically control the interlayer exchange interaction in magnetic 

tunnel contacts. Indeed, the energy of the exchange interaction of two ferromagnetic layers of 

the tunnel contact can be represented in the form 𝜀𝑒𝑥 = 𝐽(𝑬)(𝑴𝟏 ∙ 𝑴𝟐)), where the interaction 

constant 𝐽(𝑬) depends on the voltage E applied to the magnetic contact. The report presents the 

results of our recent experiments with tunneling contacts CoFe / MgO / CoFe, which confirm 

the possibility of controlling the interlayer interaction under the action of an electric field [1]. 

Another area of work in the field of energy-saving magnetic materials is the problem of creating 

a magnetic refrigerator, the operation of which is based on the magnetocaloric effect. One of 

the problems of the "magnetic refrigerator" is the need to apply large magnetic fields ~ 1T. We 

have proposed a method for reducing these fields by using the spin valve effect in multilayer 

structures containing magnetic layers with different Curie temperatures. Then, the energy of the 

exchange interaction of two "strong" ferromagnetic layers through a spacer of a "weak" 

ferromagnet can be represented as 𝜀𝑒𝑥 = 𝐽(Т)(𝑴𝟏 ∙ 𝑴𝟐), where the interaction constant J (T) 

depends on the temperature of the sample T. The report presents the results of an experimental 

study of the magnetocaloric effect in multilayer structures CoFe / NiCu / NiFe and Fe / Gd / Fe, 

confirming the possibility of significant cooling in relatively low fields <0.1T [2-4]. 

This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation # 21-12-00271 
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On the magnetoelectricity in micromagnetism:  

the electric field-induced nucleation of 180⁰-, 90⁰-, and 0⁰- domain walls  

 

Pyatakov1A.P., Ren2 W, Sundaresan3 A. 

 

1)  M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119991, Moscow, Russia 
2) Materials Genome Institute Physics Department, Shanghai University, Shanghai, China 

3) Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research, Bangalore, India 

 

More than a decade ago I.E. Dzyaloshinskii in his seminal paper  [1]  proposed the 

electric field nucleation of magnetic domain wall in single domain state. For topological reasons 

the conventional 180-degree domain wall cannot appear alone: the total angle of magnetization 

rotation in this type of the structure should be zero. Another factor is energy minimization so 

that the nucleation of magnetic topological defect should occur in the vicinity of the electrode. 

For these arguments the electric field-induced magnetic inhomogeneity should be either the 

bubble domain or the domain wall of special type, the zero degree one.  

 
a)      b)      c) 

Fig.1 The electric field nucleation of domains and domain walls: a) the composite experimental/schematic picture 

of 180⁰-bubble domain generation by electric tip  [2] b) the electric field-induced nucleation of 90⁰ domain by 

atomic force microscope cantilever tip  [3]  c) the conceptual scheme of 0⁰-domain  nucleation by stripe 

electrode  [4].  

 

In this report we consider the experimental and theoretical works on electric field 

nucleation of various types of domain boundaries and their improper ferroelectricity [1-6].    

 

The work is supported by joint RFBR grant #18-52-80028 Brics_T.   
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Magnon BEC aplication for quantum computing  

 

Yu. M. Bunkov 

 

M-Granat, Russian Quantum Center, 30, B. Bulvar, Skolkovo, 121205, Moscow, Russia 

 

Our group “Quantum magnonics" is developing a new platform for quantum 

computing. This platform is based on a quantum property of magnons to form a Bose 

condensate at its high concentration. Magnons are quasiparticles in magnetically ordered 

materials that describe elementary excitations of the ground state. They possess spin equal to 1 

and accordingly obey Bose statistics. In thermal equilibrium, the density of magnons is not 

significant and their properties are well described in the linear approximation. However, the 

concentration of magnons can be enhanced up to a very high number by pumping them under 

magnetic resonance conditions. The deviation of magnetization of Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) 

up to a 3o leads to the formation of magnon Bose-Einstain condensation (mBEC) [1]. In the 

experiments carried out, we use out of plane magnetized epitaxial YIG film. Under these 

conditions, the magnons are repelled, the potential of which leads to the formation of the energy 

gap, and the stability of magnon supercurrent. Under these conditions, the properties of 

magnons are similar to their properties in the superfreight antiferromagnetic 3He-B, where 

mBEC and magnon superuidity were discovered for the first time [2]. The first results of our 

experiments with mBEC in YIG film are very promising [3, 4, 5]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Sketch of qubit based on the superposition of magnon supercurrents. On the left, the 

flow of excited magnons, which fills the YIG ring by mBEC. The domain wall forms  phase 

jump, which generate supercurrents. The states J+ + J- and J+ - J- forms a two quantum levels 

of qubit. 

 

We consider three possible options for to form a qubit based on mBEK. First of all it is 

a qubit on the superposition of two circular magnon supercurrents (see Fig. 1). The stabilized 

domain boundary should change the phase of currents on  and, accordingly, form two quantum 

states with clockwise and counterclockwise circulation. These states should form two quantum 

states with a gap, similar to the case of a superconducting ring with Josephson junction. The 

second scheme is based on the interaction of two mBECs located in two YIG samples, which 

are connected by electromagnetic or acoustic interaction. The third scheme is based on 

composite magnon-photon qubit consisting of two or more samples with mBEC placed in high 

quality resonator. In this case, the interaction between mBECs can be controlled by changing 

+ 

- 
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the local magnetic field on each sample or selectively exciting magnons in the each of sample.  

And finally, the qubit can be formed by two states in the same sample under double frequency 

parametric pumping. In this case, the difference between states is a phase that is shifted to   

(see Fig. 2).  Parametric pump can support both states. The energy barrier between states 

determines by pump amplitude. Quantum manipulations between states can be made by RFe 

pulses. Adiabatic approach can be made by changing the amplitude of parametric pumping. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Two states with phase differences . The magnon density is stabilized by parametric 

pumping. The magnitude of the barrier determines by the pumping amplitude.  

 

The methods of optical reading out of qubit states, its phase and amplitude is also 

preview and is currently in development. 

 

Financial support by the Russian Science Foundation within the grant 19-12-00397 

“Spin Superuids" is gratefully acknowledged. 
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Frontiers of ultrafast magneto-acoustics 
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Here I review recent experimental and theoretical advances in ultrafast magneto-

acoustics in magnetostrictive materials and nanostructures in the GHz-to-THz frequency range 

[1,2]. Ultrafast magneto-acoustics investigates the coupling between elementary excitations of 

magnetic order with lattice vibrations. The first example discusses magneto-elastic excitations 

of ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) with quasi-monochromatic GHz-frequency surface acoustic 

waves [3,4]. The underlying theory is reduced to an elementary equation of an externally driven 

parametric FMR-oscillator: the model that captures all essential experimental findings such as 

the resonant enhancement of FMR amplitude, the linear parametric sum- and difference 

frequency mixing and generation of fractional parametric frequencies. The second example 

discusses show how ~100 GHz frequency exchange magnons in ferromagnetic thin films are 

excited by ultrashort pulses of longitudinal acoustic phonons: the dominant role of the acoustic 

bandwidth in this process is revealed [5]. The outlook discusses some forward-looking 

simulations of resonantly enhanced interactions between acoustic and magnonic cavity modes 

in suspended ferromagnetic thin films and magneto-elastic coupling with THz-frequency 

inertial magnons [6], the new type of magnetic excitations predicted recently.      
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The growth of semiconductor technology has revolutionized the human life in many ways with 

the development of electronic and opto-electronic applications. For future, nanophotonics is 

envisaged to play a crucial role where all-dielectric metamaterials with no metallic losses that 

effect the response of plasmonic structures are essential. For light-matter interaction, high 

quality factor (Q) structures are interesting. One of the semiconductor physics ideas that is well 

pursued in the recent times is the bound state in continuum (BIC) as the BIC resonance is shown 

to offer very high Q (in principle, infinity). While BIC resonance is an abstract concept with 

zero linewidth, quasi-BIC resonances in the vicinity of the BIC resonance could be of practical 

use. BIC resonance has interesting polarization properties. Other interesting concept from 

semiconductors is, superlattices which show the concept of Brillouin zone folding which can 

be used for engineering the band structure. In polar dielectric thin films, Berreman modes are 

excited at the longitudinal optical phonon mode useful in infrared nanophotonics.  

    

Fig. 1 (a) 2-d square lattice with dimension of alternating dielectric discs in a row changed. (b) 

RCWA calculated reflection coefficient showing circular symmetry for quais-BIC region and 

broken circular symmetry for leaky modes. (c) Numerical simulations showing the Berreman 

and epsilon near zero modes. 

In this talk I will show examples of how zone folding due to phase change results in polarization 

independent BIC resonance in a square lattice (Fig.1(a)), interesting application of BIC mode 

in orbital angular momentum state generation (Fig. 1(b)) and the possibility of the evolution of 

leaky Berreman mode to BIC resonance in the presence of a thin metal film (Fig1(c)). 

Acknowledgments : The results presented are 3 works done in partial collaboration with Pravin 

Vaity, Abhinav Kala, H. M. Gupta, Vladimir Tuz, Y. S. Kivshar, S. Dutta Gupta and G. 
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Abstract 

Magneto-optic effects (MOEs) are numbers of phenomena in which an electromagentic 

wave propagates through a gyrotropic or gyromagnetic medium that has been altered by the 

presence of a quasistatic magnetic field, where left- and right-rotating elliptical polarizations 

can propagate at different speeds, leading to a number of important physical phenomena. MOEs 

break time reversal symmetry locally as well as Lorentz reciprocity, which is one necessary 

condition to construct devices such as optical isolators,optical rotators and optical isomers. With 

the breakthrough of the physical mechanism of MOE (e.g., spin-orbit coupling, spin-lattice 

coupling) and the extended new application (e.g., weak detection, laser induced 

magnetization/demagnetization, spin qubit control), particularly the recently developed time-

resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect detection based on ultra-fast laser pump-probing 

technique and the magneto-optical imaging technology, MOEs have been the efficient tools to 

study the intrinsic mechanism and the related multi-body coupling of light-matter (e.g., 

2D/nanostructure materials) interaction. These studies also result into the development of novel 

optical technologies (e.g., THz emitter, high-order harmonics) and the discovery of 

ultrasensitive 2D/nanostructure materials for the spintronics and the quantum manipulation.  

Here, we will summarize the above progress in the MOEs and then discuss the key issues 

in the development of hybrid materials in this field, or the surface and interface engineering of 

multi-layered thin films for enhanced MOE and the related spin-orbit coupling mechanism. 

Methods for the surface nanoengineering of thin films, such as template-assisted nanoprinting 

and UV-LIGA process in our group will be discussed. The interface engineering by changing 

the layer composition and thickness, and stacking sequences, such as using materials with 

strong surface plasmon resonance and/or spin-orbit coupling effect, will be discussed. It is 

found that surface and interface Nano-engineering can increase the MOE significantly and have 

the ability for the precise regulation of T-MOKE and L-MOKE. Figure 1 shows the result to 

enhance the MOKE rotation by adjusting the thickness of the high spin-orbit coupling Ta layer 

and the hole length of porous anodic alumina (AAO) templates. Our study also reveals that 

inversed MOKEs are observed in nanoporous heterogeneous films, showing pore size & 

spacing, layer composition (particularly for those with high spin-orbit coupling materials) and 

thickness dependence, which can be explained by spin-obit coupling, surface plasmon 

resonance and strong Fabry-Peru interference. In addition, induced wavelength or angle 

http://dict.cn/optical%20rotator
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dependent Fano-like resonance can be obtained with the sharp peak of T-MOKE, leading to the 

possibility to design ultrasensitive detectors based on the measurement of MOKE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Control of the MOKE rotation of Ta（x）/CoFeB/substrate thin films by the Ta layer 

thickness for different substrates: (a) Al plate; (b) AAO template with pore diameter of 100 nm 

and depth of 300 nm; (c) AAO template with pore diameter of 100 nm and depth of 1000 nm. 
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Recently, a worldwide attempt for understanding the functions of brain and nervous 

system has been made based on new biocompatible structures and devices. Hence, various 

aspects of neuroscience have been investigated through different techniques such as 

neuroplasmonics to neural activity imaging and recording in in vitro or in vivo classifications. 

Due to the main physical phenomena as surface plasmon resonances (SPRs) in 

Neuroplasmonics, it's offers advantages comprising rapidity, high sensitivity, biological 

compatibility, label-free and real-time detection by benefiting from the sensing and thermal 

characteristics.  

Neuroplasmonic can be divided to four main configurations as prism coupler, 

fluorescence microscopy and methods based on nanorods and plasmonic crystals. Each of them 

has some benefits or disadvantageous for specialized applications. Now we talk about these 

classifications and some applications of neuroplasmonic structures to detect and record neural 

activity in the worm, in tissues or in the cells. In these media, we use integrated plasmonic-

ellipsometry platform to enhance signal to noise ratio and sensitivity without labeling and 

stimulation artifacts. 
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Orbital effects in solids: recent progress  
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The properties of transition metal compounds are largely determined by nontrivial  

interplay of different degrees of freedom: charge, spin, lattice, but also orbital ones. Especially 

rich and interesting effects occur in systems with orbital degeneracy. They result in the famous 

Jahn--Teller effect leading to a plethora of consequences, in static and in dynamic properties, 

including nontrivial quantum effects. In the present talk we discuss the main phenomena in the 

physics of such systems, paying central attention to the novel manifestations of those. First we 

will shortly discuss the basic phenomena and their description and then concentrate on several 

specific directions in this field. One of them is the reduction of effective dimensionality in many 

systems with orbital degrees of freedom due to directional character of orbitals, with 

concomitant appearance of some instabilities leading in particular to the formation of dimers, 

trimers and similar clusters in a material. The properties of such cluster systems, largely 

determined by their orbital structure, are discussed in detail, and many specific examples of 

those in different materials are presented. Another big field which acquired special significance 

relatively recently is the role of relativistic spin--orbit interaction. The mutual influence of this 

interaction and the more traditional Jahn--Teller physics is treated in details in the second part 

of the review. In discussing all these questions special attention is paid to novel quantum effects 

in those. 

We acknowledge support of  Russian Science Foundation (project № 20-62-46047). 
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In modern condensed matter physics, special attention is paid to the study of complex 

magnetic structures and, in particular, systems with helimagnetism. The helicoidal magnetic 

order can arise due to the competition of ferro- and antiferromagnetic interactions in frustrated 

systems or the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction. Helimagnetism, as a rule, is associated with 

a violation of the central symmetry due to the nonequivalence of the directions in the crystal 

relative to the propagation vector of the helicoid. Many classes of helimagnets are characterized 

by non-trivial properties (spontaneous electric polarization, magnetoelectric interaction, 

magnetoresistance), which also determines the possible use of helimagnets for the development 

of new functional materials for spintronics and magnetic memory. 

In this talk, application of NMR spectroscopy to study various properties of helical 

magnetic systems is discussed. In the introduction, a brief overview of basic principles of solid 

state NMR and main characteristics of helical spin structures is presented. In the main part, our 

recent results on NMR study on FeP helimagnet [1] are discussed in detail. In particular, we 

observed the spin-reorientation transition of the FeP helical spin structure in the external 

magnetic field range of 4-7 T, which is accompanied by an effect of local field spatial 

redistribution at the P sites. We established the phenomenological model, which implies phase 

separation into field-dependent volume fractions with random and oriented responses. We have 

shown that there are two pairs of magnetically inequivalent phosphorus positions forming two 

planes of incommensurate helical local fields distribution with the angle of 47(2)º between 

them. We demonstrated that all observed 31P spectra can be treated within a model of an 

isotropic helix of Fe magnetic moments in the (ab)-plane.  

In conclusion, application of 31P NMR spectroscopy to study the binary helimagnet FeP 

enabled us to obtain valuable novel information about the incommensurate helical spin structure 

and its evolution in external magnetic field, as well as to gain fine details of Fe-31P hyperfine 

interactions. 

 This work was supported by RSCF grant № 21-72-00112. 
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The possibility of the existence of internal localized nonlinear excitations, namely, 

discrete "dark type" breathers, is shown for a one-dimensional chiral spin chain with an easy-

plane anisotropy in the state of forced ferromagnetism. A spin chain of finite length L is 

described by the Hamiltonian: 

𝐻 = −2𝐽 ∑ 𝑆𝑛𝑆𝑛+1 + 𝐴 ∑(𝑆𝑛
𝑧)2 − 𝐻0

𝑛

∑ 𝑆𝑛
2 + 𝐷 ∑[𝑆𝑛 × 𝑆𝑛+1]𝑧 ,

𝑛𝑛𝑛

 

where Sn is the spin vector of the n site. The first term corresponds to the exchange interaction 

of spins along the z axis with the interaction constant J > 0, the second to the single-ion 

anisotropy of the quantity A > 0 of the "easy plane" type, the third term describes the Zeeman 

interaction with an external magnetic field H0 directed along the axis chains z. The last term 

corresponds to the antisymmetric Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya exchange with the interaction vector 

D directed along the axis of the chain. We modify the numerical algorithm suggested in Ref. 

[1] to find the nonlinear solutions. Their analytical description in the continuum limit is 

developed, and their stability is proved by using the linear Floquet theory [2]. It is shown that 

"dark" breathers, in contrast to the previously considered "bright type" ones [3], which do not 

resonate with linear spin waves, can exist at a small values of the easy-plane magnetic 

anisotropy. This makes promising to detect experimentally these nonlinear excitations in real 

prototypes of chiral helimagnets. 

The work is supported by the RFFI grant (project 20-02-00213). 
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Heusler alloys from the Ni2MnGa family with additives of the 4th element, in particular 

Cu, have long attracted the attention of researchers [1] due to their improved functional 

properties: a higher magnetocaloric effect (MCE), a reduced width of thermal hysteresis, and 

lower temperatures of the martensitic phase transition (PT). In the Heusler alloy 

Ni50Mn18.5Ga25Cu6.5, the magnetostructural PT of the 1st order is observed in the temperature 

range of 300–313 K. The surface of the sample of this alloy was investigated by the optical 

method in situ in the fields of Bitter magnet up to 120 kOe; the method is described in detail in 

[2].The sample was initially in the austenite phase (H = 0 kOe), while magnetization of the 

sample leads to the nucleation of the martensite phase, and at H = 120 kOe, almost the entire 

surface of the sample is occupied by martensite twins (Fig. 1a). Subsequent demagnetization of 

the sample reduces the volume fraction of martensite in the alloy; however, martensite is 

predominantly observed on the metallographic surface; a magnetically induced first-order phase 

transition at Т0 = 312 K in magnetic fields up to 120 kOe is irreversible (Fig. 1a). 

The maximal MCE value in this Heusler alloy obtained by the method described in [3] 

was ΔT = 20.5 K at T0 = 309.2 K in pulsed field H = 500 kOe. Based on measurements of the 

magnetization in fields up to 70 kOe and of the MCE at 500 kOe the H-T phase diagram of the 

alloy was constructed. The tricritical point was found at Tcr = 333.8 K and Hcr= 302 kOe 

(Fig.1b), above which hysteresis-free behavior is realized as the 2nd order PT. 

 

 
(а) (б) 

Fig. 1. (a) Formation of the martensite phase in the Heusler alloy Ni2Mn0.74Cu0.26Ga under 

the action of a magnetic field up to 120 kOe under adiabatic conditions at an initial 

temperature of Т0 = 312 K. 

(b) Magnetic phase H-T diagram of the Heusler alloy Ni2Mn0.74Cu0.26Ga. 

The work was carried out within the framework of the RFP resident grant № МК-355.2020.2. 
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In half-metallic ferromagnets (HMFs) and spin gapless semiconductors (SGSs) based 

on Heusler compounds, close to 100% spin polarization of charge carriers can be realized. 

Consequently, these new materials are promising for use in spintronic devices [1]. At the Fermi 

level, HMF and SGS for electronic states with spin “down” have a wide (ΔE ~ 1 eV) gap, while 

for the opposite spin projection in the HMF there is no gap, and in SGS there is a zero energy 

gap [2, 3].  

States close to HMF and / or SGS are observed in the Co2YSi (Y = Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, 

Co, Ni) Heusler compounds (see, for example, [4]). Apparently, such states can also appear in 

other Co-based Heusler compounds, in particular, in the Co2MnZ system (Z = Al, Si, Ga, Ge) 

upon varying the Z-component, which should inevitably manifest itself in their electronic 

transport and magnetic properties. Thus, the purpose of this work is to study the structure, 

magnetic and electrical properties of the system of compounds Co2MnZ (Z = Al, Si, Ga, Ge), 

to establish the regularities of their behavior and the possible relationship with the degree of 

spin polarization of current carriers. 

As a result of the studies carried out, it was found that with a change in the Z-component, 

the residual resistivity ρ0, the saturation magnetization Ms, change significantly, and there is a 

correlation between them as well and the spin polarization coefficients known from the 

literature. The normal and anomalous coefficients of the Hall effect, type and mobility of charge 

carriers were found. Based on the results obtained, it was suggested that the half-metallic 

ferromagnet Co2MnSi compound can be used as an injector for spin-polarized electrons in 

spintronic devices. 

The work was carried out within the framework of the state assignment of Ministry of 

Science and Higher Education of the Russian Federation (theme “Spin” No. AAAA-A18-

118020290104-2), with partial support from the RFBR project No. 20-32-90065 and the 

Government of the Russian Federation (Decree No. 211, contract No. 02.A03.21.0006). 
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Having difficulties when describing single transition-metal (TM) ions in a crystal, one 

faces more serious problems with a structural cluster. Within such a cluster TM ions are tightly 

connected with each other that may cause new complicated phenomena and influence the choice 

of a model used to interpret them. 

Investigation of the recently synthesized series of isostructural compounds 

Ba4NbTM3O12 (TM=Mn, Rh, and Ir) with TM trimers in a face-sharing geometry [1,2] makes 

it possible to examine a tendency to the molecular orbitals (MO) formation in clusters going 

from 3d to 5d TM ions.  

Our ab initio calculations of electronic and magnetic properties demonstrate gradual 

transition from the picture of localized electrons realized in Mn-3d (Figure 1a) to the MO 

picture for Rh-4d and especially for Ir-5d  based compounds (Figure 1c and 1b) [3,4]. 
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Figure 1: (a) Level diagram (with both t2g and eσ
g) for Mn trimer (localized 

electrons) and (b), (c) scheme of t2g energy levels (no eσ
g ) for MO model 

and charge densities of the band above/at the Fermi level for (b) Ir and (c) 

Rh trimers.  
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Iron borate single crystals are an extremely interesting object of numerous studies in the 

field of magnetism and solid state physics. Its "science intensity" is due to a rare combination 

of properties – magnetic, elastic, optical, resonance. It is a transparent magnet. Iron borate is a 

synthetic crystal grown for the first time 60 years ago. The authors are engaged in the synthesis 

and research of properties and effects in this material for a number of years. The report provides 

an overview of the study of iron borate and composite materials based on it. We consider, in 

particular, synthesis, surface magnetism, magnetoacoustics, magnetic resonance phenomena 

and much more. Modern high-tech applications of this unique crystal are also discussed. 
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The possibility of using synchrotron radiation as a high-intensity and focused Mössbauer 

source has already been realized at synchrotron stations in ESRF (France) and SPring-8 (Japan). 

It was proposed to use iron borate single crystals FeBO3, which have optimal parameters for 

diffraction of nuclear resonance radiation, as ideal monochromators at the final stage of 

Mössbauer radiation tuning. However, the spectra of reflected radiation strongly depend on the 

hyperfine interactions in this crystal, while the required radiation parameters are achieved near 

the Néel point (TN ~ 348 K) [1,2,3]. In this case, 

precise studies of the magnetic, electronic, and 

structural properties of an iron borate single crystal 

near the Néel point are of a great importance.    

    In our study, the Mössbauer spectra of FeBO3 

single crystals were investigated with high accuracy 

in the temperature range 4.2 – 400 K. The 

propagation vector of the Mössbauer gamma rays kγ 

was directed along the c axis that is perpendicular to 

the basic plane (001) of the crystal in the hexagonal 

setup. The Mössbauer spectra were processed in the 

framework of combined magnetic and electric 

hyperfine interactions (Fig.1). In addition, at elevated temperatures, the thermally excited states 

of magnetic moments were taken into account [4]. We found that the magnetic moments of iron 

lie in the basal plane (001) of the crystal, and the threefold axis c and the main axis of the 

electric field gradient EFG (Z) are orthogonal to the direction of the magnetic moments. In 

addition, the values of the isomer shift, quadrupole constant, and magnetic hyperfine field were 

precisely examined in the FeBO3 single crystal in a wide temperature range of 4.2 - 373 K. The 

results obtained can be very useful for tuning pure nuclear diffraction in synchrotron Mössbauer 

experiments. 

Acknowledgment: This work was funded by RFBR, project number 19-29-12016\20-mk. 
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Transition metal borates are of interest due to structural and electronic transitions, spin-

state crossovers, charge ordering, and puzzle magnetic structure [1,2]. The cobalt compounds 

occupy a special place due to cobalt exhibits several possible oxidation states – Co2+(d7), 

Co3+(d6), and Co4+(d5) as well as the ability of Co3+ ions to accommodate various spin states – 

low spin (S=0, LS), high spin (S=2, HS), and intermediate spin [3-5]. Here we present results 

of the comprehensive study of Co-containing borates adopting different structural types: kotoite 

(Me3B2O6), pyroborate (Me2B2O5), warwickite (Me2BO4), and ludwigite (Me3BO5). All 

compounds under consideration were synthesized by the flux technique. The crystal structure 

and the magnetic properties have been investigated by X-ray diffraction, magnetization, and 

specific heat experiments. The high-temperature X-ray diffraction and specific heat 

measurements on a Co3BO5 single crystal 

revealed the spin-state transition of the Co3+ 

ion.  

The substitution effect of Co3+→Fe3+, 

Ga3+, Ge4+, and Nb5+ on the crystal structure 

and magnetic behavior was studied. The 

enhancement of exchange interactions leading 

to the stabilization of the ferrimagnetic state to 

higher temperatures and the appearance of an 

antiferromagnetic transition were found. All 

compounds exhibit strong magnetic 

anisotropy with the b-axis as the easy 

magnetization direction. The structural and 

magnetic affinity of borates is discussed.   

This work has been financed by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (project no. 

20-02-00559). 
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Ferromagnetic shape memory alloys are promising candidates for application as 

actuators, sensors, magnetomechanical devices, harvesters, and magnetic cooling systems [1-

3]. Such compounds can be classified as the high-performance intelligent materials with large 

deformation and fast response. The wide range of their potential applications is directly related 

to unique properties demonstrated in response to external influence [1-3]. 

Fe-Ni-Al and Co-Ni-Sn alloys are an interesting class of materials, as they are ductile, 

cheap, and easily synthesized. Moreover, while possessing a high Curie and martensitic 

transformation temperature. In this work, we report on systematic ab initio investigations of the 

structural and magnetic properties of Fe2Ni1+xAl1-x and Co2Ni1+xSn1-x Heusler alloys. 

We calculated the ground state energy and magnetic properties of different crystal structures 

and degree of order. For the most favorable structures, we evaluated magnetocrystalline 

anisotropy and lattice free energy to assess the equilibrium properties for the compositions 

under study. 
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The report is dedicated to study of the metamagnetostructural transformation of the 

martensitic type in the Ni46Mn41In13 alloy with magnetic shape memory and inverse 

magnetocaloric effect. The characteristic temperatures of the beginning and end of the forward 

and reverse martensitic transformation for bulk material were determined by differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC) Ms = 253 K, Mf = 164 K, As = 203 K, Af = 236 K. The characteristic 

features of the transformation and premartensitic states were studied by transmission electron 

microscopy. The estimation of the material thickness at which the martensitic transformation is 

blocked is carried out. The temperature dependence of the magnetization in fields of 1, 2, and 

3 T. The presence of an SME demonstrates an anomaly on the σ – ε curves in the temperature 

range of the beginning and end of the martensitic transformation. Curie temperature was 

determined by DSC and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) Tc=325 K. 

The dependence of the temperature of the onset of metamagnetostructural 

transformation of the martensitic type on the thickness of the sample in the form of a wedge-

shaped foil is revealed. It was found that the martensite phase during the direct martensitic 

transformation, in thin foil regions with a thickness of less than 150 nm, begins to appear at Ms 

= 215 K (i.e., at temperatures lower than in the bulk material) after the first cooling-heating-

cooling cycle, after the second cycle Ms = 210 K and after the third Ms = 208. A further decrease 

in temperature for each of the cycles leads to an increase in the proportion of martensite; 

however, the transformation is blocked at about 600 nm from the edge of the sample with a 

plate thickness of less than 50 nm, so the formation of a martensite structure is not observed 

here even at the temperature of liquid nitrogen (fig. 1). 

The presence of (111) superstructure reflections indicate a well-ordered L21 phase in 

this system a=6,17 Å. The presence of (111) superstructure reflections indicate a well-ordered 

L21 phase in this system, fig. 2. 
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a b c 

Fig. 1. Bright-field images and diffraction patterns of the selected regions of the Ni46Mn41In13 

alloy at temperatures of 215 K (a), 208 K (b), 100 K (c). 

  

a                                                               b 

Fig. 2 Microstructure of the austenitic phase of the Ni46Mn41In13 alloy: a - bright field 

image; b - electron diffraction pattern, zone axis [110] L21. 

The results obtained demonstrate that the phase transformation in the Ni46Mn41In13 alloy 

occurs unevenly throughout the sample, as evidenced by the variety of the observed structures 

(black-and-white contrast, tweed, lamellar structure). Below Ms, the cubic L21 phase 

transforms into modulated martensitic variants with retained austenite. A further decrease in 

temperature leads to an increase in the proportion of the martensite phase; however, it was found 

that the martensitic transformation is completely suppressed at a plate thickness of less than 50 

nm. 

The temperatures of the forward and reverse martensitic transformation depend not only 

on the magnitude of the magnetic field, but also on the size and configuration of the sample. A 

decrease in the plate thickness and magnetic fields lead to a decrease in the temperature of direct 

martensitic transformation, expanding the region of existence of ferromagnetic austenite. 

Electron microscopic studies and preparation of foils for TEM were carried out at the 

Interdisciplinary Resource Center for Nanotechnology, St. Petersburg State University, St. 

Petersburg. 
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Abstract. The achievements of recent years in the field of physics and technology of 

magnetic functional magnetic materials, stimulate numerous pioneering applied research in 

various fields from energy to medicine. Of particular importance is the use of such new 

materials as superconductors, permanent magnets, and magnetocaloric materials to create a 

promising ultra-high-speed ground-based vacuum magnetolevitation transport (VMLT), which 

is expected to simultaneously dramatically increase the speed of movement and reduce specific 

energy consumption [1]. The aim of the work is an experimental study of the process of 

magnetic levitation of a cryostat with elements made of ceramics of a high-temperature 

superconductor Y-Ba-Cu-O on a model of a route made of lines of permanent magnets based 

on Nd-Fe-B. 

Cryostat with HTSP MLT layout 

The principle of operation of the magneto-levitation transport system is based on the use 

of the phenomenon of magnetic levitation of high-temperature superconductors of the second 

kind (Fig. 1.). A cryostat with a high-temperature superconductor (HTSC) of the YBaCuO 

composition is cooled over a track assembled from permanent magnets (Fig. 2). The HTSC 

transition temperature to the superconducting state is 93 K, which allows the cryostat to be 

cooled with liquid nitrogen. 

  

Fig. 1. The principle of magnetic levitation Fig. 2. Section of the MLT route 
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                  Fig. 3. Measurement of levitation force and lateral stability 

 

The results obtained (Fig. 3.) on the used installation allowed to achieve a maximum 

load of 60 kg of vertical and 15 kg of lateral load, which opens the possibility of moving to the 

next level of scalability of the project: the length of the route is more than 10 meters, as well as 

the load capacity of 2000 N at speeds up to 20 km/h. Of great importance is the search for 

methods for the precise determination of drag forces and the separation of the contributions of 

aerodynamic friction forces and specific losses in sulfur conductors of the second kind. Of 

particular importance is the conduct of experiments on the separation of contributions from 

aerodynamic forces and other forces in a vacuum. 

The research was carried out with the financial support of the RFBR, NTU "Sirius", 

JSC "Russian Railways" and the Educational Fund "Talent and Success" in the framework of 

the scientific project No. 20-37-51005". 
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Multicomponent alloys including high entropy and compositionally complex ones are 

in the focus of intensive researches because of their extraordinary physical properties and 

perspective for applications. Due to enormous number of possible compositions in such alloys, 

the methods for predicting their structure and properties are of great importance. One of the 

main theoretical tools on this way is ab initio simulations which allows addressing both atomic 

and electronic structure and calculating observable properties with experimental accuracy. 

However, performing ab initio simulations of highly-multicomponent alloys is an extremely 

difficult task.  

The promising way to solve this problem is the use of machine learning (ML) for 

boosting computer simulations. The main idea is to fit properly the interatomic potential energy 

surface of a particle system using ab initio reference data. A properly designed machine learning 

interatomic potential (MLIP) can provide nearly ab initio accuracy with orders of magnitude 

less computational cost. Since pioneering works at the end of the 2000s [1,2], a number of 

approaches to fabricate MLIPs have been proposed so far and applied successfully for studying 

condensed matter systems of different nature. However, the application of these methods to 

study of multicomponent alloys has not yet been thoroughly validated. A lot of issues arise on 

this way: 1) How to generate properly the training dataset of ab initio configurations? 2) That 

is the best ML model to describe multicomponent systems? 3) Is that possible to develop MLIP 

which describes adequately a system with many (say, more than six) components? 4) Is it 

possible to extrapolate the domain of thermodynamic parameters available for simulations far 

beyond the training dataset? 

 Here we address these issues for a number of metallic multicomponent alloys including 

ternary Al-Cu-(Fe,Ni) alloys and high-entropy TiZrHfNbCoNiAl and 

TiZrHfNbVCrMoMnFeCoNiAl alloys. Using a training datasets of ab initio configurations 

corresponding to the liquid alloys, we develop MLIP (NNPs) as implemented in DeePMD code. 

For Al-Cu-(Fe,Ni) alloys, NNPs are trained on a few compositions covering a ternary 

composition triangle with a 15 at. % grid, allows describing both atomic structure and dynamics 

of the system in whole composition range and in a broad temperature range. The developed 

NNPs provide good accuracy for structural and dynamical properties in comparison to ab initio 

data. This is the first example of NNPs for alloys with so many components. The results 

obtained open up prospects for simulating structural and dynamical properties of 

multicomponent alloys with MLIPs. Support of Russian Science Foundation (#18-12-00438) is 

acknowledged. 
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For several decades, intensive theoretical studies have been carried out on the magnetic, 

structural, electronic, and thermodynamic properties of Fe-Rh alloys. One of the important 

issues is the estimation of the lattice (∆Slat), magnetic (∆Smag), and electronic (∆Sel) 

contributions of entropies to the total change in entropy ∆S at the phase transition point. In Ref. 

[1], an emphasis was placed on the dominant role of ∆Sel, while in papers [2, 3] the essential 

role of the contribution ∆Smag was discussed. On the contrary, in Ref. [4], an attention was 

drawn to the predominant contribution ∆Slat. Nevertheless, despite numerous theoretical studies 

of Fe-Rh alloys, the issue of prediction of the metamagnetic transition temperature and the 

entropy contribution estimations by ab initio calculations taking into account both the well-

known generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and the Debye model remains open. Since 

a number of factors prevent this. These factors include a large difference in energy between 

antiferromagnetic (AFM) and ferromagnetic (FM) phases [3, 4], a high Debye temperature for 

the FM phase compared to the AFM phase [5], and the presence of soft phonon modes in the 

AFM phase [4, 5]. In this regard, the solution of this issue by the example of Fe-Rh alloys seems 

to be interesting and relevant. 

This work is devoted to the theoretical prediction of the metamagnetic transition 

temperature within the framework of the density functional theory formalism, taking into 

account the influence of exchange-correlation effects and the quasi-harmonic Debye model. 

The ab initio calculations were performed using the projector augmented wave method 

implemented in the VASP software package [6]. To describe the exchange-correlation effects, 

the GGA and meta-generalized gradient (meta-GGA) were selected within the framework of 

the Purdue-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [7] and the new generation SCAN functional [8], 

which takes into account the gradient of the electron density and density of kinetic energy. 

Geometric optimization of the crystal lattice of cubic symmetry No. 225 is performed on a 16-

atomic supercell (Fe8Rh8) taking into account the FM and checkerboard AFM ordering of Fe 

atoms. The calculation of free energies and lattice entropies of each phase was performed using 

the Debye model, neglecting the electronic and magnetic contributions. Debye temperatures for 

each phase are determined from the calculations of the elastic moduli. 

Fig. 1 shows the dependences of the total energy on the lattice parameter of Fe-Rh, 

which obtained in the framework of electronic relaxation of the crystal structure within the 

GGA-PBE and SCAN functionals. Analysis of the results obtained shows the following. Both 

functionals predict AFM ordering as energetically favorable. However, SCAN gives a lower 

lattice constant for both types of magnetic ordering. It is noteworthy that taking into account 

additional electron correlations in the SCAN functional gives a significantly smaller energy 

difference ΔE (by about an order of magnitude) between the FM and AFM phases compared to 

the generally accepted PBE functional. 
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Fig. 1. Total energy difference as a function of the lattice parameter of Fe-Rh with FM and 

AFM order. The results are presented for (a) GGA-PBE and (b) SCAN functionals. The 

energies are plotted with respect to the AFM configuration. 

 

Thus, in contrast to the GGA approximation, additional correlation effects within the 

meta-GGA approximation reduce sufficiently the energy difference between the FM and AFM 

phases and yield to a slightly higher Debye temperature for the AFM phase compared to the 

FM phase. Assuming the total energies and Debye temperatures obtained within SCAN, the 

phase transition temperature is predicted about 300 K, which is close to the experimental data. 

Besides, and the ∆Slat at the transition point is evaluated which comparable with data reported 

in Ref. [5]. We believe that in the case of Fe-Rh alloys, the Debye model, together with 

calculations within the meta-GGA approximation, has an adequate predictive power along with 

the approach of calculating phonon spectra [5]. 
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The formation and condensation of electron-hole pairs (excitons) in semimetals and 

semiconductors was predicted more than half a century ago. The weak coupling theory of the 

excitonic insulators has been developed analogously to the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) 

theory of superconductivity [1]. Later the ideas of excitonic condensation were discussed for 

strongly correlated materials within the Hubbard-type models. Within the multiband Hubbard-

type model the interrelation of the excitonic condensation and the high spin (HS) - low spin 

(LS) crossover takes place [2]. 

The minimal model which contains the multiorbital physics and excitonic effects is the 

two-band Hubbard-type model both in the strong coupling and weak coupling regimes. In the 

strong coupling limit we have suggested [3] the similar approach as the Hubbard’s original one 

that starts with the exact diagonalization of the local part of the Hamiltonian and construction 

the Hubbard X-operators. Within such approach the effective Hamiltonian has been obtained 

that was used to study the phase diagram and the HS-LS crossover under external pressure. A 

spin gap between the LS and the HS is an external parameter of our model that may be varied 

by pressure. The mean-field phase diagram in the plane spin gap - temperature (or pressure - 

temperature) contains the HS antiferromagnetic and paramagnetic, excitonic, and nonmagnetic 

LS phases. The excitonic phase appears in the spin crossover region and coexists with the HS 

AFM phase. 

Two cases can be distinguished. In the first (weakly correlated) case, we have a two-

band semiconductor or a semimetal (depending on the model parameters), in which an exciton 

condensate can form according to the BCS or Bose-Einstein condensation scenario. In the 

second case (strongly correlated), when the energy of the Coulomb interaction of electrons is 

larger than their kinetic energy and becomes comparable with the energy of the crystal field, 

the spin crossover and the formation of localized magnetic excitons become possible. In this 

study we showed using the two-band Hubbard-Kanamori model that there is a condensation of 

such excitons near the spin crossover, which, in turn, leads to the opening of a dielectric gap in 

the electronic spectrum and the occurrence of the antiferromagnetic ordering. The emergence 

of the magnetism induced by the condensation of excitons was found. 

The authors thank the Russian Scientific Foundation for the financial support under the 

grant 18-12-00022. 
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Ferrimagnets are magnetic materials whose properties are in some sense intermediate 

between ferromagnets and antiferromagnets. Like antiferromagnets, ferrimagnets contain 

magnetic sublattices with antiparallel magnetizations. Ferrimagnets have always been 

considered as important materials of magnetic electronics, but new interesting properties are 

constantly being discovered in these materials. It is of interest to study the phase states of a non-

Heisenberg ferrimagnet [1], in which one of the sublattices contains magnetic ions with spin 1 

and the other with spin 1/2. In the sublattice with S = 1, we will take into account both bilinear 

and biquadratic exchange interactions. Moreover, this sublattice is anisotropic (easy-plane 

anisotropy). The Hamiltonian of such a system is determined by the expression 
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where 1J  is the constant of the exchange interaction of the sublattice with spin 1/2; 2J , K - 

constants of bilinear and biquadratic exchange interactions of the sublattice with spin 1; 

single-ion agisotropy constant; A <0 is the constant of intersublattice interaction. The 

consideration will be carried out for the case of low temperatures ( NT T , NT  temperature 

Neel). 

 Analysis of the free energy density shows that at 2 ,J K  , the ferromagnetic (FiM) 

order is realized in the system. If the material parameters are such that 2J K  , then the 

effect of quantum spin reduction takes place in the first sublattice, and the second sublattice 

plays the role of an effective "magnetizing" field. Let us call this state the quadrupole 

ferrimagnetic (QFiM). The magnetization vectors of the first and second sublattices are 

anticollinear, so in this state it is possible to compensate for the magnetic moments of the 

sublattices. 

 From the equality of the density of free energy in FiM - and QFiM-phases, we obtain 

the surface of the phase transition between these phases 
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From the condition 

z zS   , and 

taking into account 

that 1 ,
2

z  we 

obtain an equation that 

determines the surface 

of the compensation of 

spins in the QFiM 

phase 

2 2 .
6

zy x    

Thus, this equation 

describes the surface 

on which the total spin 

of the sublattices is 

zero. 

The results obtained 

make it possible to 

construct a phase diagram of the system under study (see Fig.).  To determine the type of the 

QFiM - FiM phase transition, we use the Landau thermodynamic theory of phase transitions, 

which shows that the QFiM-FiM phase transition is a first-order phase transition. 

 

The research was funded by RFBR and Republic of Crimea, project number 20-42-910003 

(O.A.Kosmachev, O.A., E.A, Yarygina, Ya.Yu.Matyunina) 

The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research project № 20-32-90027 
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Iron oxides are attracting a lot of attention due to their complex structural properties and 

fundamental aspects from the point of view of natural sciences and industrial applications [1,2]. 

In the last decade, studies at high temperatures and high pressures have revealed the existence 

of new binary iron oxides with unusual stoichiometry, such as Fe4O5 [3] and Fe5O6 [4]. The 

discovery of new classes of systems with potentially complex electronic and magnetic 

properties motivated the study of their physical properties and potential for innovative 

applications [2]. While structural information and some properties of the new oxides at 

atmospheric pressure are available, information on their electronic and magnetic properties 

under extreme pressure-temperature conditions is very limited. Knowledge of these properties 

is important for both solid state physics and earth sciences.  

We present here the ab initio investigation of the electronic and magnetic properties and 

the correlations between structural and electronic properties of novel iron oxides polymorphs 

Fe4O5 (Fig.1) and Fe5O6. The evolution of the electronic and magnetic structure under pressure 

is analyzed within GGA+U and SCAN methodology. The stability of the Fe4O5 and Fe5O6 

compounds at different pressures are studied in terms of the enthalpy of formation.  

 

Acknolegments. This research is funded by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research 

(project no. 21-52-12033).    
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Fig. 1. Crystal structure of Fe4O5.  
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An assessment of the effect of a small addition of Al atoms in binary Fe-Ga alloys [1,2] 

showed that the tetragonal magnetostriction of ternary Fe-Ga-Al alloys decreases 

insignificantly, which is explained by a simultaneous increase of both the magnetoelastic 

constants and the tetragonal elastic moduli. These effects are due to changes in the electronic 

structure. The binary alloy Fe-Ge as Fe-Ga are also magnetostrictive material, but there is no 

data about Al atoms effect on the structural and magnetic properties. The present research aims 

to study replacing Ge atoms with Al atoms on the structural, magnetic, and electronic properties.  

Using the density functional theory implemented in VASP program package [3,4], the 

two cubic structures A2 (group of symmetry Im-3m, #229) and D03 (group of symmetry Fm-

3m, #225) were considered for Fe100-x(Gex-yAly)x (x=9.375, 15.625, 21.875; y=3.125, 6.25). The 

exchange-correlation effects were taken into account by the generalized gradient approximation 

in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof form [5] for the supercell approach (32 atoms in supercell). To 

create non-stoichiometric compositions and structural disorder in supercells, special 

quasirandom structures were used created using the ATAT package (Alloy Theoretic 

Automated Toolkit) [6].  

At the first step, the geometry optimization of crystal structures was done by ionic 

relaxation (see Figure 1). It was found that the lattice constants have increased with increasing 

both Ge and Al atoms (x content).  

 
However, comparison ternary and binary Fe-Ge alloys [7] have shown replacing Ge atoms with 

Al atoms leads to a lower a0 that the smaller atomic radius of Al could explain.  

 

Fig. 1. The calculated values of the lattice parameters for structures A2 and D03 (a0/2) of the 

Fe100-x(Gex-yAly)x alloys. The lattice parameters for binary alloys are given from [7]. 
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Figure 2 shows the calculated total densities of states for A2 and D03 phases of Fe-Ge-

Al alloys. It was found that DOS profiles depend on both crystal structure and the number of 

Al and Ge addition. 
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(a)            Fe78.125Ge18.75Al3.125 (A2) (b)            Fe78.125Ge15.625Al6.25 (A2) 

  

  

(с)            Fe78.125Ge18.75Al3.125 (D03) (d)            Fe78.125Ge15.625Al6.25 (D03) 

  

 

Fig. 2. The calculated total density of states depending on composition for A2 (a, b) and D03 

(c, d) structures of Fe100-x(Gex-yAly)x alloys  
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Within the multielectron model of magnetic insulator with two different spin terms at 

each cation and spin crossover under high pressure we have studied dynamics of a sudden 

excited non equilibrium spin state. We obtain the different relaxation of the magnetization, high 

spin/low spin occupation numbers, and the metal-oxygen bond length for different values of the 

external pressure. For each pressure-temperature values stationary state agrees to the mean field 

phase diagrams. We found the long living oscillations of magnetization for the high spin ground 

state at small pressure. Close to crossover pressure the smooth relaxation is accompanied with 

a set of sharp strongly non linear oscillations of magnetization and HS/LS occupation numbers 

that are accompanied by the Franck–Condon resonances. 
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The study of light propagation in scattering media is essential for many disciplines 

ranging from chemistry and biology, including astronomy and physics [1]. Nowadays, the 

propagation of light in a disordered medium is actively studied both theoretically and 

experimentally. Much attention is paid to the polarization of light, the possibility of its control 

is being investigated. Since the magnetization of a medium significantly affects the polarization, 

an urgent task is to describe the propagation of light in a magnetoactive medium with the 

disorder. 

Recently, the correlation matrix of the electric field has been calculated for 

magnetoactive media with the disorder [2]. It was shown that antisymmetric light correlations 

arise. It corresponds to the appearance of circular contributions to the polarization of light. 

However, the corrections coming from the magnetoactivity of the medium were taken into 

account only from one diffusive mode of polarization propagation. 

In this work, we study the effect of magnetoactivity on all polarization modes. 

Theoretically, the propagation of light in a magnetoactive medium with the anisotropic disorder 

from the first principles is studied. Within the framework of multiple scattering theory, the 

energy density is calculated [3]. Its expansion by the polarizations eigenmodes allowed to 

estimate the characteristic lengths and the diffusion coefficients of every mode separately. Such 

decomposition will make it possible to obtain a clear physical picture of the propagation of light 

in media with scatterers and go beyond the diffusion approximation and take into account the 

higher corrections for the distance between the light source and the detector.  

The work of R.N. was funded by RFBR, project number 19-32-60077. The work of 

M.K. and V.B. was funded by RFBR, project number 18-52-80038. 
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The Aharonov-Bohm (AB) interferometers made of quantum wires with single or few 

ballistic quantum channels are very attractive as prime devices to probe coherent quantum 

phenomena and because of possible applications as miniature and very sensitive sensors of a 

magnetic field. The ability to control interference by a magnetic field due to the AB effect [1] 

provides additional potential for experimental and theoretical analysis [2]. Rather stringent 

requirements limit the efficiency of practically used quantum electronic interferometers, for 

example, very low temperature for interferometers based on superconducting SQUIDs or the 

condition of very strong magnetic fields for interferometers based on the edge states of 

Quantum Hall Effect systems.  

A promising opportunity for a technological breakthrough in this direction is associated 

with the discovery of topological insulators. In these materials, as in conventional insulators, 

the Fermi level lies in the band gap, so that there is no bulk conductivity. At the same time, 

conducting states exist on the surface of a topological insulator, and the conduction through 

these states is not suppressed by disorder scattering due to topological reasons [3]. Surface 

excitations exist due to strong spin-orbit interaction and have chiral symmetry: the direction of 

the momentum is rigidly related to the spin projection. These are the so-called helical edge 

states (HES), in which electrons with different spins propagate in opposite directions. 

In two-dimensional topological insulators, interference of electron waves propagating 

at the edge state along the system's perimeter is possible. Thus, the transport through the edge 

states of the topological insulator is, in fact, the transport through the interferometer (see Fig. 

1). We focus on the case of relatively high temperature when temperature much larger than the 

level spacing [4]. The tunneling conductance of the interferometer, G, is structureless in ballistic 

case but reveals sharp antiresonances, as a function of dimensionless flux, 𝜙, in the presence of 

magnetic impurities. Although similar 

antiresonances are known to arise in the 

single-channel rings made of 

conventional materials, the helical AB 

interferometer shows essentially 

different behavior due to the specific 

properties of the HES. Most importantly, 

the effect is universal and robust to 

details of the setup, in particular, to 

relation between 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 and the 

position of the magnetic impurity. 

Another difference concerns the 

periodicity of the function 𝐺(𝜙), which 

obeys 𝐺(𝜙 + 1/2) = 𝐺(𝜙), while for interferometers made of conventional materials, this 

function is periodic with the period 1. 

Fig. 1. Helical Aharonov-Bohm interferometer with 

the magnetic impurities. 
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Another property of the helical interferometer of crucial significance for quantum 

computations is the possibility to operate as a spin filter. Even for a non-magnetic lead, the 

incoming electron beam splits into two parts: right-moving electrons with spin up and left-

moving electrons with spin down. If the transmission over one of the system's shoulders is 

blocked, say, by inserting the strong magnetic impurity into the upper shoulder, only the down 

shoulder remains active, and the spin polarization of outgoing electrons can achieve 100%. 

Remarkably, this mechanism is robust to dephasing and, therefore, works at high temperatures. 

The quantum contribution to polarization shows AB oscillations with the magnetic flux 

piercing the area encompassed by HES and is therefore tunable by the external magnetic field. 

A very sharp dependence of the conductance and the spin polarization on 𝜙 is very promising 

for applications for tunable spin filtering and in the area of extremely sensitive detectors of 

magnetic fields. 

 Notably, the tunneling interferometer can be described in terms of an ensemble of flux-

tunable qubits giving equal contributions to conductance and spin polarization. The number of 

active qubits participating in the charge and spin transport is given by the ratio of the 

temperature to the level spacing. Such an ensemble of qubits can effectively operate at high 

temperatures and can be used for quantum calculations [5]. This opens a wide avenue for high-

temperature quantum computing. 

Therefore, HES are candidates for efficient creation, control, and transfer of electron 

polarization. It is very promising from the point of view of the application in quantum spin-

sensitive interferometry, especially in the modern and rapidly developing field of spintronics 

and the creation of quantum informatics devices using spin degrees of freedom as spin filters 

and quantum qubits. 

RFBR, project number 19-32-60077, funded the work of R.N. The Russian Science 

Foundation funded the work of D.A. and V.K., Grant No. 20-12-00147. 
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Thin ribbons of quasi-binary TiNi–TiCu alloys with high copper content (more than 25 

at.%), produced by melt spinning technique, are of great interest as shape memory materials to 

create micro-mechanical devices, in particular, microtweezers for gripping and holding of 

micro- and nanoscale objects for their further spatial manipulation and preparation [1]. These 

alloys have an amorphous state after quenching at a cooling rate of about 106 K/s. Upon further 

crystallization by isothermal heat treatment, they can form brittle Ti-Cu phases and therefore 

do not exhibit shape memory behavior. Recently it was shown that high-rate electropulse 

treatment (EPT) fundamentally changed the microstructure of the alloys [2]. In this work, we 

studied the influence of the EPT duration in the range from 1000 to 1 ms on the structure and 

martensitic transformation (MT) of TiNiCu alloy with 30 at.% copper content. 

X-ray diffraction studies have shown that after the EPT with different duration the 

samples are completely in the martensitic state at room temperature. When the ribbons are 

heated to a temperature of 75°C, the peaks of the B19 martensite phase disappear, and only 

reflections of the B2 austenite phase are present due to the B19 ↔ B2 MT. A decrease in the 

EPT duration does not lead to a change in the phase composition of the ribbons, although the 

intensity of the peaks of the B19 phase for shorter crystallization times is somewhat lower. 

Investigation of the cross-section of the ribbons in a scanning electron microscope 

revealed a columnar crystal structure near the ribbon surfaces, while in the ribbon volume there 

are single or grouped large grains (from 3 up to 12 microns). An increase in the EPT duration 

leads to significant decreasing both the average grain size and the height of the columnar 

crystals. 

At the same time, results of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) indicated that an 

increase in the EPT duration causes a decrease in the MT temperatures, while the MT enthalpy 

remains practically unchanged. In addition, the exposure time has a significant effect on the 

shape of the DSC curves, which is manifested in the bifurcation of the peaks of heat release and 

absorption during MT with a decrease in the exposure time less than 500 ms. Obviously, this is 

due to the bimodal structure of the alloys, which lead to superposition of peaks from each 

structure and bifurcation of the common peak. 

The study is supported by Russian Science Foundation (project No. 19-12-00327). 
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Transition metal monogermanides with a noncentrosymmetric B20-type crystal 

structure have long attracted the attention of researchers (see, e.g. [1]), since they represent a 

promising basis for the design of new thermoelectrics and spintronics-related materials. Here, 

the stability and phase transformations in the high-pressure-synthesized [2] B20 phases of 

FeGe, MnGe, and RhGe are studied theoretically using ab initio density functional calculations 

(using the VASP package [3]) and experimentally by means of differential scanning calorimetry 

(DSC).  

An evolutionary search for the most energetically favorable polymorphic modifications 

was carried out using the VASP package [3] and the USPEX genetic algorithm [4]. Their 

stability regions on the pressure–temperature phase diagram were then determined in the quasi-

harmonic approximation It follows from our calculations that, for a given input chemical 

composition, the existence of a structure stable at nonzero temperatures (and pressures) can be 

efficiently established by a zero-temperature evolutionary search, if this structure appears in the 

output short-list of low-energy states. We also evaluated finite-temperature properties of B20 

phases under study (Fig. 1). The obtained temperature dependence of specific heat of MnGe is 

in good agreement with the available experimental data [2]. For the high-pressure phase B20-

RhGe such measurements are still absent. 

The calculated ground state of nonmagnetic MnGe is represented by a hypothetical 

tetragonal structure unusual for this class of compounds. For FeGe and MnGe in magnetic state, 

our evolutionary search yields the same set of preferred phases. In case of FeGe, this result is 

 

 
Fig. 1. Calculated specific heat of RhGe and MnGe. 

consistent with the available information, while for MnGe, we find new equiatomic 

polymorphs, in addition to the known metastable high-pressure phase of B20 type [2].  
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Our measured DSC thermograms were used to determine the temperatures of phase 

transformations, which were compared with the known diagrams of equilibrium states. The 

experiments were carried out with heating in the temperature range from 310 to 1573 K and 

subsequent cooling at a rate of 10 K/min. X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) of both the initial 

samples obtained at high pressures and samples after DSC measurements was carried out. 

After DSC heating, the microstructure of the samples was also investigated. Fig. 2 

shows optical micrographs of the FeGe sample. As is seen, the sample after heat treatment 

consists of three structural components: hexagonal η phase (light areas), tetragonal phase 

FeGe2, and eutectic colonies formed as a result of the joint growth of these two phases. The 

microstructure of the initial sample before heat treatment shows that this structure is single-

phase, despite the increased defectiveness of the metastable phase. The DSC thermograms of  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Optical micrographs of the high-pressure-synthesized FeGe sample after (a) and 

before (b) DSC heating. 

 

FeGe and MnGe are qualitatively similar, while B20-RhGe differs from FeGe and MnGe both 

in calculated structural hierarchy and in the shape of the DSC curve. The DSC experiments 

reveal that the studied metastable B20 phases are different in their properties from analogues 

obtained by other methods, for example, by mechanical allowing [5]. Their behavior on heating 

significantly depends on the preparation method and sample history. 

This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation under Grants RSF No.18-

12-00438 and No.17-12-01050. 
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Ferrites with a magnetoplumbite structure, such as barium hexaferrite (BaFe12O19) and 

strontium hexaferrite (SrFe12O19), have been known since the 60s of the 20th century and have 

been successfully used as a material for the manufacture of permanent magnets, devices for 

recording and storing information. Good magnetic properties of ferrites, combined with their 

low conductivity, make them a promising material for high frequency electronics applications. 

Interest in hexagonal ferrites with a magnetoplumbite structure is increasing every year, 

which is confirmed by a large number of scientific works on this topic. Variations in the 

chemical composition of ferrite when some atoms are replaced by others in the crystal structure 

leads to a change in the physical properties of the material. Thus, we can regulate and customize 

the properties of the material for a specific task. 

The presented work is devoted to the production of ferrite based on barium hexaferrite 

in which barium atoms are partially replaced by strontium atoms (Ba1-xSrxFe12O19) and the 

study of the effect of substitution on the change in magnetic properties. Samples were 

synthesized using standard solid-phase technology [1]. Iron oxide (Fe2O3), barium and 

strontium carbonates (BaCO3, SrCO3) were used as the initial components for preparing the 

charge. The initial components were mixed in a stoichiometric ratio and ground for 40 minutes 

in an agate mortar. 

After grinding, the resulting powders were pressed into pellets using a metal mold with 

a diameter of 20 mm. The pressing force was 3 tons/cm2. The resulting pellets were sintered at 

a temperature of 1400 ° C for 5 hours. Thus, were prepared and studied 5 samples with degrees 

of substitution x(Sr) = 0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 1. 

According to the powder X-ray diffraction, all the prepared samples formed single phase 

with a magnetoplumbite structure. Elemental analysis data showed that the composition of the 

obtained samples is consistent with the initially specified. 

Magnetic properties were measured using a Quantum Design PPMS VersaLab ™ 

vibration magnetometer in a magnetic field range of up to 3 T at room temperature. 

It was found that the value of saturation magnetization does not depend on a degree of 

substitution of barium by strontium. Coercive force and residual magnetization behave in a non-

monotonic way. The largest values of these parameters were found for the sample with the 

composition Ba0.5Sr0.5Fe12O19. 
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The interest of researchers in magnetics with phase transitions and with a 

magnetocaloric effect in the cryogenic temperature range is associated with the possibility of 

their application in cryocoolers [1]. The single-crystal Mn5Si3 sample demonstrates a strong 

inverse magnetocaloric effect upon the metamagnetic transition at TN1= 65 K [2]. We have 

investigated the magnetic and magnetocaloric properties of a polycrystalline Mn5Si3 sample, 

which is easier to manufacture.  A polycrystalline sample of the nominal composition Mn5Si3 

was prepared by argon-arc melting with three remelts. The sample sealed in a vacuum quartz 

ampoule was annealed for 50 hours at a temperature of 1273 K, after which it was quenched in 

water at room temperature. Measurements of the isofield magnetization of the sample showed 

that a metamagnetic transition with temperature hysteresis is observed in the temperature range 

from 5 K to 70 K. With an increase in the magnetic field from 1 T to 10 T, the characteristic 

temperatures of this metamagnetic transition shift to low temperatures with a coefficient of 4.9 

K/T (Fig. 1 left). A sample of the Mn5Si3 alloy at a temperature of 50 K demonstrates a sharp 

change in magnetization of about 20 emu/g in the range of the applied magnetic field from 5.5 

T to 6.5 T (Fig. 1 right). In this region, an inverse magnetocaloric effect can be observed at 

cryogenic temperatures. 

 
The reported study was funded by RFBR and BRFBR, project number 20-58-00059 and 

T20R-204, respectively. 
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Fig. 1. Left graph: isofield magnetization of the Mn5Si3 sample versus temperature in magnetic 

fields. The inset shows the view isofield magnetization at magnetic field 0.01 T. Right graph: 

measured isothermal magnetization of Mn5Si3 in a magnetic field to 13.5 T. 
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The detection of the low-temperature inverse magnetocaloric effect (IMCE) in alloys of 

the MnCoxNi1–xGe1.05 system makes it possible to classify them as functional materials, in 

which the IMCE is determined by the magnetostructural transition from orthorhombic 

helimagnetic to hexagonal ferromagnetic HM(orth)↔FM(hex) (Fig.1). The explanation of the 

mechanism of realization of these transitions was carried out within the framework of the 

phenomenological theory of interacting parameters of magnetic and structural orders on the 

basis of the model of a displaced harmonic oscillator for the structural subsystem and the 

Heisenberg model for the spin subsystem with additional allowance for the internal periodic 

field orthogonal to the exchange field. Within this approach, it was found that the effect of an 

external magnetic field on the helimagnetic phase can lead to previously unknown irreversible 

(reversible) magnetostructural transitions HM(orth)→FM(orth)↔FM(hex) Fig.2. 

This work was carried out with financial support from the Belarusian Republican Foundation 

for Fundamental Research and the Russian Foundation for Basic Research within the 

framework of scientific projects No. T20R-204 and No. 20-58-00059, respectively. 
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependences of 

magnetization in the region of 

magnetostructural 

HM(orth)↔FM(hex) and isostructural 

FM(hex)↔PM(hex) transitions.  

Fig.2 Isothermal field dependences of magnetization 

(model). a- irreversible () magnetostructural  

HM(orth)→FM(hex); b- reversible() isostructural 

HM(orth)↔FM(orth), irreversible ()  

magnetostructural transitions FM(orth)→FM(hex). 
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Ternary rhodium borides with the general chemical formula RERh4B4 (RE - rare earth 

metal atoms) differ in that their electro-physical properties are essentially determined by the 

rare earth metal atoms. Depending on RE, ternary rhodium borides can be superconductors, 

magnets, or simultaneously combine superconducting and magnetic properties [1, 2]. The 

objects of research in this work were two rhodium borides: YRh4B4 – "classical" 

superconductor (Тc ~10 K) and HoRh3.8Ru0.2B4– a magnetic superconductor (Тc ~6 K). Both 

compounds were practically single-phase and mainly consisted of a LuRu4B4 phase. In the case 

of HoRh3.8Ru0.2B4 to stabilize the required phase (LuRu4B4), rhodium was partially replaced 

with ruthenium. 

Critical currents ( Jc) are one of the most important characteristics of superconductors. 

Jc  depends both on the critical temperature (Тc ) of the superconducting material and on the 

presence of pinning centers, which are the places where the vortex filaments are fixed when an 

electric current flows [3]. Pinning centers can be formed on the basis of normal regions in a 

type II superconductor: point defects, grain boundaries, and inhomogeneities [3]. 

Not so long ago [4] , there was evidence that vortex filaments can be fixed in 

"additional" normal regions, the appearance of which is associated with the magnetic 

subsystem. From this point of view, it was important to study the field dependences of the 

critical currents of triple rhodium borides at different temperatures on the example of the 

traditional superconductor YRh4B4 and the magnetic superconductor HoRh3.8Ru0.2B4 and 

analyze the influence of the magnetic subsystem on the nature of pinning in these compounds. 

The critical current density of the samples was estimated in the approximation of the 

Bean model [5,6] for rigid superconductors-type II, based on the data obtained by measuring 

the magnetic moment (M(B)). To make measurements, samples of the required geometric shape 

were cut out of the melted ingots: cylinders with a diameter of 3 mm and a length of 4 mm. In 

the process of measuring M (B), two contributions to the magnetic moment are recorded: one 

is associated with the superconducting system, the other is due to the magnetic subsystem of 

the connection. Since the contribution to the loop width M (B) from the superconducting signal 

is much greater than from the hysteresis associated with magnetism, the critical currents can be 

calculated according to the Bean model for both a classical superconductor (YRh4B4 ) and a 

magnetic one (HoRh3.8Ru0.2B4). 

The dependences of the critical current density on the external magnetic field at different 

temperatures (below Тc ) are shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig.1 (b), respectively, for YRh4B4 and 

HoRh3.8Ru0.2B4. 
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Figure 1 Critical current density from the external magnetic field: a) superconductor YRh4B4; 

b) superconductor HoRh3.8Ru0.2B4 

 

From the analysis of the data in Fig. 1, it follows that the largest Jc ~ 850 A/cm2 (at 

T~2K) is shown  by the nonmagnetic superconductor YRh4B4. This is due to the fact that the 

Tc of YRh4B4 is higher than the critical temperature of HoRh3.8Ru0.2B4. Since YRh4B4 and 

HoRh3.8Ru0.2B4 are superconductors of the second kind, Jc significantly depends on the value 

of the pinning force, which is a structurally sensitive parameter. Note that in the case of the 

superconductor HoRh3.8Ru0.2B4 it is possible to form pinning centers on magnetic defects. In 

our case, the magnetic defects (additional pinning centers) can be the magnetic ions 

HoRh3.8Ru0.2B4, localized in the lattice nodes. In order of magnitude, such microscopic 

formations correspond to a coherence length of ξ~10 Å in the limit of a "dirty superconductor" 

[3]. 

The dependences of the reduced pinning force (Fp/Fp (max) on the value of the reduced 

magnetic field – hp=H/H(max) showed that in the case of a non - magnetic superconductor- 

YRh4B4, the law of "similarity" holds, whereas in the case of a magnetic superconductor 

HoRh3.8Ru0.2B4 at hp>0.2, there is a significant deviation from the law of "similarity", which 

may be due to the magnetic subsystem of the superconductor, which gives new pinning centers 

on magnetic defects. 
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The wide-field Kerr microscopy has emerged to become a well-established, most 

versatile and flexible laboratory technique for the investigation of magnetic domains. The 

method is based on the magneto-optical Kerr effect [1,2] i.e., small alterations of the 

polarization plane of linearly polarized light upon reflection from a non-transparent magnetic 

specimen, which are then detected and used for magnetic domain image formation. 

FeRh alloys (with the Rh content from 47 to 53%) serve as the most convenient model 

objects for studying the nature of magnetic phase transitions (PT) in materials showing giant 

magnetocaloric effect (MCE) [3,4]. The microstructures of FeRh are consisted of magnetic, 

bcc, α' (B2) and paramagnetic, fcc, γ (A1) phases [3]. 

Images of the magnetic domain structure were obtained by using a Kerr microscope. 

The branched polar magnetic domains of α' phase is clearly showed in the images. Analysis of 

the obtained image intensity of the surface of sample as a function of the temperature was 

allowed to see the start temperature of phase transition from the FM to the AFM state T1 ≈ 322 

K and the finish temperature of the inverse AFM–FM transformation T2 ≈ 317K without 

magnetic field. In magnetic field of 500 mT the start of phase transition from the FM to the 

AFM state for T1 ≈ 318 K and the finish temperature of the inverse AFM–FM transformation 

T2 ≈ 313K. 

This work was supported by funding under the joint program of the Ministry of Science 

and Higher Education of the Russian Federation and the German Academic Exchange Service 

DAAD “Mikhail Lomonosov/Immanuel Kant” (project passport № 2295-21). 
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Intermetallic cluster superconductors Mo8Ga41 and Mo4Ga20Sb are studied by NMR and 

NQR spectroscopy. For Mo8Ga41 superconductivity state appears below Tc = 9.8 K and for 

Mo4Ga20Sb superconductivity transition is Tc = 6.6 K [1,2]. Both superconducting compounds 

show differences from the BCS gap theory and enhanced electron-phonon coupling. 

NMR spectrum for the 69Ga and 71Ga nuclei central transition (-½ ↔ ½) in Mo8Ga41 

was measured by sweeping of magnetic field at fixed frequency of 50 MHz (Fig. 1). Knight 

shift was measured for 69Ga isotope in Ga1 position with low EFG in range of frequencies 50 

to 76 MHz. Results of NMR measurement indicate the critical magnetic field of suppressing 

superconductivity in Mo8Ga41 is μ0Hc2(4.2 K) = 6.5 T in good accordance with the specific heat 

data [1]. Knight shift does not go to zero with decreasing temperature as an evidence of the 

spin-orbital scattering [3].  
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Fig. 1. Mo8Ga41 field-sweep NMR spectrum at 50 MHz and 4.2 K. Inset: 69Ga Knight 

shift (left) and spin-lattice relaxation rate (right) as a function of magnetic field.  
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69,71Ga NQR measurements Mo4Ga20Sb were carried out and the spectrum consisting of 

4 pairs of gallium NQR lines corresponding to 4 nonequivalent Ga positions was observed. The 

width of 69Ga NQR line in Ga1 position for temperature range above and beyond Tc = 6.6 K 

shows sharp decrease around superconductive transition with rising temperature.  

According to 69Ga NQR spin-lattice relaxation measurements (Fig.2) at different 

temperatures 1/T1T follows simple Korringa law in the normal state (T1T = 0.38 s K). Korringa 

ratio 𝑆 =
4𝜋𝑘𝐵𝑇1𝑇𝐾𝑠

2𝛾𝑛
2

ℏ𝛾𝑒
2 = 0.52 < 1, which indicates antiferromagnetic electron correlations. 
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Fig. 2. Mo4Ga20Sb spin-lattice relaxation rate with various model fitting curves 

With decreasing temperature below Tc the Hebel-Slichter peak appears indicating full 

gap s-wave type superconductivity. However, experimental spin-lattice relaxation data below 

Tc reveals systematic deviation from the BCS behavior.  

Simulation of relaxation data taking into account antiferromagnetic correlations [4] 

gives the value of two s-type gaps of 13 and 6 K. The weighted average of 11.6 K is consistent 

with the literature estimate of ~ 12.05 K [2]. 
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The transition metal oxyborates with a ludwigite structure are of interest due to their 

complex magnetic behavior. The magnetic properties, Mӧssbauer Effect, specific heat, and 

neutron diffraction measurements showed that iron ludwigite Fe3BO5 undergoes a cascade of 

the magnetic transformations PM-AFM-Ferri at critical temperatures TN1=112 K and TN2=70 

K [1-3], as well as a charge ordering at Tst=283 K accompanying by the dimerization. At the 

same time, Co3BO5 demonstrates a single magnetic transition to the ferrimagnetic state at TN = 

43 K [4] without any structural and electronic transitions. The replacement of the Co3+ ions 

with Fe3+ results in the magnetic behavior becomes similar to that of the Fe3BO5. The role of 

the trivalent ion in the ludwigite’s magnetic properties has been intensively studied through the 

synthesis and investigation of new magnetic materials, such as Co1.5Mn1.5BO5 [5], 

Co2.5Ti0.5BO5 [6], and Co2.5Sn0.5BO5 [7].  

The ludwigite’s crystal structure is built of the oxygen octahedra and trigonal BO3 

groups. The divalent metal ions prefer to occupy the M1, M2, and M3 crystallographic sites, 

corresponding to the 2a, 2b, and 4g Wyckoff positions, respectively. The edge-sharing 

octahedra form the planes propagating along the c-axis, which are separated by borate groups 

and M4 (4h) site filled by the trivalent ions. At the moment, it is clear that the ludwigite’s 

magnetic properties are closely related to the crystal structure and mainly depend on the type 

and concentration of the metal ion (both magnetic and nonmagnetic) localized at the M4 metal 

site. 

Here, we report a new compound Co2.5Ge0.5BO5, in which the substitution of 

Co3+=1/2(Co2++Ge4+) leads to the M4 site is filled by the divalent cobalt ions. The single 

crystals were obtained by the flux method. The single-crystal X-ray diffraction has revealed the 

orthorhombic crystal structure (sp. gr. Pbam). The unit cell parameters are a=9.3204(5) Å, 

b=12.1803(7) Å, c=3.0357(2) Å, and volume V=344.63(4) Å3. The bond valence sums (BVS) 

calculations confirmed the expected charge distribution at the metal sites. 

DC magnetization measurements were carried out on a regular shape single crystal 

(parallelepiped) along three crystallographic directions using the commercial MPMS 

equipment. Firstly, we observed a strong magnetic anisotropy inherent to the Co3BO5 with an 

easy magnetization b- axis. The presence of a large difference in the magnetic susceptibility for 

the field applied along a-, b-, and c-axes, which has been observed over the temperature range, 

up to 300 K, suggests the large single-ion anisotropy of Co2+ ions. Secondly, two anomalies on 

the ZFC and FC magnetization curves at TN1=83 K and TN2=34 K clearly indicate the onset of 

the antiferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic/metamagnetic transitions, respectively. The applied 

magnetic field has a drastic effect on the second transition shifting them towards higher 

temperatures (fig.1). At the range of T=150-300 K, an average magnetic susceptibility 

𝜒𝑎𝑣(𝑇)  =  
𝜒𝑑𝑖𝑟 𝑎+𝜒𝑑𝑖𝑟 𝑏+𝜒𝑑𝑖𝑟 𝑐

3
 obeys the modified Curie-Weiss law (insert to fig.1). A negative 
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Curie-Weiss temperature indicates the predominant antiferromagnetic interactions, which is in 

accordance with the ferrimagnetic order. The obtained magnetic moment μeff per Co2+ ion is 

well agreed with those for other ludwigites. At T=4.2 K, the M(H) curve presents a hysteresis 

loop (Fig. 1b). As the temperature increases, the curve is transformed, indicating a complex 

magnetization process for the several magnetic sublattices. The specific heat measurements 

performed in the range of 4.2-300 K revealed two anomalies associated with the magnetic 

transitions, confirming that the antiferromagnetic transition at TN1 is a thermodynamic phase 

transition. Unexpectedly, the second anomaly is clearly manifested when an external magnetic 

field is applied, indicating the metamagnetic origination of this transition. The magnetic 

properties of the new compound are discussed in comparison with other Co-containing 

ludwigites.  

 

  

Fig 1. (a) Temperature dependences of the magnetization of the single crystal Co2.5Ge0.5BO5 

measured along a-, b-, and c- axes. The inset shows the inverse magnetic susceptibility vs. 

temperature. (b) The field dependences of the magnetization along b-axis. The upper inset is 

the coercive field HC(T). The bottom inset is M(H) curve of Co2.5Ge0.5BO5 measured along 

easy magnetization direction compared with that of Co3BO5.  

 

The reported study was funded by Russian Foundation for Basic Research (RFBR), 

project number 20-02-00559.  
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In papers [1-3], the magnetic linear birefringence of a transversely polarized plane 

acoustic wave, which is an acoustic analogue of the well-known optical Cotton-Mouton effect, 

was discovered and experimentally and theoretically investigated. The observed birefringence 

of sound is caused by the interaction between the elastic and magnetic subsystems of the crystal, 

described by the magnetoelastic coupling, which due to the peculiarities of  crystal and magnetic 

structure of iron borate is anomaly large in  this crystal [4].  Acoustic waves induce magnetic 

oscillations, which, at frequencies much lower than the AFMR frequency, follow acoustic ones 

in a quasi-equilibrium manner. In the paper [5], magnetic oscillations in iron borate, caused by 

longitudinal sound excited by femtosecond laser pulses, were investigated. 

In the present work, we theoretically investigate the magnetic birefringence of a 

transverse acoustic wave with a vortex structure propagating in iron borate. The fundamental 

possibility of the existence of such a process is shown, expressions for the magnetic and 

nonmagnetic acoustic modes are determined: 

 

𝑒𝑟 = 𝑟𝑒−𝛼𝑟2
𝑒𝑖𝑚𝜓𝑒𝑖(𝜔𝑡−𝑘𝑟𝑧), 𝑒𝑞 = 𝑟𝑒−𝛼𝑟2

𝑒𝑖𝑚𝜓𝑒𝑖(𝜔𝑡−𝑘𝑞𝑧), 

𝑘𝑟 = √
𝜌𝜔2

𝐶44−𝛥𝐶
 ,  𝑘𝑞 = √

𝜌𝜔2

𝐶44
,  𝛥𝐶 =

4𝐸𝐵14
2

2𝑀0[𝐻(𝐷+2𝑀0𝐻)+𝐸𝐻𝑚𝑒1]
, 

 

the boundaries of the area where the given solutions have a significant amplitude are 

established: λ ˂˂ r ˂˂ (rmax)
2/λ (rmax is the radius of the vortex area with the maximum 

amplitude). It is also shown that oscillations of the azimuthal angle of the magnetic moment 

repeat the shape of the magnetic acoustic mode: 𝜑 = 𝐴𝑟𝑘𝑟𝛥𝐶 ⋅ 𝑒𝑟. 
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The strong magnetoelastic coupling, which is feature of easy-plane weak 

antiferromagnets, such as FeBO3, hematite, etc., manifests itself in a significant mutual 

influence of the elastic and magnetic subsystems of the crystal. This makes it possible to control 

the parameters of elastic waves propagating through the crystals even with a small external 

magnetic field, which is attractive from the point of view of applications in spintronics, acousto-

optics, and acousto-electronics. Until now, such effects at hypersonic frequencies (more than 

108 Hz) in FeBO3 have mainly been observed and studied for transverse acoustic modes [1]. In 

[2] it was observed magnetic oscillations induced by femtosecond laser pulses. It was found 

that laser pulses directly excite longitudinal sound, which generates the observed magnetic 

oscillations through magnetoelastic coupling. 

This paper presents the results of experimental and theoretical studies of the discovered 

field dependences of the transmission coefficient of longitudinal hypersonic waves in iron 

borate. The first results demonstrating the longitudinal sound and the magnetic subsystem 

coupling  are given in [3]. The experiments were carried out by the method of a standard 

acoustic resonance interferometer in the continuous generation mode. FeBO3 samples specially 

synthesized by us were of basal plates form with an area about  ~ 10 mm2 and a thickness   about 

~ 100 μm [4]. Operating frequencies f ≈ 210 MHz (close to Fabry-Perot acoustic resonance 

frequency). Experiments have shown that the curves of the field dependence of the transmission 

coefficient of longitudinal sound have an oscillating form. The experimental results are 

modeled on the basis of the developed theory. It is shown that the observed oscillations arise 

due to mixing of transverse acoustic modes with the longitudinal sound. The mixing mechanism 

is due to magnetoelastic coupling and is realized through the excitation of the magnetic 

subsystem. 

The work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Fundamental Research (project 

No 19-29-12016). 
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In recent years, the synthesis of diamagnetically diluted trigonal easy-plane weak 

ferromagnets based on iron borate FeBO3 acquired paramount importance. This is due to the 

fact that such materials are in high demand for both fundamental science and practical 

applications. Indeed, on the one hand, such crystals allow one to study the nature of physical 

properties of magnetically ordered crystals, see, e.g. [1]. On the other hand, varying the content 

of diamagnetic impurity leads to creating materials with pre-determined properties. This fact is 

quite important for modern high-tech practical applications of single crystals based on iron 

borate [2]. Meanwhile, it is necessary to preserve the crystalline quality of undiluted FeBO3, 

and even a small amount of impurity reduces structural perfection. Thus, the search for such 

diamagnetic ions that would minimize this reduction is necessary.  

The present work aims to synthesize and obtain preliminary characteristics of 

Fe1-xMexBO3 (Me = Al, Ga, Sc) single crystals.  

The synthesis was carried out in the Me2O3 - Fe2O3 - B2O3 - PbO - PbF2 systems using 

the flux growth technique [3, 4]. The latter one has shown to be the most suitable for obtaining 

crystals of high perfection [5].  

The impurity content was determined by X-ray fluorescence analysis. It was found that 

the content of impurity in crystals, xcrystal, differ from those in the initial charge, xcharge. 

Moreover, the value of xcrystal has a certain distribution for crystals obtained in the course of one 

crystallization. As a result of a number of experimental crystallizations, the charge 

compositions were selected in such a way to obtain single crystals with the same impurity 

content including xcrystal = 0.06, see Table 1. For each compound, the individual crystallization 

temperature mode was developed.  

 

Table 1. xcharge and xcrystal for Fe1-xMexBO3 single crystals 

 Fe1-xAlxBO3 Fe1-xGaxBO3 Fe1-xScxBO3 

xcharge 0.05 0.05 0.20 0.05 

xcrystal 0.06 – 0.22 0.01 – 0.02 0.05 – 0.07 0.05 – 0.07 

 

The synthesized Fe1-xMexBO3 single crystals had the shape of green hexagonal plates 

with dimensions up to 3 mm in the basal plane and 0.06 - 0.12 mm in thickness, as an example, 

Fig.1. shows single crystals Fe1-xAlxBO3.  
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Fig. 1. The synthesized Fe1-xAlxBO3 single crystals  

 

X-ray diffraction analysis confirmed that the synthesized crystals have a trigonal 

structure, similar to FeBO3. The crystal lattice parameters determined for Fe0.94Me0.06BO3 

single crystals are shown in Table 2. As one can see, the Al and Ga impurities less affect the 

crystal lattice parameters than Sc ions. 

 

Table 2. Crystal lattice parameters of Fe0.94Me0.06BO3 single crystals 

 FeBO3 [6] Fe0.94Al0.06BO3 Fe0.94Ga0.06BO3 Fe0.94Sc0.06BO3 

a, Å 4.626(1) 4.6245(1) 4.6246(1) 4.6397(3) 

c, Å 14.493(6) 14.4810(3) 14.4808(4) 14.5814(10) 

 

The reported study was funded by RFBR, project number 19-32-90054 (crystal 

synthesis and X-ray studies) and 19-29-12016 (modernization of the crystallization setting). 
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Iron-gallium mixed borates, FexGa1-xBO3, are isostructural to iron borate, FeBO3, 

possessing rhombohedral calcite-type structure. Diamagnetically diluted FexGa1-xBO3 single 

crystals show easy-plane weak ferromagnetism in the 0.34 1x   range [1].  

The density of the energy of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy for these crystals can be 

expressed as [2]: 

 
eff

2 3 6

A
1
2

cos sin cos sin 3 sin cos6a d e  J J J j J jE , (1) 

where 
eff

2a a D E   is the effective uniaxial anisotropy constant, , anda D E  being the 

uniaxial anisotropy, Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya and exchange constants, respectively; andd e  are 

the basal anisotropy constants and andJ j  are the polar and azimuthal angles of the 

antiferromagnetic vector [2].  

For FexGa1-xBO3, , anda d e  include contributions only of dipole-dipole and crystal field 

interactions [2]. Moreover, in the model of “point” dipoles the former contribution occurs only 

for uniaxial anisotropy and not for the basal one. In order to account for the experimental results, 

we have recently developed a new approach to calculating the dipole-dipole interaction energy 

in trigonal magnets by considering “extended”, i.e., having a non-negligible size, dipoles [2]. 

For non-diluted iron borate, this approach has proved successful in interpreting the basal 

anisotropy in this crystal [2].  

The actual work aims at evaluating the dipole-dipole contributions to the anisotropy 

constants of diluted iron-gallium borates. The Ampérian current model was used to describe an 

extended dipole. We have developed a computer code modelling FexGa1-xBO3 crystal lattice and 

implementing the lattice sums including only iron-occupied sites. 

As the main result, the dependences on x of the dipole-dipole contributions to , anda d e  

have been obtained for FexGa1-xBO3 crystals at 0 K. With decreasing iron contents, the absolute 

values of , anda d e  have been shown to decrease following a parabolic law.  

This work was partially supported by the RFBR and the Ministry of Education, Science 

and Youth of the Republic of Crimea (Grant no. 18-42-910008 “p_a”). 
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The scientific interest into FeP, FeAs, CrAs and MnP are largely associated with 

intrinsic complexity of are unusual magnetic structure, details and generation mechanisms of 

which are still a matter of discussions. In our recent study, the magnetic structure of a 

polycrystalline and single crystal FeP was investigated in detail by means of NMR spectroscopy 

[1,2]. To study an influence of homovalent substitution at non-magnetic (phosphorus) site of 

the binary helimagnet FeP on its magnetic structure the single-phase polycrystalline sample 

FeP1-xAsx (x=0.33, 0.50) was synthesized. 

Preliminary studies of the magnetic structure of FeP0,5As0,5 were carried out by 

Mössbauer spectroscopy, which found helimagnetic structure of FeP0,5As0,5 to be similar with 

that in the parent FeP compound. [3] However, because of the high quadrupole splitting of the 

Mössbauer spectra, it is not possible to reveal unambiguously the details of magnetic structure 

of this sample. Therefore, the most suitable method for studying the magnetic structure of this 

compound is NMR spectroscopy. 

In this paper we present the field-sweep 31P NMR spectra measurements at several fixed 

frequencies and zero-field NMR spectra at 4.2 K performed on the single-phase polycrystalline 

sample FeP1-xAsx with 33% and 50% substitution of As for P. In contrast to Mössbauer results, 

we observe dramatic symmetry reduction of magnetic structure in FeP1-xAsx (x=0.33, 0.50), 

resulting in essential narrowing 31P NMR spectra. This narrowing points to phosphorous local 

fields decreasing compared to parent FeP. 
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Issues related to thermal radiation of solids were actively studied, in particular, in the 

middle of the last century [1-3] and at present [4, 5 and references therein]. Typically, thermal 

radiation has common characteristics: radiation is usually incoherent, broadband, unpolarized, 

and the radiation pattern is almost isotropic. It obeys a number of fundamental restrictions: the 

spectral density of thermal radiation is limited by Planck's law of thermal radiation. Heat 

radiators usually obey Kirchhoff's law, i.e. angular absorbance and emissivity should be equal 

to each other. All of this imposes serious restrictions on the ability to control thermal radiation. 

On the other hand, recently, new materials have attracted considerable attention of researchers: 

2D materials and structures based on them, materials undergoing phase transitions, materials in 

which the interaction of subsystems is observed (for example, magneto-optical, 

magnetoacoustic effects, etc.). All this forces us to revise past results and apply them to new 

materials and structures. 

We investigated the features of thermally stimulated radiation in an anisotropic medium 

using for example a semiconductor placed in a magnetic field. The electrodynamic 

characteristics of such a material can be described by an antisymmetric dielectric tensor with 

the following components: εxx = εyy = 1 – ωP
2/(ω2 - ωH

2); εzz = 1 – ωP
2/ω2; εxy = - εyx = – ωH ωP

2 

/ [ω (ω2 - ωH
2)]. Here ωP and ωH are plasma and cyclotron frequency, accordingly. For a given 

tensor, the magnetic field is directed along z axis. In such an environment, two types of waves 

can propagate. Therefore, the emissivity will consist of three terms [3] ηω = ηω,1 + ηω,2 + ηω,12, 

where ηω,i is emissivity for waves of i-th type, ηω,12 is an interference term. As shown earlier 

[3], the last term does not play an essential role. For definiteness, we will choose vanadium 

dioxide VO2, in which a metal-semiconductor phase transition occurs at temperatures close to 

room temperature. For the semiconductor phase, the characteristic parameters are as follows: 

ωP ~ 1013 rad/s, ωH ~ 108 H rad/s. The main issue in this work is to study the effect of an external 

magnetic field on the emissivity of an anisotropic medium. Consider, for definiteness, the 

radiation of the THz frequency range (ω = 5 1013 rad/s). The calculation results are shown in 

Fig. 1. 

It can be noted that the difference in the emissivity for different types of waves is 

stronger in the direction along the magnetic field, across the magnetic field the emissivity of 

one of the waves does not depend on the magnitude of the field, while for the second wave it 

increases slightly. The total emissivity for the two types of waves grows with increasing 

magnetic field; however, at reasonable magnetic fields up to 1 T, this increase is insignificant. 

The polarization composition of radiation in a magnetic field will differ significantly from the 

polarization of radiation in the absence of a magnetic field. The results obtained awaken interest 

in the further study of these effects in multilayer nanostructures, when not only far-field 

radiation, but also near-field interactions will play an important role. 
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Fig.1. Emissivity of a semiconductor in a magnetic field. 
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The study of the effect of the isotopic composition on various properties of materials 

such as the lattice dynamics and the electronic band structure of crystalline solids has attracted 

increasing interest [1]. Practically all physical properties of crystals depend to some degree on 

their isotopic composition, sometimes yielding new, even exotic features. The thermal 

conductivity of isotopically enriched crystals, for example, can considerably exceed the values 

for the corresponding natural materials. By purifying silicon to >99.9% of 28Si, the phonon 

mean free path increases, thereby significantly improving the thermal conductivity. The thermal 

conductivity is enhanced by approximately 70% at liquid nitrogen temperature and by a factor 

of 7.5 at 26.5 K. The maximum thermal conductivity of 28Si at 26.5 K is 2.5 times higher than 

that of diamond [2].  

A precise determination of the lattice constant of isotopically controlled Si is relevant, 

apart from basic interest, for its metrological and other applications. The influence of the 

isotopic composition on the lattice constant [3] is due to the combined effect of zero-point 

motion of the atoms and the anharmonicity of the potential. Thus, this is purely a quantum-

mechanical effect. Compared to the influence of the isotopic mass on the vibrational properties 

of crystals, the effect is small. The x-ray standing wave (XSW) technique [4, 5, 6] can be used 

to determine the lattice constant difference with very high accuracy. Following our early work 

[7], we report here the application of the XSW method to the case of a highly enriched 30Si film 

on a Si single crystal with natural isotopic composition. Employing XSW and photoemission 

we find the relative lattice constant difference (Δa/a) of -1.8 × 10-5 and -3.0 × 10-5 for Si at 300 

and 30 K, respectively. 
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The mechanical properties of crystals are formed by the motion of dislocations and their 

interaction with other structural defects.  The dependence of mechanical properties of functional 

materials on the dislocation density under quasi-static deformation is adequately described by 

the Taylor relationship where the yield stress of metals and alloys is proportional to the square 

root of the dislocation density. This relationship takes place in copper and steel under high strain 

rate deformation. However, Taylor relationship can be violated in the case of high strain rate 

deformation of aged binary alloys. High strain rate deformation has its own distinctive features 

[1, 2]. Dislocations make over-barrier sliding under such deformation. The dissipation 

mechanism under study consists in the transition of the kinetic energy of a dislocation to the 

energy of its  transverse  vibrations in the slip plane. The force of dynamic drag of a dislocation 

by structural defects depends not only on their concentration, but also on the spectrum of 

dislocation vibrations, primarily on the presence of a gap in it. Under high strain rate 

deformation, the dislocation density can reach values of 15 1610 10 m-2.  In this case, the main 

contribution to the formation of the gap is made by interdislocation interaction. The theory of 

dynamic interaction of structural defects makes it possible to obtain an analytical expression 

for the yield stress [3, 4] 

                                  
2 2

d

K
b

b n

  

 

 



     

Here    is the dimensionless misfit parameter of impurity atoms,  dn   is the dimensionless 

concentration of these atoms, b is the modulus of dislocation Burgers vector,   is dislocation 

density,   is a shear modulus, K  is a coefficient depending on the concentration of Guinier-

Preston zones. It is shown that dislocation density dependence becomes nonmonotonic and can 

have a maximum. The position of the maximum is determined by the dislocation density, at 

which the interdislocation interaction becomes dominant during the formation of a gap in the 

vibrational spectrum. 
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The TbCu2 compound is interesting due to the existence at low temperatures of a long-

period antiferromagnetic structure, giant magnetostriction, and the presence of direct and 

inverse magnetocaloric effects at low temperatures. In the presented work, an ab initio 

calculation of the electronic structure and an estimation of the parameters of interatomic 

exchange interactions were performed using the fully-relativistic SPRKKR package.  

We found that the isotropic part of the Tb-Tb 

interatomic exchange interaction is relatively 

weak (3.3 meV) and rapidly decreases with 

increasing distance (Fig. 2). Fast oscillations 

of Jij indicates significant spatial anisotropy. 

The components of the antisymmetric part of 

the exchange interaction also rapidly 

decreases with interatomic distance. The 

strong spatial anisotropy of the vector Dij, in 

which the various components differ by more 

than an order of magnitude, turned out to be 

surprising. 

 
 Fig. 1. Electronic structure of the 

ferromagnetic TbCu2. The vertical line 

indicates Fermi level. 

 

 

Fig.2. The isotropic exchange coupling 

parameters Jij between Tb atoms. 

Fig.3. Components of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya 

interaction vector between Tb atoms.  

 

This work was carried out with financial support from the Belarusian Republican Foundation 
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Multifunctional materials are of interest for fundamental condensed matter physics and 

decisive for the design of modern technologies. One of these materials is Fe3Ga4 which has a 

complex magnetic structure [1]. In this material, there is strong competition between the 

ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) states as shown in Fig. 1 (a). Due to this,  

several transitions between these states are observed when the temperature increases [2]. 

 
 

In addition to the AFM phase, the alloy also exhibits an incommensurate spin-density 

wave (ISDW) state [3]. The reason for the appearance may be in strong nesting in the spin-

polarized Fermi surface. Figs 1(b, c) show the Fermi surfaces for both spin-up and spin-down 

electrons, which are the sets of parallel planes indicating strong nesting. Competitive behaviour 

between FM and ISDW states leads to susceptibility to external perturbation, allowing magnetic 

transitions to be controlled by temperature, external field, or pressure. Thus, Fe3Ga4 is a 

perspective material for new magnetic memory devices, such as components of spin valves with 

tunneling magnetoresistance. 

This study was supported by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the 

Russian Federation within the framework of the Russian State Assignment under contract No. 

075-002992-21-00. 
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In this work, a quantum-chemical analysis of the efficiency of using polyarylenes in 

interface structures was carried out. Quantum-chemical calculations were carried out for 

molecular systems, which are model systems of polymers of the polyarylene class. In total, 27 

representatives of this class of compounds were considered. For all molecules, quantum-

chemical calculations were carried out using the density functional theory method B3LYP / 6-

31 + G (d) and theoretically estimated such energy parameters as the total energies of molecules 

and their negative and positive ions in molecular and optimized ionic geometries; energies of 

occupied and vacant molecular orbitals; the values of the vertical and adiabatic electron affinity 

and ionization potential, as well as the dipole moment. 

In this work, we propose an algorithm for processing the results of quantum chemical 

calculations based on the analysis of the energy characteristics of the monomer unit of the 

polymer, which makes it possible to reveal a certain relationship between the chemical structure 

of an organic compound and the electronic properties of the metal / polymer interface. The 

proposed algorithm made it possible to identify areas of maximum deviation of energy 

parameters and specific compounds that are of interest for the formation of hetero-structures. 

This work was carried out with the support of the Mirror Laboratories project of the 

National Research University Higher School of Economics and the Bashkir State Pedagogical 

University n.a. M. Akmulla. 
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The influence of temperature on a lattice of cylindrical magnetic domains (CMD) and 

on domain walls in magnetouniaxial film has been experimentally studied. The investigations 

were carried out on the film of (TmBi)3(FeGa)5O12 composition (TN=437K, TC=120K, 

h=8.4µm), where is the TN – Neel temperature, TC– the magnetic compensation temperature, 

h– film thickness (Fig.1). 

The topicality of this study is that investigations performed in it can be used in 

constructing devices for recording and storing information on the spins of domain walls (DW). 

In these devices, simultaneous and/or parallel recording and storage of information on domains 

and on spins is possible, which can significantly expand the capabilities of such devices. 

The lattice of CMD is formed by a monopolar pulsed magnetic field perpendicular to 

the film plane. Then the field is removed. The action of a pulsed magnet field creates vertical 

Bloch lines (VBL) in domain wall. Upon a change in the temperature, a first-order phase 

transitions occur on the DW, which induces a phase transitions in the lattice of CMD. The 

mechanisms of phase transitions in the domain wall upon heating and cooling of the film differ 

significantly. The number of VBLs in the domain wall decreases upon heating via annihilation, 

and upon cooling, due to unwinding. Temperature stability interval of CMD lattice depends on 

the structure of domain wall. Due to decrease in the number of VBLs in the domain boundary, 

the temperature stability interval of the CMD lattice increases. The CMD lattice with a simple 

Bloch wall is the most stable and persists in a wide temperature interval. 

It was shown experimentally the quantization of domain walls upon a change 

temperature of film (Fig.2).  

Fig.1. Temperature dependences of film parameters: 

saturation magnetization 4πMs, characteristic length l 

and the CMD lattice period. 

Fig.2. Temperature dependences of CMD lattices 

parameters: 1– N/N0 VBL in DW of equilibrium lattice; 

2– period of nonequilibrium lattice; 3– N/N0 VBL in 

DW of nonequilibrium lattice. 
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Magnetism and magnetic materials are pervasive in everyday life from electric motors 

to hard disk data storage. From a fundamental perspective, magnetic materials and theoretical 

models of magnetic systems have, since the original works of Ising and Potts, offered physicists 

perhaps the best test bench to investigate the broad fundamental concepts, even at time universal 

ones, underlying collective phenomena in nature [1]. 

Nowadays geometrically frustrated magnetic systems are intensively studied 

theoretically rather as experimentally [2]. Pyrochlores of type A2B2O7, where A = Er3+, Dy3+, 

Tb3+, Ho3+, Sm3+, Yb3+, Tm3+ stands for a rare-earth ion, show exotic magnetic behaviors such 

as dipolar spin ice and spin liquid phases, a first order transition in the spin dynamics and 

complex antiferromagnetic orders. The type of magnetic order depends on the balance between 

antiferromagnetic exchange, dipolar and crystal field energies. 

The synthesis of rare-earth pyrochlores Tb2Ti2O7 and (Er0.05Y0.95)2Sn2O7 was carried 

according to standard optical floating zone method. The pre-heating temperature was 600°C 

and the synthesis temperatures were about 1300–1400°C.  

 

 
Fig. 1.  Growing of Tb2Ti2O7 single crystal by the optical floating zone technique 

 

The samples were analysed by X-ray powder diffraction to confirm their phase purities. 

All XRD measurements in this study were done using a Bruker D8 ADVANCE diffractometer, 

Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1,5406 Å). Magnetic properties were determined by vibrating 

magnetometry using a Physical Properties Measurement System-9 by Quantum Design in the 

magnetic fields up to 90 kOe and the temperature range of 5 K to 300 K. EPR measurements 

were made using a laboratory EPR spectrometer. 
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The pyrochlores of type A2B2O7 crystallize into a face centred cubic structure with the 

Fd3̅m space group (No. 227 in International Tables of Crystallography). Theoretical 

investigations on pyrochlores are mainly based on model Hamiltonians, involving Heisenberg 

exchange, dipole-dipole interactions and single ion anisotropy, which are parametrized by using 

experimental data. The lack of modern ab initio calculations on these materials prevents 

microscopic understanding of these magnetic model Hamiltonians. A phonon spectrum is most 

adequately reproduced from modern ab initio calculations of periodic structures, which allows 

the reproduction of all modes of a given structure. 

The crystal structure and the phonon density and mode spectra ab initio calculations 

have been carried out by using GGA–PBE-sol functional by the density functional theory 

method [3]. The calculations were performed within VASP and Phonon modules of MedeA 

software. The IR-active, Raman-active and “silent” modes of single crystals were determined. 

The specific heat of Tb2Ti2O7 were calculated. 

 
Fig. 2. Tb2Ti2O7 specific heat dependences at the different initial conditions 

 

All performed calculations are in a good agreement with experimental data and previous 

results [4]. The (Er0.05Y0.95)2Sn2O7 synthesis and measurements were carried for the first time. 

The ab initio calculations are extended to describe the whole range of rare-earth ions as A and 

concentrated on anisotropic magnetostriction of given pyrochlores. 
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Investigation of materials with the magnetic shape memory effect in the Ni-Mn-Ga 

system is a challenging task from both a fundamental and an applied point of view. The urgency 

of this works is due to the prospect of creating micromechanical devices that are unique in their 

size and energy efficiency. Operation of these devices is based on the effect of magnetic 

domains reorientation under the influence of external fields. 

Temperature dependence of internal friction curve in Ni-Mn-Ga alloys reflects the 

process of structural transformations from the initial cubic phase through a number of 

intermediate - modulated phases to the austenitic one [1,2]. 

In this work, we studied samples of the Ni50.0Mn28.4Ga21.6 single crystal at different 

temperatures and heating rates and determined the thermal transient mechanical loss from the 

effective modulus (Fig.1) of elasticity using a composite piezoelectric oscillator [3].  

 

 

The reported study was funded by RFBR, project number 20-32-90195 
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The influence of temperature on a lattice of cylindrical magnetic domains (CMD) and 

on domain walls in magnetouniaxial film has been experimentally studied. The investigations 

were carried out on the film of (TmBi)3(FeGa)5O12 composition (TN=437K, TC=120K, 

h=8.4µm), where is the TN – Neel temperature, TC– the magnetic compensation temperature, 

h– film thickness.  

The topicality of this study is that investigations 

performed in it can be used in constructing devices for 

transporting magnetically tagged microbiological particles. 

These devices can be used for sorting chemical particles 

according to their sizes at different temperatures. 

An equilibrium lattice of stripe domain structure 

(DS) is formed by a monopolar pulsed magnetic field 

perpendicular to the film plane in zero bias field. The pulse 

frequency and duration are selected experimentally. Then 

the pulsed field is removed. It is found that the lattice 

period of a stripe DS depends on the pulsed field strength 

(Fig.1). We have obtained a number of equilibrium lattices 

of the stripe DS, which have been forms at T=300K by a pulsed magnetic field of strength 0.5Hc 

≤H≤1.5Hc, where 

 

 

 

Hc is the CMD collapse field. The lattice formed by a field of strength H= 1.5Hc has the largest 

period and is unstable (Fig.2). After the removal of the field, this lattice is transformed into an 

equilibrium wavy structure, i.e., a field-induced first-order phase transition occurs [1]. 
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Fig.1. Dependences of lattice period p 

and domain width d on the strength 

of the pulsed magnetic field forming 

the DS at T= 300K. 

Fig.2. Types of domain structures of the film at T= 300K: (a) stripe DS lattice formed by pulsed field 

H=0.5Hc; (b) stripe DS lattice formed by field H=1.5Hc; (c) wavy DS after the removal of the pulsed field. 
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Novel hard magnetic materials represent multicomponent alloys R2Fe14B-type, require 

special treatments aimed to form proper microstructure which provides high magnetic 

characteristics such as remanence and coercive force [1]. Investigation of microstructure of 

these alloys including volumetric and superficial features is separate complex scientific 

problem [2,3]. Present work is aimed to define all particularities of surface morphology study 

of R2Fe14B (R = Nd, Gd, Er and Y) alloys using atomic-force microscopy technique.  

The samples with corresponding compositions were obtained by means of rapid melt 

quenching method with various drum rotation speed, thus flake-shaped samples were formed. 

The rapid quenched samples had ultra-fine grain structure with nano-sized grains (70 nm 

average), so high resolution atomic-force microscopy is a suitable method of investigation of 

such samples and their surface morphology.  

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Microstructure of Y2Fe14B quenched with 20 m/s (left) and 30 m/s (right) drum 

rotation speed obtained using atomic-force microscopy. 

 

The larger grains (structural elements observed on the surface by AFM are supposed to 

be grains) were found for Nd2Fe14B alloy, whereas fine grains in Gd2Fe14B are combined into 

agglomerations with average size of 120-300 nm. Er2Fe14B rapid quenched alloy possesses the 

finest grain structure with 25-30 nm average size along with some amount of their 

agglomerations up to 100 nm size. Y2Fe14B demonstrated medium characteristics. It should be 

noted that yttrium is a suitable non-magnetic analog of the rare-earth metals (REM) convenient 

for various structural investigations which further might be extrapolated on compounds with 

magnetic ions (R3+).  
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Nd2Fe14B Gd2Fe14B Er2Fe14B 

 

Fig. 2. Atomic-force microscopy microstructures of R2Fe14B (R = Nd, Gd, Er) quenched 

with 20 m/s drum rotation speed. 

 

Among the information gathered for R2Fe14B alloys there are the topography of the 

contact and free surface of ribbon samples, intergrain coupling, morphology of nanograins and 

clusters in the near-surface layers, the size of particles and their distribution. A comparative 

analysis of the results obtained has been carried out. The influence of the REM variety on the 

shape of the formed grains was found. 

 

This work is performed with financial support of the grant of Russian Science 

Foundation (RSF), project # 21-79-10239. 
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Currently, complex oxides based on titanium and alkali, alkaline-earth, transition and 

other metals with hollandite-like structures and the general chemical formula AxTi8O16 are 

attracting interest due to their electrical and magnetic properties [1]. Most methods for the 

synthesis of such structures involve the replacement of structure-forming titanium with one 

modifying metal. [2,3]. 

In this study, using a unique solution technology, hollandite-like solid solutions were 

obtained by modifying potassium polytitanate with compounds of two metals - manganese and 

aluminum. The evolution of the phase composition of potassium polytitanates (PPT) modified 

with manganese and aluminum salts at different molar ratios of metals (Mn:Al = 1:1; 2:1; 3:1) 

has been studied by X-ray diffraction and thermal analysis after heat treatments at 300, 550, 

600, 750, and 900 °C. 

According to the X-ray diffraction data, PPT - Mn/Al samples with a 1:1 and 3:1 ratio 

at temperatures of 550, 600, and 750 °C contain KMnTi3O8 phase with a hollandite-like 

structure and TiO2 in the anatase modification. The amount of the anatase phase decreases with 

an increase in the heat treatment temperature, and at 900 °C only the KMnTi3O8 phase is 

detected in the samples. In the PPT - Mn/Al sample with a 2:1 ratio at 550 and 600 °C, the 

phases KMnTi3O8 and TiO2 (anatase) are detected. However, the amount of anatase phase is 

negligible. After heat treatment at 750 and 900 °C, the sample becomes single-phase. Interlayer 

aluminum hinders the formation of the anatase phase by preventing the convergence of the 

octahedral layers. 

On the DSC curve (Fig. 1) for the PPT - Mn/Al (1:1) sample, 2 endothermic effects are 

observed: 1 – removal of physically sorbed water from the surface and from the interlayer space 

at about 100 °C, 2 – reaction Al(OH)3 → AlOOH at ~ 229 - 310 °C.  

 
Fig.1. TG and DSC curves for PPT-Mn/Al (1:1) 
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In addition, two exothermic effects are observed on the same DSC curve. The first (Tmax 

= 549.3 °C) is probably associated with processes involving interlayer Al3+ cations. The second 

(Tmax = 656.4 °C), accompanied by an increase in the sample weight, is associated with the 

formation of hollandite-like structure (with a change in stoichiometry) involving manganese 

cations. Similar results were obtained for the PPT - Mn/Al (3:1) sample. For the PPT - Mn/Al 

(2:1) sample, the DSC curve contains only one exothermic effect with  

Tmax = 596 °C, which is not accompanied by a change in the sample mass (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig.2. TG and DSC curves for PPT-Mn/Al (2:1) 

 

Thus, aluminum cations as an additional modifying additive contribute to a decrease in 

the initial temperature of the formation of the tunnel structure of hollandite with the composition 

KMnTi3O8. X-ray phase analysis did not show a clear connection between exothermic effects 

and phase formation. 
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In Heusler alloys in the range of room temperatures, a martensitic transformation occurs, 

in the range of which such effects as the ferromagnetic shape memory effect and the 

magnetocaloric effect are observed. Due to these effects, alloys are classified as functional 

materials. A common disadvantage for monocrystalline and polycrystalline samples is reduced 

mechanical properties. With multiple cycles of direct and reverse martensitic transformation, 

the specimens are subject to destruction. To improve the mechanical properties of alloys, it is 

possible to use such methods of thermo-mechanical treatment (TMT) as severe plastic 

deformation by torsion, rolling, multi-axial isothermal forging (MIF), etc. The deformation of 

materials by torsion and rolling makes it possible to obtain thin samples (strips, disks) with 

required structure. In comparison with them, it is possible to obtain a volumetric billet by 

forging, which is an advantage over other TMT methods. The authors are intensively 

developing schemes and modes of thermo-mechanical treatment by methods of multi-axial 

isothermal forging and forging followed by extrusion and their influence on the functional 

properties of Heusler alloys of the Ni-Mn-Ga system [1-5]. The advantage of this processing 

method is the production of a bulk material with the required microstructure, different levels of 

microstresses and texture. At the last stages of deformation processing, with the so-called 

broaching, the formation of a sharp crystallographic texture is possible, which is an important 

aspect for obtaining the maximum possible value of the functional effect. After forging the 

alloy, a working element of the required shape and size can be cut from the already obtained 

workpiece. 

This work presents the results of a study of the effect of thermo-mechanical treatment 

by the method of multi-axial isothermal forging of the Heusler alloy on the microstructure, 

physical and mechanical properties. 

The alloy was forged on a Schenck Trebel RMC 100 complex loading machine. Staged 

upsetting of the sample by 35-40% was performed at a temperature of 973 K and a strain rate 

of 0.2 mm / min. The total true strain degree was e≈3.9. 

The study of the mechanical properties and stability of the martensitic transformation 

of the alloy was carried out on a three-point bending device of our own design. It makes it 

possible to measure the dependence of the bending deformation of a specimen of a shape 

memory alloy on temperature and mechanical stresses in the specimen. 

Precision analysis of the effect of deformation-heat treatment on the characteristic 

temperatures of martensitic transformation carried out using differential scanning calorimetry 

showed that as a result of deformation-heat treatment, there is a decrease in the characteristic 

points of martensitic transformation in the region of low temperatures by 28 K. The 

corresponding results are presented in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of DSC curves of the 

alloy in the as-cast state and after forging. 

Fig. 2. Dependence ε (σ, t) for an 

alloy specimen in a forged state 

 

The study of the dependence of the bending deformation of alloy specimens on 

temperature and the number of thermal cycles performed for the forged state of the alloy showed 

that the specimen demonstrates 3.1% reversible deformation at a stress of 860 MPa (σcr), and 

during cyclic tests showed 4.5-5% of reversible deformation at stress 550 MPa having passed 

more than 4000 thermal cycles without destruction (Fig. 2.). For alloys of this group, it should 

be noted that the applied stresses have practically no effect on the phase temperatures. In this 

case, the transformation interval ∆t, which is calculated as the difference between the 

temperature of the end of the transformation from martensite to austenite Af and the temperature 

of the end of the transformation from austenite to martensite Mf, was approximately 50 K at 

low stresses (up to 360 MPa) and increased to 90 K at a voltage 860 MPa.  

Thus, forging makes it possible to increase the performance properties of the material 

in comparison with the cast state of the alloy. 
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The phase states and spectra of elementary excitations of an isotropic magnet with S=2 

are investigated taking into account all admissible spin invariants in the mean-field 

approximation and low temperatures. 

 The Hamiltonian describing such a model is: 

        2 3 41

2
nn n n nn n n nn n n nn n n

n n
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 The system under consideration assumes the possibility of splitting into two 

sublattices. It is known that at negative values of the exchange interaction constants, two-

sublattice structures are realized: an anferromagnetic and orthogonally nematic phase for S=1  

[1] and an anferromagnetic and antinematic phase for S=3/2 [2]. Naturally, in a magnet with 

S=2, in addition to the anferromagnetic phase, a wide variety of two-sublattice nematic phases 

of different symmetry can  exist. 

 The analysis of the free energy density and the spectra of elementary excitations made 

it possible to determine all the permissible phase states of the system, as well as to determine 

the types of phase transitions between stable states. It should be noted that our results are in 

good agreement with the results of works [3]. It is shown that an orthogonally nematic phase is 

realized, in which the principal axes of the ellipsoid of quadrupole moments are orthogonal. 

The second two-sublattice nematic phase is realized only at a negative value of the exchange 

interaction F, and is characterized by corrugated ellipsoids rotated around the principal axis of 

the quadrupole moment tensor relative to each other by an angle π/4. 

 Phases characterized by higher multipole moments are investigated, since the average 

magnetization per site is zero, and the ellipsoid of the quadrupole moment tensor degenerates 

into a sphere: tetrahedral and antitetrahedral phases. 

 In addition, as a result of an analysis of the free energy, it was found that two-sublattice 

structures with nonequivalent sublattices can be realized in a magnet with S=2. These phases 

are characterized by a saturated value of the average spin of one of the sublattices and an 

unsaturation of the average spin of the second sublattice. 
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We study the phase states and dynamics of a two-sublattice Ising antiferromagnet with 

easy-plane single-ion anisotropy in an external magnetic field perpendicular to the easy-plane 

of the system. The model Hamiltonian has the following form: 

�̂� = ∑ 𝐽1(𝑛1 − 𝑛2)(𝑆𝑛1
𝑧 𝑆𝑛2

𝑧 )

𝑛1,𝑛2

+ ∑ 𝐽2(𝑚1 − 𝑚2)(𝑆𝑚1
𝑧 𝑆𝑚2

𝑧 )

𝑚1,𝑚2

+ ∑ 𝐽3(𝑛 − 𝑚)(𝑆𝑛
𝑧𝑆𝑚

𝑧 )

𝑛,𝑚

+ 𝛽 ∑(𝑆𝑛
𝑧)2

𝑛

+ 𝛽 ∑(𝑆𝑚
𝑧 )2

𝑚

− 𝐻 ∑ 𝑆𝑛
𝑧

𝑛

− 𝐻 ∑ 𝑆𝑚
𝑧

𝑚

,                                      (1) 

where 𝐽1 and 𝐽2 are the constants of in-sublattice exchange interaction of the ferromagnetic type, 

that is, both constants are negative; 𝐽3 is the constant of inter-sublattices exchange interaction 

of the antiferromagnetic type, that is 𝐽3 > 0; 𝛽 > 0 is the constant of the easy-plane single-ion 

anisotropy; 𝐻 is the external magnetic field. 

 

It is shown that depending on the relationship between the material constant and the 

external field, one of the four phase states can realize in the system:  

1. Ferromagnetic phase; 

2. “Supersolid” magnetic phase or non-collinear antiferromagnetic phase in which each 

sublattice has non-zero magnetization, but they are tilted with respect to the OZ axis on 

different angles; 

3. Mixed phase in which one of the sublattices is characterized with a vector order 

parameter, while another sublattice – with a quadrupole order parameter. At this, one 

sublattice has non-zero magnetization, while magnetic moment per site equals zero for 

another sublattice; 

4. Quadrupolar phase in which both sublattices has zero magnetic moment per crystal site. 

 

As we were interested in the case of strong single-ion anisotropy when the “supersolid” 

magnetic phase is possible, we have not considered the antiferromagnetic phase which can also 

realize in the model considered. 

All phase transitions between the phases, listed above, are of the first kind. The phase 

diagram of the system for the case of strong single-ion anisotropy (𝛽𝐶 > 4|𝐽1|) is shown in Fig. 

1 below. 
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Fig.1. Phase Diagram of the system. Solid lines denote the phase transitions fields, dash lines 

– the fields of stability for the corresponding phases. FM denotes the ferromagnetic phase; SS 

– the “supersolid” magnetic phase; MP – the mixed phase; QP – the quadrupolar phase. 

 

 It should be noted that the SS phase becomes metastable when the constant of single-

ion anisotropy is less that the 𝛽𝐶 value, defined above. 
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A fundamental feature of the stress states in metals is that they cause distortions of the 

equilibrium crystal lattice. Distortions can be of different dimensions, from zero-dimensional 

to three-dimensional. Hence, the shape and length of the stress states can be different. From the 

point of view of the band theory, it means that the Schrodinger equation in these areas will have 

different solutions. Therefore, the position of the high occupied level of the electrons will be 

different. 

Currently, for obtaining useful electronic properties an interface approach to the design 

of multilayer hybrid structures is being actively developed. This approach is also very 

productive for the metal / polymer interface. In this case, the polymer is considered as a material 

with variable parameters due to variability of its chemical structure. 

The report presents an alternative approach to this issue. In particular, the electronic 

properties of metals change in the metal / polymer interface. This change is created by 

deforming metals in various ways, from elastic to plastic deformation, including destruction of 

samples. 

The electronic properties of the interface are very sensitive to minor changes in the 

equilibrium structure of the metal under small influences. It is shown on a large number of 

metal / polymer structures. It is established that elastic and plastic deformations lead to different 

changes in the energy structure of the contact. In one case, the potential barrier at the border 

increases. In the other case, it decreases. It depends on the reaction of the metal to the deforming 

effect. In one case, the effective work of the metal electron output decreases in the other case, 

it increases. 

There is a synchronous rearrangement of the electronic properties of the polymer due to 

the large electron-phonon interaction in the polymer material. It causes a change of the charge 

carriers mobility and concentration of charge carriers. All this leads to a significant change in 

the conductivity of the structure under study. 

The report presents the samples of practical application in the field of control of stress 

states in the metal constructions. 
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The MAX phases are a unique material with the properties of metals and ceramics. Like 

ceramics, they have low density, high strength, good corrosion, and high-temperature oxidation 

resistance; like metals, they are high electrical/thermal conductivities, relatively soft, 

appreciable machinability, thermal shock resistance, and good damage and radiation tolerance. 

They are highly promising candidates for various applications, such as structural materials, 

corrosion protection, and nuclear fuel cladding coating materials These phases are also called 

nano-laminates because of their layered structures, which consist of hexagonal carbide blocks 

[Mn+1Xn] and planar A atomic sheets with a characteristic “zigzag” stacking along the z-axis 

in the sequence .../[Mn+1Xn]/A/[Mn+1Xn]/A/... The properties of MAX phases include high 

electrical and thermal conductivity, heat resistance, damage resistance, readily machinable, 

high modulus, and low density [1]. The atomic and electronic structure of Me2XC (Me = Fe, 

Cr, Mn; X=Al, Si) was found using the DFT level of the theory by the CRYSTAL program [2]. 

Obviously, the obtained results depend on the functional used in the calculation, the choice of 

which can be carried out from a wide range of options. Among the widely known and 

traditionally used functionals for the DFT method, such as GGA (PBE), hybrid (PBE0-13, 

B3LYP), meta-GGA (M06L, M06, M062X, M06HF), and range separated (CAM-B3LYP) 

DFT functional. The analysis of the change in the optimized geometry parameters (CrFe)SiC 

in crystal cell and the atomic spins and charges of Fe and Cr were carried out depending on the 

used functional. According to calculations the PBE0-13, B3LYP, M06, and CAM-B3LYP 

functionals give a satisfactory result and are in good agreement with the literature data [3, 4]. 

To simulate the possible magnetic properties, structures with different spins were calculated. 

All MAX phases showed high spin on metal atoms. Then, carbon-terminated slab structures 

were obtained from these structures. Then various materials were placed on these slabs, such 

as graphene, h-BN, g-C3N4. These structures showed high stability, which shows the prospect 

of using such heterostructures in various applications in electronics. 
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In this work properties of FeBO3 nanoparticles were studied using X-ray diffraction 

analysis and magnetic measurements.  

The experimental samples were prepared in the laboratory of crystal growth of the V.I. 

Vernadsky Crimean Federal University by grinding FeBO3 single crystals in a vibratory ball 

mill for 20 hours [1,2]. According X-ray diffraction (using the Kurchatov synchrotron radiation 

source; see pattern on Fig. 1) there are no impurity phases in experimental sample, and the 

average crystallite size in the obtained nanoparticles was about 80 nm.  

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction pattern of  FeBO3 

nanoparticles 

Fig. 2. Hysteresis loops of iron borate 

nanoparticles, at 5 K (left) and 240 K (right). 

The dots are experimental data and the line is a 

result of theoretical modeling 

Fig. 2 shows the magnetization curves of FeBO3 nanoparticles obtained at 5 K (left) and 

240 K (right). The equipment of the Resource Center “Electrophysics” and of Kurchatov 

complex of NBIKS-technologies (LakeShore 7400 vibrating sample magnetometer) was used.  

The value of the critical field of magnetization reversal is 15.15  0.06 kOe at 5 K and 98.68  

0.1 kOe at 240 K. Such a difference in the parameters of the magnetization compared with data 

for bulk FeBO3 crystals is due to a significant increasing in the magnetic anisotropy energy in 

iron borate nanoparticles [3].  
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Among a rich variety of emerging spintronic devices, a spin-torque diode (STD) is among the 

most interesting ones, from both fundamental and applied point of view. The spin-diode effect 

occurs when microwave alternating electric current injected into magnetic tunneling junction 

(MTJ) is rectified due to the simultaneous actions of tunneling magnetoresistance and spin-

transfer torque. While the sensitivity of STDs observed in the first works was rather modest 

(about 1.4 mV/mW), after only a few years the researchers managed to increase it up to 200 

kV/W and to demonstrate the rectification at input power of nW level, which radically exceeds 

the capabilities of the mainstream technology of Schottky diodes. This impressive progress is 

based on a deep understanding of the complex STDs physics, and on the recent advances in 

MTJ fabrication technology.  

In this talk we analyze the experimental pathway toward increasing of the sensitivity and 

extending the frequency range of STDs, as well as theoretical works aimed at explaining the 

complex nonlinear dynamics. Finally we review the wide variety of possible STDs applications.  
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Spin injection from a ferromagnet to a semiconductor is investigated theoretically and 

experimentally for many years. The electric current and spin current are usually considered as 

being independent of time. A real device is however switched on and off, so it necessary to 

consider transients, that is, how magnetic moment injected from a ferromagnet propagates in 

non-magnetic material. For definiteness, this non-magnetic material is taken to be a 

semiconductor. 

The ferromagnet is supposed to be located at z<0 and half-space z>0 is occupied by a 

the semiconductor. Electrons move along z-axis from the ferromagnet to the semiconductor and 

the drift velocity Vz>0. The magnetization M of electron gas is assumed to be along x-axis both 

in the ferromagnet and semiconductor, Mx>0. The equation for calculating the magnetization of 

electrons at z>0 can be written as 

𝜏𝑠
𝜕𝑀𝑥

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐿𝐷

2 𝜕2𝑀𝑥

𝜕𝑧2 − 𝑙𝑑
𝜕𝑀𝑥

𝜕𝑧
− 𝑀𝑥.                                                  (1) 

Here τs is spin relaxation time, 𝐿𝐷 = √𝐷𝜏𝑠 is the diffusion length, and ld=Vzτs is the drift length. 

When 𝜕 𝑀𝑥 𝜕⁄ 𝑡 = 0, the solution of (1) is 𝑀𝑥 = 𝑀𝑥0exp (−𝑧/𝐿𝐷), because usually LD>>ld. We 

are interested in the dependence of Mx on time t and coordinate z inside the semiconductor after 

switching on and off. 

 Let the magnetization current be switched on at t=0. We suppose that the magnetization 

current through the interface does not depend on time, which means 
𝜕𝑀𝑥(𝑧=0,𝑡)

𝜕𝑧
= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡. Let us 

introduce variables ζ = z/LD, τ = t/τs, and define u(ζ, τ) by relation Mx = Mx0(e
-ζ - u(ζ, τ)). The 

equation for u(ζ, τ) follows from (1); its solution can be written as 

𝑢(𝜁, 𝜏) =
1

2
[𝑒−𝜁𝐸𝑟𝑓𝑐 (√𝜏 −

𝜁

2√𝜏
) + 𝑒𝜁𝐸𝑟𝑓𝑐 (√𝜏 +

𝜁

2√𝜏
)],                         (2) 

where Erfc(x) is the error-function. We see that because of spin diffusion, the time dependence 

of the electrons magnetization does not follow the simple exponential law but is described by 

the complicated formula, which involves not only the spin relaxation time, but also the 

magnetization diffusion length and the distance from the interface. 

 Now let the magnetization current be switched off at t=0. The calculations are similar 

to that for switching on. It is easy to show that 𝑀𝑥 = 𝑀𝑥0𝑢(𝜁, 𝜏) in this case. Again the decrease 

of electronic magnetization with time at a point inside semiconductor does not follow the 

exponential law due to spin diffusion. 

 The research was carried out within the state assignment of Ministry of Science and 

Higher Education of the Russian Federation (theme “Spin,” No. АААА-А18-118020290104-

2), supported in part by RFBR (Grant No. 19-02-00038). 
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Antiferromagnetic (AFM) materials have natural resonance frequencies in the sub-THz 

or THz frequency range. Thus, it is tempting to use antiferromagnets (AFM) as active layers in 

THz-frequency detectors. Recently [1], it has been shown theoretically that a dielectric AFM 

having bi-axial anisotropy, such as NiO, can be used for the resonance quadratic rectification 

of a linearly polarized AC spin current of THz frequency, and could have a sensitivity in the 

range of 100–1000 V/W.  

Here we present both analytical and numerical data illustrating the performance of a 

possible electrically tunable resonance THz-frequency receiver based on an AFM crystal 

having the frequency of the antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR) in the THz-frequency range 

[2]. The receiver is based (see Fig.1) on a layered structure consisting of a layer of a uniaxial 

AFM crystal and two layers of a heavy metal (HM). The conversion of the received AC signal 

into an output DC signal is done using the inverse spin Hall effect in the (AFM/HM) bilayer. 

An additional bias DC current in the bottom HM layer can be used for the tuning of the AFMR 

frequency of the system, and for a partial regeneration of the system losses. The AFMR 

frequency can be continuously tuned in a substantial frequency interval (of about 0.5 THz) by 

varying the magnitude of the DC electric current. It is shown that the AC sensitivity of the 

proposed AFM/HM-based detector is comparable to the sensitivity of the modern sub-

millimeter-wave detectors based on the Schottky and Gunn diodes, and that the received DC 

signals are well above the level of the thermal noise for the AC signals having power of the 

order of several microwatts. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic view of the THz-frequency resonance detector based on the AFM-Pt structure; 

(b) resonance curve of the output rectified DC voltage; 
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We propose a superconducting spin-triplet valve, which consists of a superconductor 

and an itinerant magnetic material, with the magnet showing an intrinsic non-collinear order 

characterized by a wave vector that may be aligned in a few equivalent preferred directions 

under the control of a weak external magnetic field pulse. Re-orienting the spiral direction 

allows one to controllably modify long-range spin-triplet superconducting correlations, leading 

to spin-valve switching behavior. We developed a control method of such a bilayer 

superconducting spin valve (SSV) non-perturbing superconductivity and suitable for energy 

saving cryogenic electronics. This SSV consists of a superconducting layer and a helimagnetic 

layer of B20 family compounds, namely Nb and spiral antiferromagnetic MnSi. Thanks to 

unique properties of B20 family magnets – noncollinear (in general helicoidal) magnetic order 

and cubic crystal lattice, there are few ground state magnetic configurations with different 

directions of the magnetic spiral, divided by a potential barrier [1]. Superconductivity in such 

a bilayer is controlled by the spiral vector reorientation in the MnSi layer, which leads to a 

change in the critical temperature of the Nb superconducting layer [2] due to the proximity 

effect.  

The switching is proposed to be carried out by a several hundred ps in duration magnetic 

field pulse of several kOe of magnitude. Such a pulse does not destroy the superconducting 

state of the Nb layer by itself but leads to the excitation of magnons in the MnSi layer, which 

triggers the process of reorientation of the magnetic spiral. Inverse switching returns the spiral 

to the initial state, opening the valve and turning on the superconducting state. The system can 

be switched there and back by a magnetic field of opposite signs along one direction in the 

layers plane, which allows easy control. Such SSV may be used as an element of 

superconducting memory for energy-efficient digital and quantum electronics [3]. 

The numerical experiments were financially supported by the Russian Ministry of 

Education and Science, Megagrant project N 075-15-2019-1934, the visualization of spin 

distributions was supported by the Mirror Laboratories collaboration project of the HSE 

University.    
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The present work is devoted to study of peculiarities of the focusing of magnetoelastic 

waves (MEW) near the magnetoelastic resonance in thick Y3Fe5O12 (YIG) film. Due to the fact 

that the spectrum of MEW depends on the direction of the wave vector q, the group V and 

phase velocities are noncollinear. As a results, directions occur in the crystal along which waves 

predominantly propagate. The group velocities are condensed along these directions, the 

intensity of the wave increases, and the MEW focusing occurs [1,2]. It is shown that concave 

areas can appear on the surface of constant frequency in the regions of MEW focusing. Caustic, 

i. e. the phenomenon of a sharp increase in wave flow intensity [3], corresponds to the lines 

along which the transition from convexity to concavity occurs.  

The purpose of this work is to calculate the directions of focusing and caustics of MEW. 

The approach for studying the properties of MEWs is based on the research of surfaces of 

constant frequency [1,2]. In this study, the MEW with long wavelength are considered, and the 

theory of magnon-phonon interaction in the framework of macroscopic approximation can be 

applied therefore [4]. Total energy of the system consists of elastic, magnetic, and 

magnetoelastic parts. The magnetic part of the energy contains magnetic dipole interaction than 

can be expressed through the demagnetization factors. The MEW spectrum consists of four 

eigenmodes, but one of them (LmT-mode) has the greatest spectrum anisotropy and is most 

interesting for the search for caustics therefore. This mode passes through two points of 

magnetoelastic resonance. The first of them relates to the interaction of longitudinal phonons 

(L) with magnetic mode (m), and the second one relates to the interaction of transverse phonons 

(T) with m-mode. It was found that two caustics occur in the range of magnetic fields 𝐻0 ≈

1909 − 2167 Oe for waves with the frequency 𝜔 2⁄ 𝜋 = 159.44MHz. The caustic directions 

are close to each other in the q-space, but the directions of the corresponding group velocities 

are well separated. Caustics can be found in a wide range of directions: 𝜋 2⁄ < 𝜃𝑐𝑉 < 𝜋 for the 

first caustic, and 0 𝜃𝑐𝑉 < 𝜋 2⁄  for the second one, and the directions of the caustics are 

determined by the magnitude of the external magnetic field. 

The research was carried out within the state assignment of FASO of Russia (theme 
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The creation devices based on the principles of magnonics is of great interest for areas, 

included the development storage and information signals processing [1]. Using Brillouin 

spectroscopy of light scattering (BLS) technique, it is possible to detect the propagation of a 

spin wave (SW) - the precession of magnetization under the action of a microwave signal. In 

the classical BLS system we detected the intensity IBLS of SW [2]. By adding an optical phase 

modulator to the BLS system, the phase of the propagating SW can be resolved [3]. 

In this work, we study the propagation of SW with a phase resolution in a yttrium iron 

garnet film [3] was fabricated by the laser scribing technique. Figure 1 shows a schematic 

representation of a structure consisting of YIG film with a thickness of tYIG = 10 μm. Saturation 

magnetization of YIG is 4πM0 = 1750 G. YIG film formed on a gadolinium-gallium garnet 

(GGG) substrate with a thickness of tGGG = 500 μm. A structure oriented in an external magnetic 

field M0=1830 Oe to excite a surface magnetostatic spin wave (SMSW). 

 
In this work, the BLS method will be used to study the formation the phase front of a spin 

wave in a YIG film. Using micromagnetic modeling, agreement with the experimental data will 

be shown. The intensity and phase of the SW will be compared and the optimal parameters for 

the propagation of SW in the YIG film are revealed. 

This work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (project No. 20-

37-90020, project No.18-29-27026). 
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Scheme of the structure with a superimposed map of the SW phase distribution at a 
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Microwave oscillations excitation under the effect of magnetostrictive transducers has 

application to hydroacoustics, flaw detection, ultrasonic technology, and processing of analog 

information in the microwave range [1, 2]. However, at present, the question of the reception 

and registration of such waves has been poorly studied, primarily in the separation of the 

microwave signal transmitted materials. The implementation of magnetoelastic oscillations in 

a magnetostrictive transducer in linear and nonlinear modes allows them to be used for 

recording the transmitted signal. 

The paper is dealing with coupled oscillations of magnetization and elastic displacement 

in the normally magnetized ferrite plate that possesses magnetoelastic properties and 

crystallographic anisotropy. The coupled oscillations excited by the amplitude-modulated 

alternating magnetic field when the parametric excitation of spin waves was blocked [3, 4].  

Time evolution of magnetic and elastic oscillations caused by the amplitude-modulated 

alternating field was analyzed in case of [001] and [111] crystallographic anisotropy type. 

Conditions of amplitude modulated signal detecting and various oscillations modes are 

considered in the paper. 

The paper describes dependences of magnetoelastic oscillations on polarization and 

magnitudes of alternating magnetic fields, crystallographic anisotropy. The time dependences, 

parametric portraits and frequency response of the excited magnetic and elastic oscillations 

were made. 

This work has been supported by the grants the Russian Science Foundation (project No. 21-

72-20048) 
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Currently, spin-transfer nanooscillators (STNO) based on multilayer structures are 

being actively investigated. Previously, such structure [1] and frequency tuning by 

magnetostriction [2] have already been theoretically studied. In this work, the model of a STNO 

with the possibility of frequency tuning by temperature changing is theoretically 

investigated [3]. The tuning of the oscillation frequency is possible due to the properties of the 

active element of the oscillator - holmium orthoferrite HoFeO3. In HoFeO3, in temperature 

interval 38 K-52 K several phase transitions are taking place. The physical structure of the 

consideration THz-oscillator is a two-layer nanostructure, in which the antiferromagnetic 

(AFM) layer (HoFeO3) lies on the heavy metal layer (platinum). The oscillations are excited by 

the DC electric current flowing through the Pt layer. To describe the oscillations of the Neel 

vector l = (M1 - M2)/Ms (where M1,2 is AFM sublattice magnetizations, Ms is the magnetic 

saturation of the AFM sublattice), the "sigma-model" was used, which took into account the 

temperature dependence of the anisotropy of HoFeO3. Figure 1 shows the dependence of the 

oscillation frequency on the density of the input DC current for damped oscillations regime and 

for self-oscillations regime. This dependence demonstrates a hysteretic behavior. 

We acknowledge the support from the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (Grant 

No. 19-29-03015, 18-57-76001, 18-29-27018). 
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Fig. 1. Output oscillation frequency vs DC current density for the 
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Magnons, being the quanta of spin-wave excitations, can be used as the signal carriers 

at frequencies that are lying between a few GHz to hundreds of GHz [1]. Magnonic 

networks(MN) comprised of coupled YIG spin-wave stripes can be used to process information 

and at the same time providing the technologically relevant integration to the present CMOS 

architecture [2]. Recently, it was shown, that the three dimensional (3D) meander shaped 

magnonic crystal [3] can provide vertical spin-wave transport by using the vertical sections of 

magnonic waveguide. In the present work we use the dipolar stray fields of magnonic stripes to 

perform the vertical and lateral spin-wave transport and transfer of the signal between the 

magnonic stripes.  

Figure 1 schematically shows the structure under consideration, consisting of 12 

magnetic microwaveguides, which was fabricated from YIG film with thickness of d = 10 μm. 

YIG was epitaxially grown on a gallium-gadolinium garnet substrate. The distance between the 

magnetic microwaveguides is a = 20 μm and b = 15 μm. The length along the long side of the 

waveguides was l = 4 mm, the width of the waveguide was c = 200 μm. The excitation of spin 

waves was carried out using 1 μm-thick and 10 μm-wide microstrip antennas located on two 

central waveguides.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Array of magnetic microwave 

guides 

 

The features of the spin-wave propagation in 3D array of YIG films are revealed. The resuls of 

numerical simulation (MM and FEM) are in good accordance with experimental BLS data. The 

observed phenomena of tunable spin-wave beam formation in 3D magnonic structure can 

provide an in-depth insight into the physics of lateral and vertical spin-wave  transport in array 

of micro- and nanoscale structures. 

Work is supported by RFBR (No. 19-29-03034) and Grant of the President of RF 

(MK1870.2020.9) 
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Spin pumping is based on the effect of a ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) in 

ferromagnet/normal metal (FM/NM) bilayers driven by microwave radiation. Localized d 

electrons precessing under FMR conditions transmit angular moment to s electrons of the NM 

through sd-exchange interaction. Then s electrons propagates into the bulk of NM due to 

diffusion motion resulting in the pure spin current [1]. The spin current flows without electric 

charge transfer that opens new possibilities in spintronic.  

Our group actively study the magnetic properties and spin pumping effects in different 

heterostructures. Among them, the most promising heterostructures are bilayers in which 

manganite (La0.7Sr0.3MnO3) is used as a ferromagnetic layer. The platinum (Pt) or iridate 

(SrIrO3) is usually used as a nonmagnetic metal layer.  

This talk is dedicated to our studies of the spin pumping effects in manganite/iridate and 

manganite/platinum bilayers. We will discuss the latest studies (see [2-7] and references 

therein) and present our new results on temperature dependences of the pure spin current, 

renormalization of the Gilbert damping constant and g-factor engendered by spin current flow.  
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Surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices is the one of the most useful type of devices in 

the current industry of telecommunications. These relatively small devices have good thermal 

stability parameters and wide bandwidth from hundreds of megahertz to several gigahertz. 

Classic design of SAW device consist of several main parts: interdigital transducer(IDT), which 

excite the acoustic waves by electric current, piezoelectric substrate there waves, are propagate 

and damping material, which covered piezoelectric waveguide borders for eliminate parasitic 

waves reflections. In depends of type the device piezoelectric waveguide surface may contain 

different additional structures: grooves, reflectors, couplers etc.  

Usually AW in piezoelectric crystals are reciprocal that means AW propagating in 

opposite direction has similar properties. However, non-reciprocity is strong mechanism allows 

to create different special devices like vents, insulators, circulator etc. Different methods to 

made AW non-reciprocal in crystals are exist [1,2]. One of the most reliable methods for that 

is the magnetoelasticity, which allow to change SAW properties by coverage part of 

piezoelectric waveguide magnetic thin film [3] or magnetic heteroscturcture [4]. Surface 

acoustic wave giant non-reciprocity effect is actively studied [4-6]. The SAW circulator based 

on SAW phase non-reciprocity was theoretically proposed in [7]. It was shown that circulator 

based on the ring resonator is suitable for GHz SAW frequencies [8].  

a) b) 

Fig. 2. Scheme of SAW circulator with SAFM heterostructures located on waveguides. (a) 

circulator scheme; 1,2,3,4 – ports numbers, respectively; 5 – paired IDT; 6 – piezoelectric 

structure (waveguide); 7 – SAFM heterostructure; 8 – layer of damped material; 9  

ferromagnet layer in SAFM heterostructure; 10 – spacer. 
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We propose another design for GHz SAW circulator, schematically shown in Fig. 1. 

Proposed design consist of piezoelectric single crystal substrate made from lithium niobate 

(LiNbO3) on Y-cut, which is the classic materials for SAW devices, paired IDTs turned on 90 

degrees, trilayered heterostructure with antiferromagnetic properties, so-called synthetic 

antiferromagnet (SAFM) and area of damping material to exclude parasitic reflections of SAW. 

A special feature of this structure is the paired IDT, which generates acoustic waves 

with the same properties in two directions at once and the array of SAFM stripes located in the 

middle of waveguides. The SAW generated by such IDT have the same propagation velocity 

and properties due to the Y-cut 90-degree symmetry of lithium niobate. 

We have shown that in this structure, it is possible for surface acoustic waves to be non-

reciprocal in a wide frequency band without the application of an external bias magnetic field. 

We acknowledge the support from the grant of Russian Foundation for Basic Research 

(grant No. 19-29-D3015, 18-29-27018, 18-57-76001) 
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      The practical application of spin waves is rapidly developing as an alternative to existing 

methods of transmitting digital information, as well as for use in quantum communication. Spin 

waves in magnetic microcavities are at the heart of modern magnonics [1]. 

 

     In this work, we study magnetostatic spin waves in 

iron-garnet microdiscs of different diameters, excited by 

a sequence of ultrashort laser pulses. Optical excitation of 

spin waves occurred at a frequency comparable to the 

natural frequency of magnetization precession, which 

provided a cumulative effect leading to quasi-stationary 

magnon oscillations in microdisks, which allows us to 

observe interference effects and excite various magnon 

modes. The interference of backward volume 

magnetostatic spin waves in disks with a diameter of 300 

μm  was found (Fig. 1.). With a decrease in the diameter 

of the disks, modes of various types (BMVSW and 

MSSW) were excited due to the greater localization of 

electromagnetic energy in small disks. It was demonstrated that the amplitudes of some of the 

first magnetostatic modes with a frequency close to the pump beam frequency are doubled in 

comparison with other modes (Fig. 2) [2,3]. 

  

(a) (b) 

 

Fig. 1. Dependence of the spin 

waves amplitude on the applied 

magnetic field at four different 

positions of the pump and probe 

beams 
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(c) (d) 

Fig. 1. Spatial distribution of the spin wave amplitude for the 20 μm disk at H = 3.01 kOe 

(a) (the lower field resonance peak), and at H = 3.14 kOe (b) (the higher field resonance 

peak), for the 10 μm disk at H = 3.07 Oe (c) (the lower field resonance peak), and at H = 

3.12 Oe (d) (the higher field resonance peak). 
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New magnetic nanostructures of the "spin valve" type have been synthesized, the main 

functional elements of which are made from natural metallic helimagnets Dy and Ho (see 

Fig.1). The possibility of controlling magnetotransport characteristics of chiral helimagnets 

(HM) by the action of an external magnetic field, which causes the rotation of the magnetic 

spiral of the chiral nanolayer due to the presence of an uncompensated magnetic moment, has 

been experimentally shown.  

Spin valves comprising a synthetic antiferromagnet and a CoFe/HM/CoFe structure in 

the pinned layer, HM being Dy or Ho, were prepared by magnetron sputtering.  

It is shown that the Dy layer is 

characterized by crystallites, the [0002] direction 

of which is perpendicular to the film plane. 

Variations of magnetotransport properties of the 

spin valve, which are due to the formation of 

antiferromagnetic order in the dysprosium layer, 

are observed. Peculiarities of noncollinear 

magnetic order of the Dy layer were found to 

depend on the direction of magnetic moments of 

adjacent layers and magnetic field strength when 

passing through the Néel temperature. 

A holmium layer in the spin valves is 

polycrystalline with weak axial texture. The 

structural coherence length along the hexagonal c-

axis is approximately 2/5 of the total thickness of 

the holmium layer. Field dependences of the spin 

valves magnetoresistance were measured at different temperatures. Correlation was revealed 

between magnetic state in holmium layer and the shape of magnetoresistive curve. Deviation 

of magnetic moments of the reference layer and the adjacent part of holmium from the applied 

magnetic field was investigated. The field induced mobility of the magnetic helicoid in 

holmium layers was revealed.  

The research was supported by RFBR (project No. 19-02-00057). 
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Fig.1. Schematic of a chiral spin 

valve. The arrows show the 

magnetic moments of a fragment of 

the helimagnet Dy (Ho) layer, an 

antiferromagnetic FeMn layer, and 

ferromagnetic CoFe layers: pinned 

MP, referent MR, and free MF. 
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The work represents a theoretical generalization and modeling of spin-polarized 

conductivity (conductance) in magnetic nanoscale heterostructures based on the extended 

model of magnetic point contact (PC) [1]. The theory describes diffuse, quasi-ballistic, ballistic 

and quantum conduction modes and creates a convenient formalism for modeling and 

researching spintronic devices. The PC model assumes that the middle layer between 

ferromagnetic electrodes (with non-collinear magnetization) can be replaced by different 

materials: dielectric, ferroelectric, magnetic domain wall, semiconductor or compounds of 

metals.  

According to the theoretical model, the spin-polarized conductivity of the PC, taking 

into account the quantum boundary conditions, can be found from the general expression for 

the spin component of the electric current [1]: 
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where s is the spin index, G0 is the conductance quantum, kF,s is the minimum of the Fermi 

wave vectors of the spin subbands of the electrodes, a is the radius of the point contact, V is 

applied voltage, J1(ka) is the Bessel function. The Tbal,s , Ωheter,s and Ωgrad,s  are functions of 

integrals depending on the transmission coefficient Ds (ϑs, V, ) of electrons, mean free paths  ls, 

Fermi wave vectors kF,s. In integral the upper limit ϑcr is the angle determined by the 

conservation law for the longitudinal components of the Fermi wave vectors; ϑs is the angle of 

incidence of an electron on the interface between the media from the normal to the PC plane; 

 is the angle between the mutual orientations of the domains of the PC magnetic electrodes. 

The functions Tbal,s , Ωheter,s  and Ωgrad,s  are responsible for ballistic (tunneling), quasi-ballistic 

and diffusion modes of conduction of PC and  heterogeneity of chemical potentials on  the 

interfaces, see their exact expressions in [1]. The Ds (ϑs, V, ) can be found by the transfer 

matrix method as a function of the width L, the energy height UB of the barrier, and other 

parameters of the PC, see [2].  
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Magnonic systems have attracted great attention over the last years because of their 

applicability for creation of functional electronics elements, such as mode selectors and 

directional couplers1,2. Two normal modes could exist in the spin wave (SW) spectrum of a 

system consists of magnonic waveguides with strong coupling between them. In the case when 

we have balanced gain and loss3, a point called “exceptional point” appears in the SW spectrum 

where two normal modes transfers to eigenfrequencies of individual ones. Up to now, the most 

studied magnonic systems are multilayered structures which consists of ferromagnetic layers 

separated by a thin nonmagnetic material1, however, lateral structures are more attractive4,5.  

In this work, we demonstrate dynamics of an exceptional point induced by wavenumber 

change in a system of coupled magnonic waveguides (Fig. 1). We show that one can effectively 

change positions of exceptional points by varying the wavenumbers and values of effective 

damping within waveguides.  

We acknowledge the support from the grant of Russian Foundation for Basic Research 

(Grant No. 19-29-03015, 18-29-27018, 18-57-76001). 

 

Fig. 1. The investigated magnonic system, where backward volume waves are excited (left); 

exceptional point dependence on wave number, k1 = 1 rad/μm, k2 = 10 rad/μm, k3 = 30 

rad/μm (right).  
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One of the main directions in the modern physics of composite elastic media is the 

search for acoustic analogs of resonant polariton effects characteristic of the dynamics of 

electromagnetic metamaterials. Great attention is recently paid to the study of the polariton 

mechanism of the formation of the Fano resonance and the related dynamic effects (e.g., the 

collapse of Fano resonances, “dark” modes, superresonance, and superradiance). These studies 

contribute to the development of the modern physics of elastic metamaterials, and intense 

studies on the hybridization of spintronics and straintronics are focused on the possibilities of 

using magnetic heterostructures (in particular, layered) as a new elemental base for the 

fabrication of efficiently controlled metamaterials. In particular, the search for magnetoacoustic 

analogs of the mentioned dynamic polariton effects is of significant interest. For example, the 

possibility of the existence of the magnetoelastic variant of the Fano resonance at an oblique 

incidence of a plane bulk elastic shear wave on a tangentially magnetized ferromagnetic layer 

acoustically hard coupled to an unlimited isotropic elastic nonmagnetic insulator (acoustic 

analog of the Voigt geometry) was theoretically considered in recent works. However, in this 

works authors used a theoretical model that did not involve the contribution of propagating 

magnetostatic and exchange spin waves to the magnetoelastic dynamics of the magnetic layer.  

In view of the above presentation, we study in this work the magnon contribution to the 

elastodipole mechanism of the formation of the Fano resonance and the related dynamic effects, 

including the collapse of the Fano resonance, the formation of bound states in the continuum, 

and superradiance for the case of the tunneling of the plane bulk elastic SH- wave through 

acoustically continuous heterostructures involving superconducting, as well as magnetic and 

nonmagnetic dielectric, layers. 

It has been shown that the effect of the elastic dipole interaction on the transmission of 

elastic shear phonons through magnetic insulator–superconductor sandwich structures 

involving ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic layers allows the implementation of 

magnetoacoustic analogs of polariton effects well known in the physics of semiconductor 

heterostructures, including the formation and collapse of the acoustic Fano resonance, bound 

states in the continuum of transverse phonons, “dark” and ”light” modes, and acoustic 

superradiance. These effects for asymmetric layered magnetic heterostructures can be non-

reciprocal with respect to the inversion of the direction of the longitudinal wave vector (the 

angle of incidence of the shear plane wave incident from outside). It is also noteworthy that the 

linewidth of the outgoing SH magnetoelastic wave associated with radiative damping near the 

mentioned bound states in the continuum within the considered non-dissipative model can be 

arbitrarily small according to the Friedrich -Wintgen theory.  
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Spin waves propagating in systems with strong magnetoelstic interaction have 

peculiarities that seem to be perspective for spintronics applications. There are no clear 

magnetic or elastic modes in such systems, but only coupled magnetoelastic waves (MEW). 

The direction of the group velocity of MEW may differ significantly from the direction of the 

the wave vector, and the focusing of MEW occurs. Moreover, in the specific directions, the 

MEW intensity increases sharply. This phenomena is called caustic, and the MEW caustic can 

definitely be used in spintronic devices.  

Galphenol alloys GaxFe100-x represent a class of materials in which the MEW caustic can 

be observed, for the following reasons: high magnetization, high anisotropic in the elastic 

subsystem, and strong magnetostriction effects due to the strong  magnetoelastic interaction [1]. 

The Ga concentration x may be varied over a wide region (0<x<30). The change in x produces 

the change in all parameters: the magnetization decreases from 1700 G/cm3 at x=0 to 950 G/cm3 

at x=30, the exchange coupling constant A also decreases with x by about 30%, the elastic 

constants c11, c44, c12 depends on x nonmonotonically, and the magnetoelastic interaction 

constants b1, b2 even change sign: b2>0 for x<13.2, and b2<0 for x>13.2 [2,3].  

The MEW spectrum in galfenol demonstrates interesting features. When the  

quasilongitudinal phonon mode (L) becomes close to the quasimagnetic mode (m), the modes 

interact each other, and mL resonance occurs. The polarization vector of L mode obtains a 

magnetic part, while m  mode gets elastic components. The same situation is realized when  

quasimagnetic mode is close to the fast (T1) and slow  (T2) quasitransverse phonon modes. 

Thus, we deal with three magnetoelastic resonances: mL, mT1 and mT2. In the vicinity of the 

resonances, the MEW acquire the specific properties: the waves with different directions of 

wave vectors (in a certain solid angle) have practically the same direction of the group velocity, 

and the intensity of the wave flow increases sharply. These directions (caustics) do not coincide 

with characteristic crystalline direction [001], [100], [101], [111], and depend on the parameters 

of the system. In this report, the dependencies of caustic directions on (1) magnitude of external 

field, (2) wave frequency, and (3) concentration x are investigated. It is shown that the caustic 

picture is significantly different for different x, but for each value of x the caustic directions can 

be effectively controlled by the external field.  

The research was carried out within the state assignment of FASO of Russia (theme 

''Function'' AAAA-A19-119012990095-0). 
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The report is devoted to the theoretical investigation of the propagational peculiarities 

of magnetoelastic waves in a bulk galfenol (Fe1-xGax) sample in the vicinity of magnetoelastic 

resonance. The chosen material has several features; one of them is the strong dependence of 

material properties on gallium concentration. E.g. increasing in Ga concentration from 13.2% 

to 20% causes noticeable modification of such properties as density, saturation magnetization, 

elastic and magnetoelastic moduli [1]; another feature is that galfenol alloys are materials with 

strong elastic anisotropy and strong magnetoelastic interaction. 

The magnetoelastic waves in a cubic lattice have been theoretically studied for a long 

time [2], but the investigations usually explored the waves propagating in principal directions 

only ([100], [001], [101], [111]). In the present work, the external magnetic field is assumed to 

be applied along the [001] crystal axis of a bulk galfenol sample, and the directions of the wave 

vectors are chosen to be arbitrary.  The typical wavelengths in experiments with galfenol are 

about 1 μm, and the typical frequencies are about 10 GHz. A phenomenological model of the 

dynamics of magnetic and elastic subsystems can be employed therefore. The spectrum of the 

magnetoelstic waves consists of four modes, and three magnetoelastic resonances occur: mL-

resonance, when the quasi-magnon frequency becomes close to quasi-elastic quasi-longitudinal 

one, mT1 and mT2-resonances, when quasi-magnon mode becomes close to fast and slow quasi-

transverse quasi-phonon modes, respectively. The waves demonstrate highly anisotropic 

behavior in the vicinity of resonances. They propagate nonuniformly and focus along the 

specific directions. In the present report, it is shown that the focusing directions do not coincide 

with the principal directions, and they can be effectively controlled by the wave frequency and 

the magnitude of external magnetic field. 

The results of presented research are as follows. The frequency regions of mL, mT1 and 

mT2 resonances are determined. For instance, if gallium concentration is equal to x=13.2% and 

the value of external magnetic field is about 10 kOe, then the resonance frequency region is 

about (28-35) GHz. If the wave frequency is located in this region, then the resonance 

conditions are satisfied only for specific regions of the directions. Thus, magnetoelastic 

resonances become "oriented'', namely, in some directions the magnetic and elastic modes 

interact stronger than in others.  

The research was carried out within the state assignment of FASO of Russia (theme 

"Function'' AAAA-A19-119012990095-0), and by IMP UB RAS project No. м 1-21. 
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At the present time, metamaterials based on periodic structures are widely used in the 

microwave technology. Such structures can be applied both as a radio-absorbing material and 

as a part of so-called frequency-selective surfaces [1]. Fibers, microwires, spirals, hooks, etc. 

could be implemented as a unit element of a periodic structure. [2]. In the present work, a 

metamaterial in a dielectric matrix with inclusions in the form of conducting squares of small 

thickness is studied. The aim of this work is to find a suitable mixing formula to describe the 

microwave properties of the system. 

 

 

 

Fig.1. Appearance of a computational model with 10 layers of conductive inclusions 

 

The problem is solved using the numerical simulation of the transmission and reflection 

coefficients with periodic boundary conditions by the finite element method. The computational 

model (Fig.1) is a semi-infinite layer of conductive inclusions of square form and small 

thickness, placed in a dielectric matrix, with the possibility of changing the distance between 

the inclusions. Both single layer and multilayer structures with the number of layers up to 10 

are calculated. The distance between the layers is fixed or changed simultaneously with the 

distance between the elements in the plane. 

To approximate the obtained dependences of the static susceptibility, the Odelevsky 

formula [3] is used: 

𝜒 =
𝑝

(1 − 𝑝/𝑝𝑐)𝑁
, 

where χ is an effective susceptibility of the system, p is a volume concentration of conductive 

inclusions, pc is a percolation threshold and N is a depolarization factor, also known as form 

factor of the inclusions. It is easy to see, that when pc=1, Odelevsky formula transforms into 

Maxwell Garnett formula. 
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Fig. 2. The calculated dependence of the static susceptibility of the periodic 

structure on the volume concenctration of inclusions, obtained by numerical simulation. 

The curve is an approximation by the Odelevsky formula 

 

Figure 2 shows the calculated dependence of the static susceptibility (χst) on the volume 

concentration of the system with ten layers of conductive inclusions. It is shown, that the 

microwave properties of the investigated periodic structure are correctly described by the 

Odelevsky mixing formula. The effective depolarization coefficient of inclusions is calculated 

and it is demonstrated that the value of the depolarization coefficient of a multilayer structure 

is close to a single-layer one. It is also shown, that the applicability of the selected mixing 

formula does not depend on the number of layers in the system under study. 

This study was financially supported by the Russian Science Foundation (RSF) under 

project No. 21-19-00138 (https://rscf.ru/en/project/21-19-00138/). 
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Combining superconducting (S) films with a strongly spin-polarized ferromagnet (F) 

gives opportunities for creation new superconducting spintronic devices based on generation of 

spin-triplet Cooper pairs because of the inverse proximity effect. Such a bilayer can be 

described in terms of quasiclassical theory, which is based on calculation of propagator �̂�, 

known as Green function. The Green function is a 4x4 matrix in spin-space, whose normal and 

anomalous components depends on the energy of the quasiparticle 𝜖 and a distance z from the 

SF inteface. The propagator �̂� can be found in the dirty limit as a solution of Usadel equations  

𝑖𝐷𝜕𝑧(�̂�𝜕𝑧�̂�) =  [(𝜖 + 𝑖𝜂)𝜏3̂ + ∆̂,  �̂�] 

here D is the electrons diffusion coefficient, 𝜖 + 𝑖𝜂 is the energy variable with a small imaginary 

term, 𝜏3̂ - the third Pauli matrix, ∆̂ - the matrix order parameter. 

The boundary-value problem should be added by the boundary conditions appropriate 

for the case of strong spin polarization of the ferromagnet [1]. The boundary conditions depend 

on spin-mixing angle, which determine the phase difference for electrons with spin-up and spin-

down, reflected from the SF interface. 

 The singlet and the triplet components of the anomalous Green function were found 

analytically from linear approximation of Usadel equations for such boundary conditions in our 

works [2-3]. In this work, we numerically solved this boundary value problem, using Riccati 

parametrization [4] of the propagator to satisfy the normalization condition �̂�2 = 1: 

�̂� = (
𝑁 0
0 �̃�

) (
1 + 𝛾�̃� 2𝛾

2�̃� 1 + �̃�𝛾
) 

where 𝛾(𝑧, 𝜖), �̃�(𝑧, 𝜖) – Riccati parameters, 𝑁 = (1 − 𝛾�̃�)−1, �̃� = (1 − �̃�𝛾)−1 – 

normalization matrices. From the anomalous Green functions, we determined the order 

parameter in a superconducting film using the self-consistency equation: 

∆(𝑧) =
1

2
𝑁0𝜆 ∫ 𝑑𝜖[𝑓𝑠(𝑧, 𝜖) − 𝑓𝑠(𝑧, −𝜖)]𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝜖/2𝑇)

∆0𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ(1/𝑁0𝜆)

0

 

where 𝑓𝑠 – singlet anomalous Green function, 𝑁0 – density of states at the Fermi level, λ – BCS 

coupling constant, ∆0 is the order parameter in the bulk S material. 

 The numerical calculation of the Green's functions coincides with the previously 

obtained analytical solution in the temperature range close to the critical temperature Tc. We 

studied the influence of a ferromagnetic insulator on the order parameter (Fig.1) as a function 

of the spin mixing angle. The superconducting order parameter decreases with increasing spin 

mixing angle near the S-F interface. The density of states (DOS) is also investigated in the S/F 

bilayer. 
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Fig.1 The suppression of the order parameter ∆(𝑧) in the vicinity of the SF interface. 

 

The DOS calculations were financially supported by the Russian Ministry of Education 
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In THz emitters based on the ferromagnet (FM) / nonmagnetic (NM) nanoscale  

heterostructure, the generation of radiation is based on spintronic effects. Such emitters have 

an ultra-wide generation spectrum of THz radiation (up to 30 THz) and allow to control the 

parameters of THz radiation directly in the emitter [1,2]. 

In our work, a spintronic emitter based on the [TbCo2 / FeCo] x3 multilayer structure 

was investigated by the method of time-resolved THz spectroscopy. This structure is 

characterized by an easy-axis magnetic anisotropy induced during fabrication and, as a 

consequence, by the presence of a spin-reorientation transition (SRT) [3]. The paper proposes 

a method for controlling the polarization based on magnetic field-induced SRT with 

magnetization along the hard axis [4]. The SRT provides magnetization rotation when magnetic 

field is changed by its value only, giving rise to polarization rotation of the THz pulse. This 

makes the multilayers with SRT very different from the magnetic / nonmagnetic structures. In 

the latter, the polarization rotation can be achieved by rotation magnetic field around them, that 

is much less technologically justified. Figure 1 shows the dependence of the THz wave 

polarization rotation angle on the magnitude of the constant magnetic field for its fixed 

direction. 

 
Fig. 1. -  The dependence of the polarization angle and the magnitude of the THz field at 

different values of the magnetic field. Left scale: Magnetic field dependence of the THz 

polarization angle obtained from the fits of angular diagrams by magnetizing the sample along 

the hard axis. Right scale: total THz field dependence. Lines are guides for eye. 
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It is important that the rotation of the polarization plane occurs without loss of the THz radiation 

intensity. Figure 2 shows a scheme for generating THz radiation in a multilayer structure. The 

most likely emission mechanism is photoinduced ISHE. An argument in favor of this 

mechanism is the observation of ISHE in this structure earlier using direct injection of spin 

current from a YIG film at ferromagnetic resonance [6]. 

 
Fig.2. Illustration of the sample structure and directions of valuable vectors. H is magnetic 

field strength, JS is the spin-current, JC is the charge current. 

The work of Russian side is supported by Russian Science Foundation (Grant 20-12-00276). 
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In last decades there are many works on computer modeling of nonlinear magnetic 

dynamics in nanostructures. This interest is caused by creation of fundamentally new 

computing technical devices [1]. The work devoted to the modeling of the second order 

magnetization precession modes in a normally magnetized two-layer ferromagnetic structure 

with cubic anisotropy. Let’s consider perpendicular magnetized two-layer film. The material of 

the film similar to YIG. The alternating magnetic field lies in the plane of the film and has 

circular polarization. The Landau-Lifshitz equation is used to describe the magnetic dynamics 

of the film. The field of cubic anisotropy, the demagnetizing fields and the interaction field 

were taken into account [2]. The paper considers types of layer anisotropy: [100], [110], [111] 

[2]. Landau-Lifshitz equation was solved numerically by the 4-5 orders Runge-Kutta method 

in the Scilab. A specific equilibrium position precession mode for anisotropy type [111] has 

been detected, which was strongly dependent on the size and direction of the field of interlayer 

interaction. It was shown that in the absence of the second layer, the precession of the position 

breaks into a low-amplitude circular precession. When the field of interlayer interaction 

becomes comparable to the anisotropy field the precession portraits appear new condensations 

(which are not so pronounced, but are noticeable), which, depending on the value of interlayer 

interaction J, can coincide with the condensations of anisotropy. Starting with the value of J = 

300 erg/cm3, the ring of the second order precession begins to expand markedly. With the 

further growth of J, the influence of the anisotropy field decreases, the thickening becomes less 

pronounced until the large ring is completely evenly filled with small rings. Starting at the value 

of J = 800 erg/cm3, the thickenings cease to be visible, and the large ring looks evenly filled 

with small rings. 

 

This work has been supported by the grants: Russian Science Foundation (project No. 21-72-

20048); RFBR and Komi Republic (project No. 20-42-110004). 
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Section 3 

 Plasmonics and Nanophotonics 
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High index contrast dielectric Mie resonators featuring unique modal profiles, strong 

light-matter interaction at the nanoscale has led to the discovery of a variety of novel photonic 

phenomena recently. In this work, we report the observation of anomalous magneto-optical 

effects in Si/Ce:YIG/YIG/SiO2 high index contrast Mie resonators. Giant s-polarized 

transverse magneto-optical Kerr effect (TMOKE) up to 6.5% and longitudinal magneto-optical 

Kerr effect (LMOKE) in transmission mode (LMOKE-T) of ~0.1° under near normal incidence 

(q=3°) are observed experimentally, which are either non-existent or orders of magnitude 

weaker in planar magneto-optical thin films. These novel magneto-optical effects originated 

from the circular displacement current in high index contrast Mie resonators. Our work 

indicates an uncharted territory of light polarization control based on the complex modal 

profiles in all-dielectric magneto-optical Mie resonators and metasurfaces, which opens the 

door for versatile control of light propagation by magnetization for a variety of applications in 

vectoral magnetic field sensing, biosensing, non-reciprocal photonic devices, magneto-optical 

imaging and optomagnetic memories.  
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The field of plasmonics is being actively developing as a lot of novel experimental 

realizations of subwavelength periodic structures become possible when using modern 

technological methods [1]. At the same time, well known systems such as opal films can serve 

as well as a powerful platform for the fabrication of resonant plasmonic structures. It was shown 

that when a metal layer covers an opaline structure, its optical properties is governed by the 

diffraction of a light beam on both the periodically structured metal film and on the 3D lattice 

of opal photonic crystal (PhC). If the metal is ferromagnetic, then the magnetooptical response 

of the composite can reveal interesting features. In this work we demonstrate resonant optical 

and magnetooptical response of thin high quality opal films covered by (i) a thin ferromagnetic 

Co layer, and (ii) Co+Ag thin layer. 

Opal films containing up to 15 layers of SiO2 colloidal spheres of 270-630 nm in 

diameter were synthesized by liquid phase colloid epitaxy, so that the closely-packed hexagonal 

structure with the (111) plane parallel to the films’ surface was formed [2]. Afterwards, a cobalt 

film with the effective thickness of approximately 10% of the spheres’ diameter was deposited 

by magnetron sputtering; in some cases a 10 nm thick Ag layer was deposited above cobalt 

film. At such thicknesses, metal film is inhomogeneous in thickness, has a pronounced profile 

with a periodic array of nanoholes.  

Wavelength-angular spectra of the transmitted radiation reveal a number of peculiarities 

associated with the surface plasmon-polariton (SPP) excitations and/or opal photonic band gap, 

their dispersion being dependent on the size of the SiO2 spheres. Furthermore, a strong 

enhancement of the magneto-optical effects in attained close to the resonant SPP excitation. We 

show that the presence of Ag layer increases the quality factor of the SPP resonances, as well 

as of the magneto-optical contrast in the Voigt geometry, which approaches the value of 1%. 

The obtained results are perspective for the development of the new lithography-free platform 

of transparent magnetoplasmonics.  
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Magneto-optics of nanostructured materials significantly differ from that of the smooth 

films and crystals. Excitation of various types of optical modes change the spin-photon 

interaction leading to the significant enhancement of the known magneto-optical effects and 

appearance of the new effects that in the smooth films were absent. We consider bismuth-

substituted iron-garnet films nanopatterned with 1D or 2D periodicity that can support guided 

modes of TM or TE types. Such modes reveal themselves as the narrow resonances in the 

optical spectra with Q-factor higher than 100. We show that excitation of such kind of modes 

is responsible for the new mechanisms of the magneto-optical interaction.  

The dispersion of the TM-type modes is sensitive to the transverse external magnetic 

field applied to the structure. It causes the nonreciprocal shift of the guided mode resonance 

position under the action of the external magnetic field applied in +Hy and –Hy directions. 

Therefore, the transmittance and reflectance spectra are also changed resulting in the 

modulation of the light intensity – so called transverse magneto-optical Kerr effect. As the 

mechanism of this effect is different from that of a smooth film, all-dielectric nanostructure 

exhibits simultaneous high transparency, low absorption and up to 2% TMOKE [1]. 

Although TE-type waves in smooth materials are not sensitive to the transverse 

magnetic field, the 2D nanostructures can change the situation. A complex picture of the 

excitation, dispersion and polarization characteristics of the guided modes excited in the 2D 

periodic nanostructures gives rise to the transverse magneto-photonic intensity effect [2]. In 

contrast to the TMOKE, it can be observed both in p and s polarizations of the incident light 

and reach about 0.5% for both of them. 

Another important feature of the nanostructures with the guided modes is the possibility 

of the subwavelength light localization inside the iron-garnet material. The low optical 

absorption makes the non-thermal excitation of the spin waves in such structures efficient while 

the subwavelength light localization allows for the tunable excitation of the perpendicular 

standing spin waves or high orders [3].   

We acknowledge the financial support from Russian Ministry of Education and Science 
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In this communication, we present the results of theoretical and numerical investigation 

of optical and magneto-optical properties of one-dimensional (1D) three-periodic magnetic 

photonic crystals (MPCs). This research is a development of our previous study of dielectric 

three-periodic photonic crystals [1-3].  For the constituting materials of the structure we choose 

the magnetic yttrium-iron garnet Y3Fe5O12 (YIG) and bismuth-doped YIG (Bi:YIG) and 

nonmagnetic dielectric oxides SiO2 and TiO2. The 1D three-periodic MPCs are formed by two 

alternating unit cells which are the finite fragments of photonic crystals PC1 and PC2, 

respectively. Depending on the chosen combination of the constituting materials, one or both 

unit cells can contain magnetic layers. We focus on the case of nonmagnetic PC1 and magnetic 

PC2 unit cells. We choose PC1 to be composed of SiO2 and TiO2 layers of thicknesses d1 and 

d2, respectively, with the period D1 = d1 + d2  and the structure formula (SiO2/TiO2)
N. We 

assume PC2 to be of structure (YIG/Bi:YIG)M with thicknesses of YIG and Bi:YIG layers 

denoted d3 and d4, respectively, which is characterized by the sub-period D2 = d3 + d4. The 

resulting 1D three-periodic MPC has the structure [(SiO2/TiO2)
N/(YIG/Bi:YIG)M]K  (see Fig. 1)  

and it is characterized by the super-period D3=ND1+MD2, where N and M  are sub-period 

numbers and K is a super-period number. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Schematic of the 1D three-periodic magnetic crystal [(SiO2/TiO2)
N/(YIG/Bi:YIG)M]K.  

 

A plane electromagnetic wave of wavelength λ is incident in the vacuum on the left-

hand-side of the MPC’s surface in xz-plane under the incidence angle θ. We considered the case 

of polar magneto-optical configuration (see Fig. 1) when both YIG and Bi:YIG layers are 

magnetized along the z-axis, i.e. perpendicularly to the interfaces of the films.   We restrict our 

consideration of the incident electromagnetic waves within the wavelength range λ = (1 - 5) 

μm, where all the chosen materials are transparent, and YIG and Bi:YIG materials possess 

magneto-optical properties.  The layers thicknesses are chosen to satisfy the Bragg condition 

ni(λ0) di = λ0/4 (here ni is the refractive  index, i is the number of the layer) at λ0 = 1.55 μm  for 

all the layers, as well as for different  values λ01 and λ02 for the nonmagnetic and magnetic 

layers, respectively.     
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We calculated the transmittivity and reflectivity spectra of the electromagnetic waves 

for the considered three-periodic MPC using the method of the transfer matrix (4×4) [4]. We 

examined the modifications of both TE- and TM-modes spectra within the first photonic 

bandgap and its vicinity with the change of the sub-period- and super-period numbers N, M, 

and K, incidence angle θ and the layers thicknesses di. The bandgap spectra are polarization-

dependent and exhibit a set of complex intra-band modes. The number and positions of the 

intra-band modes are correlated with the sub- and super-period numbers and strongly depend 

on the layers thicknesses (or on the choice of λ01 and λ02). The change of θ allows to govern the 

positions of  both bandgap edges and intra-band modes, as well as to open or to close the 

bandgaps. Modifying di, one can reach a significant shift of the intra-band modes towards the 

bandgap edges, as well it is possible to increase the intra-band modes number and to obtain 

satellite bandgaps.   

We showed a significant increase of the Faraday and Kerr rotations at the frequencies 

of intra-band modes with the increase of the magnetic periods M where the transmittivity values 

are close to unity. This fact demonstrates one of the advantages of multiperiodic MPCs 

compared to single-periodic photonic crystals, where the maximal polarization plane rotation 

occurs at lower transmittivities. The change of the incidence angle also allows to reach Faraday 

rotation of about some tens degrees.    
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Graphene is a unique material to study fundamental limits of plasmonics. Apart from 

the ultimate single-layer thickness, its carrier concentration can be tuned by chemical doping 

or applying an electric field. In this manner the electrodynamic properties of graphene can be 

varied from highly conductive to dielectric. Graphene supports strongly confined, propagating 

surface plasmon-polaritons (SPPs) in a broad spectral range from terahertz to midinfrared 

frequencies. It also possesses a strong magneto-optical response and thus provides 

complimentary architectures to conventional magneto-plasmonics based on magneto-optically 

active metals or dielectrics. In this work we present main results of our long time complex 

theoretical investigations of electrodynamic properties of graphene-based nanostructures. 

Electrodynamic properties of the graphene–magnetic semiconductor–graphene 

sandwich-structure have been investigated theoretically with taking into account the dissipation 

processes [1]. Influence of graphene layers on electromagnetic waves propagation in graphene–

semi-infinte magnetic semiconductor and graphene–magnetic semiconductor–graphene 

sandwich-structure has been analyzed. Frequency and field dependences of the reflectance, 

transmittance and absorbtance of electromagnetic waves by such structure have been calculated. 

The size effects associated with the thickness of the structure have been analyzed. The 

possibility of efficient control of electrodynamic properties of graphene–magnetic 

semiconductor–graphene sandwich-structure by an external magnetic field has been shown. 

Change in speckle-pattern of linearly polarized light passed through graphene-covered optical 

fiber placed in external magnetic field has been investigated, the possibility of magnetic 

speckle-pattern rotation suppression and inverse speckle-pattern rotation effect has been shown 

[2]. Magnetic field switching of plasmon-polaritons propagating into a planar gyrotropic 

waveguide covered by two graphene layers at a deeply subwavelength scale has been predicted, 

it has been shown that applying an external magnetic field may lead to energy redistribution 

between two waveguide surfaces [3]. Magnetic field induced by guiding plasmonic modes in 

graphene-coated nanowire via an inverse Faraday effect has been calculated [4]. Conditions of 

transverse electric plasmonic mode existence in graphene-based cylindrical waveguide has 

been obtained and analized [5]. Giant Faraday rotation of high-order plasmonic modes in 

graphene-based nanowires has been predicted. Upon the reversal of the external magnetic field 

pointing along the nanowire axis some high-order plasmonic modes may be rotated by up to 

∼100° on the length scale of about 500 nm at mid-infrared frequencies. Tuning the carrier 

concentration in graphene by chemical doping or gate voltage allows for controlling SPP-

properties and notably the rotation angle of high-order azimuthal modes [6]. We investigated 

topological nanostructures covered with graphene-based meta-surfaces, which consist of a 

periodic pattern of subwavelength stripes of graphene winding around the (meta-) tube or 
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(meta-)torus. We establish the relation between the topological and plasmonic properties in 

these structures, as justified by simple theoretical expressions. Our results demonstrate how to 

use strong asymmetric and chiral plasmonic responses to tailor the electrodynamic properties 

in topological meta-structures. Cavity resonances formed by elliptical and hyperbolic plasmons 

in meta-structures are sensitive to the one-way propagation regime in a finite length (Fabry–

Perot-like) meta-tube and display the giant mode splitting in a (Mach–Zehnder-like) meta-torus. 

[7, 8]. Surface plasmon-polaritons in gain-loss metasurfaces have been investigated. A 

fundamentally new concept of realization of hyperbolic plasmonic metasurfaces by anisotropic 

gain–loss competition is proposed, and the possibility of highly directional propagation and 

amplification of surface plasmon polaritons is predicted. A simple realistic configuration of 

such a metasurface represents the periodic array of lossy metallic slabs embedded in the gain 

matrix. [9]. 

We believe that these results extend beyond the graphene plasmonics as they are 

qualitatively valid for arbitrary nanostructures formed by artificial 2D meta-surfaces supporting 

the propagating SPP modes. 
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Electromagnetic field of optical frequency, falling on the interface between dielectric and 

conductive (metallic) media, causes oscillations of both free and bound charges in the media. 

As a result of charge oscillations secondary electromagnetic waves are re-emitted. They 

hybridize with polarization waves of bound and free charges and under the corresponding 

boundary conditions these waves propagate along the interface [1]. These evanescent waves are 

surface plasmon polaritons. They are attached to the interface and are not radiated in the absence 

of inhomogeneities of the interface. Linear or nonlinear waves of surface plasmon polaritons 

are formed depending on the power of the exciting electromagnetic signal. 

Metals have a negative real part of the permittivity at optical frequencies which are lower 

than the plasma frequency in this metal [1]. Such photons create electron interband transitions 

in the metal by the optical thermal effect, which leads to a nonlinearity of the metal permittivity 

[2]. The third-order nonlinear dielectric susceptibility for gold in the frequency range from 

350 nm to 750 nm has a complex frequency dependence. The real and imaginary parts of the 

third-order nonlinear dielectric susceptibility change the sign from negative to positive, and 

they tend to zero with increasing of electromagnetic signal wavelength. When electromagnetic 

field frequency is higher than the plasma frequency, the metal permittivity becomes positive; 

with increasing frequency the permittivity tends to unity in the limit. At optical frequencies the 

dielectric media (such as fused silica) have a positive real part of the susceptibility of both the 

first and third order, and they imaginary part is practically equal zero. But the value of the third-

order nonlinear permittivity of fused silica is less on 7 orders of magnitude than the nonlinear 

susceptibility of gold in the visible range [2]. 

As a result of the nonlinear response of the dielectric and conducting media at a sufficient 

intensity of the optical signal, nonlinear (cnoidal) plasmon-polariton waves and solitary waves 

(solitons) appear at the interface [3]. The complex frequency dependence of the nonlinear 

permittivity of metal leads to instability of the plasmon soliton at optical frequencies in the 

visible range. But at telecommunication signal wavelengths (more than 750 nm), the nonlinear 

response of noble metals is equal zero, and in dielectrics such as fused silica, the third-order 

nonlinear response maintains a soliton signal at the interface. The envelope of the plasmon-

polariton pulse at the fused silica-gold interface is shown in Fig. 1. Here the third-order 

nonlinearity only of gold is taking into account. The variable tau is the “running time”, and tau 

equal zero corresponds to the top of the surface plasmon-polariton pulse excited by an ultrashort 

light pulse.  
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Fig. 1. Envelope of the electric field of surface plasmon-polariton pulse: curve 1 - wavelength 

λ = 500 nm; curve 2 - wavelength λ = 633 nm in air. Arbitrary units.  

 

The properties of nonlinear plasmon-polariton waves depend on the parameters of the 

exciting electromagnetic signals, on the geometry and parameters of the media in which the 

plasmon-polaritons are excited. The parameters of plasmon-polariton waves in plasmon 

waveguides, which have composite structures as dielectric-metal-dielectric or metal-dielectric-

metal, are determined by the parameters of the waveguide and the power of electromagnetic 

signal that excites plasmon-polaritons [4]. 

The studying of linear and nonlinear processes during the propagation and interaction of 

the surface plasmon-polaritons in waveguide structures of various configurations and the design 

of plasmonic nanodevices operating at optical frequencies on their basis is one of the most 

promising directions in the field of modern plasmonics. 
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In this work, we theoretically investigate surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) in a hybrid 

layered structure based on graphene and material with phase transition (VO2). 

Plasmons possess appealing properties for photonic technologies and promises a new 

generation of highly miniaturized photonic devices [1]. Graphene is one of the materials, that 

supports highly restricted propagating SPPs in a wide spectral range. Graphene is a unique 

plasmonic material [2-4]. Its optical properties can be controlled by external parameters such 

as electrostatic bias, magnetic field or chemical doping. Thus, it is possible to vary the 

electrodynamic properties of graphene can be varied from highly conductive to dielectric. In 

recent years, the interaction of graphene-based layered structures with the electromagnetic field 

of has been actively studied. 

Phase change materials are paving the way towards improved functionality of 

metamaterials. Vanadium dioxide (VO2) with the phase transition near-room-temperature (340 

K) is an appealing candidate as an active component in metamaterials because its phase 

transition temperature (340 K) can be easily accessed. Also high-quality thin films are available 

[5]. 

Our hybrid layered structure consists of three layers: a graphene, a graphene layer, a 

dielectric layer of thickness d and vanadium dioxide VO2 (Fig. 1).  

 

 
Fig. 1. A hybrid layered structure based on graphene and phase change material (VO2) 
 

To find SPP in this structure, we solved the dispersion equation, which was got from 

Maxwell's equations with applying of the boundary conditions at each of the interfaces. In the 

calculations, it was assumed that VO2 is in the conducting phase, the thickness of the dielectric 

gap is d = 50 nm, and the dielectric constant of the gap is εd = 2. Results of calculation are 

shown on Fig 2. 
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Fig. 2. Dispersion characteristics of SPPs propagating along air/VO2, air/graphene/air, 

air/graphene/dielectric and air/graphene/dielectric/VO2 nanostructures. 

 

It can be noted that no significant localization of electromagnetic energy occurs at the 

air/VO2 interface in the considered frequency range. The graphene layer maintains well-

localized SPPs at frequencies near 70 THz. The combination of graphene and VO2 into one 

structure leads to a significant increase in the localization of light near the graphene layer. 
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In this paper, we studied the excitation of surface plasmon polaritons in the vanadium 

dioxide-silicon dioxide-hyperbolic metasurface structure. Since the influence of phase 

transitions on the excitation pattern of surface plasmons is of particular interest, vanadium 

dioxide was taken as one of the layers, since its phase transition from the dielectric state to the 

metallic state occurs at temperatures close to room [1]. 

A lattice of graphene strips was taken as a hyperbolic metasurface [2]. Such a surface is 

capable of supporting the propagation of both TM and TE-polarized plasmons. 

When taking into account the phase transition of vanadium dioxide, we took the already 

known data on the behavior of vanadium dioxide and performed a linear approximation, using 

the Drude theory [3], which allowed us to obtain a model that is quite simple to describe. As 

can be seen from Figure 1 the phase transition is not instantaneous and the behavior of vanadium 

dioxide depending on the temperature can be divided into four stages: 1) up to 337 K; 2) from 

337 K to 346 K; 3) from 346 K to 352 K; 4) from 352 K. 

 
Fig. 1. The behavior of vanadium dioxide during the phase transition. 

When studying the excitation of surface plasmon-polaritons, the method of total internal 

reflection in the Otto geometry was used. When the angle of incidence is greater than the angle 

of total internal reflection, using Maxwell's equations and the corresponding boundary 

conditions, it is possible to calculate the reflection coefficient, by which it is possible to judge 

how much of the energy of the incident radiation has gone into the excitation of surface 

plasmons [4]. 
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By setting the parameters at which the surface plasmons are excited in the absence of a 

layer of vanadium dioxide, we calculated the reflection coefficient of the system as a function 

of frequency for different temperatures. 

 
Fig. 2. The reflection coefficient of the structure at different temperatures. 

We believe that our research can help to study the behavior of surface plasmons in 

systems with variable parameters, and also opens up new possibilities for controlling 

electromagnetic radiation at the nanoscale. 
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Photonic crystals (PCs)–the dielectric structures with spatial modulation of refractive 

index–are widely used in fundamental and applied research since the light propagation in it can 

be modified by tuning the physical and optical properties of layers consisting PC. PC’s 

remarkable extensions are magnetophotonic crystals (MPCs) [1]. Studies on MPCs are 

motivated by fundamental and practical interest to enhancing magneto-optical (MO) responses 

of existing MO materials and possibilities of controlling the flow of light by external magnetic 

fields [2]. 

The main aim of our work was to fabricate high-quality 1D MPC with the microcavity 

structure–MO material was sandwiched between two Bragg mirrors (BM). The MO material in 

our study was bismuth-substituted yttrium iron garnet (Bi:YIG) manufactured by metal-organic 

decomposition (MOD) method. For this fabrication approach thermal annealing at 750 °C in 

air is essential for garnet crystallization. The surface of obtained Bi:YIG samples had granular 

structure with typical roughness RMS = 3 nm. The XRD pattern of the fabricated proves 

successful crystallization. Dielectric constants of the fabricated Bi:YIG are in a good agreement 

with referenced data from [3] and [4]. 

There is an unavoidable limitation since the first Bragg mirror is annealed 

simultaneously with the Bi:YIG on it. Therefore, annealing-induced modification of BM affects 

the structural and optical properties of the final resonator. This is why it is important to note the 

main features of oxides happening upon their annealing for the fabrication of high-quality MPC. 

The BM samples under our study were multilayers (ZrO2/SiO2)
7, (HfO2/SiO2)

8 and 

(Ta2O5/SiO2)
7 deposited on quartz substrates by electron beam sputtering. The surface of the 

(Ta2O5/SiO2)
7 sample became grainy because of Ta2O5 crystallization, (HfO2/SiO2)

8 cracked 

producing areas with dimensions on micron scale. As for (ZrO2/SiO2)
7 samples, their surface 

structure and transmissivity didn’t undergo significant changes after the annealing.  

For all the fabricated BM, annealing of them at 750 °C was accompanied by a spectral 

shift of their stopband to the shorter wavelength range. Since the photonic stopband wavelength 

0 is proportional to refractive indices n and thicknesses d of oxide layers,  can be interpreted 

as the change in the mentioned parameters upon annealing. To confirm this and to take it into 

account during MPC fabrication process, an analysis of modification of thicknesses and 

dielectric constants of single layers ZrO2 and SiO2 was carried out.  
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(a) Transmission spectra of BM 1 annealed at 750 °C for 45 minutes, as-deposited BM 2 and 

fabricated MPC ((ZrO2/SiO2)
7/Bi:YIG/(ZrO2/SiO2)

7); the calculated spectrum is given by a 

solid line. (b) Angle of Faraday rotation of the single Bi:YIG film (squares) and MPC; 

measured and calculated dependencies for MPC are shown as circles and a solid line, 

respectively. Inset illustrates a hysteresis curve of Faraday rotation for MPC. 

 

After summarizing of the obtained data, we chose ZrO2/SiO2 pair for BM and fabricated 

1D MPC with the following structure: (ZrO2/SiO2)
7/Bi:YIG/(SiO2/ZrO2)

7. It is worth noting 

that the second BM deposited on the crystallized Bi:YIG layer should have the same optical 

properties as the first annealed BM. Transmission spectra of the first and second BM 

(ZrO2/SiO2)
7 and the resulting MPC are shown in plot (a). Magneto-optical spectra of fabricated 

Bi:YIG film and the 1D MPC are demonstrated in plot (b). One can see that the Faraday rotation 

increased by an order of magnitude at a wavelength of the Fabry-Perot resonance. 
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Magneto-optical materials are of interest due to possibility for monitoring changes in 

the polarization state and intensity via transformation in magnetic properties upon their 

interaction with hydrogen [1]. In our recent work [2], we demonstrated that oxidized permalloy 

(NiFeOx) nanofilms showed a significant growth of the Faraday rotation angle (and the figure 

of merit, FOM) in the near-infrared range since they were compositions of various magnetic 

oxides (see the figure). The nanofilms were covered by a thin Pt layer and the NiFeOx/Pt bilayer 

was tested as the magneto-optical sensing element. It was found that the magnitude of the 

Faraday rotation changed significantly in the presence of H2. Another finding was a 

transformation in the spectrum of the Faraday rotation of NiFeOx nanofilms due to the Pt layer.  

 

(a) Changes in FOM = 𝜃𝐹√𝑇 for the nanofilms: initial permalloy nanofilm (curve 1) 

and oxidized ones during annealing for one hour at the series of temperatures (curves 

2-7 correspond to 300, 350, 400, 425, 450 and 475°C, respectively). (b) Normalized 

FOM for selected wavelengths versus the oxidation temperature.  

Magneto-optical sensing elements and, in particular, NiFeOx are promising materials 

for the further development of optical and magneto-optical hydrogen gas sensors. The 

nonreciprocal magneto-optical effects make it possible to accumulate the polarization rotation 

in the multipass regime. In perspective, this feature can provide much more high selectivity to 

a target gas and more robust sensing platform.  
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Magneto-plasmonic structures based on dielectric magnetic films are of interest with 

the possibility of their use as magnetically controlled light modulators and sensors [1, 2]. An 

increase in the efficiency of such devices is achieved by enhancing the plasmonic and magneto-

optical (MO) properties of the main functional materials [3]. 

This report presents the results of experiments to study the influence of surface plasmon-

polariton resonance (SPPR) on the enhancement of the MO response in a magneto-plasmonic 

structure. This structure was created based on an 11 μm thick iron-garnet epitaxial film (IGEF) 

on a 500 μm thick Gd3Ga5O12 (GGG) single crystal substrate with a (111) surface orientation. 

The IGEF surface was coated with a plasmonic gold (Au) film with a thickness of 38 nm. The 

general structure of the sample can be represented by the formula 

GGG(500 μm)/IGEF(11 μm)/Au(38 nm). 

The IGEF was obtained by liquid-phase epitaxy and has the composition 

(Bi,Lu)3(Fe,Ga)5O12. IGEF has an “easy-plane” magnetic anisotropy with a saturation field in 

the plane along the hard magnetization axis (HMA) – 12 Oe, along the easy magnetization axis 

(EMA) – 1.5 Oe, and in the direction normal to the film plane – 1500 Oe. The specific Faraday 

rotation was 1 deg/μm at λ = 640 nm. Plasmonic Au coating was synthesized by thermal 

deposition of gold (95.83 %) in vacuum (P ≤ 6 × 10–4 Pa). 

The excitation of the SPPR was carried out using a prismatic input according to the 

Kretschman scheme. The structure was located on the hypotenuse face of an isosceles triangular 

prism (nprism ≈ 1.51 at λ = 640 nm) using an immersion liquid for optical contact (nim ≈ 1.47 at 

λ = 640 nm). The IGEF is oriented so that the HMA is perpendicular to the plane of the light 

incidence, and the EMA is parallel to the projection of the light wave vector k onto the IGEF 

plane. In the IGEF plane along the HMA, a constant external magnetic field with strength 

≥ 25 Oe was acted to remove the remanent magnetization of IGEF in the EMA direction. The 

Faraday effect was measured when the IGEF was magnetized by an external magnetic field, 

which was applied in the IGEF plane along the EMA || k. 

Fig. 1 show the angular dependences of the intensity of reflected p-polarized beams IRP 

with wavelength 640 nm and 1550 nm. The exciting radiation was a linearly polarized laser 

beam (ø ≈ 2 mm), which was focused on the structure by a lens (D = 5 m-1). 

As can see in fig. 1 the absorption of light with λ = 640 nm occurs in a rather wide 

angular range (approximately 45 – 65 deg), while the periodic oscillations of the intensity are 

observed, which associated with the interference of rays reflected from the lower and upper 

boundaries of the IGEF layer (excitation of waveguide modes). The period of these oscillations 

can change with a change in the wavelength of light or thickness of the IGEF, which can be 

seen in Fig. 1 by the example of the resonance curve measured for λ = 1550 nm. 
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Fig. 1. Angular dependences of reflection of 

p-polarized beams with λ = 640 nm and 

λ = 1550 nm 

Fig. 2. Magnetic field dependences of МО 

response at different angles of light incidence 

(λ=640 nm) 

 

Figure 2 shows the field dependence of the intensity of the s-polarized component of 

the reflected light IRS normalized to the intensity of the p-polarized component reflected at the 

total internal reflection (TIR) angle IRP (TIR) (wavelength λ = 640 nm, the angle of beam 

incidence is indicated in the legend, external magnetic field is applied along the EMA). Fig. 2 

shows that an increase in the external field leads to an increase in IRS up to 10 Oe. At a field 

strength of more than 10 Oe, the IGEF film is magnetized to saturation and the IRS signal takes 

on a constant value. It is clearly seen that the MO response at the angles of SPPR excitation is 

10 times higher than that at the TIR angle, where is no plasmon resonance. 

So, it has been shown that the magnitude of the MO response in the magneto-plasmonic 

structure GGG(500 μm)/IGEF(11 μm)/Au(38 nm) increases by an order of magnitude upon the 

condition of excitation of SPPR. This effect is found in a wide range of angles of the exciting 

radiation incidence, which makes it possible to simplify the alignment of the structure at the 

resonance angle and allows to use it in systems with non-collimated beams of exciting light, for 

example, beams which are formed at the exit from an optical fiber. 

 

The work was carried out with the financial support of the Russian Science Foundation 

grant No. 19-72-20154. 
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Photonic and magneto-photonic crystals (MPC) are very perspective materials in 

modern sectors of science and technology, such as photonics, optics, sensorics, spintronics, 

magnonics, quantum technologies, etc. One of the ways to modified the properties of magneto-

photonic crystals is to integrate a plasmonic subsystem into (onto) the crystal [1]. 

The investigated magneto-photonic(plasmonic) crystal (Fig. 1,a inset) is consisting of a 

Bragg mirror (4 pairs of TiO2/SiO2 layers), a magneto-optical layer of bismuth substituted iron-

garnet Bi1.0Y0.5Gd1.5Fe4.2Al0.8O12, a buffer SiO2 layer with a gradient of thickness, and 

plasmonic subsystem. Plasmonic subsystem is the layer of self-assembled gold nanoparticles 

(Fig. 1,b inset). Fig. 1,a,b is demonstrate the spectra of transmittance and the spectra of Faraday 

rotation for MPC in different areas of thickness gradient of SiO2 buffer layer. 

 

  

a b 

Fig. 1. The magneto-optical properties of MPC with plasmonic subsystem in different areas 

of thickness gradient of SiO2 buffer layer: a – the transmittance spectra (inset photo of the 

sample), b – the spectra of Faraday rotation (inset SEM-image of plasmonic subsystem). 

 

As can see in Fig. 1,a in photonic band gap the peak of plasmonic resonance is presents 

and his position is determined by thickness hSiO2 of SiO2 buffer layer (the top curve is conform 

to hSiO2 = 100 nm, the bottom curve is conform to hSiO2 = 300 nm). As can see in Fig. 1,b the 

plasmonic subsystem leads to enhancement of Faraday rotation on the wavelength of plasmonic 

resonance. 

The work was carried out with the financial support of the Russian Science Foundation 

grant No. 19-72-20154. 
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Study of interaction of THz radiation with graphene-like materials based on transition 

metal dichalcogenides attracts a large number of scientific teams. This is primarily due to the 

potential use of these materials in flexible optoelectronic devices in the visible and terahertz 

range[1,2]. However, there is a problem associated with the small absorption of laser radiation 

in the monolayer. One way to solve this problem is to use a plasmonic structure[3]. In this work 

we analyze the parameters of terahertz field detection by an antenna based on a monolayer film 

of tungsten diselenide with a plasmonic structure. The detection of terahertz radiation by the 

experimental antenna was investigated by time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy. The monolayer 

tungsten diselenide substrate was obtained by chemical vapor deposition. The electrodes and 

the plasmonic structure were deposited by electron beam lithography. 

Femtosecond laser with pulse duration of 100 fs, pulse repetition rate of 82 MHz, 1050 

nm wavelength, and frequency doubler at the output was used as a source of femtosecond laser 

radiation. Temporal waveform and spectrum of THz pulse were received, the bandwidth of the 

studied antenna was estimated. The characteristics of the manufactured THz detectors (signal-

to-noise ratio, sensitivity) were obtained. The effect of plasmonic arrays in the gap between the 

electrodes on detected THz signal was shown.  

This work was supported by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian 

Federation (state task No. FSFZ-0706-2020-0022) and. Russian science foundation No 19-72-

10165 
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Figure 3. Scheme of experiment setup. 
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 The transverse magneto-optical Kerr effect reveals itself as the modulation of the 

transmitted or reflected light intensity in magnetized materials. It is essential for probing of the 

in-plane magnetization component, however its magnitude is below 10-4 for the smooth iron-

garnet films. Recent studies showed that TMOKE can be enhanced by the guided mode 

excitation [1-3], however the enhancement takes place in a very narrow wavelength and angular 

range. 

 We propose a novel type of the two-dimensional arrays of cylinders made of bismuth-

substituted iron-garnet that support both localized (Fabri-Perrot-like) and lattice (guided-like) 

modes. In such a structure, TMOKE is enhanced in the a wide range and exceeds 2% for the 

angles from 5 to 25 degrees (Fig.1). The angular width of the TMOKE resonance is 50 nm. 

 

 

 
 The broadband enhancement of the TMOKE makes the proposed structures interesting 

for applications with ultrashort and tightly-focused laser pulses. 

The research was supported by RSF (project No. 21-72-10020). 
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Silicon dioxide (SiO2) is widely used in the formation of plasmonic photovoltaic 

structures [1-3]. These structures have potential applications in biodiagnostics, sensing, 

bioimaging, solar cells and other devices, the operation of which is based on the phenomenon 

of localized surface plasmon resonance.  

The SiO2 layer of 93 nm thick was formed by thermal oxidation of Si(100) substrate. 

The reflection electron energy loss spectra (REELS) were obtained in the integral form using a 

SPECS spectrometer at incident electron energies E0 of 300, 600, 1200, 1900, and 3000 eV in 

the electron energy loss range from 0 to 150 eV with a step of 0.1 eV. From the experimental 

REELS with the software package QUASESTM XS REELS [4] were calculated inelastic 

electron scattering cross section spectra which are products of inelastic mean free path  and 

inelastic scattering cross-section K(E0, T), were T – energy loss.  

To quantitatively estimate the contributions of different origins to the inelastic electron 

scattering cross section spectra and to reliably determine their energies, we approximated the 

spectra for SiO2 by the three-parametric Lorentz-like Tougaard functions [5]: 

 

λ𝐾 =
𝐵𝑇

(𝐶 − 𝑇2)2 + 𝐷𝑇2
 

 

B, C, D are fitting parameters. The method of the inelastic electron scattering cross section 

spectra decomposition into the elementary peaks made it possible estimate the contributions of 

individual loss processes to the resultant spectrum silicon dioxide. The results obtained agree 

with the literature data on the electronic structure of silicon dioxide 
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Two-dimensional (2D) semiconductors have recently been widely used as active 

elements in optoelectronic devices due to their special photoelectric properties [1]. However, 

the efficiency of such devices is limited by the small absorption of two-dimensional 

semiconductor films, which leads to a decrease in photosensitivity [2]. The most effective way 

to increase absorption in 2D materials is to increase the electric field by excitation of local 

plasmons [3-7]. However, most of the modern works demonstrate disordered plasmonic 

structures, in which the distribution of elements has a random character. This leads to 

broadening of the plasmon resonance spectra peaks and decreasing of their intensity [8,9]. In 

this work we report a multiple increase in photosensitivity of photodetectors based on two-

dimensional semiconductor WSe2 due to ordered silver plasmonic structures. 
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Designing and utilization of novel materials for manufacturing of the sources of 

coherent irradiation is currently a vast interdisciplinary area, which spans various theoretical 

and fundamental aspects of laser physics, condensed matter physics, nanotechnology, chemistry 

as well information science [1]. Physical realization of corresponding devices requires the 

ability to manipulate the group velocity of propagation of electromagnetic pulses, which is 

accomplished by the use of the so-called polaritonic crystals [2]. The latter represent a particular 

type of photonic crystals featured by a strong coupling between quantum excitations in a 

medium (excitons) and optical fields. 

We considered 1D polaritonic crystal as a topologically ordered systems – array of 

coupled microcavities containing quantum dots. It is of substantial interest to investigate 

electromagnetic excitations in a non-ideal one-dimensional microcavity lattice subjected to a 

uniform elastic stress described by the dielectric tensor 𝜀̂.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The presence of deformation and of structural defects may lead to an increase of the 

effective mass of corresponding excitations and therefore to a decrease of their group velocity. 

The results of numerical calculation performed on the basis of the constructed model contribute 

to modeling of the new class of functional materials – photonic crystalline system constituted 

of couple microcavities. 
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Fig. 1. Dispersion of polaritonic excitations in a one-sublattice quantum-

dot-containing chain of unevenly spaced microcavities plotted  
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Investigations of various materials and nanostructures with a significant magneto-

optical (MO) response is relevant in order to create new devices and systems for transmission 

and processing of information [1]. The effects observed in such materials and nanostructures 

(Faraday, Kerr and Cotton-Mouton Effects) make it possible to control lightwave by constant 

and alternating magnetic fields. The films of Bi-substituted iron garnets (Bi:IG) occupy a 

special place among MO materials. This work presents the results of investigations of structural 

parameters and MO properties of Bi:IG films, which are subsequently used to form one-

dimensional and two-dimensional magnetoplasmonic structures. 

The films of various compositions with nanoscale thickness were synthesized by 

vacuum sputtering and thermal annealing at air on substrates of monocrystalline gadolinium 

gallium garnet (GGG) with smooth or nanostructured surface and fused silica. Structuring of 

substrates for synthesis of samples was carried out using the equipment of Common Research 

Center «Physics and technology of micro- and nanostructures» of the IPM RAS. 

The authors acknowledge support by Russian Science Foundation (project no. 19-72-

20154) for research on crystallization dynamics of Bi:IG on GGG substrates with smooth and 

structured surface and the Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the Russian Federation 

(Megagrant project N 075-15-2019-1934) for optimization of magnetic parameters of films. 
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Fig. 1. Atomic force microscopy images of surfaces of Bi:IG film with average grains size of 

75.5 nm and structured GGG substrate 
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Structuring opens up the possibility of localizing and amplifying the electromagnetic 

field of a light wave inside the magnetic components of 1D, 2D and 3D nanostructures (NS), 

thereby creating resonance features in optical and magneto-optical (MO) spectra. The use of 

metal and composite metal-dielectric components allows the transformation of properties due 

to excitation of propagating surface plasmon-polaritons and localized plasmons. It should be 

noted that the properties of NS based on composites with Au nanoparticles having a size less 

than 50 nm are not previously considered. At the moment, there are only theoretical works in 

which it is shown that two types of localized states are possible in structures based on composite 

(SiO2-Ag) – Tamm states (Tamm plasmon-polaritons, TPP) and resonant defect modes [1]. 

The investigation presents the optical and structural properties of composite films (SiO2-

Au), model optical and MO spectra of NS with composite (SiO2-Au) and magnetic iron garnet 

layers. The possibility of implementing configurations has been experimentally demonstrated. 

Figure 1 shows optical spectra and topology of composite films (a and b, respectively) and 

model spectra of Faraday Effect of a one of the configurations (c). 

The authors acknowledge support by Russian Science Foundation (project no. 19-72-

20154). 
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Fig. 1. Optical spectra (a) and topology (b) of (SiO2-Au) films annealed at different temperature 

and simulated spectra of Faraday Effect (c) of configuration  

(TiO2 / SiO2)4 / YIG / Bi:YIG with top layers of Au, (SiO2-Au) composite with different fractions of 

Au nanoparticles or without top layer 
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Iron garnet films is one of perspective material for magneto-plasmonic applications. It 

has high magneto-optical activity and might be modified by different process parameters to 

satisfy a particular requirement. It is important to understand how different process parameters 

will impact on surface and structure quality. Force-distance curves obtained by atomic-force 

microscopy tool might be used not only for topography imaging but also for structure 

characterization by evaluating such parameters as local stiffness, adhesion. Raman 

spectroscopy is a powerful method for structure investigation. This work presents results of 

structural characterization of iron garnet films by force-distance curves and Raman study. 

The different compositions films deposited on various substrates (gadolinium gallium 

garnet and fused quartz) with nanoscale thickness were synthesized by vacuum sputtering and 

thermal annealing at air. Force-distance curves obtained from each sample are used to calculate 

topography, stiffness and adhesion maps. It is possible by analyzing tilt, forward and reverse 

steps length, sticking and other curves parameters. Raman spectra helps us understand internal 

structure symmetry and its changing caused by different process parameters.  

The authors from V.I. Vernadsky Crimean Federal University TVM, ANSh, VNB 

acknowledge support by the Russian Ministry of Education and Science (Megagrant project 

N 075-15-2019-1934) for the synthesis of film samples. The authors from Scientific and 

Technological Centre of Unique Instrumentation of the RAS YuEV, SYuK, MFB, DVCh 

acknowledge support by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the Russian 

Federation under the State contract No. 0069-2019-0009 for the films measurements. This work 

was performed using the equipment of the Shared Research Facilities of the STC UI RAS. 
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Fig. 1. Stiffness map of the bi-layer Bi-substituted iron garnet film (a), Raman spectra of GGG 

substrate – red, Bi2.8Y0.2Fe5O12 layer on GGG – blue, Bi1.0Lu0.5Gd1.5Fe4.2Al0.8O12 layer on GGG – 

green (b) 

(a) (b) 
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Plasmon modes observed in the simplest structures such as dielectric-metal-dielectric 

or dielectric-dielectric-metal are characterized by a large width, which leads to a low efficiency 

of acousto-optic interaction [1,2]. At the same time, waveguide modes provide very narrow 

resonances, but the structure turns out to be rather complicated to fabricate. The use of photonic 

crystal layers makes it possible to find a compromise - to create a structure with long-range 

plasmons. In this structure, it is possible to obtain plasmon modes with a sufficiently high Q 

factor [3], providing a high level of the acousto-optical effect and at the same time making the 

structure simple for carrying out experimental studies. Moreover, the use of photonic crystal 

layers makes it possible to select the position of the resonant mode for a given wavelength. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Scheme of the experiment 

 

The parameters of the photonic crystal were optimized for the realization of a long-

range plasmon. The fabricated photonic crystal is deposited on a fused silica substrate by 

magnetron sputtering and contains 14 layers of tantalum pentoxide Ta2O5 with a thickness of 

119 nm, alternating with layers of quartz SiO2 with a thickness of 164 nm, and ending with an 

additional layer of Ta2O5 with a thickness of 108 nm. A thin film of cobalt 11 nm was deposited 

on a photonic crystal, on which gold was deposited 18 nm. 

The experimentally measured angular reflection spectra for a number of wavelengths 

confirm the excitation of the long-range plasmon-polariton mode in both samples and agree 

well with the results of numerical simulations [4]. The plasmon resonance width was 0.1 °, and 

thus the resonance Q-factor was 400 at a wavelength of 780.1 nm. o measure the acoustic 

characteristics of the fabricated sample, an experiment was carried out (see Fig. 1), in which a 

uniform rocking of the front of a highly collimated beam, close in parameters to a plane wave, 

was carried out. photodetector aperture. As a result of the experiment, the modulation of the 
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intensity of the light reflected from the photonic structure was recorded. The measured 

characteristics of the modulation depth depending on the angle of incidence of light on the 

structure are shown in Fig. 2. The red line corresponds to the reflection coefficient of the 

photonic crystal structure. The maximum modulation value was 0.07 in the linear mode and 

0.06 in the quadratic mode. The equivalent ultrasound power required to observe modulation at 

a frequency of 1 MHz was 0.6 W (the required power increases with decreasing frequency). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Dependence of modulation coefficient on the angle of incidence 

 

An increase in the frequency of ultrasound will lead to inhomogeneous modulation of 

the light field in space, which subsequently turns into diffraction. 
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Section 4 

Ultrafast Magnetism and Spin Dynamics 
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Ultrafast spin dynamics in antiferromagnets (AFMs) and ferrimagnets (FiMs) near 

compensation temperature are receiving much attention owing to the potential applications for 

spin electron devices [1]. Currently researches focus their efforts on the study of extremely fast 

domain walls (DWs) dynamics in AFMs whose velocities can attain V~20 km/s  and in FiMs 

close to the compensation temperature with velocities up to V~5 km/s. The most favorable 

compounds to study the phenomena are transition metal rare earth FiMs (CoGd, GdFeCo, 

TbFeCo) whose magnetic sublattices have two compensation temperatures: the magnetization 

compensation temperature TM and the angular momentum compensation temperature TA. 

In our work, we explore the DW dynamics excited by the spin – polarized current and 

driving magnetic field near the angular momentum compensation temperature of FiMs and 

focus the featured dynamic properties: DW speed, mobility, precession in the stationary and 

non – stationary regimes. The enhancement of the DW velocity in the vicinity of angular 

momentum compensation point at different values of driving magnetic field is shown in Fig. 1, 

here we use the parameters of GdFeCo. 
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Fig.1. The dependence of the DW velocity of the non – steady motion on the net 

magnetization   

 

We perform the analysis of steady motion and post Walker dynamics including analysis of 

specific features of Walker field, ultimate DW velocity, the precession in the non – stationary 

post – Walker regime. Our findings showed anomalous behaviour of DW dynamic properties 

near the angular momentum compensation point in ferrimagnets.  
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Nowadays spin waves are of prime interest in context of data processing and spintronic 

applications [1-3]. This is due to the fact that spin waves can be used to transfer information 

with low heat-related losses, and the frequency of spin-based devices can be potentially reach 

THz range. Spin wave logic devices are currently being actively developed [3]. 

One of the prominent ways to excite and control spin waves is by inverse 

magnetooptical effects. Thus, inverse Faraday effect is when circularly polarized light pulse 

produces effective magnetic field at the moment of passing through magnetic media owing to 

stimulated Raman scattering. The possibility to use inverse Faraday effect to excite spin waves 

was first demonstrated in 2005 [4] and since then the optical nonthermal control of spin waves 

has been studied in detail. 

In general case, there are several types of magnetostatic spin waves depending on 

magnetic field direction might be excited: backward volume magnetostatic spin wave (order 

n=0, 1, 2, …), magnetostatic surface spin wave, and forward volume magnetostatic spin wave 

(order n=0, 1, 2, …). However, optical research is mainly devoted to the excitation of 0th order 

modes. This is due to the fact that special pump and probe pulses field distribution for efficient 

excitation and detection of n≠0 modes are necessary. 

Recently it was demonstrated that magnetophotonic crystal allows to control 

distribution of inverse Faraday effective field in a very successful way [5]. It not only makes it 

possible to amplify the field in the region of the microcavity layer, but also to make it 

inhomogeneous. Nevertheless, the optical excitation of n≠0 modes in magnetophotonic 

structures has not been considered previously. 

Here we demonstrate all-optical excitation and detection of n≠0 backward volume 

magnetostatic spin waves by inverse Faraday effect (Fig. 1). It is shown that magnetophotonic 

structures allow to excite them almost as efficiently as n=0 mode. Moreover, the number n of 

excited spin wave can be controlled by the pump pulse wavelength. 

The magnetophotonic crystal has the following structure: GGG substrate (500 µm) / 

Bi0.9Lu2.1Fe5O12 (280 nm) / four pairs of SiO2 (110 nm) +TiO2 (70 nm) layers. 

The research was financially supported by the Russian Ministry of Education and 

Science, Megagrant (project No. 075-15-2019-1934) and partly by Russian Foundation for 

Basic Research (project number 18-52-80038). 
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Fig. 1. Magnetization dynamics excited by: FMR measurements with fixed (black 

squares) and altering (green circles and triangles) frequency setup, pump-probe 

setup (at 615 nm, red triangles), and its theoretical predictions. Numbers 

correspond to the mode number. 
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Femtosecond laser pulses became a powerful tool for driving ultrafast magnetization 

dynamics with a number of significant advantages over conventional techniques [1]. Consistent 

evolution of modern magnetism brought femtomagnetism [1] in touch with magnonics [2], as 

the optical excitation of spin waves (SWs) was demonstrated recently [3]. On the other hand, 

active optical control of SWs propagation is up-to-date task in magnonics [4]. But the rates of 

the control are far from ultrafast regime yet. Therefore, exploiting femtosecond laser pulses in 

reconfigurable magnonics is modern challenge for fundamental magnetism with potential 

impact on future data processing applications. 

In the report we present the study of femtosecond laser pulses’ influence on propagation 

of magnetostatic surface waves (MSSW) in ferromagnetic films with pronounced in-plane 

magnetic anisotropy. We show experimentally that the feature provides the opportunity to 

excite MSSW via ultrafast thermal magnetocrystalline anisotropy changes [5]. Next, we 

examine feasibility of MSSW control with fs-laser pulses not only during excitation but upon 

propagation as well. Particularly, we demonstrate the narrowing of the spectrum of the laser-

excited MSSW wave packet as it propagates away from the excitation area [6,7]. Moreover, we 

control whether the low- or high-frequency part of the spin waves spectrum is suppressed upon 

propagation by changing the orientation of external magnetic field with respect to the 

anisotropy axes. The theoretical description of the effect is given in terms of the spatial gradient 

of magnetization and anisotropy parameters of the film induced by the laser pulse. The concept 

of MSSW control by fs laser pulses is extended further by analysing properties of the MSSW 

optically excited near a Néel domain wall in the thin film [7]. Micromagnetic modelling reveals 

the appearance of controllable resonance peaks in the MSSW spectrum and shows that the 

combination of femtosecond optical excitation with magnetic nonuniformity of the film, e.g. a 

domain wall, serves as a tuneable source of MSSW wavepackets. 

The work is supported by RFBR (project 20-32-70149). 
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Manipulating the magnetization of a material is so far one of the most promising ways 

to improve existing and to develop new information storage and processing techniques. 

Magnetic state of the media can be altered at a subpicosecond timescale and nanometer spatial 

scale by light [1]. The possibility of magnetization switching by a single-shot laser pulse was 

experimentally demonstrated in 2007 in a ferrimagnetic alloy GdFeCo [2]. Following 

experimental and theoretical studies have shown that a process of ultrafast (less than 1 ps) 

demagnetization underlies the magnetization reversal in this material [3, 4]. Ultrafast laser-

induced demagnetization was discovered in 1996 in thin films of ferromagnetic nickel [5]. 

However, rigorous theoretical interpretation of the process remains challenging and several 

competing physical models have been suggested [6, 7]. This motivated ongoing investigations 

of the ultrafast laser-induced demagnetization under various conditions and in various media. 

We report on the experimental study of the process of the ultrafast laser-induced 

demagnetization in thin films of ferromagnetic metal galfenol Fe0.81Ga0.19 (FeGa) on GaAs 

substrate. A series of samples with FeGa layer thicknesses from 4 to 100 nm and multilayer 

structures FeGa(7nm)/Cu(5nm)/GaAs and FeGa(7nm)/Cu(5nm)/FeGa(4nm)/GaAs have been 

used in the work. All samples had been grown on a GaAs (001) substrate by magnetron 

sputtering. The experiment was performed using femtosecond time-resolved optical pump-

probe technique (Fig. 1). Magnetization dynamics was excited by a 170-fs laser pump pulse 

with a wavelength of 1030 nm and fluences ranging from 2 to 36 mJ/cm2. Longitudinal 

magneto-optical Kerr effect for a reflected probe pulse (170 fs, 515 nm, 0.4 mJ/cm2) was 

measured as a function of the time delay between the pump and probe pulses in order to detect 

laser-induced changes of the magnetization. 

The following features of the ultrafast demagnetization process have been revealed. The 

dynamics of the demagnetization after the excitation by a laser pulse is seen as a fast decrease 

of the magnetization at a timescale of less than 1 ps, followed by a slower partial magnetization 

recovery process lasting for several picoseconds. The Fig. 1 shows demagnetization curves for 

the 100-nm-thick FeGa film grown on a GaAs substrate. As can be seen from the figure, the 

magnetization decreases in less than 1 ps by a value reaching approximately 8 % for pump pulse 

fluence of 14 mJ/cm2. Relaxation to initial value takes place at a significantly larger timescale. 

The demagnetization magnitude increases linearly with the pump pulse fluence, which is typical 

of transition metals. A similar demagnetization pattern has been observed in all FeGa films of 

smaller thicknesses and multilayer structures, except the 4-nm-thick FeGa film. The latter 

exhibited a two-step magnetization decrease, while the maximum demagnetization value was 

reached at time delays of approximately 10 ps. Furthermore, demagnetization magnitudes in 

the 4-nm-thick film for similar pump fluences were significantly larger than in the other FeGa 

films and multilayer structures. 
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Fig 4. Laser-induced relative change (ΔMs/Ms) of the saturation magnetization (Ms) of the FeGa 

100-nm-thick film as a function of the delay time between the pump and probe laser pulses 

measured for various pump pulse fluences. Inset: schematic representation of the pump-probe 

experimental technique. External magnetic field (H) is applied in the plane of the sample. All 

measurements were conducted at room temperature. 

 

Complex and mutually linked dynamics of electron, lattice and spin subsystems of a 

material under optical excitation has been shown to underlie the phenomena of ultrafast 

demagnetization [1, 6]. We have conducted numerical modelling of the ultrafast 

demagnetization in FeGa films of thicknesses from 4 to 100 nm in terms of the microscopic 

three-temperature model (M3TM) [6]. Both qualitative consistency with experimental data and 

similar order of magnitude of the demagnetization have been obtained for all film thicknesses 

using the same material parameters, except for the 4-nm-thick film. The two-step 

demagnetization in the  4-nm-thick film could be reproduced in the calculations only under      

the assumption that microscopic material properties were changed. We anticipate the observed 

effect may indicate that in thin films modified spin-orbit interaction at the FeGa/GaAs interface 

starts to affect the ultrafast demagnetization. The demagnetization dynamics in thin FeGa films 

may also be influenced by a superdiffusive spin transport, which is not included in the model. 

The work was partially supported by RFBR (grant No. 19-52-12065) and RSF 

(grant No. 20-12-00309). 
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The need to study ultrafast processes in magnetism is due to the prospects for creating 

ultrafast magnetic recording and ultrafast spintronic devices [1–3]. At present, the deformation 

control of magnetic states in magnetoelectric heterostructures is considered as a breakthrough 

in promising applications of nanoelectronics [4-7]. 

Intermetallic heterostructures of rare earth and transition metals have physical 

properties that are promising for various applications. These structures combine giant 

magnetostriction, controlled magnetic anisotropy, magneto-optical activity, and allow spin 

reorientation transitions (SRT) induced by a magnetic field at room temperature. In this work, 

we studied the spin dynamics induced by ultrafast optical excitation in the TbCo2 / FeCo 

heterostructure. The time dependence of the rotation of the polarization of light excited by an 

optical pump pulse with a duration of 35 fs has been measured in the entire range of SRT 

generated by an external constant magnetic field. A hysteresis dependence of the polarization 

rotation on the magnetizing field is found, which is characteristic of spin dynamics near the 

SRT. 

To understand the experimental results and obtain quantitative information, a numerical 

model was developed based on the Landau-Lifshitz-Hilbert (LLG) equation. 

Within the framework of the hypothesis of photoinduced violation of magnetic anisotropy, we 

include in the free energy of the film the anisotropy energy with the time-dependent parameter 

HA(t) and the energy of interaction of the magnetic moment with external and demagnetizing 

fields, determined by Hx, Hy and 2πM2, respectively: 

 

𝐹 = −
1

2
𝑀𝐻𝐴(𝑡)sin2𝜃cos2𝜃 − 𝐻𝑥𝑀sin𝜃cos𝜑 − 𝐻𝑦𝑀sin𝜃sin𝜑 + 2𝜋𝑀2cos2𝜃  (1)    

 

From the analysis of the experimental results, two relaxation parameters were introduced, η1 

and η2: 

 

HA(t) = HA0(1-x1e
-h1t -x2e

-h2t )  (2) 

  

These parameters show thermalization of the electronic system due to the electron-phonon 

interaction and thermal relaxation in the phonon system. 

 

The proposed mechanism of interaction between the optical pulse and the spin system, 

which consists in thermal destruction of the anisotropy field, fully explains the observed 

experimental results. Comparison of experimental data with calculations also revealed the 

values of the spin relaxation parameter and thermal relaxation characteristics of anisotropy. The 

latter can be used as a guideline, in particular, when creating promising heterostructures for 

MELRAM. 
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Recent years have seen an increase of interest in the dynamics of ferrimagnetic 

materials, in particular in the motion of domain walls [1-4]. Ferrimagnetic materials represent 

unique systems where the ease of manipulating the spins with applied magnetic fields is 

combined with exchange-driven acceleration of the internal spin dynamics. Of particular 

interest is the temperature range around the magnetic and spin compensation points, finely 

balancing both magnetic moment and angular momentum of the system, and leading to a very 

particular character of magnetic switching by the domain wall motion.  

Here we present our studies of the temperature-dependent domain wall dynamics in the 

temperature range covering both angular momentum and magnetization compensation points 

in garnet film, and reaching up to the Curie temperature. This is made possible by the very low 

coercive field of the material (the sample used in our experiments is a single-crystal thin film 

of magnetic garnet), not exceeding 5 mT even in the close vicinity of magnetization 

compensation temperature. A very unusual behavior of the domain-wall dynamics is observed, 

such as extraordinarily high mobility of the domain walls at very low fields. Drastic changes of 

both domain-wall velocity and mobility by more than 2 orders of magnitude are observed across 

a relatively small temperature range, related to the delicate balance of magnetization and spins 

of iron and rare-earth sublattices [5]. Therefore, such fine tuning of the corresponding momenta 

could be the key for developing ultrafast ferrimagnetic spintronic devices. 

The work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (Projects No. 

18-52-16006, 18-29-27020) and the Government of the Russian Federation (Project No. 075-

15-2019-1874). 
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The strong magnon-phonon coupling in ferromagnetic films and particles has led to 

emergence of new phenomena including the spin Seebeck effect, spin pumping, magnon-

phonon conversion and magnetization switching [1]. Recently, strong magnon-phonon 

coupling was experimentally observed in magnetic nanoparticles [2]. Earlier we considered the 

magnetization switching in elliptical magnetostrictive nanomagnets induced by ultrashort 

surface acoustic waves (SAWs) pulses [3]. The switching threshold between two metastable 

single-domain magnetization states depends on the amplitude and duration of SAW pulses, the 

magnetoelastic coupling efficiency, and the height of the potential barrier between these states. 

We enable tuning the height of the potential energy barrier between the two meta-stable states 

of the particle with well-defined magnetization directions by applying a DC magnetic field [3]. 

It has been shown recently that similar magnetic systems driven by monochromatic excitations 

display bifurcations and chaos [4].  In this work we investigate the nonlinear magnetization 

dynamics in single elliptical nanomagnets via a weak monochromatic magnetic/magnetoelastic 

fields in the kHz-GHz frequency range. 

We model the nonlinear magnetic dynamics in the vicinity of the switching threshold 

by numerical solution of Landau-Lifschitz-Gilbert equation, including thermal noise [3]. The  

impact on the amplitudes of DC and alternating magnetic fields on magnetic switching and 

chaotic regimes of magnetization dynamics oscillation will be discussed in the present paper. 
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Multiferroics attract a lot of attention due to possibility to control their magnetization 

with electric field and electric polarization with magnetic field [1]. However, number of single-

phase materials demonstrating such properties is very limited and many of them possess 

multiferroic properties significantly below room temperature. Thereby, artificial multiferroic 

structures based on the ferromagnetic and ferroelectric layers with strain-mediated coupling 

between them are the prospective alternative to obtain indirect magnetoelectric interaction of 

sufficient strength.  

Femtosecond (fs) laser pulses are a powerful tool to control magnetization [2], while 

the optical control of electron polarization is still an open question. In this work we studied 

experimentally a possibility to affect an indirect magnetoelectric coupling by fs laser pulses in 

a composite amorphous ferromagnetic/ferroelectric structure CoFeB(50nm)/BaTiO3 (see 

Fig. 1. (a)). In CoFeB/BaTiO3 the inverse magnetostriction along the transfer of mechanical 

stress from ferroelectric to ferromagnetic layer results in the imprinting of domain structure 

from BaTiO3 to CoFeB [3]. In such domains in CoFeB magnetoelastic interactions are the only 

source of magnetic anisotropy. Thus, laser-induced changes of magnetic anisotropy in the 

CoFeB layer provide control of the magnetoelastic coupling in the structure. 

In experiments the CoFeB layer was excited by 170 fs laser pulses focused down to 

5 μm. Magnetization dynamics was measured by detecting time-resolved polar magneto-optical 

Kerr rotation for the probe pulses focused to the same spot. Thus, the laser-induced 

magnetization dynamics could be excited and detected in individual domains of CoFeB. It was 

demonstrated that fs laser pulses launch magnetization precession in individual pinned 

ferromagnetic domains. Analysis of the precession frequency and initial phase dependences on 

the external magnetic field showed that underlying mechanism of laser-induced ultrafast 

magnetization dynamics is thermal laser-induced change of magnetic anisotropy [4]. In order 

to examine the validity of the suggested mechanism, we performed calculations of precession 

frequency and amplitude based on Smit-Suhl approach [5] taking into account ultrafast laser-

induced change of magnetoelastic coupling parameter and demagnetization. The calculations 

of the precession frequency are in agreement with the experiment. However, there was a 

discrepancy between calculated and measured amplitude of the precession when the external 

field applied along the anisotropy hard axis. Numerical simulation based on Landau Lifshitz 

Gilbert equation solution revealed that such a discrepancy is a mark of the laser-induced 

magnetization switching in the stroboscopic pump-probe measurements.  
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the CoFeB/BaTiO3 structure and the pump-probe 

experiment. The arrows in rectangles and the double-headed arrows indicate the 

spontaneous polarization in the ferroelastic domains of the BaTiO3 and the strain-induced 

magnetic anisotropy axes of the a1 and a2 domains in the CoFeB layer, respectively. (b) 

Magnetooptical image of a sample obtained using longitudinal Kerr microscopy. (c) Laser-

induced Kerr rotation of the probe pulse polarization plane as a function of time delay ∆t 

measured for different positions of pump and probe spots (see inset) on the sample surface 

in Hext = 30 mT directed along the easy axis of a2 domain. At x = 15 μm and 25 μm no 

precession is observed, which corresponds to the a2 domains. Open dots are experimental 

points, lines are fit exponentially decaying sine-function. 

 
 

To conclude, our results show a possibility to reduce significantly the magnetoelastic 

coupling in CoFeB layer in CoFeB/BaTiO3 multiferroic on an ultrafast time scale by laser pulse 

excitation. This paves a way to alter the indirect magnetoelectric coupling in this structure. 

Further, we demonstrated excitation of the magnetization precession and switching in 

individual domains in composite multiferroic structure ferromagnetic/ferroelectric by fs laser 

pulses, which broadens potential applications of CoFeB/BaTiO3 and related structures in 

magnonics. 
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 Spin waves are promising as Ohmic heating-free information carriers with possible 

applications in quantum information processing [1]. In particular, an all-magnon switch based on 

spin-wave interference can be implemented [3].  

The work is devoted to the study of the spin waves interference excited in a thin film of 

yttrium iron garnet (YIG) by trains of femtosecond laser pulses. We reveal the possibility to 

manipulate the overall intensity of the spin waves by manipulating the spatial arrangement of the 

local spin wave sources. Utilizing the YIG as a platform for spin waves interaction provides the   

lowest known spin-wave damping among other materials, while femtosecond optical excitation 

of the YIG samples allows us to obtain a system with tunable spin-wave wavelength [4] and 

wavenumber distribution [5]. We studied experimentally and numerically a case when the 1.1 

um-thick YIG sample is pumped by 200-fs laser pulses at a repetition frequency of 80 MHz. The 

value of the longitudinal external field was set 89 mT. Within the framework of the pump-probe 

technique, the oscillations of the Faraday rotation of the probe beam polarization demonstrate the 

precession of the sample magnetization. To analyze interference, we constructed a model of our 

system in the micromagnetic simulation framework (Mumax3) [6]. The pump beams that excite 

the waves can be differently oriented in space on the surface of the film.  

Results obtained using the simulation corroborate the possibility to use spin wave 

interference to manipulate their propagation pattern. The modelling allowed to reveal the 

interference of the surface and volume modes of spin waves for different configurations of the 

external electromagnetic field. The obtained results pave the way for the new approach for 

manipulation of spin waves. 
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            Optical vortex beams (OVBs) are widely used in various fields of physics due to their 

phase structure [1]. Such beams can carry an additional orbital angular momentum (OAM) [2] 

𝑙ℏ per quantum, 𝑙 = ±1, ±2, … , − topological charge, in comparison with plane waves, which 

carry only spin angular momentum (SAM). Recent experimental studies have shown that the 

interaction of a terahertz OVBs with magnetized media leads to dichroism, that differ from that 

for a wave with only SAM [3, 4]. This finding proves that involving OVBs in the standard 

Faraday configuration can invoke principally novel magneto-optic phenomena. 

            Thus, in this work, we make the first steps to study the influence of the presence of an 

orbital angular momentum in a beam on the main effects of magneto-optics. Namely, we 

investigate the Faraday rotation dependence of a highly focused  Laguerre-Gaussian  beam  on  

the focusing position relative to the magnetic film (Fig. 1). In the experiment, we generate 

optical vortices with a topological charge of 𝑙 = 0, ±1, which are focused on a iron-garnet film 

with a thickness of 6.2. For each position of the sample relative to the waist, we measure the 

Faraday rotation. The corresponding figure 2. shows the Faraday rotation in relation to the 

considered topological charge of the vortex. 

Fig.1 Transmission of a focused OVB through a magnetic film with 

subsequent rotation of the polarization plane. 
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            From the data obtained, it can be seen that there is a nonmonotonic dependence of the 

rotation of the plane of polarization of a linearly polarized optical vortex passing through a iron-

garnet film in a perpendicular magnetic field (Faraday effect), both on the topological charge 

and on the position of the sample relative to the waist (z = 0). At the location of the waist, the 

rotation has a minimum: at 𝑧 = 0 for 𝑙 = 0 this value is 0.7%, and for 𝑙 = +1, −1 by about 

1.4% less than the Faraday effect of an unfocused beam. Consequently, the presence of orbital 

angular momentum in the beam increases the deviation of the Faraday angle from Faraday angle 

of the plane wave. 

The research was financially supported by the Russian Ministry of Education and 

Science, Megagrant (project No. 075-15-2019-1934) and by the RSF (project No. 21-12-

00316). 
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Fig.2 Polarization of the OVBs for different topological charges 𝐥 = 𝟎 (black 

dots), 𝟏 (red dots), and −𝟏 (blue dots), depending on the position of the 

sample relative to the waist (𝐳 = 𝟎). 
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The paper considers the dynamics of the magnetization of TbCo2 / FeCo 

heterostructures. According to recent research those stress-mediated magnetoelectric 

heterostructures represent a very promising approach for the realization of ultra-low energy 

Random Access Memories [1]. Here the results of an experiment on measuring the time-

resolved photoinduced magnetooptical Kerr effect in series of different TbCo2 / FeCo 

structures, approximated by the phenomenological dependence.  
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Fig. 1. Dependence of relaxation time on thickness of TbCo2 layers. 

Damping constants of relaxation processes are calculated. It is found that the damping 

constant, associated with the restoration of the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy after its destruction 

by a pump pulse[2], and precession frequency depends on the magnitude of the external 

magnetic field. The dependence of the temporal characteristics of the dynamics of 

magnetization on the composition of the structures is estimated. 

The work of Russian side is supported by Russian Science Foundation (Grant 20-12-

00276). The authors are grateful to Tiercelin N. and Pernod Ph. (Univ. Lille, CNRS, Centrale 

Lille, Univ. Polytechnique Hauts-de-France, UMR 8520-IEMN, 59000, Lille, France) for 

sample preparation. 
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Spin wave control in magnetic materials is a fundamental basis of the most current 

energy efficient devices, such as magnetic memory, Boolean and quantum logical elements [1]. 

In the last few decades, femtosecond lasers opened up opportunities for ultrafast control of spin 

waves in a diverse magnetic material [2]. Special attention is paid to nonthermal approaches, 

for instance, inverse magnetooptical effects, such as inverse Faraday, inverse transverse 

magnetooptical Kerr, or inverse Voigt effects. In the systems supporting optical modes 

propagation these effects significantly modify spin wave dynamics that brings new horizons to 

all-optical spin control in magnetic materials [3,4].  

Here we report on selective and tunable excitation of standing spin waves excited by 

optical guided modes inside thin Bi substituted iron garnet film (BIG). The theoretically studied 

structure consists of GaP prims, SiO2 cladding layer (350 nm), BIG core (400 nm) and SiO2 

substrate. The structure supports excitation TM guided modes inside the core layer in range of 

500-1500 nm of electromagnetic spectra (Fig. 1a). TM guided modes being elliptically 

polarized are characterized by Ex, Hy, Ez components which result in inverse transverse 

magnetooptical Kerr effect effective (ITMOKE) field formation (Hy
eff) (Fig. 1b).  

 
Fig. 1. Reflection spectrum of the structure (a), normalized Hy and Hy

eff distributions of the 

exited modes (b) 

 

Spin wave dynamic launched by optical pump pulse was studied and analyzed using 

Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation. TM guided mode excite a series of standing spin wave mode 
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inside BIG layer. The highest spin wave excitation efficiency can be achieved when Hy
eff field 

profile coincides spin wave profile (fig. 2a-c). Consequently, excitation of a certain TM mode 

result in selective standing spin wave mode which is illustrated in Fig. 2d-f.  

 
 

Fig. 2 (a)–(с) Calculated effective magnetic field (blue) and spin-wave profiles in the 

cross section of the waveguide. (d)–(f) Bar plots of standing spin waves amplitudes An 

(normalized on the major spin-wave maxima) for the corresponding effective magnetic 

field profiles of (a)–(c). 
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Well know, that spin - orbit interaction for ions with non-frozen orbital moments, 

leads “exchange” amplification characteristic magnetic [1,2]. This get the magnetic resonance 

frequencies in the range of terahertz . A generic example is cobalt oxide CoO, having the 

frequencies  4 – 10 THz [2]. Generally, the orbital magnetic moment of the ion l  is frozen and 

does not affect the high-frequency properties of magnetic materials. We consider model of 

anisotropic ferromagnetic  with unfrozen orbital angular momentum, the Hamiltonian of 

which has the form 

2 2 2

, , , B 0z y z S LH C l B l K S   
         
       

  
 n nn n n n n

n

S l H S l .                       (1) 

Here ˆ
nS  and ˆ

nl - operators of spin and orbital angular momentum in the node n ,   - constant 

of spin-orbital interaction, ,C B  and  K  - the anisotropy constant, B - Boron magneton, ,S L   

- gyromagnetic ratio for spin and orbital momentum, 0 0 zHH e  - magnetic field. For 1l   the 

dynamics of the orbital angular momentum should be described with taking into account the 

full set of quantum states of the operator l , both dipole  l  and quadrupole 
i j j il l l l    

averages. The spin dynamics can be described in a framework of the Landau-Lifshitz equation. 

At 2( )( / 2 )S LC B K       in the ground state the vectors S  and l  collinear to the z-axis 

and the length of the vector of the orbital angular momentum and quadrupole  averages are 
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The full set of the normal modes includes different types of oscillations. First, it is 

longitudinal mode with frequency  
22

04 /LB S H     . This mode is associated 

with the oscillations of the length of the vector l  and are not coupled with the spin 

oscillations. Other two modesare coupled oscillations of the transverse components of the 

dipolar degrees of freedom for spin and orbital moments. The frequencies of these coupled 

spin - orbital modes are lower than  . 
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The interaction of surface acoustic waves (SAWs) with magnetization in ferromagnetic 

thin films and nanoparticles has attracted significant interest motivated by development of 

information processing devices [1–2]. Here we focus on ultrafast magnetization switching in 

nickel nanoparticles, which can be achieved by readily available ultrashort SAW transients with 

strain magnitudes not exceeding 0.1%. The geometry of the problem is described in [2] and the 

modeling of magnetization switching was made by numerical solving of Landau-Lifschitz-

Gilbert equation for different sizes of elliptical magnetostrictive nanomagnets. We tune the 

energy gap between two metastable states of magnetization in the nanoparticle by weak external 

magnetic field.  Under certain conditions a picosecond SAW pulse triggers the magnetization 

switching between these states. The switching phenomena are quantified by the phase diagram 

(Fig. 1), which displays not only the switching zones for different pairs of acoustic amplitude 

η (vertical axis) and duration τ (horizontal axis), but also shows the switching time (color-

coded).  

 
Fig.1. The magneto-elastic switching diagram of a single nickel nanoparticle of size 

100×1600×20 nm3 on glass substrate. Switching times (in ps) are color-coded. 
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The inverse Faraday effect creates spatially distributed effective magnetic field Heff by 

focused laser pulses in magnetic material [1]. It causes a different deviation of the 

magnetization from the external magnetic field in different parts of the structure. 

In this work, we study the behavior of the effective magnetic field by the rigorous 

coupled-wave analysis [2] in the magnetophotonic crystal, which composition [GGG / 

{Bi3Fe5O12/Sm3Ga5O12} / Bi3Fe5O12
2 / {Sm3Ga5O12/Bi3Fe5O12 }5]. Photonic crystals with 

nonmagnetic Bragg mirrors have been studied earlier [3]. Results of numerical simulation show 

that a ratio of magnetization excitation efficiency in microcavity to one in Bragg mirrors varies 

in the range from 4:1 to 1:3 with a wavelength (Fig. 1). 

 

a)  b)  

Fig. 1. Calculated distribution of the effective magnetic field in the studied magnetophotonic 

crystal (a, b). a- wavelength 745nm, b-880nm. 

 

Excitation selectivity of the magnetophotonic crystal different parts looks promising for 

many novel applications in the field of magnonic logic. Magnonic technologies are developing 

very actively these days, and precise optical control of spin dynamics is vital for implementing 

optical-to-microwave transducers, interfacing of the superconducting magnons, etc. 
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Huge spin-orbit coupling makes topological insulators (TI) very attractive for 

topological spintronics. In our work we present FMR experiment with heterostructure 

TI/Ferromagnetic layer. As ferromagnetic layer we used Py (Ni80Fe20) with 20 nm thickness. 

Topological insulator was Bi2Se3, due to its record values of spin Hall angle. Thickness of TI 

layer was 5 nm. In this work S21 parameter was measured as a function of external magnetic 

field. Then results were approximated with sum of symmetric and asymmetric Lorentzians. 

Then Gilbert-damping parameter was calculated. 

 

 
We obtained that Gilbert-damping in TI/FM structure is 0.0066 ± 0.0005 and 0.014 ± 

0.001 for 295K and 50K, respectively. In pure Py films with 20 nm thickness Gilbert-damping 

parameter was much lower. Same result was obtained in work [1] but only in pure permalloy 

samples with thickness 3 nm and mechanism of this phenomenon is in surface and bulk 

damping. For permalloy sample with same thickness Gilbert parameter was approximately 

0.006 in all temperature range. Our hypothesis is that this phenomenon may relay on spin-orbit 

coupling, or may be spin-orbit coupling can amplify surface and bulk damping. 

This work was supported by RSF grant 17-12-01333. 
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of Gilbert damping constant for Py 

(black line) and Py/TI heterostructure (red line). 
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We report the results of experimental studies and numerical simulation of the electron-

hole pairs formation dynamics in silicon during the action of a two-period terahertz pulse with 

a maximum electric field strength of up to 23 MV/cm. The formation of an inhomogeneous 

distribution of the carrier concentration over the depth of the silicon sample is shown, which 

persists for several microseconds. This inhomogeneity is formed due to a sharp increase in the 

rate of filling the conduction band with free carriers in the subsurface input slab of the silicon 

wafer, which occurs at a field strength above 15 MV/cm.  

When exposed to a THz pulse, additional free carriers are generated due to the impact 

ionization mechanism [1, 2], which leads to absorption of the probe pulse by free carriers and 

a decrease in the transmission of the silicon wafer. Calculations show that the concentration of 

free carriers along the direction of propagation of the THz radiation pulse at an electric field 

strength of 22.4 MV/cm reaches ~ 1019 cm-3 in the input surface slab, and ~ 1017 cm-3 at the exit 

of the sample. The calculated time dependences of the probe pulse transmittance correlate well 

with the experimental data for silicon wafers with different thicknesses. 

To calculate the time dependence of the conduction electrons concentration, we used 

modified Boltzmann equations for the impact ionization dynamics.  We also used a modified 

Keldysh formula for impact ionization model [3], which takes into account the contribution of 

higher conduction bands. 

Studies of the free charge carriers dynamics in semiconductors in a strong electric field 

of electromagnetic radiation of far infrared and terahertz spectral ranges radiation are of 

significant interest for controlling the properties of a material. The possibility of a rapid change 

in the concentration of free carriers in the bulk of a silicon wafer (depending on the electric 

field strength of a THz pulse) makes it possible in the future to use the results obtained to create 

new high-speed optoelectronic devices. 
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Section 5 

Nanostructured Materials and Composites 
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Nanomaterials of various types are of great interest both from the point of view of theory 

and in terms of possible practical applications. One of the most interesting types of 

nanomaterials is one-dimensional structures, the so-called "nanowires" (NWs, - nanorods, 

nanoneedles). Such structures can be obtained by the method of matrix synthesis: by filling 

with the required material the cylindrical through pores in a previously prepared matrix (for 

example, in a track membrane). In this work, the preparation of both homogeneous structures 

(NWs from alloys) and heterogeneous structures (layered NWs) is considered. The type of 

obtained NW depends on the electrolyte content and the deposition regimes.  

The synthesis of NWs from alloys was carried out in potentiostatic or galvanostatic 

modes, with obtaining a control graphs I(t) or U(t) respectively. The synthesis of layered NWs 

was carried out in two ways - the so-called "one-bath" or "two-bath". In the first case, one 

electrolyte was used containing the required ions. The alternation of deposition of different 

metals was achieved by alternating deposition potential. In the second case, the alternation of 

different layers was achieved by using different electrolytes ("baths"). 

The study of the structure of the nanoparticles obtained was carried out by microscopy 

methods - SEM (with elemental analysis) and TEM, as well as by the X-ray method. The narrow 

layers were determined by TEM in layered NWs and interfaces between these layers were 

investigated. It has been shown that the composition of NWs made of iron-cobalt alloy 

practically corresponds to the composition of the growth electrolyte. At the same time, in iron-

nickel NWs, the iron content significantly exceeded its content in the electrolyte. The structure 

of iron-containing NWs in most cases is determined by the structure of iron (bcc). Only in the 

case of high concentrations of the second element, cobalt or nickel (more than 70-85%), the 

hcp or fcc structure (respectively) is observed. 

Magnetometry showed that for NWs arrays with a  large diameter (200 nm and more), 

the observed properties are close to those of bulk materials: cobalt NWs were comparatively 

magnetically hard (Coercive Force about 700-1000 Oe), while nickel NWs were magnetically 

soft (CF about 100 Oe). At the same time, a decrease in the diameter in nickel NWs led to a 

sharp increase in the coercive force. For layered nanowires, the easy magnetization axis 

coincided with the NW` axis if the layers were thicker than the wire diameter. With a decrease 

in the layer thickness, the easy axis became perpendicular to the NW axis. 

The possibilities of application of NW arrays was reviewed: as emitters (the spike effect 

in conical nanoparticles), as blanks for obtaining magnetic particles of definite sizes (by 

separating layers into fragments) for use in biology (drug delivery) and as generators of 

Terahertz frequency particles (when spin-polarized current pass through the transitions between 

different magnetic layers in the NW). 

Acknowledgments. This work was supported by State Task of FSRC “Crystall. and Photonic”  
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Thin films and multilayered structures were the subject of the research and applications 

in the last decades [1-2]. Magnetic thin film elements of different electronic devices are most 

compatible with semiconductor technologies. Special efforts were made in the development of 

multilayered nanostructures with high magnetic permeability [3-4]. Magnetoimpedance effect 

(MI) attracted special attention and different types of thin film elements were developed [5]. 

Recently promising approaches were reported and tested for multilayered FeNi films: the 

employment of magnetic spacers for multilayered structures [6], asymmetric MI multilayers 

[7], profiled structures [8].  In the last case multilayer consists of a conductive central lead and 

two ferromagnetic layers located below and above. The upper layer is a periodic structure (N 

elements and N + 1-zones, in which elements are not deposited). It was shown theoretically that 

for such structure a decrease in the deviation angle of the effective magnetic anisotropy axis 

from the transverse direction leads to an increase of the transverse permeability and, 

correspondingly, enhances the skin effect and MI [8]. 

In this work, we had designed and fabricated thin 100 nm FeNi films and FeNi periodic 

structures. They were deposited by sputtering technique onto glass substrates using Cu meshes 

in the external magnetic field of 250 Oe applied during deposition along the direction parallel 

to one of the size of the squire element (EMA). Different sizes of the square unit of the mesh 

were used for preparation of different periodic structures. Their structure, static magnetic 

properties and ferromagnetic resonance were comparatively analyzed. The thickness of 100 nm 

was selected as typical thickness for FeNi layers for MI sensors. Fig. 1 shows examples of 

obtained periodic structures, describes their geometrical parameters and shows results of the in-

plane measurements of the magnetic hysteresis loops using magneto-optical Kerr effect. One 

can see that FeNi film without patterning had uniaxial in-plane magnetic anisotropy and 

different types of magnetization processes for EMA and hard magnetization direction (HMA). 

Even so, low field magnetization processes of periodic structures differ from the magnetization 

processes corresponding to thin film. It can be related to the dipole-dipole interactions between 

the elements and size effects. However, the parameters of the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) 

curves measured by cavity perturbation technique for the frequencies close to 9 GHz (value of 

ferromagnetic resonance fields for in-plane and out-of-plane configuration, the FMR peak 

width, effective magnetization values) were close to each other, indicating similar feature of 

dynamic magnetic permeability and therefore applicability for high frequency application. 
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Fig. 1. Examples of periodic FeNi film structures (thickness of 100 nm), optical microscopy:  S2 

element size R of 50 m  50 m and distance between elements r of 20 m (a); S3 element size R 

of 70 m  70 m and r of 30 m (b); S4 element size R of 300 m  300 m and r of 20 m 30 m 

(c). General description of the periodic structure: EMA - easy magnetization axis; HMA – hard 

magnetization axis (d). Hysteresis loops: S1 is a thin FeNi film (e); S2 (f); S3 (g) and S4 (h) measured 

in EMA and HMA.  
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Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) in their monolayer form are attractive 

candidates for integration into future on-chip opto-electronic devices as atomically thin and air-

stable materials that support strongly bound excitons [1]. One of the promising approaches to 

control the TMD excitonic valley properties is via interfacing the layer with magnetic materials 

[2]. It allows, for example, lifting the energy degeneracy at the K and K’ points through 

proximity effects and eliminating the need for large external magnetic fields. The 

aforementioned energy degeneracy can be required for potential information storage 

applications. This has generated much interest in experimental studies of TMD systems that are 

in proximity with various bulk, thin films, or layered van der Waals ferromagnetic and 

antiferromagnetic crystals. 

Iron garnets, in particular yttrium iron garnet (YIG), have attracted much attention as 

promising magnetic substrates for TMD-based heterostructures. These heterostructures provide 

an opportunity to study valley physics of charged excitons in TMDs, as it was discussed in 

recent reports of trion valley polarization in MoS2/YIG [3] and WS2/YIG samples.  

In this work we study circularly polarized photoluminescence of trions (a quasiparticle 

which consists of three in total electrons and holes) in MoSe2 monolayers interfaced with thin 

films of bismuth iron garnet (BIG) deposited on gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG) substrates. 

Due to the out-of-plane magnetization in the BIG film, these systems exhibit contrast in the co-

polarized photoluminescence of trions under right and left circularly polarized excitation. 

Importantly, the extracted magnitude of the effective magnetic field appears to be almost an 

order of magnitude larger than the saturation magnetization of BIG, which we measure 

independently. This indicates the emergence of proximity effects at the MoSe2/BIG interface 

and suggests that interfacing TMDs with thin magnetic films could give access to large effective 

magnetic fields and associated magnetic phenomena even in the absence of strong external 

fields [4].  
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Moreover, we observe an inverted trion valley polarization response, which depends 

crucially on temperature and excitation energy, being most pronounced at low temperatures and 

pump energy close to the B exciton. The ability to controllably invert the valley polarization of 

trions in TMDs without applying high external magnetic fields opens new routes for the 

development of valleytronic devices. 

Our results provide basic understanding of the mechanisms of trion polarization in such 

systems for the development of future devices based on the combination of electronic and valley 

degrees of freedom for information storage and processing.  
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Fig. 1. Left is the principle scheme of the sample, consisting of monolayer MoSe2 transferred onto 

thin film of bismuth iron garnet (BIG) on gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG) substrate, and types of 

different excitation/detection with circular polarization. Right – is the typical photoluminescence 

spectra from the MoSe2 monolayer positioned on the magnetic film. T marks the area of the trion 

peak, X is the area of the neutral exciton.    
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The magnetoimpedance (MI) effect consists in significant change in the impedance of 

a ferromagnetic conductor in an external magnetic field. High sensitivity of the MI is promising 

for different applications including biosensing [1–3]. The use of MI sensitive elements for 

measurement of the concentration dependence of the magnetic nanoparticles embedded in 

ferrogel was demonstrated recently [4,5]. At the same time, the understanding of the origin and 

limits of biosensor sensitivity for detection of magnetic nanoparticles requires further 

experimental and theoretical studies. In this work, we develop a model to describe the MI 

response of multilayered film in the presence of ferrogel. 

The studied film structure consists of central copper layer and two external multilayers. 

The external multilayers contain permalloy sub-layers separated by non-magnetic spacers. The 

spacers are added in order to avoid the “transcritical state” transition and to increase the total 

thickness of the multilayer [6]. Both the symmetric and multilayered films are studied. The non-

symmetric multilayers can be obtained by the deposition of top and bottom ferromagnetic parts 

of a multilayer with different thickness [7]. The layer of ferrogel is placed on the top surface of 

the multilayer. Since the multilayer length and width are much higher than its thickness, the 

distribution of the electromagnetic fields within the multilayer–ferrogel structure can be found 

in the one-dimensional approximation by means of a solution of Maxwell equations taking into 

account the continuity conditions [8]. 

The presence of ferrogel changes the field distribution within multilayered film and 

correspondingly affects the MI response. The ferrogel layer has a double effect on the MI 

response. The first contribution to the MI effect comes from high permittivity of the ferrogel, 

which results in an increase of the MI in the multilayer with ferrogel. The second contribution 

of the ferrogel layer is attributed to stray fields of magnetic nanoparticles. To describe the 

influence of stray fields on the MI response, it is assumed that ferrogel layer induces a spatially 

homogeneous effective stray field Hp in the multilayered film. The value of Hp is assumed to 

be proportional to the concentration of magnetic nanoparticles, since the saturation 

magnetization of the ferrogel increases linearly with the concentration of nanoparticles [4,5]. 

The effective stray field changes the magnetization distribution and affected the transverse 

permeability in the permalloy sub-layers. The transverse permeability is found from a solution 

of the Landau–Lifshitz equation. 

The following multilayer parameters are used in calculations: the thickness of the central 

copper layer is 500 nm, the external multilayers contain five permalloy sub-layers with the 

thickness of 100 nm separated by titanium spacers with the thickness of 3 nm. The ferrogel 
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layer thickness is 1 mm and its permittivity is 80. General view of the gel without magnetic 

nanoparticles and ferrogel is shown in Fig. 1(a). 

 

           
Fig. 1. General view of polyacrylamide gel and ferrogel filled with Fe2O3 nanoparticles (a), 

calculated MI ratio as a function of the external field at f =100 MHz (b) and frequency 

dependence of the maximum MI ratio (c). Curves 1, multilayer without gel; curves 2, Hp = 0; 

curves 3, Hp = 0.25 Oe; curves 4, Hp = 0.5 Oe; curves 5, Hp = 0.75 Oe. 

 

To describe a relative variation of the impedance we use the MI ratio Z / Z = [Z(He) –

Z(H0)] / Z(H0), where He is the external magnetic field and H0 = 100 Oe. Fig. 1 (b) shows the 

field dependence of the MI ratio calculated at the frequency f = 100 MHz for the multilayer 

without ferrogel and multilayer with ferrogel for different values of the effective stray field Hp. 

The frequency dependence of the maximum MI ratio (Z / Z )max for the same multilayer is 

shown in Fig. 1 (c). In the presence of the gel without magnetic nanoparticles (Hp = 0), the MI 

ratio increases due to high permittivity of the gel. The effective stray field increases with the 

concentration of nanoparticles due to a growth of the ferrogel saturation magnetization. The 

stray field decreases the transverse permeability in the permalloy sub-layer, and, as a result, the 

MI ratio decreases with an increase of the stray field Hp. The calculated dependences are in a 

qualitative agreement with experimental results [4,5]. 
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The family microwires (amorphous, nanocrystalline, bi- and multiphase) are used for 

logic, coding and sensing devices [1-3], for μ-magnets applications [4] and actuators [5,6]. A 

novel family of core/shell bimagnetic microwires is here introduced consisting of a cylindrical 

magnetic core covered by a concentric but asymmetric external shell. The two magnetic phases 

are isolated by an intermediate glassy microtube and are designed to show differential soft/soft 

or soft/hard magnetic behavior.   

In this work either soft FeNi or harder Co polycrystalline shell was asymmetrically 

sputtered onto a precursor glass-coated rapidly solidified soft magnetostrictive Fe-based and 

Co-based microwire. The magnetic and mechanical properties have been investigated in terms 

of the asymmetric nano-shell influence on the banding and magnetic response. An initial 

characterization was performed by XRD and HRTEM to determine the structural features and 

identify the crystalline phases. Bulk magnetic properties of each magnetic phase were analyzed 

by vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) and the hysteretic contributions of the shell were 

compared to local surface hysteresis loops determined by magneto-optical Kerr effect. The 

azimuthal angular dependence of MOKE surface loops allows us to confirm the asymmetry of 

the shell. To understand the origin of the magnetic interaction between the different magnetic 

phases FORC-analysis was applied. FORC-curves and magnetic properties were measured via 

VSM. Differences between magnetic properties of the magnetic phases as well as clearly 

observed interactions were shown in the Switching Field Distribution (SFD) plots and in the 

FORC – diagrams. The magnetostrictive action of a DC magnetic field proves to compensate 

the spontaneous bending observed in such microwires. The asymmetric shell confers 

outstanding technical magnetic properties to these bimagnetic microwires very suitable for 

sensing and particularly microactuator applications 
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Bismuth-substituted Yttrium Iron Garnet (Bi:YIG) is one of the most prominent 

materials for spintronics and photonics [1, 2]. The ability of microfabrication crystallized 

Bi:YIG thin film expands possible applications of this material. We report on local 

crystallization of metal-oxide film under a laser irradiation. Crystallization was performed by a 

525 nm laser with pulse duration of 200 fs, repetition rate of 80 MHz and pulse energy 14nJ. 

Laser beam was focused to a spot size of about 100 µm and crystallization was performed when 

writing by the spot at a speed of 100 µm/s.  

 

 

 

Optical image of crystallized garnet area (a), Faraday rotation (b) and Raman shift (c) spectra. 

Crystallization was done in air at room conditions.  
 

Bi:YIG was obtained as a result of local laser annealing of an initial metal-oxide film 

due to its thermal decomposition followed by crystallization. In the viewing microscope it is 

clearly seen the bright line on the dark substrate (see image a). Local changes in magneto-

optical properties, transmission, Raman spectroscopy and topography were studied. Faraday 

rotation from center of modified area was about -1 degree at 510 nm (plot b). In the Raman 

spectra taken from non-modified area, there were no Raman peaks. It indicates the absence of 

crystal structure in the initial oxide film. In the Raman spectra from the center of modified area, 

there were intensive peaks which represent crystal structure of Bi:YIG (plot c). 

To investigate influence of the atmosphere on crystallization regimes and magneto-

optical properties of Bi:YIG, the experiment was performed when irradiating initial metal-oxide 

film placed into a gas cell that was supplied with different gases (N2, O2, air and Ar). 
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During last years, the electron microscopy (EM) instrumentation and techniques have 

changed drastically. Spherical aberration correctors (Cs-correctors) of electromagnetic lenses, 

electron gun monochromators, new high-performance electron-optical systems make it possible 

to focus the beam on the sample with the probe diameter less than 1 Å, and the ultra-pure 

vacuum allows obtaining nanodiffraction patterns from particles of sub-nanometer size. The Cs 

corrected condenser systems permit to obtain electron-beam images with a high resolution in 

Z-contrast mode with a sub angstrom resolution allowing to detect point defects like atomic 

vacancies or substitutions. Another amazing direction of transmission EM (TEM) is the 

cryogenic TEM (Cryo-TEM). Of course, in the first order this method was applied to the study 

of proteins, viruses and macromolecules. Three founders of this method, namely J. Dubochet, 

J. Frank and R. Henderson were awarded the Nobel Prise in Chemistry in 2017. The number of 

investigations in this area exceed by now 16K releases. There are two methods in life science 

Cryo-TEM: single particles analysis and tomography. The second methods can be successively 

applied to the study of material science specimens. The 3D reconstruction of different 

microstructures, which cannot be studied by conventional 3D TEM, was performed using Cryo-

TEM. That could be electron beam sensitive or liquid contain materials, even hydrosols. One 

remarkable example is the study of detonation nanodiamonds (DND) hydrosols [1]. 

Remarkable hysteresis of viscosity founded in the samples have been explained in the frame of 

percolation theory based on the network formation due to faceted DND particles interactions 

(see Fig.1).  

 

Fig.1. Cryo-electron tomography 3D model for 1 wt% nanodiamonds hydrosol with positive 

ζ-potential. 

 

Other examples like gold nanoparticles in water solution and palygorskite particles 

contain water will be present.  
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Metal nanowires (NWs) obtained by the matrix synthesis method are of particular 

interest. The advantage of the method is its variability, the ability to obtain various types of 

NWs in the pores of the matrix. The first works were devoted to the deposition of NWs from 

one metal, then multicomponent NWs were obtained - homogeneous (so-called alloys) and 

heterogeneous (so-called layered). One more application of structures based on NW was 

proposed: for the generation of terahertz radiation. In theoretical works [1, 2], the possibility of 

spin-injection radiation (in the freq. range 3–40 THz) in structures with transitions between 

magnetic metals, when currents of 105–107 A / cm2 flow through them, were predicted. 

Spin injection by current through a nanojunction between two ferromagnetic metals can 

lead to a significant nonequilibrium accumulation of spin in the region of the immediate vicinity 

of the contact. In particular, an inverted population of the spin subbands of a ferromagnet can 

arise, into which hot electrons that are not spin equilibrium are injected. In this case, radiative 

spin-flip transitions of conduction electrons will take place, which can be stimulated indirectly 

through the s-d exchange interaction with the electromagnetic wave. The frequency of radiation 

is determined by the energy of the effective exchange splitting of the spin subbands and lies in 

the terahertz (THz) range. 

In this work, we studied arrays of heterogeneous NWs from two ferromagnetic materials 

- Ni / Co, FeNi / Co and Ni / Fe. The emission and absorption spectra of the samples were 

studied on a Golay cell and a Bruker "Vertex80v" IR Fourier spectrometer in the THz range 

depending on the current density in the NWs. The nonthermal nature of the radiation is shown. 

In the range 55 150 THz, the transmittance of -polyethylene (the matrix in which the NWs array 

is located) is about 90%, which makes it possible to use it as a medium for operation in this 

range. The dips at frequencies around 90 and 104 THz are due to absorption by polymer bonds. 

The transmittance of the membrane with NWs is reduced (for example, up to 20% for Ni / Co 

wires). 

Additional peaks appear at 56 and 60 THz for Ni / Co NW, 73 and 113 THz for FeNi / 

Co NWs, and 57, 70, and 114 THz for Ni / Fe NWs. Thus, NWs arrays increase the absorption 

of the membrane in the entire investigated frequency range, and this absorption depends on the 

NWs material. Further study of emission and absorption spectra is aimed at creating sources 

and detectors of THz radiation. 
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 Two-dimensional nanostructures and single-layered materials are the forefronts of 

materials science. In particular, h-BN nanosheets are well-known for outstanding thermal 

conductivity and electronic properties, in addition to excellent mechanical strength, chemical 

inertness, and distinctive deep UV luminescence. These and many other properties make 

pristine and functionalized h-BN nanosheets highly-promising for diverse applications in 

biomedical, electronic, composite, environmental and sustainable energy-related fields. Many 

of these applications rely on the structural and morphological properties determined by the 

dimensionality, content and orientation of the structures.  

However, the presently available options to control dimensionality, content and 

orientation of h-BN nanostructures are more less explored and utilized as compared to similar 

carbon nanostructures, even though h-BN is an isostructural analog of carbon. Indeed, a very 

large number of publications report on graphene sheets with different orientations including 

vertical oriented structures (nanowalls). This morphological flexibility combined with graphitic 

structure and chemical modification possibility make them ideal for applications in 

electrochemical capacitors, electron emitting, environmental and bio-sensing devices. In 

contrast, only a limited number of articles on the synthesis and no reports on composition 

modification of vertically oriented h-BN nanosheets (h-BN nanowalls (BNNWs)) have been 

published so far. 

Here, we will report how using of organoboron compounds, such as amine-boranes, and 

low-temperature thermally non-equilibrium plasma in chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 

process can result to form the oriented and ordered h-BN structures with controlled carbon 

doping. Simple variation of the process temperature makes it possible to produce different 

morphological types of h-BN nanowalls. We performed a study of structural features, 

cytotoxicity, thermal stability and luminescence of these morphological types. The h-BN lattice 

of nanowalls can contain the graphene domains, which amount was successfully controlled by 

content of the initial gas mixture. In addition, we will present study of thermal stability of h-

BN nanowalls in oxidative (air) and inert (argon) atmospheres. Annealing in oxygen-containing 

atmosphere resulted to formation oxygen-doped h-BN nanowalls that demonstrated enhanced 

luminescent properties in the blue-green region. Significant cytotoxicity of morphologically 

different h-BN nanowalls against E. coli was demonstrated for the first time.  

The reported study was funded by the RFBR and DST according to research project  

19-53-45012.  
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Bismuth-substituted yttrium iron garnet (Bi:YIG) is one of the most extensively studied 

and widely used material for magneto-optical devices development [1]. Conventional methods 

of Bi:YIG synthesis include liquid phase epitaxy, pulsed laser deposition, sputtering, and metal-

organic decomposition (MOD).  The latter is characterized by simplicity, flexibility, low cost, 

and scalability of the process. The MOD technique is based on spin-coating of a metal-organic 

solution, drying the solution, annealing at temperature around 400°C for oxidation of organics, 

and crystallization of Bi:YIG from the oxide film obtained at the previous step at temperature 

600-800°C [2]. This high-temperature annealing is a limiting factor for fabrication of high-

efficient 1D magnetophotonic crystals as it may result in occurring of cracks, crystallization, 

and changing optical properties of Bragg mirror layers. 

The 200 nm oxide film was fabricated by the MOD method as reported earlier [3]. For 

Bi:YIG crystallization a laser beam was focused with a micro-objective (10×, NA=0.25) on the 

sample placed on an XY motorized stage, scanning speed was 100 µm/s. The center 

wavelength, pulse duration, and repetition rate were 525 nm, 200 fs, and 80 MHz, respectively. 

For further study seven 2×2 mm squares were annealed by the femtosecond laser with pulse 

energy in the range of 9-24 nJ. The irradiated film was characterized by optical and Raman 

spectroscopies, optical and atomic-force microscopies, and ellipsometry. Ellipsometric 

parameter ψ measured with an applied external magnetic field was used to calculate Faraday 

rotation. 

Faraday rotation spectra of the structures recorded with different pulse energy are shown 

in Fig. 1a. The unmodified oxide film and irradiated with the pulse energy 9 nJ showed no 

magneto-optical properties. Structures irradiated with the higher pulse energy possessed 

Faraday rotation spectra typical for Bi:YIG films with the minimum in the green spectral range. 

Faraday rotation amplitude was found to continuously grow with the pulse energy up to 21 nJ 

reaching -1.3 degrees (Fig. 1b). Further increase in the pulse energy up to 24 nJ resulted in 

lowering Faraday rotation. It should be noted that Bi:YIG obtained by thermal annealing in a 

furnace possessed Faraday rotation -2.5 degrees at 515 nm that almost in two times higher 

compared to the laser-annealed film. This stems from the inhomogeneous annealing obtained 

after the laser-induced crystallization (Fig. 2). Originally reddish-brown film turned to green, 

yellow, orange, and even black depending on the pulse energy. Black color in optical images 

was related to growth of Fe2O3 phase as revealed by Raman spectroscopy. Iron oxide(III)  

formation was also the reason for decrease in Faraday rotation observed after the laser 

irradiation with the pulse energy equaled to 24 nJ.   
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Fig. 1. Faraday rotation spectra of the unmodified oxide film and irradiated by femtosecond 

laser pulses with different energy (a), dependence of Faraday rotation at 515 nm on the pulse 

energy (b). 

 
Fig. 2. Optical images of the non-irradiated oxide film and irradiated by femtosecond laser 

pulses with different energy. 

The possibility of Bi:YIG crystallization from oxide film prepared by the MOD 

technique was demonstrated and studied. Faraday rotation spectra typical for Bi:YIG films were 

observed after the laser irradiation with the pulse energy in the range 12-24 nJ. Growth of 

hematite crystal phase took place under laser pulses with the energy above 20 nJ. Further 

optimization of the laser-induced crystallization is required to improve magneto-optical 

properties of Bi:YIG thin films. Laser-induced crystallization of Bi:YIG is the promising 

technique for fabrication of high-efficient 1D and 2D magnetophotonic crystals and waveguide 

magneto-optical devices. 
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This paper reports a UHF negative magnetoresistance (M) in composite metal-dielectric 

films was observed. M was defined as (|ZH|-|Z0|)/|Z0| where |ZH| and |Z0| are absolute values of 

impedances of the films in static magnetic and without magnetic fields respectively. The films 

were constituted by ferromagnetic nanoparticles of CoFeB alloy in an insulating amorphous 

SiO2 matrix have been studied. Negative UHF magnetoresistance was observed in the 

longitudinal configuration that is, when the current is parallel to the magnetic field and the 

magnetic field is in plane of the films. The investigated films were received by the ion beam 

sputtering method in the argon atmosphere with pressure 0.04 Pa [1]. Atomic compositions of 

the films were determined by a scanning electron microscope Tescan Mira 3. The atomic 

compositions of the films were (Co0.44Fe0.36B0.20)x(SiO2)y where x was from 0.42 to 0.85 and 

y=(1-x)/3. Magnetic force microscopy images of the composite films were obtained by atomic 

force microscope Integra Prima. Spectrum analyzer (INSTEK GSP-7830), sweep-frequency 

generator, coplanar line and electromagnet were used to study the UHF magnetoresistance 

spectra. The frequency range was from 0.2 GHz to 3 GHz. The range of magnetic field was 

from 0 to 7 kOe. The films were put in the rupture of the centre conductor of the coplanar line. 

The coplanar line was connected with sweep-frequency generator and spectrum analyzer. All 

measurements were obtained at room temperature.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Magnetoresistance spectrum of (Co0.44Fe0.36B0.02)0.67(SiO2)0.11 film where 

number of line corresponds to magnetic field in kOe 
 

The negative magnetoresistance was observed in the composite films for x from 0.67 to 

0.85. Maximum value of the negative magnetoresistance was equal to 6% and observed for 

x=0.84, H=7 kOe and f=1.2 GHz. Frequency range of the magnetoresistance was dependences 

of x. An increase of the x led to a decrease of the frequency range with the maximum value of 

the negative magnetoresistance.  

The study was supported by a grant from the Russian Science Foundation (project No. 

21-72-20048). 
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In recent years, the creation and study of new functional materials has been of great 

interest. Many works are devoted to miniature and high-speed actuators based on alloys with a 

thermoelastic martensitic transition and shape memory effect (SME); could be the basis of a 

new solid-state cooling technology. 

Analysis of the world literature shows that studies of amorphous alloys and amorphous-

crystalline composites attract a lot of attention [1-3]. In [1], the amorphization of metals leads 

to an increase in their strength. In [3], it is said about the improvement of corrosion resistance 

during the amorphization of metals. 

The authors of the work noticed an unexpected effect of the appearance of self-

oscillations in a freely suspended strip of Ti2NiCu amorphous alloy under the influence of a 

direct electric current (Fig.1). At a load of up to 1.2 MPa and at a current of 0.7 A to 1 A, the 

effect of the appearance of oscillations in an amorphous tape 40 μm thick, 1.5 mm wide and 

over 25 sm long is observed. At higher current values, the tape begins to anneal and pass into 

the crystalline austenitic phase of the Ti2NiCu alloy. At current values less than 0.7 A, no 

oscillations were observed. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig.1. Photos during the experiment. a) no oscillations, b) oscillations are present 

 

When the DC current reaches a critical value, at which oscillations appear, oscillations 

of the first type first appear. With some anticipation, the swinging belt begins to tremble and 

vibrations of the second type arise. With a further increase in the current strength, the tape 

continues to support both types of oscillations, with a decrease in the current strength, the 

oscillations disappear. 

This work was supported by Grant of the Russian Science Foundation 17-19-01748 
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The magneto-optical effects are used in numerous applications [1]. Their practical 

inertia-free nature also makes it possible to use them to study ultrafast processes in magnetic 

materials in the nano-, pico-, and femtosecond ranges of durations [2-4]. Iron garnet films with 

the addition of bismuth have record values of the Faraday effect, which allows them to be used 

as the basis of applied devices and used as a model dielectric medium for the study of fast-

flowing processes. In this work, we study the magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) and the 

Faraday effect (FE) of iron garnet films depending on the film thickness. To do this, areas with 

different thicknesses (270, 175, 75, ~1 nm) were formed in polycrystalline Bi-YIG film by ion-

beam sputtering with an oxygen ion beam [5]. It is found that the film has a high uniformity of 

parameters in thickness (Fig.1). It is shown that for the study of ultrathin films, it is preferable 

to register the MCD, and then, using the Kramers-Kronig relations, it is possible to effectively 

restore the FE spectra for ultrathin films. 
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Fig. 1. MCD and FE spectra for film areas with different thicknesses. 

 

The work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, projects No.18-

52-16006 and 18-29-27020. 
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The study of soft magnetic amorphous alloys is one of the important directions in 

condensed matter physics. As a rule, amorphous soft magnetic alloys (ASMA) based on 

ferromagnetic components have higher magnetic characteristics than crystalline analogs and 

are harder at room temperatures. Some properties of ASMA, e.g., high magnetic permeability, 

low magnetic anisotropy (lower than that of crystalline alloys by two orders of magnitude), and 

high electrical resistivity, which substantially reduces Foucault current losses, are directly 

related to their disordered structure and cannot be achieved in crystalline alloys. However, like 

all amorphous alloys obtained by melt quenching (MQ), ASMA are metastable; therefore, the 

unique properties of such materials noticeably change under external actions. Since recently, 

the attention of researchers has been attracted by the effect of the change in the magnetic 

properties of amorphous alloys under external actions, which mainly retain the amorphous 

structure of the alloys. The question of how the magnetic properties of ASMA can change under 

extreme conditions of high-pressure torsion (HPT) at different temperatures and degrees of 

deformation is of great interest. To solve this problem, we thoroughly experimentally studied 

the evolution of the local atomic structure of amorphous ferromagnetic materials upon HPT.  

In this work, we studied the Fe-based Fe50Ni33B17, Fe54Ni29B17, Fe58Ni25B17 and 

Fe75Si8B17 ASMA with the same B content. The ribbons of the alloys were obtained by melt 

spinning in an argon atmosphere at a melt quenching rate of 105-106 K/s. The resulting ribbons 

of the amorphous alloys were 8-10 mm wide and 20-30 microns thick. 

The structure of the amorphous alloys was identified by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) methods. All alloys in the amorphous state were 

deformed by the HPT method to a degree of deformation corresponding to n = 1 (where n is the 

number of full revolutions of the movable anvil) at room temperature (293K) and boiling point 

of liquid nitrogen (77K). Differential scanning calorimetry with a Setaram DSC 111 setup at a 

heating rate of 20 K/min was used to study the alloys after MQ and HPT at different 

temperatures. Magnetic properties were determined at room temperature with a Lake Shore 

model 7407 vibrating magnetometer in fields of up to 1.7 T. The EXAFS (Extended X-Ray 

Absorption Fine Structure) spectra above the K-edges of the absorption of Ni and Fe were 

measured at the Structural Materials Science end station at the Siberia-2 facility of the 

Kurchatov synchrotron radiation source in transmission mode at room temperature. 

The initially amorphous alloys remain amorphous after HPT at 77K according to the 

XRD and TEM data. The analysis of the EXAFS spectra showed that, upon HPT, both the 

chemical environment of the selected Fe atom and the average interatomic distance of the Fe-

Fe, Fe-Si, and Fe-Ni pairs change. The Fe58Ni25B17 and Fe75Si8B17 alloys revealed a change in 
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the nature of the composite short-range order for Fe atoms with a simultaneous decrease in the 

average interatomic distance for the Fe-Fe atom pairs. In the Fe50Ni33B17 and Fe54Ni29B17 alloys, 

no changes in the interatomic distances were observed for different pairs of atoms. Only a 

change in the chemical composition of the Fe atom environment, in which some of the Fe atoms 

are replaced by Ni atoms, is found in the alloys. A similar change in the local atomic structure 

in both cases leads to a decrease in the saturation magnetization in the Fe-based amorphous 

alloys studied after HPT at 77K (Fig. 1). 

  
a) b) 

Fig. 1. Magnetic properties of the Fe58Ni25B17, Fe54Ni29B17, Fe50Ni33B17, and Fe75Si8B17 alloys 

after MQ and HPT (n = 1) at 293 and 77K: (a) Is in a field of 1.7 T, (b) Hc. 

 

 The sharp increase in the coercive force after HPT at 77K is explained by the absence 

of relaxation channels for elastic stresses due to the suppression of thermal activation processes. 

It is shown that HPT at 77K leads to the formation of the amorphous state that is more resistant 

to crystallization than that realized after MQ (Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Results of calorimetric analysis of the Fe-based amorphous alloys:  

Alloys Тcr,

К 

HMQ, 

J/g 

H HPT-293 

J/g 

HHPT-77 

J/g 

HHPT-293 -

HMQ 

J/g 

HHPT-77 -

HMQ 

J/g 

V cr 

293К 

Fe50Ni33B17 674 72 54  83 - 18 +11 0.25 

Fe54Ni29B17 689 80 67  90 - 13 +10 0.17 

Fe58Ni25B17 692 84 70  96 - 14 +12 0.17 

Fe75Si8B17 785 111 99 116 -12  +5 0.1 

Тcr is the crystallization temperature of the alloy after MQ and HPT; HMQ is the crystallization 

thermal effect of the alloys after MQ; HHPT-293 and HHPT-77 are the crystallization thermal 

effects of the alloys after HPT at 293 and 77K, respectively. 

 

This work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (projects № 19-
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In the present work, laminated amorphous-crystalline Ti50Ni25Cu25 alloy ribbons with 

different crystal layer thicknesses were obtained by rapid-quenched technique on a rotating disk 

(planar casting method) at cooling rates of about 105 K/s. The amorphous-crystalline ribbons 

were subjected to heat treatment in a calorimeter, isothermal treatment (IT) in a furnace (for 

300 s) and electric-pulse processing (EPP) with a processing time of 5 s to 1 ms. The obtained 

samples were thoroughly studied using metallography, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 

x-ray diffraction analysis and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). 

Studies have confirmed that in the obtained samples, the layer of the structure with a non-

contact (free) surface of the ribbon with respect to the quenching disk is crystalline. At room 

temperature, x-ray diffraction pattern from a non-contact surface together with the B19 

martensitic phase present a residual B2 austenitic phase. The residual B2 phase did not turn into 

B19 phase during cooling due to mechanical stresses in the surface crystal layer. It is noted that 

the most intense reflexes of the B19 phase are observed in the area of 58-65 degrees 2θ, and not 

in the area near 42 degrees, which is usually typical for this alloy. This arrangement of the main 

peaks indicates the texture of the surface crystal layer. In the crystal layer, B2-B19 phase 

transitions occur during thermal cycling in the range of martensitic transformation (MT). 

The study of the effect of IT of amorphous-crystalline samples of ribbons in a muffle 

furnace was conducted at a temperature of 500 C with an exposure of 300 seconds in the "free" 

state and in a mandrel to preserve a straight shape. After crystallization in the free state, the 

samples are characterized by a curved shape. When the crystallized samples are heated to a 

temperature of 100 C, they do not exhibit shape memory effect (TWSME). Only a single SME 

is present in the samples, i.e. the samples restore the shape of the ring when heated after their 

preliminary deformation. After cooling, the samples retain the curved shape of the ring. 

Samples crystallized in a mandrel to preserve a straight shape are characterized by a straight 

shape after cooling and extraction from the mandrel. When the samples are heated to a 

temperature of 100 C, they bend slightly (much less than the bend when implementing TWSME 

in the initial rapid-quenched state) relative to the original straight shape, and when cooled to 

room temperature, they take a straight shape. Thus, there is a "weakened" (residual) TWSME. 

It is noted that in the samples crystallized in the mandrel, the value of the residual TWSME is 

greater than in the samples of ribbons with large thicknesses of the crystal layer in the initial 

state. To study the microstructure of the resulting samples, their transverse sections were made, 

as well as X-ray diffraction studies were carried out. 

IT of amorphous-crystalline ribbons in mandrels that fix the ribbon in a certain position 

showed that this method allows the formation of a structure in the ribbons with internal stresses 

that lead to the manifestation of TWSME during thermal cycling in the MT range. The most 
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noticeable TWSME are in samples of amorphous-crystalline ribbons with a crystal layer 

thickness of more than 5 microns. 

To carry out the crystallization of the amorphous state of rapid-quenched amorphous-

crystalline ribbons made of Ti50Ni25Cu25 alloy without high-temperature exposure to 

preserve the characteristics of the initial crystal layer, an experimental setup was designed and 

upgraded, which allows heat treatment of thin rapid-quenched amorphous and amorphous-

crystalline thin ribbons by passing a single or several pulses of electric current through the 

sample EPP. Studies have shown that in EPP with a duration of less than 1000 ms, the 

microstructure of the ribbons in cross-section has a non-uniform distribution of crystals over 

the thickness of the ribbon: a structure of columnar crystals is formed near the ribbon 

surfaces,and single or grouped large crystals are present in the volume of the ribbon. In the 

near-surface areas of the ribbons, crystals with a columnar structure are formed, and large 

crystals are formed in the middle part. Columnar crystals from the surface go into the inner part 

of the ribbon to the crystals formed in the volume of the ribbon, and an inhomogeneous 

boundary is formed. The proportion of columnar crystals increases with decreasing exposure 

time, and there are areas where columnar crystals touch in the central part of the ribbon, while 

a smooth interface is formed between them. At EPP with a duration of 10 ms or less, the 

transverse size of the crystals begins to decrease – columnar crystals are thinned, and large 

crystals are broken into smaller ones. During electro-pulse heat treatment in the loaded state, 

the proportion of columnar crystals touching in the middle part increases. 

It is noted that columnar crystals on the non-contact side are formed from the initial 

crystal layer and repeat its crystallographic orientation. The crystallographic reflexes from the 

non-contact surface of the ribbon have a non-standard arrangement of the main reflexes of the 

B19 structure in the region of 58-65 degrees, and the peaks with a lower intensity are located 

in the region of 28-32 degrees. The crystallographic reflexes on the contact side of the ribbon 

after electro-pulse heat treatment are similar to those obtained after isothermal treatment. There 

are reflexes of phase B 19, located in the region of 38-46 degrees (main), and less obvious 

reflexes in the region of 58-65 degrees. Studies of DSCs have shown that the presence of 

different types of crystals in the distribution structure is consistent with the calorimetric effects 

and their stages during martensitic transformations. 

In all the crystallized samples, a pronounced single SME is observed, but in the case of 

amorphous-crystalline ribbons with the application of a load in the obtained crystal samples, 

TWSME is observed with a different character than it was in the initial state: in the low-

temperature state (martensitic), the ribbon is bent towards the initial amorphous layer (initial 

state); when heated above the temperature of the beginning of the austenitic transformation, the 

ribbon begins to straighten and then bends in the other direction (towards the initial crystal 

layer); upon subsequent cooling below the end temperature of the martensitic transformation, 

the ribbon takes its initial shape.  

 

The study was carried out at the expense of a grant from the Russian Science Foundation 

(Project No. 19-12-00327).  
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Multilayer nanotubes are the perspective material for creating electronic devices. E.g., 

Field-effect transistors and diodes extensively used in solar cells. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 

can be conductors and semiconductors; therefore, they are the good basis for creating 2D-Thin 

Film Transistors [1]. Semiconductor features make possible the usage of Carbon Nanotubes as 

the solar cells diodes [2]. 

CVD-method allows the growing of nanotubes in the form of a relief layer. This 

structure is typical for the growth of nanotubes from a sol-gel catalyst. When the gel is heated, 

the bond between chlorine (Cl) and ammonia (NH4OH) is destroyed, and clusters of nickel (Ni) 

and nickel oxide (NiO) remain on the surface. Once in the chamber, ethanol (C2H5OH) is 

oxidized in the residual atmosphere to carbon monoxide (CO), then, getting on the catalyst, 

carbon monoxide (CO), by decomposition, is converted into carbon (C). A catalyst fraction (in 

which carbon dissolves) floats in a drop of its own adsorbate. As the temperature in the chamber 

decreases, the carbon (C) dissolved in the fraction begins to transform into the adsorbate, which 

subsequently desorbs into drops. A drop moving along the surface of the substrate leaves a trail 

in the form of a carbon nanotube. 

The size of nanotubes depending on pressure and temperature does not change. Using 

CVD-method the temperature during the process of nanotubes growth will be 550 K (T = 550 

K) and the pressure of 20 kPa (P = 20 kPa). This happens taking into account errors, due to the 

impossibility of creating an ideally equilibrium system. We can see changes in the surface relief 

of the nanotube layer, as well as in the number of nanotubes at different concentrations of 

reagents in the catalyst (fig.1). This is due to the number of sorption sites in the catalyst. 

We have considered the following concentrations: 19 ml of ammonia (NH4OH) and 500 

mg of nickel fractions (Nl) – a, 30 ml of ammonia (NH4OH) and 500 mg of nickel fractions 

(Nl) – b, 60 ml of ammonia (NH4OH) and 500 mg of nickel fractions (Nl) – c. The results are 

shown in Figure 1. The nanotubes were obtained using CVDomna machine. 

 

 
Figure 1. SEM-image of carbon nanotubes structures. 

Based on the SEM-images, we can draw the following conclusions: 
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 It is possible to control the geometric parameters of the catalytic sites by varying 

the composition of the catalyst; 

 The size of nanotube flocks decreases as the size of catalytic centers; 

 The conductive features of the layer change due to the change in the geometric 

shapes of the nanotubes. 

 

After applying the electrodes by magnetron sputtering method, we measured the 

current-voltage characteristics and resistance of areas with different relief. As the result, the 

type of electronic structure is determined. 

 

This work was supported by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian 

Federation (state task No. FSFZ-0706-2020-0022). 
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The creation of new composite materials with more than one response to external 

influences is of interest, both from a physical and practical point of view. It is known that 

composite materials may exhibit properties that are not inherent in the individual components 

that make up the composite [1, 2]. In our work, composite materials of polyethylene (or Na-

carboxymethylcellulose)-graphite-manganite composition have been synthesized and 

investigated. For the synthesis of materials, low density polyethylene (LDPE), natural large 

crystal graphite (C) and manganite La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO) are used. Composites are 

characterized by X-ray diffraction and electron microscopy. Depending on the ratio of 

components, composites exhibit positive or negative magnetoresistivity. Materials of the 

composition 15%LDPE/55%C/30%LSMO have a positive magnetoresistive response 7.5% in 

a constant magnetic field 15 kOe due to the diamagnetism of graphite. The microstructure of 

one of the samples is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Microstructure of a 15% LDPE/55% C/30%LSMO cleaved sample. 

The microstructure contains amorphous polyethylene agglomerates and graphite 

particles, with an average size of about 5 microns. Composite materials 

15%CMC/70%C/15%LSMO have even higher positive magnetoresistivity values of the order 

10%. 
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The TiNi nano-plates deploying martensitic transition at critical temperature Tc was 

studied. We demonstrated that Tc(h) has a strongly descending character as a function of plate 

thickness h [1]. Whereat the critical thickness hc exist at which the transition is completely 

suppressed. Combining ab-initio and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations it was shown that 

austenite is more stable than martensite at nanometer-scaled plates. While the complete 

suppression of the phase transition occurs for a 10 nm thick plate which is in good agreement 

with an experimentally observed hc value.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Formation of the TiNi 

austenite phase simulated using the MD 

method within the LAMMPS package. The 

blue color denotes austenite (B2), the red 

color - martensite phase (B19). 

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence 

versus total Energy per atoms for 10 nm and 

2 nm thickness of the TiNi plate using 

molecular dynamics simulation. 

 

We performed an investigation on the crystal structures in the local areas of the wedge-

shaped plates of the TiNi and Ti2NiCu alloys in the thickness range of 10–100 nm in the 

temperature range of 100–400 K. We also observed that the area of the austenite phase expands 

with a decrease in temperature. While the transition temperature decreases with decreasing plate 

thickness and having a hysteretic character. The aforementioned behaviour is found to be in 

good agreement with density functional theory and molecular dynamics simulations (Fig. 1 and 

Fig. 2). This approach based on a nano-size control paves a new way of the shape memory 

effect modulation and fine-tuning work parameters of nanodevices.  
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The properties of nitrides of metals of the third group, for example, AlN and GaN, make 

them unique and promising for the creation of electronic, optoelectronic and acoustoelectronic 

devices based on them. The presence of a simultaneously spontaneously polarized state makes 

it possible to use it as functional materials for pyroelectric applications.  

This paper presents the results of studies of the dielectric and polar properties of 

multilayer structures based on aluminum nitride. The formation of alternating layers of 

aluminum and gallium nitride can lead to special piezoelectric and pyroelectric properties due 

to the formation of heterojunctions with a system of space charges. Figure 1 shows the SEM 

image of an AlN/AlGaN multilayer structure grown by chloride-hydride epitaxy on a Sic/Si 

template [1] followed by separation from the substrate and its energy-dispersion analysis. 

 

  
Fig. 1 SEM - image and energy dispersive 

analysis of a multilayer AlN / AlGaN 

structure 

Fig. 2. Frequency dependences of the 

pyrocurrent and dielectric constant (inset) of 

the AlN / AlGaN multilayer structure 

Dielectric properties were investigated using an E7-30 immittance meter in the 

frequency range 10 Hz - 3 MHz. Pyroelectric responses were investigated by a dynamic method 

using rectangular modulation of the heat flux. In fig. 2 shows the dispersion dependences of the 

pyroelectric current and, in the inset, the dielectric constant for the AlN / AlGaN structure.  

If the strongly pronounced dispersion of the permittivity indicates the contribution of 

the interface boundaries of aluminum and galium nitride layers to the dielectric response, while 

the frequency dependences of the pyrocurrents (on heating (curve 1) and cooling (curve 2), 

Fig.2) indicates a sufficiently uniform distribution of polarization over the thickness of the 

structure, which makes structures based on aluminum nitride promising functional materials for 

pyrodetectors. 
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In-situ composites have attracted considerable scientific research interest recent years. 

It is a class of composites with the structure obtained in the course of any processing, when the 

precipitation of new phases occurs spontaneously. Earlier it was shown that the production of 

such composites can be observed at high-pressure torsion (HPT), since severe plastic 

deformation can facilitate diffusion [1-4].  

Atomistic simulation is an effective tool for studying different processes on atomistic 

level. In the present work, atomistic simulation is applied to study atomic diffusion behavior at 

the bonding interface in the Al-Ti sample during compression combined with shear strain. 

Mechanical strength of the obtained composite is studied under uniaxial tension normal to the 

bonding interface. 

The atomic structure of a bimetallic AlTi interface is presented in Fig. 1. A bilayer 

model of Ti (HCP lattice, green atoms) and Al (FCC lattice, blue atoms) is assembled from two 

unrelaxed perfect crystals with lattice parameters of aMg = 3.203 Å, сMg = 5,2 Å and aAl = 4.05 Å. 

Crystal size is Lx = Ly = Lz ≈100 Å. The interlayer distance between two crystals calculated as 

(aTi + aAl)/2 = 3.3 Å. The periodic boundary conditions are applied along x, y and z directions. 

The structure is initially relaxed at 300 K to find structural configuration with minimum 

potential energy. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Simulation cell. Al atoms are shown by blue, Ti atoms are shown by green. 

 

The simulations are carried out by molecular dynamics using the LAMMPS free 

simulation package. Embedded atom method (EAM) interatomic potential for Ti and Al is used 

[5]. For temperature control, the Nose-Hoover thermostat is applied. 

To study the process of fabrication of Ti-Al composite and phase transformation in the 

system, pressure along z-axis εzz combined with shear strain εxy. Strain rates are 

𝜀 ̇
𝑧𝑧

= 0,00005 ps-1 and  𝜀̇ 
𝑥𝑦

= 0,005 ps-1. 
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Present simulation made it possible to trace on the atomistic level the mixing of Ti atoms 

with Al atoms from two initially separated crystals as a result of shear deformation. The 

proposed model is a simplification of the scenario previously observed experimentally. Al 

atoms diffuse more easily into the Ti matrix than Ti atoms diffuse into the Al matrix.  

Uniaxial tensile loading normal to the interlayer boundary of the two metals, shows that 

rupture occurs precisely in the Al part of the sample for Al-Ti. This means that interlayer mixing 

of atoms results in appearance of interface stronger than Al part. 
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Magnetic field sensors with thin-film detecting element are widely requested in 

technological and biomedical applications [1-3]. They insure effective detection of very small 

magnetic fields with present goal to approach the range of biomedical signals analyzed in 

magneto- cardio or encephalography. One of the effects promising for such a sensitive detection 

is magnetoimpedance (MI) [4-5]. In recent years, the multilayered structures with FeNi 

magnetic layers separated by spacers showing high MI effect were the subject of special 

attention [6-7]. However, careful analysis of magnetostatic parameters, magnetic domain 

structure and MI for the samples with different arrangement and thicknesses of magnetic layers 

and spacers prepared in the same conditions is still requested.  In this work multilayered FeNi-

based rectangular sensitive elements with high MI effect were considered for their comparative 

analysis of the magnetostatic properties, domain structure, and magnetoimpedance 

characteristics. 

Thin films were obtained by magnetron sputtering technique as elongated stripes (10 

mm × 0.5 mm). The transverse in-plane magnetic anisotropy was formed during deposition by 

application of the external magnetic field onto Corning glass substrates. Structure and magnetic 

properties were studied by X-ray diffraction technique and transmission electron microscopy. 

A vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), a magneto-optical Kerr (MOKE) microscope, and a 

magnetoimpedance analyzer were used for investigation of static and dynamic magnetic 

properties. Usually MI is focused on the frequencies for which the maximum MI effect is 

observed. Here, as the analysis of magnetic domains is involved we use quite low frequency of 

the driving current of about 18 MHz. The analysis is not straight forward as in this frequency 

range the domain wall movements are suppressed but we consider it is still useful.  Surface 

magnetic domains were visualized by MOKE technique for different external fields up to 

saturation. MI elements were [Ti(6 nm)/FeNi(100 nm)]5/Ti(6 nm)/Cu(500 nm)/Ti(6 

nm)/[FeNi(100 nm)/Ti(6 nm)]x (x = 0 – 5) type structures.  

Structural analysis confirmed that obtained materials are multilayered structures with 

the average size of the grains of magnetic layers of the order of 20 nm and the size of the grains 

in the central Cu layer of the order of 50 nm.   

According to MOKE analysis, uniaxial transverse effective magnetic anisotropy was 

formed in all multilayered elements. Figure 1(a) show M(H) loop of [Ti/FeNi]5/Ti sample as an 

example. The shape of the MOKE hysteresis loop indicates that the magnetization reversal for 

in-plane magnetization along the hard magnetization axis (long side of the rectangular element) 

occurred by rotation of the magnetization. Figure 1(b) shows examples of the external magnetic 

field dependences of MI responses of selected elements at relatively low frequency.  

The main result of a comparative analysis can be expected in advance: higher MI 

properties were observed when the magnetization reversal process corresponded to the rotation 
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of the magnetization vector. Comparative analysis of magnetic domains and MI revealed 

interesting features, which can be understood taking into account the difference of 

magnetostatic energy contributions in the MI elements with different degree of the asymmetry.  

 
Fig. 1. (a) Hysteresis loop and magnetic domains obtained using an MOKE microscope 

for element [Ti(6 nm)/FeNi(100 nm)]5/Ti(6 nm). The external magnetic field and an element 

long side is oriented horizontally in the plane of the page, easy magnetization axis (EMA) is 

oriented vertically. All images are the same size. (b) Examples of the field dependence of the 

MI of [Ti(6 nm)/FeNi(100 nm)]5/Ti(6 nm)/Cu(500 nm)/Ti(6 nm)/[FeNi(100 nm)/Ti(6 nm)]x 

(for x = 1, 3 and 5) type structures, measurements done at relatively low frequency of the driving 

current of 22 MHz. MI was calculated as ΔZ/Z = 100 % × ((Z(H)-Z(Hmax))/Z(Hmax)), where 

Hmax = 100 Oe. 
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Organic optoelectronics is a rapidly developing field of research, which is aimed at 

creating a new generation of light, flexible and transparent electronic devices, such as organic 

phototransistors and organic light-emitting devices (lasers, LEDs) [1-2]. The production of 

optoelectronic thin films is of key importance, since they are needed in optics and 

optoelectronics (protective, antireflection and other coatings for lenses, fiber optic cables, 

optoelectronic devices). Polyindoles (PIn) are being intensively studied [3]. PIn and its 

derivatives are of interest for applications in organic electronic devices. 

In this work, samples of photoresistor devices are made. The glass substrate with an 

ITO conductive layer was cleaned and dried in an oven. A polyindole film was deposited from 

a solution on top of the ITO by spin-coating. At different speeds of rotation, the thickness of 

the films was: 700, 500, and 400 nm. The resulting films were heated in an oven to evaporate 

the remaining solvent. The top contact in the form of an aluminum film was deposited on top 

of the polyindole by thermal spraying in vacuum on a VUP-5 installation. The contact has the 

shape of an open square ring with a wall width of 1 mm and a side of 5 mm. The thickness of 

the aluminum contact is 500 nm. The morphology of the films was studied using a scanning 

probe microscope and the Gwydion program. 

According to the research results, it was found that the photoconductivity of the samples 

increases by almost 2 orders of magnitude in comparison with the dark conductivity. The 

dependence of the photoconductivity on the thickness of the films is found. In addition, during 

centrifugation, the rotation speed affects the homogeneity, structural ordering and thickness of 

the films, as a result, the resistance of the samples and the mobility of charge carriers, and hence 

the photoconductivity, change. With a decrease in the radiation power density from 3500 mW 

/ cm2 to 350 mW / cm2, the photoconductivity decreases by a factor of 4-5. 
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Thanks to organic electronics, a wide range of devices (displays, microcircuits, sensors, 

etc.) may appear in the near future, which will be ultra-thin, lightweight, flexible and transparent 

[1]. It is important to obtain new effective photochromic systems that are promising for micro- 

and nanoelectronics [2-3]. 

In this work, samples of phototransistors are manufactured and investigated. Glass with 

a conductive ITO layer, which plays the role of a gate, was used as a substrate. A polyaniline 

film 500 nm thick was deposited on top by thermal sputtering in a vacuum from a Knudsen cell. 

Polyaniline was in a non-conducting state and acted as a gate dielectric. Were investigated three 

types of transistors: the first type of transistor structures, separate layers of photochromic 

organic compounds and C60 with a thickness of each film 200 nm. The second type of structures 

is a film of physically mixed powders of photochrome and C60. The third type is an active layer 

made of fullerene and photochrome derivatives. On top of the active layers by thermal 

sputtering in vacuum on a VUP-5 device (vacuum universal post), two aluminum electrodes, a 

drain and a source with a thickness of 500 nm, were deposited. The film thickness was 

monitored using an SPM. The created devices were characterized by a channel width of 10 mm 

and a channel length of 50 μm. 

A study of the current-voltage characteristics of the manufactured transistors showed 

that, in the absence of irradiation, the currents in the phototransistors are of the order of or less 

than 1 nA. Under the influence of ultraviolet light (350 nm) of the gap region of the transistors, 

the drain-source current increases by three orders of magnitude for both devices. Mixed active 

layers have high currents of current-voltage characteristics. And the most stable work is with 

hybrid layers. Dependencies are non-linear. There are no saturation areas on the output 

characteristics. All measurements were carried out under normal conditions - atmospheric air, 

which is an advantage of the investigated transistor structures in comparison with others. 
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Nowadays many types of nanoobjects attract great attention and find wide applications. 

One of the types of materials are nanowires (NWs), which can be obtained by matrix synthesis. 

Interest in NWs is associated with their magnetic properties. These properties depend both on 

the material (elemental composition) and on the method of their manufacture. 

In this work, we have obtained arrays of nanowires with a diameter of 100 nm, 

composed of the Co/Cu layers. The thickness of the Co layers in the first three samples of the 

nanopowder arrays varied (25, 50, 300 nm) at a constant Cu thickness (300 nm). The fourth 

sample had a Co layer thicker than the Cu layer: the Co / Cu layers were 350/25 nm, 

respectively. A sample was also grown with an array of Co / Co nanowires with the thickness 

of each layer of 100 nm. The features of the electrodeposition of such structures in a galvanic 

cell were studied. For further research (for example, electron microscopic), the array of metal 

NWs was either removed from the matrix (by etching the latter), or remained in it, forming a 

kind of "metal-polymer composite" (for magnetic and X-ray studies). 

Electron microscopic studies of the obtained NW arrays made it possible to confirm the 

calculated layer thicknesses and its elemental composition. The phase composition was 

determined by the X-ray method (diffractometry). Measurements of the magnetic 

characteristics (on a vibromagnetometer) made it possible to estimate the main parameters of 

the obtained arrays of NW - coercive force and remanent magnetization. Thus, it has been 

shown that when the thickness of the magnetically hard material in the nanowire changes, the 

coercive force changes depending on the direction of the external magnetic field (along the 

nanowire growth axis and across). Based on the obtained results, we can talk about the 

possibility of creating such metal-polymer nanocomposites that will have controlled anisotropy 

of magnetic properties.  
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Carbon nanotubes (CNT) is one of most popular nanomaterial. CNT has unique physical 

properties, such as mechanical strength, electrical and thermal conductivity, surface absorption, 

etc. In this case the actual problem of carbon nanoindustry is the controlled synthesis of CNT 

with specified parameters. 

In our research we have been investigate the influence of size of Ni nanocatalyst on the 

features of CNT synthesis process. Ni catalyst was synthesized by thermal deposition in vacuum 

on glass-ceramic substrate with followed vacuum annealing at 450°C during 3 hours. For create 

the nanocatalysts with different size the method of “thin screen” was used [1]. This method 

allows to synthesize the Ni film with gradient of effective thickness, which after annealing 

granulated into self-assembled nanoparticles with different size.  

Synthes of CNT was carried out by CVD-method (catalytic pyrolysis of ethanol). The 

surface morphology of CNT in different areas of Ni catalyst gradient is demonstrated in Fig. 1 

(Scanning electronic microscopy, SEM).  

 

  

a b 

Fig. 1. SEM images of surface morphology of synthesized CNT in different areas of Ni 

catalyst gradient: a) thickness of Ni is 10 nm, b) thickness of Ni is 2 nm. 

 

As can see, the size of Ni catalyst is influence on the properties of synthesized CNT. 

The change of catalyst size leads to change of CNT size. 

The work was carried out with the financial support of the Russian Science Foundation 

grant No. 19-72-20154. 
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Manufacturing of smoothed profile of film edge is the main factor for excluding the 

edge magnetic domains. It is very important for manufacturing ultrahigh-sensitive sensors of 

magnetic fields in magnetocardiography, magnetoencephalography, low-field tomography, etc. 

Layered etching is the perspective method, which allows to determine the structure of 

epitaxial iron-garnet films, to create the needle structure of surface relief with very high space 

permission, and to clean the surface from unwanted impurity. The results of investigation can 

be interesting for design of optoelectronic devices, which can used in data translation, or data 

save and processing [1]. Ionic etching allows to carry out modification of iron-garnet films by 

layered delete or creation a smooth profile of film edge. 

In Fig. 1,a the changes of peak height of main FMR signal during layered etching of 

epitaxial iron-garnet (BiLu)3Fe5O12 film are presents. At the films manufacturing on their 

surface the bismuth substituted layer is forming. This layer does not make a contribution into 

main FMR signal, but create an additional signal. At the etching of such layer the intensity of 

main signal does not change. After delete of surface layer, the gradual etching of main layer is 

beginning, and the intensity of main signal is decrease monotonously. In Fig.1,b the smoothed 

profile of film edge after ionic etching with mask. At the film thickness of 160 nm the width of 

profile is 10 μm. 

 

  

a b 

Fig. 1. An example of changes of iron-garnet films properties: a – the change of FMR 

signal during layered ionic etching of film surface, b – the form of film edge with 

smoothed profile after ionic etching with mask. 

 

This work was financially supported by the Russian Ministry of Education and Science, 

Megagrant project N 075-15-2019-1934 
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Magnetron sputtering in vacuum is the very popular method for films manufacturing. 

This method allows to deposit coatings from different materials including multi-component 

materials. The magnetron coatings have a high adhesivity, high structural homogeneity and 

stechiometry [1]. The magnetrons with circle sputtering area are used most often. In this case 

the most important parameter of coating is the thickness distribution. For carried out films with 

homogeneous thickness the rotate holders are used, but for some research problems the using 

of rotation is not possible. 

In our research we have been investigate the distribution of film thickness when the 

substrate is located in different distance from sputtered target during magnetron deposition. In 

Fig. 1,a the model of magnetron circle sputtering area is demonstrated. The radius of sputtering 

area is 5 sm. The distribution of sputtering intensity into circle is described by Gaussian. 

 

  

a b 

Fig. 1. The model of magnetron sputtering: a) the distribution of sputtering intensity into 

magnetron circle sputtering area, b) the distribution of film thickness when the substrate is 

located in distance of 4 cm from target 

 

In Fig. 1,b the distribution of film thickness during magnetron deposition is 

demonstrated. In this case the distance from target to substrate is 4 sm. As can see the film 

thickness has a minimum in the center of investigated area. The radius of area with maximum 

thickness is near 3.5 sm, less then radius of sputtering area. 

The work was carried out with the financial support of the Russian Science Foundation 

grant No. 19-72-20154. 
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The possibility of obtaining a condensed state of magnons paves the way for the creation 

of highly coherent qubits [1]. However, a strong increase in relaxation rate at temperatures 

below 100 K was detected [2]. It is assumed that the main mechanism of this low-temperature 

relaxation is the presence of impurities of rare earth elements [3, 4]. Another mechanism for 

accelerating relaxation may be the appearance of ion defects Fe2+ and Fe4+ in a crystal lattice. 

They could appear in presence of the 2+ and 4+ valence impurities in the melt [5, 6] like Pb2+ 

and Pt4+. Aside from that the paramagnetic influence of the gadolinium-gallium garnet (GGG) 

substrate at low temperature causes an additional magnetic damping [7, 8]. We found the 

formation of an additional interlayer between the Gallium Gadolinium Garnet substrate and the 

epitaxial film of Yttrium-Iron Garnet. This interlayer is characterized by a large magnetic 

moment at low temperatures (Fig 1), which leads to an anomalous dependence of susceptibility 

and magnetic resonance frequency shift at cooling, which is much larger than expected due to 

the anisotropy of magnetization, paramagnetic substrate ions and magnetostriction. 

 

Figure 1: (a) Temperature dependence of the total magnetic moment of the film grown from 

MoO3-Li2MoO4 melt on a GGG substrate (black) and for the pure GGG wafer (red) from 4 to 

300 K. In insert the same dependences from 100 to 300 K. (b) Difference between magnetic 

moment of the our YIG film sample and a bulk YIG crystal. Obtained magnetic moment related 

to the YIG film (red). Please, notice that ordinate axis is multiplied by factor 10−2. Data obtained 

from Landolt-Bornstein for the YIG of the same volume (black). 

This interlayer plays a significant role in magnetic relaxation processes in the temperature range 

below 50 K. In this work, we compared three samples with difference interface layer width 

grown from different melts. Usually, single-crystal YIG films are grown on substrates made of 
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Gallium Gadolinium garnet. We have established that in this case, a compound with Gd3+ ions 

is formed in the transition layer, which has a considerable magnetic moment. The presence of 

this interlayer leads to a change in the effective magnetic field and furthermore to an 

acceleration of magnon dissipation. Unlike other relaxation mechanisms described in the 

article, this one cannot be compensated for. The only way for further improvement, apparently, 

lies in the use of substrates without strong paramagnetic ions. We suggest to use a Y3Ga3Sc2O12 

substrate. This material is now actively used for the manufacture of laser crystals. A significant 

decrease in relaxation processes is expected with this substrate below 50 K. That is very 

important for creating thin-film structures based on YIG films capable of operating with a small 

dissipation parameter at low temperatures. Such systems can be useful for creating functional 

elements of magnonic, spintronic and quantum computing devices. 
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Currently, the promising potential of Heusler alloys is due to the presence of number of 

different functional properties, such as shape memory effect, magnetoresistance, 

magnetocaloric effect, etc. However, recent experimental studies [1-3] have shown that Mn -

excess compounds are found to be unstable and decompose into dual phase components 

consisting of L21 cubic Ni2MnX phase and L10 tetragonal NiMn phase depending on the heat 

treatment. 

In this work, Ni2-xCoxMn1+yGa1-y Heusler alloys are considered. First-principles 

segregation studies are performed using the VASP (Vienna ab initio simulation package) [4]. 

A complete optimization of the geometry of more favorable atomic positions is carried out 

using the ATAT software package and the SQS method [5]. The calculations are performed for 

a 64-atom supercell in the GGA-PBE approximation [6] for various types of crystal structures 

in the cubic and tetragonal phases. As decay, components considered stable 19 base compounds 

according to Materials project data. 

Fig. 1 shows the calculated values of the formation energy of Ni31Co1Mn16Ga16. A 

negative value of the mixing energy (Emix) indicates that a compound can be stable under 

equilibrium conditions. It is seen that ~37.5 % reactions reveal the stability Ni31Co1Mn16Ga16 

against the segregation into a set of stable compounds. This finding allows to suggest that this 

composition can be metastable. 

 
Fig. 1. Formation energy and decomposition reaction for the composition Ni31Co1Mn16Ga16 

 

This work was supported by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the Russian 

Federation within the framework of the Russian State Assignment under contract No. 075-

00992-21-00. 
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A wide range of composite materials representing two- or three-dimensional structures 

is being studied [1-3]. The range of elementary units composing these structures is also rich: 

quantum dots, nanowires, rings, more complex particles with a core-shell structure, films, etc. 

Particles may be interacting or non-interacting. Note that the modeling of composite structures 

usually considers regular structures of homogeneous elements. 

Obviously, combining particles of different types in a two-dimensional matrix, or, for 

example, in a gel, may allow to significantly expand the range of obtained magnetic 

characteristics, and in some cases to obtain qualitatively new properties (for example, to obtain 

a heterogeneous medium with several resonance frequencies when using ellipsoidal-shaped 

magnetic particles and rings). 

Machine learning and generative design methods, developed using the methods of 

modern IT science, make it possible to solve such problems in a reasonable computational time. 

Filtering and clustering algorithms, a type of machine learning task, can improve the 

accuracy of image analysis. Machine learning algorithms can also help with the accumulation 

of material for analysis. In mathematical statistics, "bootstrap" techniques are used to create 

pseudo-samples to test empirical distributions. If we use convolutional neural networks to 

analyze images of films with specified parameters in order to identify patterns, and then 

generative neural networks to produce new images that take into account these laws, it becomes 

possible to accumulate a base for research without spraying real films, which will greatly 

simplify the research process. 

 

This study was supported by the Russian Science Foundation, project 21-72-20048. 
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A highly conductive region formed on the boundary between two dielectrics polymer 

films[1] has unique properties, whose investigation revealed promising new effects for future 

use. In particular, it was shown in [2] that irradiation of the polymer / polymer interface leads 

to an increase in the current. In this work, the main goal is to study the effect of the wavelength 

of optical radiation and the method of manufacturing thin polymer films on the photoconductive 

properties of the interface. 

Polydiphenylenephthalide (PDP) polymer was used as the main material. The samples 

were prepared by spin coating methodin an electric field with different strengths (from 0 to 8 

V / m). Studies of the PDP / PDP interface showed that an increase in current is observed at all 

used wavelengths of 405 nm, 520 nm, and 636 nm. More clearly the contribution of each 

wavelength is shown in luxury - voltage characteristic in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Lux-ampere characteristic (LAC) of the investigated structures. 

 

As can be seen, irradiation with a laser with a wavelength of 405 nm makes the greatest 

contribution to the increase in the photocurrent. The curves on the LAC are significantly 

different. In particular, the LAC obtained at 405 nm has two pronounced regions, in contrast to 

the LAC obtained at 520 nm and 636 nm.  

An analysis of the experimental structures fabricated in an electric field showed a 

significant difference from the samples fabricated under normal conditions. This result will be 

presented in detail in the report. 

This work was carried out with the support of the Mirror Laboratories project of the 

National Research University Higher School of Economics and the Bashkir State Pedagogical 

University n.a. M. Akmulla. 
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We prepared nanocomposites based on two types of polymers: poly (vinylidene 

fluoride) (PVDF) and its copolymers with trifluoroethylene (PVDF-TrFE). The 

nanocomposites were combinations of CoFe2O4 (CFO), Zn0.25Co0.75Fe2O4, and BaTiO3 

nanoparticles embedded into the piezoelectric polymer matrix. The samples were prepared by 

the solvent evaporation method assisted by the Doctor Blade technique [1]. An external 

magnetic field was applied to order magnetic nanoparticles in the polymer matrix. Structural 

properties of the nanoparticles were studied by X-ray diffraction. High crystallinity of the 

particles was revealed. Size distribution was estimated with transmission electron microscopy.  

Macroscopic magnetic properties of composites samples were studied with vibrating 

magnetometry (VSM). Saturation magnetization of composite samples was reduced concerning 

CFO powder due to the presence of diamagnetic polymer content. Coercive field of the PVDF-

based composites was almost equal to the same value of CFO powder ~1.3 kOe. PVDF-TrFE-

based composites demonstrated a slightly higher coercive field of ~1.5 kOe. Angular 

dependence of hysteresis loops recorded for oriented CFO/PVDF-TrFE sample in two different 

orientations of the magnetic field and sample axis (along chains of CFO nanoparticles clusters). 

In the first case, when the orientation of the sample was always in-plane the hysteresis loops 

did not depend on the orientation of the field. In the second case, when the direction of the field 

changed from in-plane to out of plane orientation, a small difference was observed in both 

random and oriented samples but this was mainly due to the geometrical change of measuring 

configuration (mutual position of a sample and pick-up coils of VSM). Notably, the formation 

of those ordered chains does not induce any magnetic anisotropy of composite samples. This 

fact can be explained by the dominant role of intra-aggregate interparticle magnetic interactions 

on macroscopic magnetic reversal processes. In other words, the arrangement of the clusters’ 

chains in the magnetic field orients aggregates of several particles but inside those aggregates, 

the easy axes of magnetic anisotropy of individual NPs are still distributed randomly [2]. 
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Polymer-based magnetoelectric composite materials have attracted a lot of attention due 

to their high potential in various types of applications as magnetic field sensors, energy 

harvesting, and biomedical devices [1]. One new strategy to increase the value of the desired 

effects in the composites is to prepare materials with the differently distributed magnetic and / 

or piezoelectric particles inside the polymer matrix [2]. This strategy may help to increase the 

magnetoelectric effect of such composites and to make them applicable as bioactive surfaces 

for neural crest stem cell cultures [3,4].  

Scanning probe microscopy, which includes atomic-force, magnetic-force, 

piezoelectric-force, etc. microscopy turned out to be a multifunctional tool to study the 

properties of the composite materials. The main advantage is that the desired properties can be 

examined not only separately but also in conjunction which is undoubtedly helpful for the 

multiferroics where each of the components (magnetic, electric or elastic) can be strongly 

dependent on the other one and vice versa. Another valuable advantage is the possibility to plot 

the mapping of the studied properties across the sample surface. If one can see the different 

regions, for example, with and without nano- and microparticles, it is possible to differentiate 

which region gives the impact to the magnetic or piezoelectric response of the whole sample 

[5].  

In this work we studied the sample of the piezoelectric elastic composite, consisting of 

the PVDF-TrFE polymer matrix with Zn0.25Co0.75Fe2O4 magnetic nanoparticles, distributed in 

it. On the first step we studied the mechanical properties on this composite using NTEGRA 

scanning probe microscope (НТ-МДТ, Russia) in the hybrid scanning mode. In this mode the 

probe retracts from the surface in each single point of the scan and then reaches the surface 

again, while the software mathematically fits the obtained force versus distance to the surface 

curves, extracting the values of the Young modulus, mechanical stiffness and adhesion force in 

the same time with the roughness. Due to this method we visualized the distribution of the 

magnetic nanoparticles across the surface and studied the way it affects the mechanical 

properties of the sample. The obtained mapping was in the good agreement with the previously 

achieved X-ray computer tomography 3D-scans. Afterwards we investigated the magnetic 

properties of the polymer using magnetic-force microscopy. We obtained the pictures of the 

magnetic dipoles, corresponding to the zinc-cobalt-ferrite nanoparticles, distributed inside the 

diamagnetic matrix and observed their motion when the external magnetic field was applied. 

The obtained results let us conclude on the mechanisms of the interaction between the particles 

and the matrix and gave us the important insights about the formation of the properties in the 

studied class of composites.      
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Noncollinear spin textures is one of the most interesting and intensively studied objects 

of the magnetism during last decade due to their unusual topological and transport properties 

and their potential applications for data storage and information carriers in low-power 

nanoelectronics.  Chiral magnetic quasi-particles, skyrmions, are considered the most 

promising stable twisted spin textures that can be used to create devices of this type. 

Understanding the mechanism of formation of these quasi-particles, their energetic stability, 

and how to control their size and the density, is crucial in order to manipulate their behavior. 

 Multilayer metal films consisting of alternating layers of ferromagnet (FM) and heavy 

metals (HM) are one of the most promising systems in which it is possible to stabilize the 

existence and control the parameters of skyrmions. The magnetic properties of such films can 

be tuned by appropriate selection of different layer materials, thickness and number of layers, 

and their crystal structure. In addition, using focused beams of ionizing radiation (X-ray, ion 

and electron), it is possible to produce a local change in the magnetic characteristics of metal 

structures, which helps to form localized inhomogeneous spin configurations at nanometer 

scales of a given type, shape, size and location [1-3].  In this work, we demonstrate that focused 

ion beams can be used to form magnetic bubbles with different topological charges (including 

skyrmions) up to 100 nm in size at zero field and room temperature in the Co/Pt multilayer with 

perpendicular anisotropy. 

The magnetic multilayers with structure of Ta(3)/Pt(3)/[Co(0.5)/Pt(1)]5/Pt(2) (where 

index 5 denotes the number of layers, numbers in brackets are thicknesses in nm) were grown 

by DC magnetron sputtering on 50-nm-thick Si3N4 membrane windows for direct TEM 

observation and simultaneously on SiO2 substrate with standard 50 µm or 150 µm wide Hall 

crosses for transport property measurements, magnetic force microscopy (MFM) and MOKE 

experiments. Orion helium ion microscope equipped with a Nanomaker pattern generator was 

used to irradiate rectangular lattices of the spots in the Hall cross and to irradiate the same 

pattern in the case of Co/Pt structures on the Si3N4 membrane. Irradiation was performed with 

He+ ion energy of 30 keV. Helium ion beam was focused to the diameter of about 1 nm. The 

exposed spots have a circular or elliptical shape with a size ranging from 50 nm to 600 nm, they 

were periodically arranged in a square lattice or hexagonal lattice. Irradiation of each spot was 

performed using point-by-point serpentine scanning with a step between irradiated points of 3 

nm. The irradiation fluence was varied from 5 × 1014 to 1016 cm-2.  Such structures demonstrate 

the formation of dense lattices of magnetic bubbles (MB) of different types in the process of 

magnetization reversal [3]. Preliminary micromagnetic calculations showed that the topology 

of arising MB depends on the distribution of the He + ion fluence over the area of the 

illumination spot. If the fluence of He+ is concentrically distributed (leading to concentrically 

modulated value of the anisotropy) the forming MB have the topology of a magnetic skyrmion 

[4]. 
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 We used MFM to visualize magnetic states, existing at zero field. These measurements 

cannot resolve a topological structure of appearing magnetic bubbles but it allows us to verify 

uniformity of the obtained domain lattices, to estimate the density of the bubble domains, and 

to distinguish magnetic vortices from magnetic bubbles. The topology of magnetization 

distribution in the appearing magnetic bubbles is examined by Lorentz transmission electron 

microscopy (LTEM) measurements (Fig.1). Initially, the Cs-corrected transmission electron 

microscope TITAN 80-300 (FEI) operating at 300 kV was used, recently we adapted the 

LIBRA 200MC microscope for such experiments.  These LTEM experimental observations 

show that, depending on the size of the irradiated areas, the distribution and magnitude of the 

fluence, skyrmions of the Neel, Bloch, or hybrid type, or trivial magnetic vortices, can be 

formed. 

For the first time, direct observation of the topological Hall effect in artificial lattices of 

magnetic skyrmions was carried out using simultaneous measurements of the Hall effect and 

the magneto-optical Kerr effect in nanostructured Co/Pt multilayers [4]. The measured 

topological Hall effect is proportional to the skyrmion density in the system. 

This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation (Grant No. 21-12-00271). 

The facilities of Center “Physics and technology of micro- and nanostructures” at IPM RAS 

were used for the TEM analysis of the samples. Helium ion irradiation was performed using 

equipment of Interdisciplinary Resource Center for Nanotechnology of Research Park of 

SPbSU. 
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Diluted ferromagnetic semiconductors (DFSs) are considered as the base materials of 

next generation semiconductor devices. Recently, significant progress has been made in 

obtaining DFS (III,Fe)V (III = Ga, In; V = Sb, As) and structures based on them [1 for example]. 

Thin DFS (III,Fe)V layers with Fe content up to 30%, in which the Curie temperature (TC) 

exceeds room one (Troom) and both p- and n-type of conductivity are realized, have been 

obtained using low-temperature molecular beam epitaxy (LT-MBE). DFS layers (In,Fe)As 

were also fabricated by ion implantation followed by pulsed laser melting (II+PLM). In these 

layers, nonzero magnetization was recorded at Troom and anisotropic spinodal decomposition 

determining the magnetic and magnetotransport properties was revealed [2]. 

In the present work, we studied electronic and magnetic structures of InAs:Fe layers 

prepared by II+PLM technique at various energies of the recrystallizing laser pulse. The 

samples were obtained at the Ion Beam Center of Helmholtz–Zentrum Dresden–Rossendorf. 

Information on the technology details, methods and results of the characterization of similar 

samples is contained in [2]. We measured the spectral, temperature, magnetic field and 

orientation dependences of the magneto-optical transversal Kerr effect (TKE), as well as 

ellipsometry spectra. It has been found that the laser pulse energy strongly influences the TKE 

spectra shape, signals magnitude and TKE dependences on temperature and magnetic field. All 

samples contain the insignificant Fe inclusions amount, the Fe content being negligibly small 

in sample N1 prepared at the minimum pulse energy (W = 0.1 J/cm-2). The TKE spectroscopy 

data shows that this sample is magnetically inhomogeneous. It consist of weakly doped 

paramagnetic host and local ferromagnetic (In,Fe)As nanoregions, whose TC  200 K. The 

nonzero magnetization of such samples detected at Troom in [2] is possibly due to the Fe 

inclusions. The TKE spectra of other samples (N2 - 4, W = 0.2 - 04 J/cm-2) are the superposition 

of contributions from the Fe and (In,Fe)As inclusions. The Fe contribution are predominant that 

indicates an enhancement of the Fe diffusion to the layer surface with increasing the pulse 

energy. The TKE signal value depends on the magnetic field orientation relative to the layer 

crystallographic axes. The optical constants dependence on the incidence plane orientation 

relative to the layers axes also takes place. The observed anisotropy is apparently caused the 

anisotropic spinodal decomposition in the layers under study. 
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The model of a inhomogeneous and especially randomly inhomogeneous medium has 

been in great demand for many years both in fundamental science and in applied research and 

engineering applications. There are specific problems of radiophysics and acoustics, in which 

this model plays an important role. In this regard, there is important to development of methods 

that make it possible to analys, visually and simply represent the process of signal propagation 

in specific inhomogeneous systems. Currently, there are many similar techniques, but the most 

widespread are grid methods. They are based on the procedure for discretizing space-time and 

the transition from differential equations for continuous functions to finite-difference equations 

for functions of discrete variables. The fundamental work in this direction was [1], in which the 

method of finite differences in the time domain (FDTD) was first described. This work did not 

receive a wide response in the scientific community but recently the FDTD method is 

experiencing a "rebirth". There is an extensive literature on the use and development of the 

FDTD method in the field of electrodynamics of randomly inhomogeneous media [2-5]. 

In this work an algorithm for the modelling of the propagation of electromagnetic waves 

in magnetic inhomogeneous and randomly inhomogeneous media by the FDTD method has 

been developed. That algorithm is suitable for analyzing the main time characteristics, as well 

as identifying the features of the propagation of various types of electromagnetic signals in 

layered randomly inhomogeneous magnetic media. The simulation of the various types 

electromagnetic signals (single impulses, series of pulses, continuous signals) propagation in 

stationary randomly inhomogeneous media is carried out. The propagation of electromagnetic 

signals in smoothly inhomogeneous and randomly inhomogeneous media is regarded. 

Moreover, random scatterers against the background of an inhomogeneous medium with 

different profiles of inhomogeneity are considered. The simulation of the signal propagation in 

stationary randomly inhomogeneous magnetic media with a low level of phase contrast of two 

types – with a “diffuse” distribution of inhomogeneities and their “close packing” is performed. 

Revealed influence concentration of inhomogeneities and the type of their distribution on the 

characteristics of the transmitted and reflected signals. 

 

This study was supported by the Russian Science Foundation, project 21-72-20048. 
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The subtle experimental studies using scanning tunneling conductivity and multiscale 

scanning nano x-ray diffration over a wide range of temperature and doping unambiguously 

indicate that there is a clear connection between the multiscale stripe texture and the quantum 

coherence of quasiparticles in perovskite high-Tc 2D superconductors which resists to the 

decoherence effects of high temperature. 

The key idea is to approach [1] this problem by identifying stripes by the type of nuclear 

configuration, the so-called. "tilting" effects (tilt of oxygen octahedra as a whole). The fact is 

that different stripes differ not only in the concentration of carriers, but in the type of nuclear 

configuration - this is the stripe's "visit card"[2].  

 

Fig. 1 Tilting of CuO6 octahedra in U(b) and D(a) stripes between rock 

salt layers LaO. 

 

We have classified the observed configurations into a ninth-

order symmetric Abelian group consisting of two types (so-called U 

and D) of stripes rotated at right angles  relative to each other. The 

special role of rock salt layers in 2D perovskite materials is confirmed by the absence of 

superconductivity in ideal AFM CuO layers on graphene. The number of nuclear configurations 

of the observed stripes, for example, in La(2-x)SrxCuO4, is reduced to just one form (group 

generator), and their spatial distribution in a regular lattice is represented by possible planar 

graphs with chromatic number 4   in the well-known four-color theorem.  

 

Fig.2 The regular stripe structures: linear (b,d) and checkerboard (a,c). 

R color – ( 45 )U     stripe, Y - ( 270 )D    , B - ( 135 )U    , G – 

( 0 )D     in stripe group  G  . 

 

However, in contrast to the chaotic structure, for regular stripe 

structures: linear and checkerboard (see Fig.2), the stripe group is a 

symmetry group, since for them, the property of invariance with 

respect to the precession of the c-axis of the inclined octahedron to any angle   multiple of 45  

takes place. The "fast" (- tunneling) dynamics of nuclear configurations of stripes restores the 

structure of an ideal CuO2 layer, but with nonlocal ion positions (see Fig.3). 

 Fig.3 Dynamic picture for CuO6 octahedra tunneling across ( )U   and ( )D   stripe positions. 

Tilting angle const  . 

 

Let us assume that the Jahn-Teller instability    1 1 1 1g g g gA B a b    takes place only in the hole 

sector N  (see Fig. 4), where active tilting modes 1 1g ga b  mix the Zhang Rice singlet 1gA  with 
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the 1gB  state. The linear and chess structures remain invariant with respect to the precession of 

the local c axis of CuO6 octahedron, except for the transverse and diagonal uniform shifts, 

respectively (see Fig.2). Here, the situation with nuclear density is reminiscent of the refusal in 

the crystal field theory from the point representation of negatively charged ions in favor of 

symmetric ligands. 

 

Fig.4 Jahn-Teller interaction 

   ~ 45 135I              in N
sector of 

configuration space for D stripes with 

   1 1 1 1g g g gA B a b    instability. 

 

In this case, all off-diagonal matrix elements from 

electronic operators, including the exchange constant 

ijJ , contain Ham's exponential multiplier 

exp{ }  [3], where   is the difference in adiabatic potentials in the sectors _N  and 0N  

of the configuration space (see Fig.4). The super-exchange interaction in doped 2D HTSC 

cuprates undergoes an additional reduction due to nonlocality effects in comparison with 

undoped materials, where the position of the ions is fixed. 

 

The reported study was supported by the grant RFFI 19-02-00034 and the Russian Foundation 

for Basic Research, Government of Krasnoyarsk Territory, and Krasnoyarsk Regional Fund of 

Science according to the research project ”Studies of superexchange and electron-phonon 

interactions in correlated systems as a basis for searching for promising functional materials 

No. 20-42-240016. 
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Development of a technique for studying thin films by scanning electron microscopy 
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Scanning electron microscope (SEM) studies of metal-dielectric films. The chemical 

compositions of the elements and the linear dimensions of metal-dielectric composite films 

(CoFeZr-Al2O3), (CoFeB-SiO2), (CoTaNb-Zr2O3) were studied. To measure the thickness of 

films on a thin Mylar substrate, the method of "scraping" the film from the substrate was 

developed and tested. 

Interest in the study of metal-dielectric composite films is associated with the fact that 

they are nanostructured materials. The sizes of individual magnetic metallic or dielectric 

regions for most compositions of composite films are from 10 to 300 nm, their small size 

contributes to the formation of a complex of unique physical properties [1, 2]. The purpose of 

this work is to develop methods for studying the chemical composition and linear dimensions 

of thin metal-dielectric films. For this, it is necessary to carry out a statistical study of a large 

amount of data obtained as a result of experimental measurements on a scanning electron 

microscope MIRA3. 

The film was divided and cut into sections of 2x2 mm2 along the long side of the sheet; 

in total, from 100 to 150 pieces were obtained (depending on the initial size of the sheet of a 

particular sample). 10 X-ray spectra were taken from each area. From the data obtained, using 

the Irwin and Romanovsky criteria, gross errors and outliers were excluded, and for the 

remaining ones, the mathematical expectation and standard deviation were calculated. Then the 

experiment was repeated, but only 3 spectra were recorded from one area, the values of which 

were averaged and the error was found as the root-mean-square deviation. 

 
Fig 1. Percentage of Fe atoms in the sample. Abscissa - coordinates in millimeters 

along the length of the original sample. 
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To measure the thicknesses obtained in the previous experiment, small areas of films on 

a sitall substrate were sprayed with a thin layer of carbon to obtain a stable and clear electronic 

image of the surface. Using the tools built into the microscope software, the thickness of the 

sprayed layer of the metal-dielectric composite film was measured. 

Due to the high flexibility and plasticity of the thin lavsan substrate, the method used 

above did not work: the film was curled, not allowing it to be fixed in the required area for 

taking a picture. Then another method was proposed: a piece of a sample on a mylar substrate 

was fixed above the surface of an SEM stage, glued with double-sided carbon tape. Further, 

using a thin and sharp blade from the end of the piece, microscopic particles are scraped off 

directly from the layer of the metal-dielectric film. Due to the brittleness of the surface of the 

metal-dielectric film layer and the strength of the polymer structure of the lavsan substrate, only 

microscopic fragments of the film get and stick to the carbon tape. Excess that has not adhered 

to the stage is blown away by a jet of compressed air. It is also worth noting that this method 

does not require preliminary preparation of samples, in the form of deposition of a thin 

conductive layer, which greatly simplifies and speeds up research. 

As can be seen from the comparison of the results, when studying the chemical 

composition, the results obtained when taking 10 and 3 spectra coincide within the error limits, 

which means there is no need to make unnecessary measurements, and to limit ourselves to 

only three spectra per area, which significantly speeds up work, simplifies data analysis and 

reduces the likelihood of errors in their processing. Similar conclusions can be drawn for 

measurements of thicknesses up to 50 nm in thin films. The method of "scraping" the film from 

the substrate is convenient for measuring the thicknesses of thin structures and will be used in 

further studies. 

 

The study was supported by a grant from the Russian Science Foundation (project No. 

21-72-20048). 
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Zinc oxide is used in many areas of technology. Zinc oxide thin films ZnO have unique 

electrophysical and piezoelectric properties. ZnO can be used to create various microelectronic 

devices (thin-film solar modules; thin-film field-effect transistors; gas sensors, etc.) [1]. One of 

the possible technical applications of zinc oxide as layers in metal-dielectric/oxide composites. 

To obtain a multilayer system (Co40Fe40B20)34(SiO2)66/ZnO, by method of ion-beam 

sputtering was used [2]. Two targets were alternately sputtered onto the rotating substrate: the 

first target of the (Co40Fe40B20)34(SiO2)66 composite, and the second, the ZnO semiconductor. 

As a result, a multilayer system with 112 bilayers [(Co40Fe40B20)34(SiO2)66/ZnO]112 was formed, 

the thickness of which varied from 0.16 to 0.35 μm. 

The structure of the multilayer system was studied by X-ray diffraction and transmission 

microscopy. Analysis of the data obtained showed that the film is X-ray amorphous with a 

periodic multilayer structure, which is retained up to 723 K [3]. 

The figure shows the 

dependence of the electrical 

properties of the ferromagnetic 

interlayers of the composite 

(Co40Fe40B20)34(SiO2)66 on the 

applied external magnetic field. The 

samples under study have a 

magnetoresistance of ~ 2.5% at 

room temperature in a field of 9 kOe 

(curve 2). With a decrease in the 

measurement temperature, the value 

of the magnetoresistive effect 

increases to ~ 9% (curve 4). These 

values of the magnetoresistance are 

higher than in the pure composite 

(Co40Fe40B20)34(SiO2)66 (~ 1.5 and 

6%, curves 1 and 3, respectively). 

 

Figure. Field dependences of the magnetoresistance of the 

multilayer structure [(Co40Fe40B20)34(SiO2)66/ZnO]112 (curves 2, 

4) and the composite (Co40Fe40B20)34(SiO2)66 

(curves 1, 3) at T = 300 K and T = 77 K, respectively 

 

This work was supported by the Ministry of Education and Science within the 

framework of state assignment No. FZGM-2020-0007. 
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The study of fullerenes and endohedral metallofullerenes (EMF) is of interest for 

modern science, since these molecules have high reactivity, which makes it possible to form 

materials with fundamentally new properties. EMF and their derivatives, for example, Gd@C82, 

Y@C82, (Gd@C82Ox(OH)y), already have areas of potential application [1,2]. 

To study the properties of new materials, significant amounts of EMF are required, 

which are difficult to isolate due to the tendency to form clusters with fullerenes of various 

types, as well as particles of fullerene-containing soot (soot). Analysis of the literature has 

shown the relevance of the study and introduction of new devices and methods for the isolation 

of fullerenes, since the existing ones do not always show their effectiveness. The number of 

works aimed at studying the processes of isolation of higher fullerenes (HF) and EMF is limited 

(mainly studies are devoted to the extraction of fullerenes C60 and C70). 

The aim of the work was to develop a method that allows you to quickly obtain HF and 

EMF in macro quantities. 

The technique is as follows: 

1. Synthesis of soot by the electric arc method (in graphite rods Ø=6 mm, L=100 mm, 

TC 3497-001-51046676-2008, an axial hole Ø=3 mm, L=85 mm is drilled and filled with a 

mixture of graphite and metal oxide powders (for example, Y2O3 or Gd2O3) in a mass ratio of 

1:1. The yield of fullerenes in soot with Y is about 5 wt%, in soot with Gd - 3wt%. 

1.  Isolation of fullerenes on the Extractor developed by us [3], which simultaneously 

implements a mechano-activation effect on the components of the treated suspension (from soot 

with solvent) and filtration. The release of fullerenes occurs from a thin layer of soot. The work 

on approbation of the technique was carried out with different solvents: carbon disulfide, o-

xylene, and pyridine. 

2.  Enrichment of a fullerene extract with EMF contained in it according to the method 

using the Lewis acid - TiCl4 [4], implemented in an automatic mode using the Extractor [3]. 

All obtained fullerene extracts were filtered, the extractant was distilled off on a rotary 

evaporator. Then, they were separated by HPLC on an Agilent 1200 Series chromatograph with 

a Cosmosil Buckyprep-M column (10 mm × 250 mm). Toluene was used as an eluent; the flow 

rate was 1.6 ml/min. The relative content of each component in the mixture was calculated by 

normalizing the area of each peak relative to the total area of the entire spectrum on the HPLC 

chromatogram. For this, a specially developed software algorithm was used, which numerically 

integrates the spectrum using the trapezoidal method, using a linear approximation to take into 

account the background. 

All the obtained extracts with EMF were also analyzed by the method of atomic 

emission spectroscopy, according to the method developed by us [5], the amount of the formed 

EMF was calculated. 

The results showed that the amount of Cn fullerenes (70<n≤84) isolated on the Extractor 

by carbon disulfide ≈ 6%, pyridine ≈ 1.8%, o-xylene ≈ 4.35%. In the isolation of fullerenes Cm 
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(m>84) and EMF c Y using carbon disulfide, it was possible to isolate the largest amount of 

fullerenes - 6.19%, using o-xylene - 2%, pyridine - 4.06%. The strongest extractant in the 

isolation of higher fullerenes and EMF in the Extractor was carbon disulfide, the weakest was 

o-xylene. The duration of the isolation of fullerenes with the use of mechano-activation action 

was 15 minutes. 

Using the enrichment technique by TiCl4, we carried out additional purification of the 

fullerene mixture synthesized with the addition of Gd2O3, and obtained a sample enriched in 

Gd@C82, Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Chromatogram of the sample after processing by TiCl4 in automatic operation 

using the Extractor [3]. The following areas of peaks of various fullerenes types (%) were 

established: C60 - 59.33; C70 - 20.67; С84 -1.93 and Gd@С82 - 18.07 

 

The enrichment technique proposed by us eliminates the need for separate, rather time-

consuming filtration and washing procedures in a separating funnel with distilled water, 

significantly reducing the duration of the process. The enrichment procedure lasted 5 minutes. 

 

The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research project № 18-29-

19003. 
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Extensive studies have been carried out over the past few decades to investigate the 

crumpling behaviour of thin sheets like graphene both by theoretical and experimental methods 

[1-2]. It was shown that crumpled structures can have excellent compression and aggregation-

resistant properties [3]. One of the new and important applications using crumpled graphene is 

natural containers for other elements. In this work, the molecular dynamics simulation is used 

to study the possibility of accumulation of nickel nanoparticles of different sizes in the pores of 

the crumpled graphene at different temperatures. The dynamics of structures is investigated at 

an exposure time of 20 ps. The simulation is carried out using the LAMMPS package with the 

adapted AIREBO empirical intermolecular interaction potential for carbon-carbon interaction. 

The Morse potential is used to describe the interaction between Ni-Ni and Ni-C atoms. It 

reproduces well the behavior and properties of carbon materials and metal nanoparticles and is 

widely used in modeling of various compounds [4]. To study the interaction of Ni-C atoms, we 

used the potential parameters obtained by the ab-initio method, presented in [5], and to describe 

the interaction of Ni-Ni atoms, the parameters proposed in [6].  

To study the possibility of storing metal nanoparticles in the pores of crumpled 

graphene, a single element of crumpled graphene is considered - a rolled flake. A graphene 

flake (GF) is created from a small CNT (11, 11) 1.3 nm long, and two rows of atoms are 

removed along the nanotube axis. The flake is filled with nickel nanoparticles of different sizes, 

consisting of 21 and 66 atoms. 

In fig. 1, the potential energy is shown as a function of exposure time for the Ni21 (a) 

and Ni66 (b) nanoclusters after exposure at 300 K (blue line) and 1000 K (red line). 

Corresponding snapshots of the structure of a crumpled graphene flake filled with a nanocluster 

at different times of exposure are also shown. It is found that the total potential energy of the 

system is saturated to a practically constant value at the end of the equilibration process, 

indicating the system has reached equilibrium and a stable state. All the changes in the energy 

curves correspond to some structural changes. The longest time of stabilization at 300 K is 

found for Ni21 (5 ps). Graphene flake with Ni66 reach equilibrium after holding during 3.2 ps. 

Bigger the diameter of the nanocluster, less the equilibration time. This can be explained by the 

mutual arrangement of the nancluster and GF. For a small nanocluster, distance between 

nanocluster and flake walls is two times higher than for the biggest one which means that time 

required to attach the nanocluster by the graphene flake is longer. At higher temperature 

(1000 K), again, a strong correlation between equilibration time and size of the nanocluster is 

found. For GF with Ni21 nanocluster, the transformation is fast since the temperature is close to 

the melting point and the nanocluster can be easily destroyed. Temperature fluctuations 

facilitate the crumpling process and the appearance of new bonds between the edges of GF. For 

structure with Ni66, the temperature slightly affects the time of equilibration.  However, 

temperature decreases the total potential energy of the system. 
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At the beginning of the crumpling process at both 300 K and 1000 K, GF starts to change 

its round shape, and the fcc crystalline order of Ni nanocluster is destroyed. Metal atoms are 

attracted by the graphene surface and tend to occupy equilibrium positions above the center of 

the carbon hexagon. The edges of GF can attach to each other with the formation of new 

covalent bonds. During exposure, graphene flake transforms to a capsule containing nickel 

nanocluster. Nanocluster Ni66 almost completely fills the graphene flake, in comparison with 

Ni21, therefore, the deformation of such a structure is more difficult. Note that GF always tends 

to wrap the metal cluster.  

In this work, nanoclusters consisting of 21 and 66 nickel atoms inside the pores of 

crumpled graphene are considered. It is found, that the graphene flake can easily cover 

nanocluster, but the dynamics of the interaction strongly dependent on the nanocluster size. 

Small nanoclusters can be easily bent by rigid graphene flake, while the biggest conserve their 

shape. Such structure, composed of Ni nanoclusters and graphene flakes, can be further used to 

obtain composite material with improved mechanical properties. 
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Fig. 1. Potential energy as the function of exposure time for Ni21 (a) and Ni66 (b). Corresponding 

snapshots of the structure of crumpled graphene flake filled with nanocluster. 

during exposure at 300 K (bottom line of snapshots) and 1000 K (upper line of snapshots). Carbon 

atoms are shown by violet and nickel atoms - by green.  
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Thin films of niobium oxides have significant physical properties such as high refractive 

index, low absorption and high transmittance in the UV - visible - near IR regions. They are 

widely used in modern electronic devices: solid state electrolytic capacitors, photochromic 

devices, memristors, optical waveguides, antireflection coatings, gas sensors, etc. [1]. The 

physical properties of niobium oxides strongly depend on the preparation conditions [2]. 

Therefore, in this work, we considered the effect of thickness on the electrical and optical 

properties of amorphous NbOx thin films.  

Samples from 60 to 130 nm of thickness were obtained by ion-beam deposition on glass 

and sitall substrates in an argon atmosphere. XRD analysis showed that the films are 

amorphous. The electrical resistance was measured by a two-probe method through ultrasonic-

soldered indium contacts.  

Figure 1a showed that amorphous NbOx films have a high electrical resistivity (ρ), about 

102 – 103 Ohm·cm, which is lower than the values of the electrical resistivity of amorphous 

Nb2O5 films (1011 – 1013 Ohm·cm [3]) and is comparable with the ρ value in thin films of 

nonstoichiometric NbOx (2.5 > x > 2.489) (10-6 – 103 Ohm·cm [2]) or NbO2 (104 Ohm·cm). As 

the thickness increases, ρ decreases unevenly from 103 to 102 Ohm cm. 

Behavior of the ρ(h) dependence can be explained by two reasons: the manifestation of 

the classical size effect and the change in the phase composition of the film from higher to low 

resistance with thickness increasing. 

 
(a)  

(b) 

Figure 1. (a) ρ(h) dependence and (b) Optical spectra of the NbOx thin films 

 

To determine the effect of the thickness of the niobium oxide film on its optical 

properties, the optical transmission spectra of light were measured in the wavelength range from 

400 to 1100 nm. The resulting films have a maximum transparency of about 65-70% in the 

wavelength range 600 – 1200 nm (fig 1.b). To determine the optical band gap Egopt from the 

spectral dependence of the absorption coefficient: 
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α = − lg(T)/hfilm,     (1) 

 

where T - transmittance,  

hfilm - film thickness. 

By linear extrapolation of the dependence of (αhν)2 on the photon energy hν to the value 

α = 0 in the region of the fundamental absorption edge, the optical band gap Egopt was 

determined. It was found that Egopt decreases with increasing h from 3.0 eV for films with a 

thickness of 63 nm to 1.64 eV for 130 nm. In this case, according to the literature, the band gap 

for amorphous Nb2O5 films is ~ 3.4 eV [4], for NbO2 ~ 1.1 eV [2]. 

It can be concluded that an increase in the film thickness leads to a redistribution of the 

phase composition from the high-resistance Nb2O5 phase to the low-resistance NbO2 phase, 

which affects the electrical and optical properties. 

 

This work was supported by the Ministry of Education and Science within the 

framework of state assignment No. FZGM-2020-0007. 
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Recently, great interest of researchers has been attracted by nanostructured (NS) and 

ultrafine-grained (UFG) materials, which significantly differ in properties from coarse-grained 

(more than 10 μm) analogs. Due to the unique physical and mechanical properties, such as high 

strength and impact strength, increased plasticity, special electrical, magnetic and other 

properties, NS materials are promising for use in various industries and techniques. [1]. 

Alloys of the Fe-Ni system have found wide application in modern technology and 

instrument making. One of the most famous Fe-Ni alloys is the Invar alloy of the composition 

36N GOST 10994-74 (with a Ni content of 36%), which has a low coefficient of linear 

expansion. A significant drawback of this alloy, which limits its use, is its low strength and 

hardness [2,3]. An effective method for increasing the strength properties of alloys is 

deformational nanostructuring by torsion under high pressure.  

 

Fig. 1. DSC curves of Invar alloy 36N after deformation nanostructuring (green curve) and 

upon reheating (blue curve)) 

 

Deformation nanostructuring was carried out by torsion under quasi-hydrostatic 

pressure on Bridgman-type anvils. After deformation, the structure of the 36H alloy consisted 

of fragments with an average size of about 100 nm. The thermal analysis of the obtained 36H 

samples is shown in Fig. 1, which shows that heating above 395℃ leads to the appearance of 

an exothermic peak on the curves obtained in the differential scanning calorimetry mode, 

indicating a phase transformation in the nanostructured alloy. Note that the large-crystal alloy 

36H is a single-phase FCC alloy. However, the formation of a nonequilibrium highly defective 

structure after nanostructuring leads to an increase in the diffusion capacity in the alloy, as a 

result of which a phase transformation is observed. A similar effect was observed in [3] for a 

nanostructured Fe - 36% Ni alloy. When the same sample is reheated, the exothermic peak is 
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not observed on the DSC curves, which indicates the formation of an equilibrium structure in 

the alloy after the first heating.  

 

Fig. 2. Graph of the dependence of microhardness (HV) on the annealing temperature of 

Invar alloy 36H after deformation nanostructuring (NS) and annealing at different 

temperatures. The dashed line shows the microhardness of the 36H alloy in the coarse-

crystalline state. 
 

After analyzing the DSC curves, the 36H nanostructured samples were subjected to 

sixty-minute vacuum annealing at 280, 380, 420, 450, and 500 ° C. In each of the obtained 

structural states, the microhardness was measured, as shown in Fig.2. Nanostructuring leads to 

an increase in microhardness by about 2 times compared to the large-crystal state. The increase 

in microhardness in the temperature range from 380 to 450 ° C is associated with dispersion 

hardening due to the separation of the nanoscale BCC phase after nanostructuring followed by 

annealing [3]. 

As a result of the study, it was found that the formation of NS leads to an increase in the 

strength characteristics of the 36H alloy (microhardness increases by about 2 times compared 

to the large-crystal state). The presence of an exothermic peak on the DSC curves and a 

maximum after annealing of the 36H nanostructured alloy at 420 ° C indicate the release of the 

BCC phase in the invar alloy. This is due to a significant increase in the diffusion capacity in 

the alloy due to the strong nonequilibrium of the grain boundaries and a large concentration of 

defects after deformation nanostructuring [4]. 
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 The possibility of controlling the properties of nanomaterials is one of the most 

promising areas of nanomaterials science since tunable properties allow creating devices with 

desired characteristics. The modification of the morphology or composition of the material is a 

commonly used approach to controlling the properties of nanostructures. 

Vertically oriented nanosheets (nanowalls) are one of the morphological modifications 

of hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), which demonstrates antibacterial properties, intense 

cathodoluminescence, and the possibility of adjusting the contact angle [1]. All of these 

properties are related to the presence of sharp edges open to interaction and a large surface area. 

Surficial doping is an effective method of composition modification to control the properties of 

nanostructures such as graphene and h-BN. Existing studies demonstrate that it is possible to 

tune the emission [2] and electrochemical [3] properties via h-BN oxidation. But doping of 

hexagonal boron nitride nanosheets is challenging so far because this material has high 

chemical and thermal stability. In addition, a combination of morphological and compositional 

modifications can also be promising. Thus, the purpose of this work is to develop an approach 

for the surficial oxidation of vertically oriented h-BN nanosheets and to study their properties. 

The h-BN nanowalls obtained by the PECVD method were used as initial samples [2]. 

The synthesis was performed from a mixture of (C2H5)3N∙BH3 and NH3 at 400ºC and plasma 

power of 25 W. Low-temperature oxidation of the samples was performed in a synthetic air 

atmosphere (79 vol.% N2 + 21 vol.% O2). The series of experiments with changing one of the 

parameters: synthetic air pressure, treatment temperature, exposure time and plasma power 

were performed. 

As a result, we established the dependences of changes in the surface composition and 

morphology of nanowalls on the synthesis conditions. Based on the obtained data, it was 

suggested that the process of plasma chemical oxidation of nanowalls is limited by the kinetics 

of the reaction. The plasma power is found to be a key parameter influencing the rate and depth 

of the process. The optical and electrophysical properties of oxygen-doped BNNWs were 

studied, in particular, a light-sensitive increase in conductivity was found. The samples after 

plasma treatment have superhydrophobic properties, which makes them promise for further 

study in the field of medical coatings. 

The reported study was funded by the RFBR and DST according to research project  

19-53-45012 
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2D transition metals dichalcogenides (TMD) are semiconductors with a direct band gap 

of 1–2 eV.  TMDs are also characterized by effective photoluminescence and high mobility of 

carriers. That why 2D TMDs are good basis to create flexible, highly efficient devices, such as 

gas sensors, solar cells, terahertz antennas, and LEDs [1]. Also, it should be noted that 2D 

TMDs may be used as high-performance optical saturable absorbers which are needed to create 

Q-switching and mode-locking fiber lasers resonators [2]. This is possible due to the ultrafast 

relaxation of the electron subsystem in the TMD. 

The short relaxation times of the electron subsystem are the main advantage for optical 

bleaching speed and for the time characteristics of pulsed Q-switched lasers. 

When studying the sample, we need to take into account that the 2D TMDs and SiO2 

are partially transparent in the visible range of optical radiation and the Si is a semiconductor. 

This means that a significant part of the pump energy, passing through the 2D TMDs, transfers 

energy to the substrate, exciting it. Thus, the substrate influences significantly the detection of 

the excitation and relaxation processes of electrons and holes in 2D flakes of TMDs. Also, 

substrate affects the estimation of the characteristic times of these processes, which leads to 

optoelectronic devices speed calculation errors. 

This work presents the MoS2 monolayer on a SiO2/Si substrate electronic subsystem 

relaxation studying results. Maps of MoS2 flake on a SiO2/Si substrate photoinduced reflection 

coefficient changing distribution were made. The relaxation mechanisms in Si and 

MoS2/SiO2/Si at different times after excitation were investigated. The substrate contribution 

to the electronic subsystem relaxation times is determinated, and the relaxation times of the 

TMD are estimated. 

This work was supported by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the 

Russian Federation (state task No. FSFZ-0706-2020-0022). 
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Abstract: The paper presents the results of numerical and experimental studies of the 

effect of the percolation transition in thin aluminum films on the reflecting, transmitting and 

absorbing properties in the microwave range. 

 

The paper considers the growth mechanism of a thin aluminum film with a thickness 

range from 1 to 20 nm [1]. The island-structured of the conductor layer was confirmed at the 

initial stages of growth. Experimentally revealed a burst [2] of the reflective and absorbing 

capacity of the formed thin film at the merging of individual islands, which is confirmed by a 

numerical model. The numerical calculation of the transmittance, reflectance and absorbtance 

was carried out in CST Studio. A unit cell with a nanometer hemispherical formation was 

simulated, the base size of which varied from 1 nm to a cell size of 25 nm, at a constant structure 

height. The simulation result is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Fig 1. Dependence of transmission, reflection, and absorption on the diameter of the structure 

base in the simulated cell 
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Abstracts  

Organic molecules and coordination compounds based on them have attracted great 

interest in recent decades due to their potential application in the creation of optical and 

optoelectronic devices [1, 2]. Among the various classes of luminescent materials, coordination 

compounds based on zinc (II) complexes with organic ligands are of particular interest due to 

their availability, low cost, low toxicity, and interesting photochemical characteristics [3]. It is 

on the basis of the considered prerequisites that an attempt to create a thin-film heterostructure 

based on C60 fullerene and a zinc complex based on Schiff is quite interesting. 

Zinc complexes were obtained by the following procedure. To a solution of 4-formyl-

3-methyl-1-phenylpyrazol-5-one (808 mg, 4 mmol) in 50 ml of methanol was added the 

corresponding diamine (2 mmol) and stirred under reflux for 1 hour. Thereafter, solid Zn(AcO)2 

· 2H2O (438 mg, 2 mmol) and a solution of Et3N (400 mg, 4 mmol) in 10 ml of methanol were 

added to the solution (Fig. 1a). Stirring was maintained at 50°C overnight. During this time, a 

precipitate formed. The precipitate was collected by filtration, washed with cold methanol and 

ether, and dried under vacuum (Fig. 1b). 

 

 
Fig. 1. a – Ligand used in this paper; b – synthesized zinc complex. 

 

The formation of film structures based on powder fullerene C60 and 4-

methylphenylhydrazone N-isoamylisatin was carried out by pouring from a solution [4]. Non-

aromatic compounds were used as solvents: dichloromethane for fullerene and chloroform for 

isatin. The fixed concentration of the solid phase of the starting material in the solution was 0.5 

mg / ml. To assess the homogeneity of the film surface and reveal new formations, the initial 

substances in solution were applied to dielectric substrates with geometric dimensions of 18×18 

mm. The analysis of the relief of the films was carried out by means of transmission and 

reflection microscopy based on a LOMO Mii-4M microinterferometer with additional 

illumination with a semiconductor laser and an extended optical path on a camera with a ½ FF 

10MP matrix. To obtain thin films of fullerene and zinc complex, solutions were prepared from 
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initial powders. Carbon tetrachloride (CCl4) was used as a solvent for fullerene, and chloroform 

was used for the zinc complex. Fullerene films are characterized by a relatively heterogeneous 

surface, with thicknesses of 300-500 nm [5] (Fig. 2a). The thickness of the films of the 

coordination compound was 280-330 nm (Fig. 2b). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Microphotographs of fullerene (a), zinc complex (b) films. 

 

To measure the volume resistivity, an aluminum substrate (Al) 120 nm thick and indium 

tin oxide (ITO) were used as a contact group. To form a heterojunction, fullerene C60 was 

deposited on an aluminum substrate, and a zinc complex was deposited on a glass substrate 

with a conducting layer of indium-tin oxide. An analysis of the current-voltage characteristics 

(CVC) showed that the creation of a heterostructure based on a coordination compound and C60 

fullerene made it possible to obtain a semiconductor structure with a potential barrier. The I - 

V characteristic is similar to the diode characteristic. In the range of voltages from -1 to 1 V, 

the current values in the forward direction are 50 µA, in the reverse direction - 250 nA. 
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A magnetoelectric (ME) transformer parameters could be tuned by magnetic field unlike 

piezoelectric traditional transformers [1]. Such a transformer is fabricated on a basis of a 

ferromagnetic (FM)–piezoelectric (PE) heterostructure comprising two equally thick laminated 

layers of an amorphous FM alloy and a piezoceramic lead zirconate-titanate layer sandwiched 

between them. It is well known that magnetoelectric parameters of the structure strongly 

depends on its’ composition, number of layers etc. This work describes the effect of the 

thickness of the FM layer on the characteristics of the ME transformer. 

The PE layer was made of piezoceramics Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT-47, manufactured by the 

JSC Research Institute "Elpa", Russia). The FM layers with a thickness am = 23 μm were made 

of amorphous magnetic alloy (FeBSiC) ribbons 2605SA1 (Metglas Co, USA). The thickness 

of the FM layers of the structure was changed by gluing 1, 2, or 3 layers on each side of the PE 

layer together. All layers of the structure were connected under pressure using a cyanoacrylate 

adhesive. The total number of individual Metglas layer was 2, 4 and 6, respectively.  

Measured on the open circuit condition transformation ratio K dependence on magnetic 

field is shown in Fig. 1. It is seen that maximal value of K is observed in a structure with 3 FM 

layers as well as maximal tuning ratio of magnetic fields.  

 
 

The voltage transformation ratio of the magnetoelectric transformer could be tuned from 

0 to 19.7 in H = 2.4 kA/m at the largest total thickness of ferromagnetic layers of 138 µm. The 

power transfer efficiency η reached 45% at the matched resistive load of about 20 Kω.  

This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation [grant 19-79-10128]. 
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Fig. 1. Magnetic field dependences of transformation ratio K on magnetic field at 

resonance conditions for structures with different total thicknesses of the FM layer am, μm: 

1 – 46 μm, 2 – 92 μm, 3 – 138 μm. 
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The development of soft magnetic materials with high saturation magnetic induction Bs 

combined with good soft magnetic properties is still in demand for high performance and 

miniaturization of magnetic parts and devices such as transformers, inductors, magnetic 

recording heads and others. Among a large variety of soft magnetics, the new alloys with 

nanocomposite structure based on the Fe–Cu–Si–B–P system (NANOMET) have attracted 

great attention due to their low saturation magnetostriction and high saturation induction above 

1.8 T [1]. However, the magnetic properties of NANOMET alloys strongly depend on not only 

on chemical composition but also on structure of nanophase composites which formed by heat 

treatment of glassy precursors [3071]. The aim of this study is to establish relation between the 

annealing regimes of Fe70.8Co10B10Si1.5P7Cu0.7 glass its structural parameters and soft magnetic 

properties.  

Rapidly solidified alloy ribbons of about 25 μm thick and 10 mm width were prepared 

by melt spinning in air onto a Cu-Cr wheel of 620 mm in diameter at tangential velocity of ~40 

m/s. Structural characterization of the samples was performed by using X-ray diffraction 

(DRON-3M automated diffractometer) and transmission electron microscopy (JEM-200A). 

Crystallization kinetics was monitored using differential scanning calorimetry (NETZSCH 

DSC 404) and electrical resistance measurements (a four-probe method). Magnetic properties 

were measured with a MS-02 B-H analyzer at 400 Hz under a field up to 2 kA/m.  

Amorphous structure of the as-prepared ribbons was confirmed by XRD (scan 1 in Fig. 

1) and TEM data. The DSC thermogram showed that crystallization of amorphous phase took 

place via two separated stages. Analysis of the XRD patterns of the heat treated samples showed 

that nanophase composite consisted of nanoscale crystals of bcc α-Fe and residual glassy matrix 

formed at the first stage (scan 2 in Fig. 1), while the lines of unidentified iron boride and 

phosphide observed in the XRD pattern of fully crystallized sample (scan 3 in Fig. 1).  

The studies of the effect heating up temperature at 10 K/min on the structural parameters 

of nanophase composite showed that both the sizes of α-Fe nanocrystals and its volume fraction 

crystallized monotonically increased up to 0.53 and 52 nm, respectively, at the end of 

nanocrystallization. The increase of the heating rate to 40 K/min resulted in the decrease of the 

nanocrystal sized to 32 nm but the volume fraction remained unchanged. 
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Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of 

the as-quenched (1), partially (2) and fully 

crystallized melt-spun ribbons 

Fig. 2. Changes of average sizes of α-

Fe nanocrystals (●) and their volume fraction  

(○) vs. temperatures of annealing up to end 

nanocrystallization  

   

Accounting the above results and the literature data showing that the essential 

improvement of the soft magnetic properties is reached in nanophase composites with 

nanocrystal sizes ≤ 20 nm [3] a series of isothermal annealings was performed in a salt bath. 

The estimated heating rates of ribbon samples in these experiments were about 200 K/s. The 

experiments have shown that growth of α-Fe nanocrystals is very fast at all annealing 

temperatures and does not follow the well-established classical Zener equation [4]. As can be 

seen from the data in Fig. 2 the increase of annealing temperature results in the increase of the 

volume fraction crystallized (up to 0.6–0.65) and to decrease of α-Fe nanocrystals (to 17–19 

nm). The volume density of α-Fe nanocrystals is in the range (1–2)×1023 m–3 which is typical 

for nanophase composites with the high soft magnetic properties [3]. The XRD data were 

confirmed by the TEM studies which showed the presence of near spherical particles with bcc 

structure dispersed in the glassy matrix.  

In order to estimate the coil made of the as-prepared ribbon was heat treated by 

immersing into a salt bath at 755 K for 4 min. The size of nanocrystals formed at this annealing 

conditions was 18 ± 1 nm and the volume fraction crystallized was estimated to be 0.57. The 

heat treatment resulted in the decrease of the coercive force from 21 to 6 A/m and to increase 

of the initial permeability from 4000 to 11000.  

The possible mechanisms of the nanocomposite structure formation in 

Fe70.8Co10B10Si1.5P7Cu0.7 glass as well as the ways of subsequent improvement of its soft 

magnetic properties are discussed.  
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We have synthesized and studied nanodispersed particles with the (Mg@C)@Pd 

structure, which can be used to solve problems in hydrogen energy, both as hydrogen 

accumulators and for its purification. It turned out that after ten cycles of hydrogenation / 

dehydrogenation, the particles are destroyed, Fig.1 [1]. X-ray phase studies have shown that the 

β-phase is absent, i.e. the reason for the destruction of the palladium shell is not associated with 

the loss of plasticity of palladium [2]. We assumed that when exposed to oxygen and 

temperature, the palladium-carbon composite in the nanodispersed state behaves differently 

from the monolithic one. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. SEM image: left – before hydrogenation, on right – after 10 cycles of 

hydrogenation/dehydrogenation [1] 

 

In this work, we present the results of a study of the process of thermal oxidation of 

carbon condensate (CC) containing palladium in a nanodispersed state in an oxygen flow. СC 

was obtained by sputtering carbon rods with an axial hole containing metallic palladium in an 

HF arc discharge using the technology described in [3]. The studies were carried out by the 

following methods: XPS, electron microscopy, thermogravimetry, XRF, Raman scattering. As 

it turned out, even in the samples annealed in argon at a temperature of 1200 °C, in addition to 

metallic palladium and carbon in Sp2 hybridization, their presence is observed in the oxidized 

state, Fig. 2, Fig. 3. 

 

The mathematical expansion of the Pd3d, C1s, and O1s lines shows the presence of Pd, 

C, and O peaks with concentrations of 20.55, 28.83, and 50.62 at%, respectively. 
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In addition, the sample annealed under the same conditions, but located in a gradient 

temperature field (the lower part of the crucible is 1000 °С, the upper part is 800 °С), clearly 

divided into 2 samples: the lower sample is black powder 0.11, 88.56, 11.33 Pd3d, C1s, O1s 

at.%, Respectively, and the upper one is light gray, in the form of tangled hairs 17.35, 35.74, 

46.91 Pd3d, C1s, O1s at.% , respectively. 

Thus, a composite of carbon, palladium, and oxygen behaves ambiguously when 

exposed to temperature and undergoes structural and stoichiometric changes. 
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Fig. 2. XPS: Pd3d line Fig. 3. XPS: С1s line 
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Synthesis and proton conductivity of hybrid materials based modified by polyantimonic 

acid 

 

Yaroshenko F.A., Lupitskaya Yu.A., Filonenko E.M. 

 

Chelyabinsk State University, 454001, Chelyabinsk, Russia 

 

Ion-exchange membranes are commonly used in purification and electrochemical 

synthesis processes and in low-temperature fuel cells [1–3]. The use of these membranes makes 

it possible to design highly efficient compact energy sources of varying power. To provide 

efficient operation, the membranes should exhibit a number of physicochemical properties, the 

most important of which are high proton conductivity, temperature stability, and low hydrogen 

permeability [1, 3]. The properties of MF-4SK membranes are close to optimum. However, 

these membranes have some disadvantages, such as an abrupt decrease in proton conductivity 

at low air humidity and with an increase in temperature above 100°C. 

The properties of MF-4SK membranes can be improved owing to the introduction of 

nanoparticles of inorganic materials into the polymer matrix. These materials include 

heteropoly acids and their acid salts and SiO2, ZrO2, and CeO2 metal oxides. We believe that a 

promising dopant is polyantimonic acid (PAA), which is known to be an excellent proton 

conductor containing oxonium ions and water molecules localized in the compound structure 

and on the particle surface. 

The aim of this study was to develop a method for the preparation of hybrid materials 

by modifying the MF-4SK membrane with PAA and determine the effect of humidity and 

temperature on the proton conductivity. 

Synthesis of the samples was carried out by in situ method by treating the final MF-4SK 

membrane with a precursor which was prepared by oxidizing SbCl3 with nitric acid, followed 

by storing the membrane in distilled water. To create the same conditions, all the samples were 

conditioned. The proton conductivity was measured on a symmetrical cell in the frequency 

range of 10 Hz-2 MHz using an Elins Z-1500J impedance analyzer. 

In work proton-conducting materials based on the membrane MF-4SK and antimony 

acid were obtained. Their dielectric properties and conductivity at various temperatures and 

relative air humidity were studied. The introduction of particles of polyantimony acid 

significantly increases the values of proton conductivity of membranes at low humidity from 

3.2 × 10–5 to 2.5 × 10–4 Sm/sm. An investigation of the proton conductivity at various 

temperature showed that the activation energy decreases from 16.8 to 12.9 kJ/mol with doping 

of the MF-4CK membrane by antimony acid. 
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Thin-film phototransistors based on fullerene and photochrome derivatives 
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Thanks to organic electronics, a wide range of devices (displays, microcircuits, sensors, 

etc.) may appear in the near future, which will be ultra-thin, lightweight, flexible and transparent 

[1]. It is important to obtain new effective photochromic systems that are promising for micro- 

and nanoelectronics [2-3]. 

In this work, samples of phototransistors are manufactured and investigated. Glass with 

a conductive ITO layer, which plays the role of a gate, was used as a substrate. A polyaniline 

film 500 nm thick was deposited on top by thermal sputtering in a vacuum from a Knudsen cell. 

Polyaniline was in a non-conducting state and acted as a gate dielectric. Were investigated three 

types of transistors: the first type of transistor structures, separate layers of photochromic 

organic compounds and C60 with a thickness of each film 200 nm. The second type of structures 

is a film of physically mixed powders of photochrome and C60. The third type is an active layer 

made of fullerene and photochrome derivatives. On top of the active layers by thermal 

sputtering in vacuum on a VUP-5 device (vacuum universal post), two aluminum electrodes, a 

drain and a source with a thickness of 500 nm, were deposited. The film thickness was 

monitored using an SPM. The created devices were characterized by a channel width of 10 mm 

and a channel length of 50 μm. 

A study of the current-voltage characteristics of the manufactured transistors showed 

that, in the absence of irradiation, the currents in the phototransistors are of the order of or less 

than 1 nA. Under the influence of ultraviolet light (350 nm) of the gap region of the transistors, 

the drain-source current increases by three orders of magnitude for both devices. Mixed active 

layers have high currents of current-voltage characteristics. And the most stable work is with 

hybrid layers. Dependencies are non-linear. There are no saturation areas on the output 

characteristics. All measurements were carried out under normal conditions - atmospheric air, 

which is an advantage of the investigated transistor structures in comparison with others. 
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Section 6 

Multiferroics 
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Magnetoelectric effect in perovskite – based multiferroics RCrO3  
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Currently, active research is aimed at perovskite – based oxides, including rare earth 

orthochromites, which exhibit magnetoelectric properties owed to intrinsic magnetic 

interactions in external electric and magnetic fields. Due to a variety of structural instabilities 

and couplings in these materials, understanding the underlying magnetoelectric mechanisms is 

a challenge. 

Here, we explore magnetoelectric properties of the rare earth orthochromites in the 

framework of symmetry analysis. Our calculations show the presence in RCrO3  of  electric 

dipole moments localized in the vicinity of Cr3+ ions. The electric dipole moments, appearing 

due to the displacements of oxygen ions from their highly symmetric positions in the parent 

perovskite phase, are arranged in an antiferroelectric mode (Fig.1). 

 
Fig.1. Electric dipole moments (green arrows) arrangement in RCrO3 unit cell. 

 

 

We have demonstrated the presence of electric dipole moments in the unit cell of RCrO3, 

localized in the vicinity of Cr3+ ions. The inversion symmetry breaks due to the displacements 

of oxygen ions from their highly symmetric positions in the parent perovskite phase, the electric 

dipoles become arranged in an antiferroelectric mode. We have introduced the basic distortive 

order parameters in consistence with the symmetry of RCrO3: the polar order parameters (D, 

Q2, Q3, P) and the axial order parameter  Ω  and classified them according to the irreducible 

representations of the RCrO3 symmetry group (D2h
16).  
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where e is the elementary charge, rR are the radius vectors of the rare earth ions, rO are the 

radius vectors of the oxygen ions measured from Cr3+ ion. So, each of the dipoles has its own 

orientation, and the ferroelectric ordering established in RCrO3 is characterized by 4 

ferroelectric sublattices with electric dipoles id . The electric dipoles appear due to the outcome 

of oxygen ions from their high symmetry positions, in the first approximation, the 

displacements of the R3+ ions from their high symmetrical positions give no impact into the 

electric dipole moments. To find the basic ferroelectric vectors transforming on the irreducible 

representations (IR) of the Pnma space symmetry group, we consider the possible linear 

combinations between electric dipole moments given by eq. (1).  

We have determined the symmetry - allowed couplings between distortive, ferroelectric 

and magnetic orderings and found possible exchange- coupled magnetic and ferroelectric 

structures. The presented analysis makes it possible to explain experimentally observed 

polarization reversal and the concomitant reorientation of spins in a series of RCrO3 compounds 

[1] and to predict the possible scenarios of phase transitions in RCrO3. 

The work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (grant No. 19-

52-80024). 
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At present, studies of various magnetoelectric effects in magnetic materials are 

becoming very relevant, which is associated with the discovery of new physical properties in 

them, which can be used in energy-saving devices in spintronics [1]. In particular, the 

phenomenon of domain wall (DW) displacement in iron garnet films under the action of an 

inhomogeneous electric field, discovered in [2], also belongs to such effects. To explain the 

observed effect, two possible mechanisms were proposed: a flexomagnetoelectric mechanism 

due to the presence of inhomogeneous magnetoelectric interaction in the samples under study 

[3] and a mechanism associated with a change in the material magnetic anisotropy constants 

[1]. Both mechanisms qualitatively fully explain the pattern of DW behavior in an 

inhomogeneous electric field. To identify the dominant mechanism, other aspects of this 

phenomenon were experimentally studied, in particular, it was shown that the structure and 

some characteristics of the DW in an inhomogeneous electric field are significantly influenced 

by an external magnetic field and, in particular, its planar component perpendicular to the plane 

of rotation of spins in the DW. [1]. The presence of the latter can lead to an increase in the 

magnetoelectric effect on the DW. In this work, we consider, within the framework of the 

flexomagnetoelectric mechanism, the effect of an external magnetic field H on the structure 

and properties of magnetic inhomogeneities induced by an inhomogeneous electric field ε in 

magnetically uniaxial films. As shown in [4], in such magnets in an inhomogeneous electric 

field at Н = 0, three types of micromagnetic structures can occur: 180 degree DWs with a 

noncircular trajectory of the magnetization vector M, 0 degree DWs with a quasi-Bloch 

structure, and 0 degree DWs of the Neel type. The appearance is due to the inhomogeneous 

nature of the electric field, the value of its integral polarization is zero. 

It is shown that in a nonzero magnetic field the topology of these inhomogeneities will 

change, but the nature of these transformations will depend both on their structure and on the 

orientation of the magnetic field. It is revealed that for each type of micromagnetic structures 

there is always such a direction of the magnetic field at which the integral value of the 

polarization of the inhomogeneity under consideration increases, which means an increase in 

the flexomagnetoelectric effect. In particular, in a transverse magnetic field (H is perpendicular 

to the plane of the DW), with its increase, the integral value of the polarization of the 180° DW 

also increases. In addition, by changing the direction of the magnetic field to the opposite, the 

character of the interaction of the DW with the source of the electric field can be changed to 

the opposite, for example, from attraction to repulsion and conversely. 

It follows from the calculations that the nucleation of a DW with a quasi-Bloch structure 

in a uniaxial film occurs only when the field ε reaches a certain critical value ε= εс. When a 

magnetic field H||Оz is applied (Oz coincides with the easy axis of uniaxial anisotropy), the 

value of the critical field εN can be controlled, and, in particular, it is possible to achieve that 

the DW is nucleated at ε≈ 0. 
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In the case of a DW of the Néel type, under the action of a magnetic field with H||Оx 

on it, its magnetic moments, turning towards Ox, leave the plane уОz. Due to the exchange 

interaction, a dependence of the polar angle θ(у) of the vector M appears, which ultimately 

leads to the appearance of a nonzero integral polarization N(ε). As a result, a 

flexomagnetoelectric effect, sufficient for its observation under experimental conditions, also 

arises in a DW of the Néel type. 
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Fig. 1. Graphs of the dependences of the integral polarization (N) 0° DW of the Néel type on the 

parameter λ in the magnetic field H||Оx. The black line corresponds to h = -1, h = 0.1 h = 0, red 

– h = 0.2, blue – h = 0.4, yellow – h = 0.8, red dashed–h = -0.4, blue dashed–h = -0.8. Here λ= ε/ 

ε0, h=H/Hu, where ε0 – is the characteristic value of the electric field [3], Hu – is the field of 

uniaxial anisotropy [4]. 
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Nd-Fe exchange interaction in Nd ferroborate with multiferroic properties under optical 

pumping  
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We considered the effect of optical pumping at the frequency of f-f transitions on the d-

f superexchange in the AFM ferroborate of rare-earth elements Nd0.5Gd0.5Fe3(BO3)4 between 

Nd3+ ions in the excited states 4G5/2 + 2G7/2  and Fe3+ to the 6A1 ground state. In this ferroborate, 

the d-f superexchange is directly related to the strong magnetoelectric coupling observed in the 

ground state of the material. In a magnetic field, with the establishment of a simple collinear 

AFM ordering between the basic hexagonal planes, the magnitude of the electric polarization 

reaches a maximum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is shown that under optical pumping at the f-f frequency of the 4I9/2 → (4G5/2 + 2G7/2) 

transitions in the Nd3+ ion, the character of the d-f interaction changes to FM (see Figure) [1]. 

The phenomenon can be explained by the occupation of optical  excited "pure spin" states of 

Nd3+ with spin 1/2, as well as their mixing with optical excited states with spin 3/2 due to the 

spin-orbit interaction. In connection with the high TC ~ 300 K observed in rare-earth oxides 

with transition elements, the specific features of the d-f superexchange, which are absent in the 

d-d interaction, are considered.  

The reported study was supported by the grant RFFI 19-02-00034 and the Russian 

Foundation for Basic Research, Government of Krasnoyarsk Territory, and Krasnoyarsk 

Regional Fund of Science according to the research project ”Studies of superexchange and 
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electron-phonon interactions in correlated systems as a basis for searching for promising 

functional materials No. 20-42-240016. 
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probe microscopy 
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The influence of a charged domain wall on the formation of the induced domain 

structures in congruent x-cut lithium niobate crystals (LiNbO3) was studied. By diffusion 

annealing in air ambient near Curie temperature, as well as infrared annealing in oxygen-free 

ambient bi- and multidomain ferroelectric structures containing charged domain walls “head-

to-head” and “tail-to-tail” were formed. By Kelvin probe mode of atomic force microscopy 

(AFM) surface potential near the charged domain walls was investigated. We studied surface 

needle-shaped induced microdomains which were formed in a vicinity of the domain boundary 

and far from it by applying of voltage to the cantilever being in a contact with the surface of the 

sample. Dependence of morphology of the induced domain structure on the crystal’s electric 

conductivity was demonstrated. Screening effect of charged “head-to-head” domain wall on a 

shape and size of the domain, that was induced near the boundary was shown. We described 

partition of the single needle-shaped domains formed by AFM cantilever to several 

microdomains having a shape of several beams based in a common nucleation point. We found 

an influence of the charged domain wall on the topography of the samples, which consisted in 

the appearance of a long groove corresponding to the domain boundary after the reducing 

annealing.  

The study was supported by the Russian Science Foundation, project No. 21-19-00872 
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3 Novgorod State University, 173003, Veliky Novgorod, Russia 

 

Investigation presents a theoretical and experimental study of a magnetoelectric (ME) 

current sensor based on a gradient structure. The use of gradient structures in ME composites 

makes it possible to create a self-bias structure, which leads to miniaturization and a decrease 

power consumption of the device. Current sensors based on a gradient structure of bidomain 

LiNbO3 (LN) / Ni / Metglas operate on a linear section of the dependence of the ME coefficient 

on the magnetic field and do not require an external constant bias field. 

The gradient structure was obtained by electrochemical deposition of nickel on the 

surface of lithium niobate with a Ti layer. To obtain a self-bias effect, the gradient structure 

was annealed in a constant uniform magnetic field (H = 1.2 kOe) at a temperature above the 

Curie point of nickel Tc = 358 °C. The samples before and after annealing were examined by 

magnetic force microscopy (MFM). The measurement results are shown in Figure 1a, b. 

 

 

 

(а) (b) 

 

Fig. 1. MFM scans of the Ni layer before (a) and after (b) annealing. 

 

After annealing in the nikel film the domain structure is ordered in the direction of the 

applied magnetic field. Also, a remanent magnetization of the nickel film appears, which is 

capable of acting on the more magnetically soft material of metglas, thereby magnetizing it in 

a certain direction. 

The main characteristics of the non-contact ME current sensor: the range of the detected 

current is from 0 to 10 A, the sensitivity is 0.9 V/A, the linearity of the sensor reaches an 

accuracy of 99.8%. Also, the advantages of current sensors based on bidomain lithium niobate 

are the high sensitivity of the device due to the use of electromechanical resonance of the ME 

structure and the absence of lead in the device. 
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The study reports the creation of a highly sensitive, low-frequency magnetic field sensor 

based on a composite multiferroic consisting of a bidomain lithium niobate / metglas laminate 

shaped in form of a tuning fork. An efficient suppression of acoustic and thermal noises in the 

measurements of AC magnetic fields has been achieved. As a piezoelectric component we used 

a y+128°-cut lithium niobate single crystal. A metglas foil (serving as a magnetostrictive 

component) was asymmetrically bonded to each tine of the tuning fork. The sensor 

demonstrated 6.7 times increase of the sensitivity to magnetic fields as compared to a single-

plate magnetoelectric (ME) sensor: the magnetic field detection limit was enhanced from 20 pT 

to 3 pT at a frequency of ca. 318 Hz, without any additional shielding from external noises. The 

advantages of the ME sensors based on bidomain lithium niobate over those based on PZT or 

PMN-PT are a much higher thermal and chemical stability, non-hysteretic piezoelectric effect, 

large resistance to creep and ageing effects, lead-free origin, and simple and cheap fabrication 

process. Ultimately, the tuning-fork ME sensors based on bidomain lithium niobate single 

crystals might be used in low frequency, ultra-sensitive, cheap and high-temperature magnetic 

field sensors for biomedical or space applications. 

The study was supported by the Russian Science Foundation, project No. 19-19-00626. 
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ErMn2O5 are the type 2 multiferroics, in which the magnetic ordering with TN= 42 K 

induces the ferroelectric ordering with TC = 37 K. It contains the same number of Mn3+ and 

Mn4+ ions located in layers perpendicular to the c-axis of the crystal and has Pbam symmetry 

at room temperature. The finite probability of electron tunneling between Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions 

with ferromagnetic spins (double exchange) leads to the appearance of nanoscopic regions of 

phase separation that occupy a small volume of the crystal. The equilibrium state of the phase 

separation regions is formed by a balance of strong interactions: double exchange (with energy 

E≈0.3 eV), the Jahn-Teller effect (E≈0.8 eV), and Coulomb repulsion (E≈1eV), which ensures 

the existence of phase separation regions up to temperatures above room temperature. These 

regions are multiferroic, i.e. they have interconnected magnetic and electric polar orderings. At 

the same time, they are ferromagnetic semiconductor heterostructures, the layers of which 

contain pairs of Mn3+-Mn4+ ions and their recharging electrons in different ratios. The Er3+ ions 

(ground state 4I15/2, S=3/2, L=6) have a large magnetic moment (J=9.6 µB), to which the main 

contribution is made by the orbital moment strongly associated with the lattice and rigidly 

orienting the moment of Er3+ ions along the c axis. The exchange interaction of Er-Mn orients 

the magnetic moments of Mn3+-Mn4+ ion pairs in the layers of the heterostructure along the c 

axis. 

Measurements of the set of ferromagnetic resonances from the layers of the 

heterostructure, as well as the temperature dependences of magnetization and electric 

polarization along different axes of the crystal correlate with each other and confirm the 

presence of semiconductor heterostructures. Measurements of the temperature dependence of 

the heat capacity reveal anomalies at the temperatures of the magnetic and ferroelectric 

transitions, as well as at the temperatures of the disappearance of magnetizations and electric 

polarizations of the phase separation regions along different axes of the crystal. This correlation 

of the temperatures of the above-mentioned phase transformations, obtained by various 

methods, confirms the proposed picture of changes in the magnetic and polar properties in the 

ErMn2O5 multiferroic.  
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The effect of co-substitution in of Bi3+ ions by rare earth ions (R3+= Y3+, Sc3+) and Fe3+ 

ions - by Mn3+ ions on the magnetic properties of the well-known multiferroic BiFeO3 (BFO) 

has been studied. The Y3+ and Sc3+ ions with much smaller ionic radii than those of the Bi3+ ion 

strongly destabilize the R3c phase characteristic of “pure” BFO, which reduces the tolerance 

factor and increases the octahedron tilt angle. When distortions reach the upper limit of the 

rhombohedral structure and it becomes unstable, a decrease in symmetry causes a transition to 

the orthorhombic Pbnm phase. A change in crystal symmetry from rhombohedra (s.g. R3c) to 

orthorhombic (s.g. Pbnm) has been observed with co-substitution in BFO [1,2], wherein R3c 

and Pbnm phases coexist in the synthesized nanoceramic samples (1-x)BiFeO3–xYMnO3 in the 

range of substitutions 0.1≤x≤0.2 [2]. 

It is known that BFO has a G-type antiferromagnetic structure, which is deformed by 

the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction acting in the (111) plane, with the formation of a 

spiral spin structure with a period of ≈62 nm. Because the DM interaction strongly depends on 

the rotation angles of oxygen octahedra, the magnetic properties of BFO are closely related to 

the local structure of the FeO6 octahedron. The emergence of remanent magnetization with the 

addition of RMO was detected at room temperature and explained on the basis of the partial 

destruction of the spiral spin structure of BFO [1].  

An increase in the magnetization upon co-substitution at the A- and B-sites is due to 

distortions of the crystal field symmetry on Fe3+ ions, and hence, with a change in the magnetic 

crystallographic anisotropy constant, as a result of which the existence of the spiral spin 

structure becomes energetically unfavorable. The suppression of the spiral spin structure leads 

to an increase in the magnetization, magnetoelectric effect, and an increase in the dielectric 

constant ε [1]. 

The magnetic properties of (1-x)BFO–xRMnO3 (RMO) are determined by Fe3+ ions and 

by Mn3+ ions. The ionic radii of these B-cations in the ABO3 perovskite structure are practically 

equal: r(Fe3+) = r(Mn3+) = 0.645. However, the Mn3+ ion has one 3d-electron less compared to 

Fe3+, which performs a perfect perturbation of the FeO6 local structure [3]. The coexistence of 

two crystallographic phases (R3c and Pbnm) with different values of the remanent 

magnetization (Mr(R3c) > Mr(Pbnm)) is observed in the BiFe1-xMnхO3 compounds [3]. With 

an increase in the Mn concentration, a redistribution of the volumes of these phases occurs: 

V(R3c) decreases, and V(Pbnm) increases. Therefore, the total magnetic moment at a certain 

concentration of Mn3+ reaches a maximum, and with a further increase in x, it begins to 

decrease.  

The ceramic samples with compositions Bi1-xRxFe1-xMnxO3 (0.1≤x≤0.35) (R = Y, Sc) 

were synthesized using nitrate technology. The final annealing was carried out at Т = 850 ° C 

for 10 min on air. The crystal structure and phase composition of the obtained samples were 
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determined by X-ray diffraction on a DRON-1.5 diffractionmeter with Cu Kα radiation. The 

obtained diffraction patterns indicate the presence of two crystallographic phases. At х=0.1 the 

structure of the sample slightly differs from R3c, for the x=0.15 besides reflections of the R3c 

structure, reflections of the Pbnm structure appear. Two peaks of high intensity ((104) and 

(110)) at 32є in BFO gradually merge into one intense peak, moreover, the superlattice peak 

(006) at 39є disappears with an increase in the degree of substitution. For the x=0.2 the Pbnm 

structure already predominates. Thus, the crystal structure changes from R3c to Pbnm through 

the two-phase region with increasing x(RMO) concentration.  

A similar situation was observed in (1-x)BFO-xYMO compounds [2]: the x=0.15 

compound contains 61.77% of the R3c phase and 38.23% of the Pbnm phase, and the x=0.2 

compound - 52.42% and 47.58%, respectively. Thus, with an increase in x, a redistribution of 

the volumes V of the coexisting phases occurs: V(R3c) decreases, and V(Pbnm) increases.  

The results of the performed studies of the magnetic properties of the (1–x)BFO–xRMO 

system, where R = Sc or Y (0.05≤x≤0.4), indicate the presence of ferromagnetic (FM) ordering 

in these ceramic multiferroics at room temperature, in contrast to “pure” BFO. The asymmetry 

of the magnetic hysteresis loops with respect to Н=0 indicates that, in addition to the FM phase, 

an antiferromagnetic phase is also present in the (1–x)BFO–xRMO (R = Y, Sc) systems. An 

increase in magnetization with an increase in the degree of co-substitution x(RMO) on the 

concentration dependences M(x) at H = 2.5 kOe was observed (Fig.1).  
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The presence of a maximum M(x) for 

x=0.15 for both systems of solid 

solutions is due to the coexistence of 

two crystallographic phases R3c и 

Pbnm with different magnetizations 

and redistribution of these phases 

volumes. At a higher percentage 

substitution (>15% both for Y and for 

Sc) a decrease in M(x) occurs, the 

amount of the high M(R3c) phase 

decreases, and the amount of the low 

M(Pbnm) phase increases. Thus, the 

total magnetic moment at a certain 

Fig. 1. The concentration dependences M(x) for  

(1–x)BFO–xRMO (R = Y, Sc) at H = 2.5 kOe. 

concentration of x(RMO) reaches a maximum and then begins to decrease.  

Consequently, the substitution of Bi3+ ions in BFO for Y3+ or Sc3+, as well as Fe3+ ions 

for Mn3+ up to a certain value of x(RMO), plays an important role in improving the magnetic 

and magnetoelectric properties of materials based on bismuth ferrite BiFeO3. 
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ferroelectric ceramics 
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Ferroelectric materials are interesting from both fundamental and applied points of 

view, since they change their properties under an electric field [1]. Barium titanate is a classic 

example of a perovskite-structured ferroelectric. Materials based on barium titanate are widely 

used in the electronics industry [2], since they exhibit good dielectric properties, for example, 

high dielectric permittivity and low dielectric losses at room temperature. The great advantage 

of this ceramics is the absence of lead in its composition. Therefore, the aim of this work was 

to study the features of the cubic-tetragonal phase transition in the ferroelectric Ba0.8Sr0.2TiO3 

solid solution with the Bi dopant obtained by ceramic technology. 

The temperature dependences of the dielectric permittivity ε and the dielectric loss 

tangent tg were measured in Ba0.8Sr0.2TiO3 ferroelectric ceramics doped with 10 at.% Bi at a 

frequency of 25 Hz. The tg peak was observed whose temperature is slightly below the 

temperature of the ε maximum (Fig. 1). This indicates the tg peak belongs to a structural phase 

transition. Note that the dopant of Bi leads to a decrease in the temperature of the ε maximum 

and diffusion of the phase transition in comparison with undoped Ba0.8Sr0.2TiO3 [3]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Temperature dependences of dielectric permittivity and dielectric loss tangent in 

Ba0.8Sr0.2TiO3 ferroelectric ceramics doped with 10 at.% Bi 

 

The studied ceramics undergoes a first-order phase transition. In the fluctuation model 

of a new phase nuclei formation of a substance at a first-order phase transition, it is assumed 

that the transition from one phase to another phase begins due to the thermally activated 

appearance of critical nuclei of the polar phase and their subsequent growth by means of the 

movement of the interface through the stoppers system, which leads to losses. In the case of the 
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fluctuation mechanism of dielectric losses, the tg peak is described by the following expression 

[4] 
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dtdTP
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where РS is the jump in spontaneous polarization at the Curie point;  is the volume of critical 

nucleus; dT/dt is the heating rate; ε is the maximum value of the dielectric permittivity; ε0 = 

8.85∙10-12 F/m is the electric constant;  is the circular frequency; T is the half width of the 

tg peak. 

The eq. (1) makes it possible to estimate the volume of a critical nucleus using the data: 

РS = 25∙10-2 C/m2; dT/dt ≈ 0.017 K/s; tg ≈ 0.086;  ≈ 1760; T ≈ 166 K;  = 50π rad/s; 

Т ≈ 100 K. The value β ≈ 10-23 m3 was obtained, which is slightly higher than the sizes of the 

Känzig regions [5], which characterize the size of the nucleus of a new phase at a phase 

transformation. The deviation of the estimated value of β from the Känzig regions can be caused 

by the presence of simplifying assumptions, because the influence of the amplitude of the 

measuring field, the composition fluctuations, and relaxation processes on the formation of a 

critical nucleus were not taken into account. 

 

This work was supported by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the 

Russian Federation in the framework of the state assignment (project No. FZGM-2020-0007). 
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Thin ferroelectric films of solid solutions of lead zirconate titanate Pb(Zr1–xTix)O3 (PZT) 

are widely used in microelectromechanics, multiferroics, infrared technology, microelectronics, 

and other fields. The PZT film compositions most in demand correspond to the region of the 

morphotropic phase boundary (MPB), where the electromechanical characteristics of material 

reach extremely high values. The optimal electromechanical parameters in composites can be 

achieved via the thorough stoichiometry variation (element ratio of Zr and Ti atoms) in the 

MPB area. One possible way to vary stoichiometry in multicomponent thin films is the control 

of technological parameters during the ion-plasma film deposition.   

In the present work, the methods of controlling the technological parameters of RF 

magnetron sputtering of the ceramic target 1) via changing the working gas pressure (2-8 Pa) 

at a fixed distance (50 mm) from the substrate to the target, and 2) via changing the distance 

(30-70 mm) from the substrate to the target at a fixed working gas pressure (8 Pa), were used. 

The methods were applied for simulating the thermalization and diffusion processes in the 

ion— plasma sputtering of a PZT ceramic target. The simulation data were compared with 

experimental results.  

  

Fig. 1. Comparison of experimental and statistical modeling results for the elemental composition 

of Ti/(Ti+Zr)  (left) Pb/(Zr + Ti) (right)  in PZT thin films under gas pressure changing.  
 

The methods have showed the possibility of fine variation in the composition of thin 

PZT films within Ti/(Ti+Zr)  1.5 - 2.5% (Fig. 1, left). At the same time, the possibility of a 

strong variation in the lead content was observed (Fig. 1, right). Comparison of experimental 

data and simulation results showed good both qualitative and quantitative similarity (Fig .1). 
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In the initial BiFeO3 composition there is an incommensurate spatial spin-modulated 

cycloidal structure (SSMS), which prevents the applied use of the multiferroic properties[1,2]. 

For several decades, various experiments have been carried out to suppress SSMS. 

Doping of bismuth ferrite makes it possible to expand the possibilities of its practical 

application due to its multiferroic properties[3]. Partial substitution of strontium atoms for 

bismuth atoms leads to a noticeable change in its properties and SSMS modification[4]. 

Using 57Fe zero-field NMR, we were able to observe the modification of SSMS in the 

Bi1-xSrxFeO3 series for x = {0.035; 0.07; 01; 0.14} at 4.2 K up to its destruction and draw 

conclusions about the effect of heterovalent substitution of Bi3+ with Sr2+ on the anharmonicity 

parameter. 

XRD and magnetic measurements were carried out to observe the evolution of magnetic 

properties and structure of the samples of the series. 

 

 
Figure 5. 57Fe ZF-NMR spectra of Bi1-xSrxFeO3 for x = {0.035; 0.14} at 4.2 K 

This work was supported by grant 21-72-00112 from the Russian Science Foundation. 
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A planar magnetoelectric voltage transformer based on a layered composite structure 

containing layers of amorphous ferromagnet and piezoelectric lead zirconate-titanate has been 

fabricated and investigated [1]. The transformer uses a coilless system (the so-called "magnetic 

capacitor") to excite the direct magnetoelectric effect at the frequency of the acoustic resonance 

of the structure, which made it possible to significantly simplify the design.  

Schematic view of the planar composite ME resonator with a coilless excitation system 

is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The main element of the resonator is a plate made of lead 

zirconate-titanate ceramics. Layers of amorphous FM alloy of the composition FeBSiC are 

glued on both surfaces of the PZT plate. The resonator was placed inside a «magnetic 

capacitor», as shown in Fig.1. The magnetic capacitor was made by bending a 16 mm wide and 

30 μm thick conducting Cu-strip. The parallel planes of the capacitor were 16 mm × 16 mm in 

plane and placed at the distance 1050 μm from each other. Thus, one round of a strip with 

current and a small input active resistance of R1 ≈ 30 mΩ is used instead of the volumetric coil 

with many turns.  

 

 
The voltage transformation ratio of the magnetoelectric transformer, in contrast to the 

known electromagnetic or piezoelectric transformers, can be tuned by an external magnetic 

field from zero to 13.2 with an increase in the field from zero to 30 Oe. The operating range of 

the output voltage of the transformer is 0-400 mV, and the output power reaches 9 μW at 

optimal load resistance. Such planar transformer can be fabricated using traditional integral 

technologies, which, in turn, will provide easier implementation of ME transformers in modern 

electronics. 

This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation [grant 19-79-10128]. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of a composite heterostructure with a coilless system of the 

«magnetic capacitor» type for excitation of the ME effect. The red arrows indicate current 

directions. 
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Layered piezoelectric(PE)-ferromagnet(FM) structures exhibit a strong converse 

magnetoelectric effect when the magnetization of the ferromagnetic layer changes under the 

influence of an applied electric field. When excited by a high-amplitude alternating electric 

field, various nonlinear and parametric effects were observed: generation of harmonics of the 

ME signal, mixing of the 

frequencies of magnetic and 

electric fields, parametric 

generation and parametric 

amplification [1]. In this work, the 

effect of stochastic (noise) 

generation in a two-layer structure 

of the PZT-Metglas composition 

was investigated. 

The structure was disk-

shaped with a diameter of 16 mm. 

The thickness of the PE layer was 

0.3 mm, and that of the FM layer 

was 20 μm. Layers of the structure 

were bonded with glue. A signal ue 

was applied to the plates of the PE 

layer from the output of the Agilent 33210a generator with the frequency of the main mode of 

bending vibrations of the structure f = 4.5 kHz, which created an alternating exciting electric 

field E. The voltage u generated by the coil encircling the structure was applied to the input of 

the SR770 spectrum analyzer. Herewith a constant magnetic field H = 10 Oe was applied along 

the axis of the read coil. 

 Figure 1 shows the frequency dependences of the spectral density of the ME voltage 

ρ (f) taken at three different levels of the exciting electric field. It can be seen that when the 

field increases from 30 kV / m to 45 kV/m, in addition to the fundamental frequency, multiple 

components with frequencies both lower and higher than the fundamental appear in the 

spectrum. An increase in the amplitude E to 50 kV/m leads to the appearance of a continuous 

noise spectrum in the frequency range from 0.1 to 10 kHz with a density of about 10-6-10-5 

V/√Hz. Thus, the phenomenon of stochastic generation in the ME composite structure was first 

discovered and investigated. The results of the study can be used to create new devices for 

solid-state electronics based on the magnetoelectric effect. 

This work was supported by Russian Found of Basic Research, grant 19-07-00594\20. 
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Fig. 1. ME signal spectra at different harmonic 
excitation levels. 
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In traditional memory devices the recording information speed is determined by the 

magnetization switching speed. In [1], the possibility of magnetic order parameter switching 

under the single femtosecond laser pulse action was demonstrated. At present it is the most 

effective way control the medium at extremely short times. Application of the same technique 

to ferroelectric materials will allow to build new effective and non-volatile memory devices. 

However, the problem of ultrafast ferroelectric order parameter switching is not solved yet. 

The reason is that ultrafast magnetization switching is determined by the spin-orbital [2] 

and exchange [3] interactions, but there are no the same mechanisms in ferroelectric materials. 

One of the first steps towards all-optical magnetic order parameter switching was the 

photoinduced excitation of spin oscillations at the magnetic resonance frequency near the phase 

transition [4]. The study of the possibility of phonon soft mode photoinduced excitation in 

ferroelectric materials is a similar step on the way to all-optical control of the ferroelectric order 

parameter. Today, there are several works that show the possibility of direct ferroelectrics soft 

mode excitation by optical or THz pulses [5,6]. However, the polarization switching in these 

works was not achieved. Later, an approach to ferroelectric polarization switching not through 

the direct excitation of the soft mode, but indirectly through the excitation of a high-frequency 

mode, that has a strong nonlinear coupling with the soft one, was proposed. This approach was 

used in [7]. It was shown that the switched state lasted 200 fs, and then returned to the initial 

one. Thus, the study of the all-optical ferroelectric polarization switching through excitation of 

a soft or higher-frequency mode is still an urgent task. 

Here we present the possibility of several phonon modes optical excitation in the 

Ba0.8Sr0.2TiO3 (111) ferroelectric film on MgO substrate. We show that several phonon modes 

of frequencies 2.1 THz, 2.95 THz and 8.2 THz are excited in the film depending on the optical 

pump wavelength. Moreover, the frequency of 2.1 THz corresponds to the soft mode in this 

material.  However, we did not observe the oscillation frequency decreasing in the vicinity of 

Curie temperature Tc that was reported previously.  Thus, we cannot unambiguously determine 

the nature of photoexcited phonon modes. 

This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation (grant № 20-72-10178). 
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Lithium niobate (LN) is a material widely used in optics, electronics, and engineering. 

For several applications it is necessary to control the change of the electrical resistance over a 

wide range. One of the methods is high-temperature annealing in an oxygen-free environment. 

This treatment increases the electrical conductivity of the material significantly. However, 

measuring the electrical conductivity and interpreting the results for both the annealed samples 

and the original crystals is a difficult task. 

When measuring the electrical conductivity in LN crystals, a long-term relaxation of the 

current with time at a constant voltage is observed. The possible cause of long-term relaxation 

processes may be due to electrochemical interactions between the electrode material and the 

dielectric, as in the cases described by the authors of works (1) on triglycine sulfate and (2) on 

lithium-galium tantalate. According to these studies, similar relaxation processes can be 

characteristic for all uniaxial polarized ferroelectric crystals. 

To test the assumption about the galvanic nature of relaxation processes, the method of 

dielectric spectroscopy was used. The measurements were carried out on a series of samples 

reduced in vacuum with a residual gas pressure of no more than 10-6 Torr at a temperature of 

1050 °C for 2, 20 and 40 minutes with different electrodes. The obtained results were presented 

in the form of Nyquist-plots. Experimental results were approximated by an equivalent circuit, 

which is a parallel connection of a resistor and a capacitor. No patterns characteristic of the 

Warburg element was found on the graphs, which indicates the absence of significant diffusion 

currents (3). 

The study was supported by the Russian Science Foundation, project No. 21-19-00872. 
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In this work, we prepared nanocomposites (NCs) based on two types of polymers, 

poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) and its copolymers with trifluoroethylene (PVDF-

TrFE) [1, 2]. NCs based on PVDF-TrFE demonstrated a higher magnetoelectric performance 

and thus were chosen for further experiments. New strategies to increase magnetoelectric 

response were involved: (i) application of magnetic field during crystallization of polymer to 

align clusters of magnetic NPs and (ii) creation of 3-component composite with ferroelectric 

BaTiO3 particles [2].  

Samples of CoFe2O4 NPs were prepared by the self-combustion method described in 

detail elsewhere [2]. BaTiO3 (BTO) particles were prepared by the solid-phase reaction method, 

followed by sintering using conventional ceramic technology described in detail elsewhere [3]. 

Nanocomposites of NPs embedded in the piezoelectric polymer matrix were fabricated by the 

solvent evaporation method assisted by a doctor blade technique [4]. Magnetic properties were 

studied with a vibrating sample magnetometer in the magnetic field up to 1.1 T at 295 K. The 

magnetoelectric studies were carried out using a custom-designed setup for measuring the 

magnetoelectric voltage ΔV with a lock-in amplifier at frequencies of 1 Hz–100 kHz. 

Piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) and local polarization switching spectroscopy 

measurements were carried out with a scanning probe microscope. Magnetic force microscopy 

(MFM) images were obtained using magnetic probe.  

In our study, the magnetoelectric voltage coefficient (αME) of oriented 3-component 

PVDF-TrFE/BTO5/CFO composites was about 18.5 mV/cm·Oe that is four times higher than 

in the randomly oriented 2-component PVDF/CFO composite. A model based on magnetostatic 

interactions of magnetic nanoparticle clusters with randomly distributed easy axes for the 

explanation of the ME transformation in 3-component composites has been proposed. Local 

magnetic and piezoelectric properties have been studied using scanning probe microscopy. 

Further researches will be aimed to increase the magnetoelectric performance by changing 

particle (both magnetic and ferroelectric) size, shape, and concentration in such composites. 

 

This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation No. 21-72-30032. 
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Dilatometers are used to measure the changes in linear dimensions of the samples. In 

this work, we have developed a setup to measure the size changes of the ferroelectric 

composites caused by an external magnetic field. The experimental setup consists of a primary 

coil, precision lever system of non-magnetic material (aluminum), mirror, translucent screen 

and high definition camera. The main distinguishing feature of developed approach is the use 

of computer vision. The lever system releases a laser beam, which, reflecting from the mirror, 

falls on a translucent screen, where it is snapping by the camera. When the linear dimensions 

of the sample change, the laser spot on the screen shifts, so that 1 mm on the screen corresponds 

to a change in the size of the sample by about 10 nm. A high-resolution camera connected to a 

computer and used to accurately measure the movement of a laser spot on the screen. A real-

time object tracking program was developed in the LabVIEW development environment.  

To perform the measurements, the system is calibrated and the initial dimensions of the 

sample are measured. The incoming video stream is processed by several filters and then the 

patter matching process is applied. The pattern matching process consists of two stages: 

learning and matching. During the learning stage, the algorithm extracts gray value and edge 

gradient information from the template image. The algorithm organizes and stores the 

information in a manner that facilitates faster searching in the inspection image. The 

information learned during this stage is stored as part of the template image. Then, the algorithm 

finds the matches by locating regions in the inspection image where the highest cross-

correlation is observed and outputs the coordinates of the center of this region. Together with 

tracking the object, the program supplies voltage to the magnetic coil and reads data from the 

Hall sensors. Thus, at the output of the program, we have data on the dependence of the change 

in the linear dimensions of the sample on the magnitude of the magnetic field. This allows us 

to draw conclusions about the size changes of the studied sample. In the case of the 

magnetoelectric composites the size changes goes thought the magnetic materials shiftless in 

the piezoelectric matrix.  

This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation No. 21-72-30032. 
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Magnetoelectrics (MEs) are multifunctional systems that combine magnetic and 

ferroelectric behavior [1]. With the ability to switch ferroelectric (magnetic) domains by small 

external fields MEs create the basis for development of low-consumption devices, including 

high-density data storage, spintronics, and optoelectronics [1]. For these applications, MEs 

must have strong ME coupling at room temperature, which is rarely observed for classical 

inorganic MEs such as metal oxides [1,2]. However, there are several studies showing that 

molecular MEs based on metal-organic complexes can be an alternative to the currently actively 

studied ME systems [3-5]. Molecular MEs also have a wide functionality due to their flexibility, 

non-toxicity, and high manufacturability. Earlier, we showed the presence of a strong ME-

coupling in a new molecular ZnYb complex, which combines ferroelectric and paramagnetic 

properties at room temperature [5]. Here we present a study of the ferroelectric phase transition 

in the ZnYb compound. 

Using nonlinear optical microscopy, we investigated anisotropic dependencies of the 

second harmonic generation (SHG) in the ZnYb single crystal. The ZnYb complex at room 

temperature is a monoclinic system described by the polar point group 2 [5]. In this case, the 

electric-dipole term makes the main contribution to the SHG signal. Then we obtained the 

temperature dependence of the SHG intensity in the range from 293 K to 493 K. To approximate 

the obtained dependence, we used the classical Landau theory. Found values of Tc and critical 

exponent β are 473 K and 0.5, respectively. The nonzero SHG signal in the region above Tc is 

because chiral structures can crystallize only in noncentrosymmetric space groups. Thus, 

according to Aizu notation [3], we assume that in the paraelectric phase the ZnYb compound is 

an orthorhombic system described by a point group 222. The phase transition 222→2 

characterizes the ZnYb compound as a uniaxial ferroelectric system, which is also consistent 

with Folk's theory, where the value of the critical exponent β = 0.5 corresponds only to 

ferroelectrics with uniaxial dipole interaction [6]. 

This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation (grant № 20-79-10233). 
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Over more than 100 years since discovery of superconductivity it continues to provide 

open questions. Among various phenomena, associated with macroscopic size systems, zero 

resistance and complete diamagnetism (Meissner effect) are considered to be the essential 

attributes of a superconductor. In addition to these 'integral' properties, observable in objects of 

finite dimensions, another attribute of superconductivity – the energy gap in excitation spectrum 

of a (conventional) superconductor – can be measured ‘at a point’: e.g. using atomically sharp 

tip of a scanning tunnel microscope .  

 

 Later developments have revealed that in low-dimensional superconductors fluctuation 

phenomena play an essential role.  In particular case of a quasi-one-dimensional 

superconductor, it has been demonstrated that quantum fluctuations of the order parameter may 

dramatically suppress those 'integral' attributes: zero resistance and persistent currents [1,2]. 

However, not much has been known about the impact of quantum fluctuations on 'local' 

properties.  

 
Fig. 1. Schematics of experiment and sample lay-out. Long and thin titanium nanowires having 

the form of narrow strips overlapping a relatively wide aluminum electrode through a tunnel 

barrier (aluminum oxide). The structure enables one to carry out both pseudo-four-terminal 

measurements of the total resistance for all nanowires and local measurements of the current-

voltage characteristics for all Al-AlOx-Ti tunnel junctions [4]. 

To answer the question, in this work multi-terminal nanostructures were fabricated, 

enabling measurements of the 'integral' property (resistance of a nanowire of finite length) and 
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the 'local' property (tunnel conductance between the nanowire and another massive 

superconductor) in one experimental run using the same nanostructure (Fig. 1). 

 

In a full accordance with our earlier work [1], we find that the resistance vs. temperature 

R(T) dependencies for the thinnest nanowires are very broadened without reaching the zero 

resistance state even at T→0 (Fig. 2, left). However, the study of tunnel characteristics, 

reflecting the 'local' property of a superconductor, reveals that the energy spectra of both 

nanowires look very similar just with the density of states being slightly broadened in the 

thinnest samples (Fig. 2, right) [3]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Integral and local measurements of the same nanowires. (Left) R(T) dependencies of 

two Ti nanowires of various widths w, but of the same thickness d=35 nm. (Right) Zoom of the 

tunnel conductance dI/dV(V) close to the gap singularity for the same Ti nanowires overlapping 

massive Al electrode.  

 

The striking difference between the integral and local properties of a quasi-one-

dimensional superconductor originates from a complicated interplay between the rate of 

individual fluctuation events and the interaction between such fluctuations happening at 

different time-space points [4].  This fundamental property of nanoscale superconductors needs 

to be accounted for while designing various nanoelectronic devices with novel functionalities. 
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The atomic and electronic structure and spin states of undoped and doped AA and AB 

perforated bigraphenes was studied using Density Functional Theory. It was found that AA 

folded nanopores possess extremely high curvature of 0.34Å-1. Dramatic structural 

deformation of perforated bigraphene lattices causes severe changes of electronic and chemical 

properties of the carbon atoms localized at the nanopores converting the folded edges to local 

oxidative fragments. It was found that asymmetrical coordination of either Li, Ca, or Al to 

nanopores is coupled with electron transfer from metal to carbon atoms localized at the edges 

and breakdown of nanopore local inversion symmetry. Li-, Ca-, and Al-doped perforated AA 

bigraphene revealed ferromagnetic spin ordering with 0.38, 0.14, and 0.32µB/unit cell, 

respectively, and spin polarization energy gain equal to 0.037eV for Ca-doped nanoporous 

superlattice. It was shown that ferromagnetic state contradicts to Nagaoka’s theorem for 

nanoporous bigraphene hexagonal lattice doped by light elements for either strong or weak 

repulsive potentials and 1-5 doping electrons, which excludes strong electron correlations as a 

reason of spin polarization. The lift of spin degeneracy in anisotropic low-dimension lattices 

was interpreted in terms of perturbing intense local electrostatic fields formed by extra electron 

charges localized at the nanopore edges with extreme curvature coupled with breakdown of 

space inversion and local translation invariances. It was shown that the energy splitting between 

the spin channels is proportional to the matrix elements calculated on Bloch states with opposite 

wavevectors and perturbing electrostatic fields with broken inversion and translation 

invariances. 

 
Fig. 1. Spatial spin density distribution of Li@NPBG(AA), Ca@NPBG(AA), and 

Al@NPBG(AA). 
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Chalcogenide materials such as GeTe, Ge-Sb-Te, Ge-Sb-Se-Te and their derivatives 

with different stoichiometric ratios are widely used in the field of non-volatile memory 

modules, high-density optical disks and optoelectronic devices, since their physical properties 

differ significantly for two stable phase states - crystalline and amorphous [1]. A high optical 

contrast was demonstrated in the spectral range from 200 to 22000 nm and a large difference in 

electrical conductivity between the amorphous and crystalline states [2]. In this work, we 

experimentally demonstrate a multilevel reversible change in the optical properties of thin-film 

samples associated with phase transitions under the action of pulsed laser radiation. A cell based 

on thin chalcogenide films can store several states, which correspond to different ratios of the 

amorphous and crystalline phases [3, 4]. Switching between multiple states was controlled by 

the radiation of a pulsed laser (532 nm, 20 ns) of various energy densities in the "pump-probe" 

scheme previously implemented in [5]. A numerical model based on the thermal conductivity 

equation in a solid and the classical Stefan problem was used to predict the ratio of amorphous 

and crystalline phase states. This study offers a promising way to create new devices based on 

thin films of chalcogenides, such as multilevel memory with a phase transition, optical logic 

elements and their arrays that do not contain electrical connections, biosimilar optoelectronic 

devices, including synapse-like neuromorphic devices and systems. Cells of multilevel states 

based on chalcogenide alloys have a number of fundamental properties, such as a pre-threshold 

energy storage mode, a threshold value of the transition energy, and nonlinear behavior when 

switching states, which allows us to consider the work as analogs of a biological neuron [6]. 

 

This work was carried out with financial support from the Ministry of Science and 

Higher Education of the Russian Federation grant No. 075-15-2019-1950, State task of the 

Federal Research Center “Crystallography and Photonics” of the Russian Academy of Sciences 

No. 075-00486-21-00 and RFBR grant No. 19-29-12024. 
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Chalcogenides are materials containing one (or several) elements of group VI of the 

periodic table, namely S, Se or Te. They are metastable in nature and can undergo transitions 

between different states, usually by heating. Rapid heating can be carried out by exposing the 

material to laser radiation of sufficient intensity. The use of optical methods makes it possible 

to change the phase composition for times lying in the range of 30-800 ns for the direct 

transition [1,2] from amorphous to crystalline, and about 10 ns for reverse transitions from the 

crystalline to the initial amorphous state [2,3]. One of the most well-known phase change 

materials (PCM) is germanium telluride (GeTe) and its Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) alloy. These materials 

are widely used in high-density optical memory devices, displays, as well as in optical 

modulators, synapses, and memristors [4]. This work experimentally demonstrates a reversible 

change in the optical properties of thin-film samples associated with phase transitions under the 

influence of pulsed laser radiation according to the pump-probe scheme [5]. The samples were 

exposed by crystallization and amorphization. The spectrometry data demonstrated the contrast 

of optical properties in a wide range from 200 to 22000 nm [6], and also determined the rates 

of change in optical properties lying in the range of tens of nanoseconds for both forward and 

reverse changes associated with laser-initiated phase transitions.  
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Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) attract great attention due to their diverse 

electronic properties and are considered to be promising materials for optoelectronics, high-

speed electronics, and spintronics. Some of them can exhibit superconductivity, charge density 

wave, and topological behaviour. TMD MoTe2 and WTe2 are classified as type-II topological 

Weyl semimetals (TWSs) [1, 2]. TWSs possess unique quasiparticles in their bulk, chiral 

massless Weyl fermions, which are topologically protected. Non-trivial topology of their 

electronic band structure cause intriguing electronic properties such as non-saturated extremely 

large magnetoresistance, ultrahigh current carriers mobility, spin-polarized transport, etc. 

Therefore, the investigation of such materials is of great interest. The purpose of this work is a 

comprehensive study of electronic structure and properties of TWS MoTe2 and WTe2. 

MoTe2 and WTe2 single crystals were grown by the chemical vapour transport method 

with bromine as a transport agent. As-grown MoTe2 crystals were quenched from 910⁰C to 

stabilize the “semimetallic” phase [3]. The electrical resistivity and galvanomagnetic properties 

were investigated in the temperature range from 2 to 300 K and in magnetic fields of up to 9 T 

using a PPMS setup. The values of current carrier concentration and their mobility were 

estimated from Hall Effect data. Optical characteristics were measured using the polarimetric 

Beattie method with a reflection from the (00l) plane of the samples in the spectral range of 

0.2–5.0 eV at room temperature. Results of optical studies showed good agreement with 

electronic transport data and electronic band structure calculations. The revealed features, such 

as high mobility of charge carriers, along with their relatively low concentration, electron-hole 

compensation, as well as electronic band structure and optical signatures are apparently the 

manifestation of the topological nature of these materials. 

The research was carried out within the state assignment of Ministry of Science and 

Higher Education of the Russian Federation (themes “Spin”, No. АААА-А18-118020290104-2 

and “Electron”, No. АААА-А18-118020190098-5), supported in part by RFBR (project 

No. 20-32-90069) and the Government of the Russian Federation (Decree No. 211, Contract 

No. 02.A03.21.0006). 
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The exotic substances have exotic properties. One class of such substances is 

geometrically frustrated magnets, where correlated spins reside in the cites of triangular or 

kagome lattice. In some cases such magnet would not have long-range magnetic order. Rather, 

its spins tend to form kind of pairs, called valence bonds. At low temperatures these highly 

entangled quantum objects condense in the form of a liquid, called quantum spin liquid (QSL). 

The observation of a gapless QSL in actual materials is of fundamental significance both 

theoretically and technologically, as it could open a path to creation of topologically protected 

states for quantum information processing and computation. In the present review we consider 

QSL formed by spinons that are chargeless fermionic quasiparticles with spin 1/2, filling up the 

Fermi sphere. The excitations of QSL are spinons, which are chargeless fermionic 

quasiparticles with spin 1/2. We expose a state of the art in the investigations of physical 

properties of geometrically frustrated magnets with QSL. As the QSL excitations are fermions, 

the most appropriate description of observed phenomena should be based on some fermionic 

formalism rather than on different forms of standard spin-wave approaches. So, one more 

purpose of our review centers on a theory employed, demonstrating its range of applicability to 

a novel expression of magnetic behavior. Unique feature of our review is to elucidate the nature 

of the used QSL in terms of both experimental facts and the theory of fermion condensation 

(FC). Our analysis, based on FC concept, permits to describe the multitude of experimental 

results regarding the thermodynamic and transport properties of QSL in geometrically 

frustrated. Based on the experimental facts and the theory, we show that the considered magnets 

exhibit the universal scaling behavior resembling that of heavy-fermion metals, including T/B 

scaling with T being temperature and B magnetic field [1,2]. We also show that QSL as a 

member of strongly correlated Fermi systems represents a new state of matter. We make 

predictions, which can help to stabilize gapless QSL in frustrated magnets.  
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Superconducting hybrid structures with topological order and induced magnetization 

offer a promising way to realize fault-tolerant quantum computation. However, the effect of the 

interplay between magnetization and the property of the topological insulator surface, otherwise 

known as spin-momentum locking on the superconducting proximity effect, still remains to be 

investigated. We relied on the quasiclassical self-consistent approach to consider the 

superconducting transition temperature in the two-dimensional superconductor/topological 

insulator (S/TI) junction with an in-plane helical magnetization 0( ) (cos ,sin ,0)h y h Qy Qy  on 

the TI surface, where 2 /Q   , and   actually determines the spatial period of the helical 

magnetization (see [1] for details). 

It has emerged that the presence of the helical magnetization leads to the nonmonotonic 

dependence of the critical temperature on the TI thickness, see Fig. 1 [2]. In this work we also 

considered the case when the magnetization evolves perpendicular to the S/TI interface [2]. The 

results obtained can be helpful for designing novel superconducting nanodevices and better 

understanding the nature of superconductivity in S/TI systems with nonuniform magnetization. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the critical temperature behavior between the S/TI bilayer with uniform 

magnetization h  and S/TI bilayer with helical magnetization pattern ( )h y [2]. Here  is a Fermi 

velocity on the surface of the topological insulator. 
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The emergence of complexity in nature raises two important questions about how spontaneous 

self-organized patterns [1] arise and why their inexhaustible variety exists in nature. It is now 

commonly accepted that spontaneous patterns appear due to competition of different length-

scales [1]. For the second question, adaptation is typically mentioned in biology but frustration, 

resulting from competing interactions, was also suggested as a possible origin [2]. In any case, 

the key word in this scenario is “competition”. Here we report a qualitatively different 

framework, where modus operandi is, say, “unison”. As a prototype we consider the system of 

coupled scalar and gauge fields with the self-dual critical point. The self-dual state is infinitely 

degenerate, including a panopticon of patterns exhibiting equal scalar and gauge spatial lengths. 

Our investigation reveals that in addition to various arrangements of Nielson-Olesen vortices 

[3], the two entities acting in unison produce also a plethora of  bizarre superstructures made of 

bubbles and stripes of the scalar condensate surrounded by Nielson-Olesen vortices. When 

degeneration is lifted, self-dual patterns become quasi-degenerate, giving rise to countless 

arrangements in the phase diagram. An important example of the complexity driven by the self-

dual criticality is the superconductivity between types I and II [4]. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Examples 

of the self-dual patterns of the superconducting condensate (yellow color corresponds to the 

bulk value of the condensate density, points represent vortices). One can see the bubble 

(islands) and stripe patterns in their complex interplay with the Nielson-Olesen vortices. 
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Iron borate is a unique crystal that allows one to observe the "pure" nuclear diffraction 

effect of X-ray radiation [1]. This is because the extinction of X-ray reflections from lattice 

atoms takes place in the FeBO3 crystal (for the family of crystal planes of the (NNN) type, 

where N is an odd number in rhombohedral system), since the X-ray scattering amplitudes from 

two Fe ions in the unit cell have different signs [2]. The diffraction of resonant (Mössbauer) 

radiation, whose polarization depends on the orientation of the magnetic moments of 57Fe 

nuclei, is allowed because of the antiparallel ordering of two magnetic sublattices in FeBO3 [2].  

In our study, a series of Fe1-xGaxBO3 single crystals was grown by the flux technique (Fig. 

1). The atomic structure of crystals has been investigated by high-resolution electron 

microscopy. Crystal structure perfection of the 

crystals with 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 was studied by X-ray 

diffraction and X-ray topography, and structural 

defects were visualized. Visualization of the 

atomic structure in the high-resolution 

transmission scanning microscopy mode, as well 

as "angular movie" obtained by X-ray topography, make it possible to reveal fine details of the 

perfection of the crystal structure of iron borate FeBO3 crystals "diluted" with diamagnetic 

gallium ions. It was found that the partial isomorphic substitution of gallium for iron leads to a 

certain decrease in the degree of structural perfection of "mixed" crystals in comparison with 

crystals of "pure" phases FeBO3 and GaBO3. However, in each of the investigated samples, 

there are regions free of defects and stresses. The advantages due to the reduced value of the 

Neel point give grounds to make a choice in favor of Fe1-xGaxBO3 when carrying out nuclear 

resonance synchrotron experiments. 

 This work demonstrates the possibility of using Fe1-xGaxBO3 crystals as X-ray filters 

in synchrotron experiments based on nuclear resonances. The results obtained are also 

important for further optimization of the method for growing these crystals. 
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Numerical simulation of quantum systems is one of the important research methods. 

Unfortunately, the use of numerical methods in quantum mechanics is quite costly, especially 

in the context of studying open quantum systems with a large number of degrees of freedom. 

The complexity of these studies is associated with the fact that the rank of the density matrix 

grows exponentially with an increase in the size of the system. Of course, the numerical 

simulation of quantum systems is not as expensive as, for example, the construction of an 

accelerator, but still significant computing power is required for high-quality simulation of 

quantum systems. 

Different approaches are used to minimize costs, but, recently, neural networks have 

become one of the most promising. The concept of neural networks was introduced a long time 

ago, but recently the dawn of this technology has been observed, associated both with the 

increase in the productivity of computing systems and with the development of fundamentally 

new computing devices – quantum computers. 

In this work, we use the simplest property of a neural network – the ability to train it 

and respond to external influences in an appropriate way. 

The factors described above were a prerequisite for the emergence of the idea of using 

neural networks in modeling open quantum systems. In the present work, we develop a 

variational method for simulating the nonequilibrium stationary state of Markov open quantum 

systems. This method is based on the variational Monte Carlo methods and the representation 

of the density matrix in the form of a neural network. With the help of neural networks based 

on variational regeneration (bringing the system to an equilibrium state), it is possible to 

represent a quantum system in the form of a matrix of weights, which later makes it possible to 

determine the state of the system based on the input data. 

Developed instrument was applied to the well-known Ising system. We compared the 

results obtained using “classical” numerical solutions with the results obtained using developed 

neural network. An example of the equilibrium distribution of the spins is shown in Fig. 1 

below. 
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Fig. 1. Initial distribution of the spins for 100x100 Ising model (left) and equilibrium 

distribution of the spins (right), obtained using our neural network.  

 

The results of neural network coincide with the “classical” numerical analysis, but the 

speed of calculation exceeds the “classical” approach by several orders. 
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Thin films of germanium telluride (GeTe) and its alloy Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) can be used 

not only in nonvolatile memory devices [1], but also for new generation computing elements 

that combine the functions of storing and processing information, and can find application in 

neuromorphic computing framework [2]. 

These materials can undergo rapid crystallization when illuminated with short 

nanosecond laser pulses, which is accompanied by a noticeable increase (more than 50%) in 

the reflectivity of the films in the middle and far IR range, due to the electronic structure, 

between the amorphous and crystalline states [3, 4]. Due to the cylindrical intensity distribution 

of the pulsed laser radiation, a complete transition from the amorphous phase to the crystalline 

and back in thin GeTe and GST films can be realized by single-pulse or multi-pulse (5 and 

more) modes [5]. 

The stepwise character of the change in the electrical conductivity by more than two 

orders of magnitude and a high switching rate for direct phase transitions from the amorphous 

state to the crystalline state, where the time of the change in the conductivity of thin GeTe films 

is 20.2 ns and 52 ns during the reverse phase transition (glass transition), for thin for GST films 

- 32 ns and 62 ns, respectively. 

A controlled stepwise change in electrical conductivity, high switching speed, optical 

contrast, and the presence of several crystalline phases confirmed by X-ray diffraction — all 

this can provide multi-bit recording and high information processing speed in hybrid 

optoelectronic devices based on these materials [6]. 
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Since the early works on superconductivity, it has been discovered that for thin films the critical 

temperature of transition Tc to supeconducting state can be considerably different from its value 

for corresponding bulk material [1]. Remarkably, as the film thickness diminishes, Tc becomes 

lower in some (e.g., niobium) and higher in other materials (e.g., aluminum). Despite a fairly 

large body of experimental data on the subject and abundance of theoretical models, to date 

there is no consensus in the scientific community regarding the nature of this phenomenon. 

Here we present experimental study of high-quality aluminum films on various substrates. 

Irrespectively of the substrate material and the method of film formation, all aluminum samples 

demonstrate the same tendency: the thinner the film,  the higher is the critical temperature (Fig. 

1). We claim that the observation is the manifestation of the quantum size effect [2]. 

  
Fig. 1. Variation of the critical temperature Tc vs. thickness for aluminum films fabricated 

using various methods and on various substrates. Horizontal line corresponds to Tc=1.19 K 

for bulk aluminum. 
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 First successful exfoliation of graphene by Novoselov and coworkers in 2004 [1] caused 

a great surge of interest in the study of its properties. This led to the grow of intrest to new two-

dimensional materials with unique physical properties. Transition metal dichalcogenides 

(TMDs) are one of these materials. TMDs are van der Waals bonded materials with the MX2 

structure, where M is a transition metal (such as W or Mo) and X is a chalcogen (such as S or 

Se). TMDs have a band gap of 1÷2 eV, in contrast to graphene, which is a metal by its 

properties. Bulk TMDs have an indirect bandgap, but when the thickness is reduced to one 

layer, the bandgap becomes direct [2]. Direct bandgap, high mobility of charge carriers and a 

number of other properties make two-dimensional TMDs excellent materials for creating one-

dimensional field-effect transistors, photodetectors, solar cells and other devices of opto- and 

nanoelectronics [3]. It is possible to create solid alloys due to the similar atomic structure of 

two-dimensional TMDs (for example, MoxWx-1S2 or MoxW1-xS2ySe2(1-y), where x, y = 0÷1). The 

band gap can be changed by changing the composition of solid alloys. According to this 

properties, optimally parameters of devices based on two-dimensional TMDs could be achived. 

 Theoretical bandgap dependence of two-dimensional solid alloys MoxW1-xS2ySe2(1-y) on 

their morphological composition was carried out in this work. All calculations were carried out 

on the basis of the density functional theory using the QUANTUM ESPRESSO software 

package [4]. Exchange-correlation contributions are treated with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof 

functional. All calculations were carried out with a 2x2 super cells, which includes 4 metal 

atoms (Mo and/or W) and 8 chalcogen atoms (S and/or Se). It was show that the direct bandgap 

with the maximum valence and minimum of the conduction band is located at the Kk point of 

the Brillouin zone. The dependence of the bandgap on the morphological composition was 

determined. 

This work was supported by the Russian science foundation (Grant 19-72-10165). 
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In this work we investigated the excitation of spin current by laser heating in ferrite-

garnet((𝑌𝐵𝑖)3(𝐹𝑒𝐴𝑙𝑆𝑐)5𝑂12)[4 μm]/topological insulator (𝐵𝑖𝑆𝑏𝑇𝑒𝑆𝑒2) heterostructures. We 

irradiated structures, deposited in the external magnetic field, with laser diode. Laser beam was 

modulated by a low frequency. A spin current flowed along the temperature gradient due to the 

Spin Seebeck effect (SSE) [1] in ferrite-garnet layer. Spin current was injected into the 

topological insulator (TI) layer and due to the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) [2] the charge 

current flowed perpendicular to the spin current. We measured the voltage of ISHE. 

During the experiments with samples with different thicknesses of TI, it was revealed 

that there is a boundary thickness, above which the voltage of ISHE is suppressed by the Hall 

effect. The dependence of the optically-induced voltage on the external magnetic field for 

sufficiently large thicknesses of the topological insulator (more than 200 nm) is linear and 

corresponds to the Hall effect. 
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Fig. 1. Dependences of laser induced voltages on the external magnetic field in samples with 

different thicknesses of TI (ISHE (black curve) - for samples with a thickness of 100 nm, Hall effect 

(blue curve) - for samples with a thickness of 200 nm) 
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In the current article, we present the first solid-state sensor feasible for 

magnetoencephalography (MEG) that works at room temperature. The sensor is a fluxgate 

magnetometer based on yttrium-iron garnet films (YIGM). In this feasibility study, we prove 

the concept of usage of the YIGM in terms of MEG by registering a simple brain induced field 

— the human alpha rhythm. All the experiments and results are validated with usage of another 

kind of high-sensitive magnetometers — optically pumped magnetometer, which currently 

appears to be well-established in terms of MEG. Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is a unique 

neuroimaging modality that combines noninvasiveness with high spatial and temporal 

resolution. These properties place MEG among the most informative neuroimaging tools 

capable of localizing neuronal activity with distinct temporal structure and suitable for studying 

complex functional integration processes. The first demonstration of MEG in humans dates 

back to 1972 when Cohen (1972) used superconducting quantum interference devices 

(SQUIDs) to register human alpha activity. Since then MEG found numerous applications in 

both medicine [1-3] and neuroscience [4-7]. Here we present the first solid-state MEG-feasible 

sensor that operates at room temperature according to the fluxgate principle and uses 

appropriately shaped yttrium-iron garnet films [8] as the sensitive element. The high-sensitivity 

fluxgate technology exploited in our sensor may offer a set of serious advantages over OPMs 

and SQUIDs in the context of MEG application. Our yttrium-iron garnet magnetometer 

(YIGM) is solid state, has wide dynamic range, operates at room temperature and unlike modern 

commercially available SERF-based OPMs does not require calibration before each use. The 

theoretical sensitivity of YIGM is lesser than 1 fT/√Hz, which in combination with its compact 

dimension and other properties make it a perfect candidate for the multichannel MEG 

application. In our experiments, we have observed sensitivity of about 35 fT/√Hz which is likely 

to be improved by the factor of 10 in the nearest future. In what follows below, we will present 

the initial MEG feasibility study that uses our YIGM sensor for registering human alpha 

rhythm. We will also describe the basic operational principle and the initial analysis of the 

sensitivity and intrinsic noise properties relevant to  MEG application. In order to validate our 

measurements, we use the OP-MEG system, which has been chosen due to comparable YIGM 

scalp – sensor distances. 
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Figure 1: The experimental setup for alpha-rhythm registration using the YIGM: the sensor (a), 

subject position for alpha-rhythm registration (b); YIGM sensitive axes with respect to mutual 

head–sensor location: tangential displacement (c); normal displacement (d).YIGM, Yttrium-

iron garnet magnetometer. 
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The present work is aimed to investigate the potential of Ta2O5-based nanoparticles (NPs) 

for multimodal theranostic applications. Theranostics is a novel approach to create 

pharmaceuticals which combine both therapeutic and diagnostic capabilities. Tantalum oxide 

NPs are a perspective platform for developing multimodal theranostic agent because they 

inherently possess biocompatibility, radiosensitising properties (therapeutic capability) and X-

ray contrast performance (diagnostic capability). This enables to design a converter for the 

radical destruction of malignant cells for enhanced radiotherapy, which at the same time could 

be used for diagnosis. An additional advantage is a high chemical inertness that makes Ta2O5 

NPs safe for human organism while being non-irradiated. 

In this regard, the developing of the synthesis procedure of 30 nm-sized Ta2O5 NPs was 

performed. The structure, morphology, surface properties and thermal behavior of the obtained 

material were studied by XRD, EDX, TEM, FTIR, TG/DSC, and nitrogen gas adsorption-

desorption. A multilateral study on the influence of different parameters (pH, electrolyte 

concentration) on hydrosol stability of Ta2O5 NPs were studied in a wide range of pH (2–9) and 

background electrolyte concentrations (0.001–0.15 M NaCl) by dynamic light scattering, laser 

Doppler electrophoresis, potentiometric titration, and photometry. The influence of the time of 

ultrasonic treatment on the stability of aqueous dispersions was investigated. Based on the 

obtained results, the preparation protocol of highly stable hydrosols with concentrations 0.2–

20 mg/mL and mean hydrodynamic diameter of aggregates <100 nm was developed. In vitro 

Cytotoxicity (MTT-test) and In vivo Acute Toxicity studies were performed for the obtained 

materials. The radiosensitizing effect of Ta2O5 NPs was showed on a plasmid DNA model, as 

well as on human fibroblast cells. The obtained sols provide high contrast in computed 

tomography (450 HU for a 20 mg NPs/mL) both in theoretical calculations and in vivo (rat 

gastrointestinal tract) [1]. 
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Today, the actual problems of materials for medical applications remain the solution of 

issues related to increasing biocompatibility with organic tissue and reducing inflammation 

associated with implantable elements insertion. Despite the fact that titanium implants have 

proven themselves well in orthopedics and dentistry, the problem of reducing the number of 

rejections and postoperative complications is relevant. 

This work proposes a method for solving the problem of increasing biocompatibility by 

applying a polymer coating with a bioactive complex to the surface of titanium, which partially 

resorbs after its insertion into the body and promotes the bone tissue cells proliferation into the 

material.  

The coating material is developed on the basis of partially resorbable synthetic 

bifunctional monomer and bioactive complex of gelatin and an acrylic monofunctional 

monomer with silicone hydroxylapatite. The liquid composition is applied to a titanium surface. 

After photo-curing modified implant is kept in an aqueous medium. As a result of desorption 

of one of the components in composition, a porous structure is formed in the material. The 

resulting pore volume was determined by the gravimetric method and is at least 15%, depending 

on the components set. 

Pure acrylic and urethane-acrylic monomers were chosen as synthetic bifunctional 

monomers. It’s advantages include the fact that the composition based on it exhibits a higher 

decomposition rate, which was determined by keeping the film composites in a physiological 

environment model. As is known [1], calcium phosphate particles insertion can promote the 

proliferation of bone tissue cells in materials. Therefore, a technology was developed for 

obtaining silicone hydroxylapatite submicron particles coated with a shell of gelatin and acrylic 

monomer. Particle size is determined by the DLS method and is 500-700 nm. 

Research of the composites wettability angle indicates that the materials are hydrophilic 

and have high moisture absorption. The effect of the materials composition on toxicity and 

biocompatibility with microorganisms by their cultivation on the surface coatings has been 

studied. Created polymer nanocomposites do not change the human dendritic cells viability and 

do not inhibit the probiotic lactic acid bacteria proliferation. Zinc oxide nanoparticles insertion 

suppresses growth of S. aureus and E. coli. 

The results indicate that further studies of the obtained compositions for implant 

coatings are promising. 
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MXenes are the class of novel two-dimensional materials with the general structural 

formula Mn+1XnTx, where M is an early transition metal, X is carbon or nitrogen, and T are 

surface functional groups (mainly -O, -OH or -F). MXenes are synthesized by selective 

chemical etching of the MAX-phase precursor that has a layered “nanolamellar” crystal 

structure. The first published results on MXenes are dated 2011 [21] and, since then, the number 

of papers is growing annually, which emphasizes the relevance of this topic. The key advantage 

of MXenes is the colossal variability of properties achieved by changing the chemical 

composition and type of surface functionalization. This feature makes it possible to use MXenes 

in a large number of application areas, such as: energy accumulation, flexible electronics, 

electromagnetic shielding, absorption of microwave radiation, sensorics (for gas and pressure 

sensing, etc.) or biomedicine [2].  

Biomedicine is one of the most relevant topics for MXenes usage nowadays [3]. The 

main advantage of MXenes for biomedical applications is their high biocompatibility, colloidal 

stability, the possibility of large-scale and environmentally friendly synthesis, and the relative 

ease of functionalization. MXenes can be actively exploited as agents for biovisualization, 

biosensing (hemoglobin, glucose, dopamine, etc.) and cancer therapy [3]. Due to the 

demonstrated efficiency of conversion of laser radiation into thermal energy MXenes are being 

considered as materials for the cancer treatment by means of the photothermal therapy [4–6].  

Due to their relative novelty, MXenes have not been extensively studied as 

photothermal therapy agents. The main questions, left unsolved, are: what are the cytotoxic 

effects of MXenes (except for the oxidative stress mentioned in the literature) and how do 

MXenes affect living cells in the long term, what cellular responses they elicit, where they 

accumulate in the cellular compartments and what are the pathways for their metabolic 

elimination [3]. Also the study of biocompatibility of MXenes on real cancer cell cultures is 

missing. Finding the answers for these questions is mandatory to qualitatively improve the 

understanding of the mechanisms of action of MXenes on living cells and organisms, and their 

further application in practice.  

Therapy of cancer diseases is one of the most pressing social problems facing the world 

community. The overall risk of developing cancer between the ages of 0 and 74 years is 20.2% 

(22.4% in men and 18.2% in women, respectively) [7]. Liver cancer is the fifth most common 

malignant neoplasm in the world, with a case-fatality rate of about 1/year, indicating that this 

type of disease is fatal in most patients within a year. Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) accounts 

for 70–85% of all liver cancer cases. Thus, in the present work we performed the complex study 

of biocompatibility of MXenes with HepG2 liver cancer cell culture. Ti3C2Tx MXenes were 

synthesized using different experimental approaches: delamination of Ti3AlC2 MAX-phase 

precursor either in hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution or in the mixture of hydrochloric acid (HCl) 

with lithium fluoride (LiF). This was done to check the effect of surface functional groups, 
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which are different in these two cases, on the biocompatibility of MXenes. After synthesis the 

produced MXenes were characterized using X-ray structural analysis, energy dispersive 

spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy and Raman spectroscopy. After the initial 

characterization MXenes were exposed to cell cultures in three different concentrations (50, 

100 and 250 μg/ml) for three different time spots (12, 24 and 48 hours). This was done to 

comprehensively examine the time and concentration dependency of MXenes’ 

biocompatibility. Additionally we carried out the same study on Jurkat cell culture of the blood 

cancer. The obtained results can be considered as the first step towards the use of MXenes as 

therapeutic agents for the liver cancer treatment (for example, by means of the photothermal 

therapy) and are of the great importance as they reveal the biocompatible properties of these 

materials for liver cancer cell line. The complementary study of MXenes with blood cancer cell 

culture Jurkat lets us compare their biocompatibility with two types of cancer cells and estimate 

their possible efficiency for cancer treatment in more general terms. 
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Development of a highly sensitive and miniature selective sensor of the gas environment 

is an actual challenge. Such sensors are widely used to ensure industrial safety associated with 

the use of dangerous gases, to monitor flammable gases concentrations during equipment 

operation [1, 2]. The disadvantages of the sensors available today are their lack of sensitivity 

and selectivity when detecting a particular gas in a significantly different atmosphere (smoky, 

humid, etc.). The goal of our work is to develop a gas-sensitive sensor that has a miniature size, 

high selectivity and sensitivity. 

The main structural element of the fabricated optical sensor was the Fabry-Perot 

resonator, assembled by optical contacting [3, 4]. The operating principle is the use of a resonant 

standing wave (the Fabry-Perot resonator mode) in gas-sensitive layers between two dielectric 

multilayer structures (Bragg mirrors) based on oxides with high and low refractive indices. The 

resonant layer consisted of gas-sensitive oxide-catalytic bilayers pair interacting with the 

flowing gas atmosphere. We chose a pair of ZrO2/SiO2 oxides as the basis of the Bragg mirror 

and WO3/Pt as the pair of the gas-sensitive/catalyst layer–

sitall/(ZrO2/SiO2)
3/ZrO2/WO3/Pt/air gap/Pt/WO3/ZrO2/(ZrO2/SiO2)

3/sitall. The central 

wavelength of the resonator was 1100 nm for these reasons: WO3 has a low absorption in the 

IR range, its optical constants significantly change after reaction with hydrogen and, also, 

selection of this working range provides increased the air gap for gas flow. 

In the report, we will discuss the fabrication technology of the sensing elements under 

our study and peculiarities of hydrogen sensing. For oxygen-containing and oxygen-free 

atmospheres, presence of hydrogen was found to result in substantial changes in transmission 

spectra of the resonator.  
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In last decade, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), as a safe and common medical 

diagnosis method, lets the use of superparamagnetic nanoparticles with sizes less than 50 nm 

as a contrasting agent [1]. Also the optimal solution for magnetomechanical activation of 

apoptosis and suppression of proliferation of tumor cells is the use of superparamagnetic 

nanoparticles of non-toxic elements with a size less than 150 nm with a high specific magnetic 

moment, a bioinert shell and anisotropy of shape [2]. 

We will show results of the synthesis of the Janus-like magnetic nanoparticles [3] with 

iron-silicon core, gold and bioinert silicon oxides shell (MNPFSA).  MNPFSA are obtained by 

the method of solid-phase synthesis in ultrahigh vacuum and have both a rounded and an 

elongated shape depending on the density of the vicinal faces of the single-crystal substrate 

NaCl. From the transmission electron microscopy data (TEM) the MNPFSA sizes is 10-30 nm 

(Fig. 1) with shell thickness about 3.6 nm. 

 
Fig. 1. TEM of MNPFSA 

The magnetic moment of the MNPFSA were measured by vibrational magnetometry 

and it is comparable to that of superparamagnetic magnetite nanoparticles. However, magnetic 

moment can be increased by varying the stoichiometric composition of the nucleus. 

MNPFSA were studied by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to determine the chemical 

composition of the nanoparticle shell. Surface layer of nanoparticles contains iron, 96.7 at. % 

of which is associated with oxygen and silicon, but only 3.3 at. % has Fe-Fe bonds. 
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On the one hand, it is well-known magneto-ellipsometry allows to conduct precise non-

destructive study of optical and magneto-optical properties of materials [1], on the other hand, 

MAX phases are highly perspective magnetic media with a wide range of possible applications 

[2]. That is why, it was decided to study epitaxial Mn2GaC MAX phase thin films by means of 

spectral magneto-ellipsometry. 

We used magneto-ellipsometry technique in order to find out the dielectric permittivity 

tensor (ε) elements  
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and to analyse the magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) spectrum [3] 

 

1 2Im(( )( ))MCD ik Q iQn



    ,     (2) 

 

where n is the real refractive index, k is the extinction coefficient, Q1 is the real part of the 

magneto-optical parameter, Q2 is the imaginary part of the magneto-optical parameter, λ is the 

wavelength of the incident light. 

In our report we will present the details of carrying out the magneto-ellipsometry 

experiment, the procedure of data processing and we will share our findings on the physical 

properties of the investigated MAX phases in a visible spectrum range. Also we will present a 

new approach for the analysis of optically-anisotropic structures. 
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In recent years, nanotechnology has progressed to a level that makes it feasible to 

specifically design, manufacture, and characterize nanoparticles suitable for clinical 

applications, such as diagnostic purposes. Magnetic nanomaterials with a variety of well-

controlled properties, as size and surface modification, were used in the study. In this project, 

we investigated different types of magnetic nanoparticles as the diagnostic agents that can be 

demonstrated gut leakiness by Chron’s disease. 

Control and experimental group with induced DSS-colitis of mice were used. To assess 

gut leakiness, both groups of mice received Janus-like magnetic Fe3O4-Au nanoparticles with 

a DSPE-PEG polymer coating by the oral gavage, and accumulation in regions outside the gut 

was analyzed. Different sizes (5 nm, 15 nm, and 25 nm) of Fe3O4 component of the 

nanoparticles were used to assess the leakiness in the healthy and inflamed gut. Fe3O4-Au 

nanoparticles were applied by oral gavage in the concentration of 20 mg/kg of a body weight 

after 5 days of the DSS treatment (2% in drinking water) for experimental and control groups 

of animals. 24 hours later, mice were sacrificed, blood and organs were collected. Samples were 

examined for prensence of magnetic moment in dry feces and liver samples. 

Magnetic properties of the samples were investigated using vibrating sample 

magnetometry. Feces samples from control group of mice, showed the diamagnetic behavior 

typical for biological tissues in the presence of a magnetic field. Nanoparticle magnetic moment 

of a feces sample mass unit was obtained. For the control group, the highest magnetic moment 

of nanoparticles with the diameter d (Fe3O4) = 5 nm per sample mass unit in feces is observed 

at 8 hours after their administration, while of nanoparticles with the diameter d(Fe3O4)= 15 nm 

- after 24 hours. For the samples with d (Fe3O4)= 25 nm, the highest magnetic moment per 

sample mass unit is observed after 24 hours. Magnetic moment was also detected in the feces 

of animals with the induced DSS-colitis. On average, nanoparticle magnetic moment per sample 

mass unit is 2-5 times higher for the control group compared to the DSS-colitis group, which 

can confirm the gut leakiness during DSS colitis and can be used as a future approach for 

diagnostic of the Chron’s disease. 
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Modern terahertz antennas have THz response power in microwatts range [1]. This leads 

to complication of signal processing caused by small signal power. To improve output power 

ratings of THz antennas Lock-In amplifier is used. In cases of extremely low power ratings an 

additional amplifier with high gain and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is added to the scheme. 

The antennas themselves, at the same time, have relatively high SNR [2]. This fact causes a 

new task associated with need for selective frequency amplification and reduction of external 

field interference. 

We experimentally investigated these characteristics depending on various capacitances 

in the feedback circuit and the power supply of an amplifier: 

 SNR; 

 Output signal amplitude. 

During the measurement process, an amplifier based on the AD8655ARZ chip with the 

possibility of varying capacitance in the feedback circuit was used. To exclude the influence of 

external electromagnetic interference, a shielding housing was used. 

Based on the measurements, a spectral analysis of the output signal was performed with 

variations in the feedback capacitance, power supply, and the method of shielding the amplifier.  

Added amplifier’s noise was measured and compared to other noise sources. The ways to 

increase SNR by adding amplification stages were tested. According to the obtained 

dependencies, the rule for the applicability of additional amplifier of the THz antenna signal is 

formulated: the SNR of the amplified signal must be less than the original one, while gain must 

be more than 10. 

 An amplifier was connected to the input of Lock-In amplifier. During the experiment 

the data was collected serially from a number of antennas. This was done to approximate the 

results over several measurements and prove their independency from antenna choice. 
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Magnetic nanoparticles and functional materials based on them have a wide range of 

applications. For example, they have utilization as contrast agent in magnetic resonance 

imaging [1] due to their ability to decrease magnetic relaxation rate for protons in surrounding 

media [2]. In this regard, it is advisable to study the influence of iron oxide 𝐹𝑒3𝑂4 magnetic 

nanoparticles on the nuclear magnetic relaxation for the environmental protons in vitro. To 

perform NMR experiments we have prepared а series of water-based magnetic fluid samples of 

the magnetic nanoparticles concentration 𝑐 ≤ 0.125 𝑀. The size of 𝐹𝑒3𝑂4 nanoparticles is 

estimated on average from 60 to 120 nm. To suppress the magnetic adhesion of particles, a 

surfactant has been introduced in a 1:1 ratio with water at the stage of magnetic fluid synthesis. 

To study NMR signals from 1𝐻 nuclei in liquid we have used Spin Track NMR 

relaxometer with permanent magnet which provides magnetic field 𝐵 ≈  0,564 𝑇. The CPMB 

pulse sequence results in spin-echo decay that is the experimental data source to calculate 

relaxation rate. As a rule, the exponential approximation of echo decay gives transverse 

relaxation time 𝑇2 and this method is well applicable for single-exponent decay. The alternate 

method is the numeric Inverse Laplace Transform [3] which brings the ℎ(𝑇2) distribution so, 

that ℎ(𝑇2) gives the relative part of nuclei having relaxation time 𝑇2. 

 

 
Fig.1. Transformation of relaxation time 𝑇2 distribution for the magnetic fluid of 

𝑐 = 0.125 𝑀 in dc magnetic field. 

 

Fig. 1 give an example of relaxation times distribution ℎ(𝑇2) for the magnetic fluid of 

𝑐 = 0.125 𝑀. There are two types of protons that differ in relaxation times: slow decay of 

𝑇2 = 0.7 ÷ 0.9 𝑚𝑠 and fast decay of 𝑇2 ≈ 0.03 𝑚𝑠. We have found out experimentally the 

evolution of ℎ(𝑇2) distribution while a sample is located in dc magnetic field. The relative part 
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of protons having fast relaxation increases while the sample is located in dc magnetic field. 

After shaking the sample, the ℎ(𝑇2) distribution almost returns to the original one. The similar 

behavior demonstrate all studied samples. However, the third type of protons that differ in 

relaxation rate appears in dilute fluids (fig. 2). The special experiment for water-surfactant fluid 

without magnetic particles gives single relaxation time 𝑇2 ≈ 2 ∙ 103 𝑚𝑠, which is greater than 

maximal relaxation time for magnetic suspension.  

 

 
Fig.2. Transformation of relaxation time 𝑇2 distribution for the magnetic fluid of 

𝑐 = 0.021 𝑀 in dc magnetic field 

 

Taking into account the experimental results and know data for the magnetic liquids we 

conclude that the fast nuclear relation demonstrate protons of liquid molecules in the areas near 

the magnetic nanoparticles conglomerates. The reason for relaxation are the fluctuations of 

magnetic field on nuclei and these fluctuations are greater in amplitude against field fluctuations 

for nuclei in the areas out of the magnetic particles conglomerates. The decrease of magnetic 

particles concentration outside of the conglomerates results in decrease of field fluctuation 

amplitude and in the correspondent relaxation time increase. 

This work was supported in part by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research in the 

framework of project no. 18-29-02120. 
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This paper presents a new device for magnetorelaxometry. The approach used makes it 

possible to register specific binding reactions of magnetic nanoparticles, as well as to determine 

their coordinates. The main advantage and difference of this device from similar ones is the use 

of a supersensitive solid-state magnetometer based on YIG [1,2]. The crucial property of this 

magnetometer is that it can operate immediately after switching off the polarization impulse 

(recovery time is 40 μs). At the same time, it has a noise spectral density of 40 fT/Hz0.5 and 

operates at room temperature. For particles in which the phenomenon of specific binding is 

observed, the relaxation time increases due to an increase in the hydrodynamic radius, which 

affects the relaxation mechanism [3]. Thus, the particle size determines the hydrodynamic 

radius and, therefore, the relaxation time - smaller particles have a shorter relaxation time. Due 

to the exponential decrease in the relaxation signal, small particles must be measured in a time 

close to the beginning of the decrease curve in order to maximize the magnitude of the 

measurement signal. To work inside the human body with minimal harm, such particles must 

be small (no more than 30 nm) and have low concentrations. The value of the relaxation signal 

is directly proportional to the local concentration of nanoparticles; therefore, the signal-to-noise 

ratio of magnetic sensors is a very important parameter. Contrasting MRI does not provide 

information on the hydrodynamic radius of nanoparticles and does not allow us to distinguish 

the case of the reaction of specific binding from the simple sedimentation of the nanoparticle. 

Although the operation of the proposed system may require simple magnetic shielding of 

external magnetic noise, the system does not require cooling with liquid nitrogen or helium and 

is cheaper and easier to maintain than both industrial MRI scanners and, even more, Positron 

Emission Units.  

The proposed device for determining the magnetic moments and relaxation times of low 

concentrations of magnetic nanoparticles in vitro allows registering a minimum concentration 

of 100 pg/cm3 (approximately 1 iron oxide particle with a diameter of 30 nm per cm3) with a 

relaxation time of 100 μs. Fig. 1 shows the curve of magnetic relaxation of particles measured 

by the proposed method using a super sensitive magnetometer. Also, the developed device has 

all the advantages of a conventional solid-state magnetometer, among which are broadband, 

good spatial resolution, vector nature, the possibility of gradient measurements, low power 

consumption, compactness, easy handling and low cost.  
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Figure 1: Magnetic relaxation curve of the superparamagnetic nanoparticles. With arrows 

shown start and end of the polarizing magnetic impulse. 
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It is widely known that it is necessary to solve the problems of utilization of the annually 

accumulated waste of the metallurgical and pulp and paper industries. The production of useful 

materials from secondary raw materials is possible due to the development of new metallurgical 

technologies, including the use of microwave energy [1-2]. 

In this paper, we investigate the interaction of an electromagnetic field with a material 

consisting of dust from electric arc furnaces and biochar. We considered the chemical processes 

accompanying the reduction of metals from such a material and built a model based on the 

Bruggeman – Landauer approximation of the effective medium. 

The main chemical processes occurring during the direct reduction of iron and zinc with 

biochar depend on the initial composition of EAF dust, biochar and binder, but generally 

correspond to the redox reactions described in [2]. 

Taking into account the properties of the starting material and intermediate phases, we 

obtained the following сhanges in the effective parameters of the material depending on the 

initial conditions and created a numerical model (Fig. 1).  

 

The reported study was funded by RFBR and NSFC, project number 21-58-53044, and 

was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant 52111530046. 
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Fig. 1. Changes in the effective parameters of the material, depending on the 

composition – a, and heating simulation – b. 
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It is known that magnetic particles are actively used in biology and medicine. So, the 

actual and actively solved problem at the present time is “targeted delivery of drugs”. One of 

the approaches to solving this problem is the introduction of magnetic particles into a capsule 

with drugs. These particles can then serve to "attract" the capsule to the desired point of the 

body, for heating (due to the high-frequency effect of the electromagnetic field - 

"hyperthermia"), for opening the capsule (due to the possible rotation of the particles in an 

alternating magnetic field). Often, to solve such problems, a magnetic particle must have certain 

geometry and parameters. 

 We have proposed a method for creating nanosized particles having the definite shape 

and predetermined sizes. The aim of this work was to obtain size-calibrated elongated particles 

- cylindrical magnetic nanoparticles (CMNP) and to study the possibility of their inclusion in 

the shell of multilayer polyelectrolyte microcapsules. 

To obtain CMNP, the method of matrix synthesis was used. It based on galvanic filling 

of track etched membranes (TEM). This method is distinguished by the possibility of obtaining 

nanoparticles with a controlled aspect ratio and high repeatability, which makes them promising 

as magnetoactive components in medicine. The essence of the method was to create an array of 

nanowires (NW) from alternating layers of the required magnetic metal and a “sacrificial 

layers” (Cu). The copper layers was subsequently removed then, dividing each nanowire into 

separate magnetic segments. This method allows good control of the geometric dimensions of 

the resulting nanoparticles. 

The process of obtaining a suspension of CMNP consisted of several stages. At the first 

stage, the polymer matrix is prepared for galvanic filling. The choice of the matrix determines 

the final number of particles on one sample and the diameter of the CMNP. At the stage of 

preparation, a continuous copper layer was applied to the polymer matrix on one side. At the 

next stage layer-by-layer deposition of nickel and copper into the pores of the matrix was carried 

out. The number of layers was determined by the required dimensions of the CSMNP and the 

thickness of the matrix, which in the work did not exceed 12 μm. The process of obtaining 

layered nanoparticles implied deposition in a single-bath mode. For electrodeposition an 

electrolyte of the following composition was used: NiSO4 • 7H2O - 0.7 M; CuSO4 • 5H2O - 

0.025 M; H3BO3 - 0.51 M, where M is molarity. The alternation of the deposited material was 

achieved by changing the deposition potential: for nickel it was 1.8 V, for copper - 0.7 V. 

Potential switching was carried out depending on the flowing charge, which is directly related 

to the mass of the deposited material. It is needed to control the thickness of the copper and 

nickel layers with high accuracy, and, as a consequence, to obtain CMNP of a calibrated size. 
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In this work, the length of the CMNP was 200 or 400 nm (with a diameter of 100 nm, 

determined by the pore diameter in the growth matrix). 

 After deposition, the matrix was removed in an alkali solution. Thus, in this work, we 

obtained NW arrays from magnetic and copper layers on a copper substrate. At the next stage, 

the samples were placed in an etchant for selective copper removal. After the dissolution of 

copper (substrate and sacrificial layers) a suspension of CMNP was formed. Then these CMNP 

were isolated from the etchant with a permanent magnet and placed in an aqueous solution. The 

geometry and composition of the CMNP were determined by the SEM. 

The obtained CMNP were incorporated into the shell of polymer capsules by 

electrostatic adsorption. To optimize the inclusion of particles in the shells, their zeta potential 

was investigate. SEM examination of capsules confirmed the presence of CMNP in the capsule 

shell. The particles are unevenly distributed, which is presumably due to their aggregation. In 

order to further reduce the aggregation of CMNP and improve the properties of their surface, 

they were coated with surfactants. Analysis of electron microscopic images of capsule samples 

formed using modified CMNP showed that modification of their surface somewhat reduces 

particle agglomeration and does not affect the efficiency of NW inclusion in the polyelectrolyte 

shell. 

Acknowledgements. This work was supported by the Ministry of Science and Higher 

Education within the framework of the State Assignment of the FRC "Crystallography and 

Photonics" of the RAS using the equipment of the Center for Collective Use of the FRC 

"Crystallography and Photonics" of RAS with the support of the Ministry of Education and 

Science of Russia (project RFMEFI62119X0035) regarding the synthesis of magnetic 

nanowires and their characterization. 
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In connection with the extreme pollution of the environment and increased 

environmental problems, the study of new substances with better sensory properties is 

actualized [1]. Research is being carried out on new materials, polymers, for nanoelectronics, 

which have good conductivity [2]. The use of PANI in sensors involves the use of physical 

changes that occur in high molecular weight objects exposed to a variety of chemicals at the 

level of the molecular and macroscopic structure of polymers [3]. 

In this work, samples of resistive moisture sensors were obtained and their 

characteristics were investigated. Sitall was used as a substrate. On top of the sitall, aluminum 

electrodes were deposited by thermal spraying in a vacuum chamber on a VUP5 unit 400 nm 

thick. In the region of the gap between the electrodes of 50 μm, a film of polyaniline derivatives 

was applied by centrifugation from a solution, 500 nm thick. The resulting film was kept in an 

oven to remove residual solvent. The study of the microstructure of the (co) polymers was 

carried out using a scanning probe microscope. 

The sensory properties of samples of sensors with thin films of polyaniline derivatives 

for air humidity were investigated. The study of the volt-ampere characteristics of copolymer 

films of PANI and its derivatives, the effect of the humidity of the current through the resistor 

at different values of air humidity showed the possibility of their use in a sensor of relative air 

humidity. The response time of the sensors is no more than 2-3 s, which is a good indicator for 

electronic hygrometers. The sensors have been found to be reversible and reusable. The 

relationship between good sensitivity and low inertia and the process of substance synthesis has 

been revealed. 
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The field of chemical sensors has expanded significantly, they are used in various fields, 

such as medicine, safety at home and at work [1]. Various types of sensors are designed on the 

basis of polyaniline polymer [2]. Instruments for measuring the concentration of ammonia are 

in demand in industries where the working environment has an unstable concentration of 

ammonia. The main direction of research is aimed at finding new substances sensitive to 

ammonia. [3] 

In this work, samples of resistive sensors based on polyaniline derivatives were 

prepared. As a sitall substrate, aluminum contacts were deposited on it, the gap between the 

contacts was 50 μm. A film of a polyaniline derivative was applied to the gap region by 

centrifugation from a solution. To remove residual solvent, the samples were placed in an oven. 

The thickness of the polyaniline films is 150 nm. Thickness control is done with an atomic force 

microscope. 

To measure the current-voltage characteristics, the samples were placed in a chamber 

with a controlled concentration of ammonia vapor. The measurements were carried out at room 

temperature. Using the educational complex of scanning microscopes Nanoeducator II, AFM 

images of the surface of the studied polymer films were obtained. According to the results of 

studying the morphology of the surface of the films, a relatively large current flowing through 

the film with a higher roughness is observed. 

The dependences of the current through the sample on the residence time in the medium 

with ammonia vapors and the dependence of the current on the concentration of ammonia 

vapors were obtained. Films of polyaniline derivatives react to the presence of ammonia vapors 

in the environment by decreasing the flowing current. The advantages of the obtained NH3 

absorption sensors based on polyaniline films include a small hysteresis. To create sensors with 

a sensitivity in a wide range of concentration, additional research is needed to improve the 

characteristics of polymers and their films. 
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With the advent of modern research methods, the creation of nanoscale objects and their 

manipulation, it became possible to develop controllable structures that can be applied for the 

purposes of medicine and biotechnology. These constructs are conjugates of nanoparticles or 

various functional materials with biological molecules that are used for drug delivery or as 

diagnostic tools. Such developments hold great promise in terms of the breadth and variety of 

practical applications. 

Aptamers, short DNA or RNA sequences, the three-dimensional structure of which 

ensures their specific binding to a molecular target, to which they are selectively selected, can 

act as biomolecules for drug delivery. For a deeper understanding of how the molecular 

recognition of the target by an aptamer occurs, what the chemical bonds are responsible for a 

high affinity to the target, to search for ways to optimize the aptamer molecule, modify it for 

the formation of conjugates, it is necessary to know their spatial structure. 

Not all methods of structural analysis are applicable to the aptamers: they almost do not 

lend themselves to crystallization and therefore are inaccessible for X-ray diffraction; they have 

several thousand atoms in their structure, which complicates studies by NMR methods. These 

are flexible molecules for which the most applicable methods should be those that can be used 

directly in solution. 

The most preferable method for studying aptamer molecules is the small-angle X-ray 

scattering, which makes it possible to study the structures of biomolecules in solution, track the 

conformation changes of molecules under varying in environmental conditions, study 

molecular complexes, and combine the data obtained with other complementary methods. 

This work presents the results of a study of biological macromolecules of DNA 

aptamers using synchrotron and spectral methods, measurement techniques, the main results 

and conclusions that make it possible to judge the prospects of this direction in the study of the 

structure and functional properties of aptamers - synthetic oligonucleotides used for 

personalized medicine. 
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One-dimensional nanomaterials-nanowires (NWs) are of great interest for catalytic 

reactions. This is due to the high surface area to volume ratio, electrical conductivity and high 

surface curvature, which determines the efficiency of the catalyst. [1-3] 

This work is devoted to the study of the possibilities of creating structures based on NWs 

for the catalytic oxidation of CO at the lowest temperature. The oxidation of CO is extremely 

important - for example, in the aftertreatment of automobile exhaust gases. For this purpose, a 

commercial Pt-Pd-Rh catalyst is currently used, which converts CO into CO2 with almost 100% 

yield at temperatures above 400°C. For practical applications, catalysts that will operate at lower 

temperatures are important. [4-7] 

In the course of this work, NWs were obtained from copper and used as a catalyst in the 

oxidation of CO. In Fig. 1 shows the values of CO2 concentration depending on temperature 

for samples of ordinary copper foil, as well as samples with copper NWs. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Formation of СО2 during the interaction of copper samples (16x5 mm) with a flow 

of a mixture of 2% СО-5% О2 - He (20 ml / min): (1) ordinary copper foil, (2) NW with a 

diameter of 400 nm and a length of 12 μm, (3) NWs with a diameter of 30 nm and a length of 

12 μm, (4) NWs with a diameter of 300 nm and a length of 23 μm, (5) NWs with a diameter of 

100 nm and a length of 12 μm.  

 

Analysis of the results shows that for all samples with NW, the CO2 concentration after 

catalysis exceeds the values recorded for a simple foil under the same conditions. Comparison 

of samples 2 and 4 shows that at close values of the NW diameter, the catalytic activity increases 

with an increase in the NWs length from 12 to 23 μm. Comparison of samples 2, 3, and 5 with 

the same nanowire length (12 μm) but different diameters (400, 30, and 100 nm, respectively) 

indicates that the sample with the maximum wire thickness (400 nm) had the lowest catalytic 

activity. Sample 3 with a wire diameter of 30 nm had the highest activity at a temperature of 

250°C, and at temperatures of 300-350°C, sample 5 with a diameter of 100 nm was much more 

active.  
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It is shown in this work that the use of surfaces with an array of copper nanowires 

significantly enhances the catalytic effect in the oxidation of carbon monoxide. It was revealed 

that during catalysis there is a change in the surface - the formation of copper oxide and 

hemioxide, as well as the deposition of carbon on the surface of NWs. It was found that the 

changes after catalysis in the experiments performed are irreversible - the reduction does not 

lead to the appearance of the original structure.  
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the State Assignment of the FRS of Chemphysics. 
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Magnetic nanoparticles (NPs) are of interest due to their unique magnetic properties, which 

have potential applications in biomedicine. However, to date, the use of magnetic NPs in clinics 

is associated with many difficulties. Thus, their properties should be improved by precise 

engineering of the structure of the nanoparticle. One of the strategies is to create multifunctional 

structures consisting of several materials, for instance, core/shell NPs or other types of 

heterostructures. For example, the combination of magnetic NPs with the plasmonic counterpart 

in a single heterostructure adds to magnetic properties the optical ones.  

The most promising materials which can be used in heterostructures are magnetite (Fe3O4) or 

maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) as the magnetic unit and gold (Au) as the plasmonic one. The district 

surface of the gold counterpart can be functionalized for bioassays and, due to surface plasmon 

resonance phenomena, these NPs can be used as diagnostic tools or to perform photothermal 

therapy. Magnetic and plasmonic features can be applied synergistically, for example, 

simultaneous heating in the alternating magnetic field and optical excitation in magneto-photo-

thermal treatment increases the efficiency of therapy preserving multifunctionality. 

In this work, we will present several types of iron oxide/gold NPs synthesised via chemical 

routs in the form of nanoheterostructures [1], dumbbell-like dimers [2] and novel core/shell-

like nanostructures. Magnetic, optical and structural properties of synthesised particles were 

carefully studied with SQUID magnetometer, transmission electron microscopy, X-ray 

diffractometry, UV-vis spectroscopy and other techniques.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Transmission electron microscopy image of Fe3O4-Au dumbbell-like dimers [2] 

 

This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation No. 21-72-20158. 
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Magnetic nanoparticles (NPs) are widely studied and are considered a very promising 

material for modern technologies such as targeted drug delivery, microsurgery, magnetic 

separation, catalysis, etc. 

The main idea of using magnetic nanoparticles for microsurgery is to immobilize their 

surface with vector peptides (monoclonal antibodies, aptamers, etc.) and provide mechanical 

action using an alternating low-frequency magnetic field. Different types of cancer cells require 

different targeting agents.  

Various synthesis methods lead to a wide variety of properties of the obtained NPs. 

Therefore, the study of particles obtained by a certain method, the determination of their 

properties and the search for applications remains an urgent task and requires research in each 

specific case. 

The work is a generalization of studies of magnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles synthesized by 

the method of thermal decomposition with surface modification with various materials (PEG, 

SiO2, C and oligonucleotides), depending on the ligands used, the most preferable option for 

the practical use of nanoparticles is considered. 

The crystal structure of the NPs was characterized by X-ray diffraction measurements 

using a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer (Cu Kα radiation, 40 kV, 25 mA, λ = 1.5418 Å). 

The morphology, microstructure and local elemental composition of the NPs were 

investigated using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). TEM experiments were performed 

with a JEM-2100 (JEOL Ltd.) microscope operating at the accelerating voltage of 200 kV. The 

microscope was equipped with an Oxford Instruments energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) 

used to determine the elemental composition of the samples. JEOL JEM-1230 microscope 

operated at an accelerating voltage of 80 kV was used also in the Precision Instruments Center 

of NPUST. 

Magnetic properties were measured by a vibrating sample magnetometer (Lakeshore 

7400 series VSM). 

The absorption spectra were recorded with UV/Vis circular dichroism spectrometer 

SKD-2MUF (OEP ISAN). The quartz cells with optical path length of 5 mm were used. 

The reported study was funded by RFBR, project number The reported study was 

funded by Joint Research Project of Russian Foundation for Basic Research # 19-52-52002 and 

Ministry of Science and Technology, Taiwan MOST # 109-2112-M-153-003 and # 108-2923-

M-153-001-MY3. 

Partial measurements were carried out at the Krasnoyarsk Regional Center of Research 
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